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A study of the acquisition of Tense and Aspect, Negation and Interrogatioi
in English by learners in two learning situations aims to determine
whether:
(1) the linguistic behaviour of different learners is systematic and
rule governed
(2) the processes of language acquisition are similar in the English-
medium and non-English medium contexts
(3) similar strategies are used by the two groups of learners
(I4.) sequences of development can be found for each of the areas studied
(5) the II continuum is a recreative and developing systenr
(6) the variability of the IL system can be defined both at the
diachronic (development over time) and synchronic levels (measured
by the performance of learners in different tasks)
A cross-sectional approach is used for the four areas investigated. The
following tasks are used: oral production, discrete-point, multiple-choic
for Tense »rid Aspect; translation, transformation of sentences, error
correction and grammaticality judgement for Negation and Interrogation.
Hie ninety subjects in the study are from three English, Hindi and Khasi
medium schools, drawn from classes four, seven and ten.
Analysis of the data reveals basic underlying processes in the acquisition
of syntax and Implicational Scales display the systematic nature of
acquisition by learners. However, the use of certain pragmatic
strategies by some Hindi and Khasi learners give the sentences a unique
appearance.
The results also indicate that the IX is one that increases in complexity
over time. Based on the findings, it is suggested that learners first
acquire linguistic elements or categories with high information value.
Sequential acquisition of new linguistic material is also suggested to be
linked with neurological constraints on memory and mental capacity.
Variable performances by learners in different tasks suggest that the IL
system is unstable, dynamic and changeable. However, both diachronic
and synchronic variability can be accounted for.
Some implications for formal language learning are suggested at the close
of the thesis.
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1.0. Mary interesting issues have been brou^it to light by
research in second language acquisition (henceforth SLA) which
further stimulate enquiries into different aspects of an ever-
expanding area of investigation. Such issues as the general
cognitive processes of learning, in particular the linguo-
cognitive processes of language learning, the universality of such
processes as reflected in invariant orders of acquisition and
sequences of development, strategies of learning and communication
are interesting not only to researchers and theorists of second
language (henceforth L2), but also to developmental psychologists
and educators. Questions raised are: Are there universal
mechanisms responsible for language learning? If so, is L2
acquisition similar to LI? What are the differentiating factors?
Issues relating to the nature of a learner's language,
defined by its paradoxical systematicity in variability and its
dynamic, developing character, is a teasing enigma to researchers
interested in capturing and describing more details about these
transitional and provisional systems and the factors which shape
them. Some of these influential factors on the learner's system
have been isolated - cognitive development, psycho-affective
factors like attitude and motivation, previous known language(s),
the nature of the target language (henceforth TL), the learner's
strategies to learn and to communicate and different learning
situations. The last mentioned has not been dealt much except in
the work of Felix (1980b), Wode (l98l) and some other investigators.
It is therefore particularly interesting for us to compare SLA in
different learning environments, specifically in English Medium
(EM) and Non-English Medium (NEM) schools in North-East India.
Such a comparative study enables us to investigate whether
there are universal processes of language acquisition which
override the differences in situations, syllabuses, methods of
teaching, and first languages. We will examine the strategies of
learning and communication adopted by learners in different
environments, whether they are similar or different. If similar
developmental sequences comparable to other longitudinal and
oross-sectional studies are found, the next important step is to
look for explanations regarding the sequences of development
within a rational and pragmatic framework related to what we know
about language and communication. In doing so, we will be taking
our investigation further afield into the theoretical Why to
supplement the empirical What.
We will not attempt to describe the learners' idiosyncratic
dialects in great detail since these are not static systems
readily amenable to linguistic descriptions; also they are subjected
to such individual variations that detailed descriptions are near
impossible. Some broad characterisations however will be attempted:
empirical evidences will be given to show that the learner's
language is a developmental continuum that develops over time and •
is related to the amount of exposure to the data. Secondly, it
will be shown that it is variable, but that variability is
patterned and systematic. Thus a learner's language is defined
by the complexification of a basic system over time (developmental
and diachronic), and by synchronic variability due to linguistic
environments and the nature of the tasks which impose different
cognitive and linguistic demands on the learner. Task differences
will lead us to some speculations about situations that promote
implicit and/or explicit linguistic knowledge, the control of and
accessibility to such knowledge in different linguistic situations
and in different types of linguistic uses.
The empirical and theoretical questions given briefly above,
plus the availability in linguistic investigations of new research
tools to statistically analyse, confirm and display data, are some
of the motivations for this study. It would be incomplete,
however, not to mention a very practical and pedagogically urgent
question which is related to the specific learning of English in
the schools and colleges in North-East India: If there are vast
differences in the proficiency of English between EM and NEM
learners, how would this affect their education, especially at the
college and university levels where students are grouped together
in all classes and compete in the same examinations through the
3.
medium of English? Can pedagogical directions be sou^at to
bridge the gap between the different streams of students? What
kind of bilingual education should be given to the majority of
the students?
1.1. Background of the study and the position of English in
North-East India
North-East India is a multilingual region with many
language groups - Assamese, Bengali, Hindi and other languages
belonging to the Indo-Aryan family, tribal languages which belong
to the Sino-Tibetan group, and a tribal language (Khasi) of the
Austro-Asiatic family. One cannot say offhand that there is a
single dominant language in the North-East region as a whole, since
the dominance by any one language is conditioned by (a)
geographical area, (b) the location of a group or different
linguistic groups within that area, (c) the size of the linguistic
group(s), (d) the roles of the different languages in the social,
political, educational and economic fields. In big towns and
cities, different languages are used in different domains, since
interactions between different groups is quite extensive.
In such a complex, heterogeneous area, English has many
uses, such as:
(i) as a language of instruction in hi^ier education
(universities, colleges, medical and technical
institutes);
(ii) as a medium of instruction in composite schools
having students from various linguistic groups.
In these English Medium (henceforth EM) schools,
all subjects are taught in English. There is
also ample exposure to a rich informal
environment;
(iii) as a language 1 subject1 in Non-English Medium
(henceforth NEM) schools from Class I to VI,
after which it becomes the medium of instruction
for four years till the School Leaving
Certificate after Class X. Since most students
in an NEM institution share a common LI, there
is hardly any real communicative use of English
among the students or between students and
teachers except in the classroom. On the whole,
students are only at the receptive and passive
end of the teaching process, with little chance
for actual language use;
u.
(iv) as an official language in four tribal states,
therefore it is used for official
correspondence, in official mixed-group functions,
and so forth;
(v) as a language of communication for the educated
population in inter-linguistic interaction.
1.2. Definition of terms
(i) Second language acquisition (SLA) : "the process
of learning another language after the basics of
the first have been acquired, starting about five
years of age and thereafter" (Dulay, Burt and
Krashen 1981:10).
SLA can be in a foreign language context (e.g.
English in India) as well as in a host language
context (English in UK). For the purpose of
this study, the former is applicable. This
however does not mean that English is a foreign
language in the sense that French, German or
Russian is. Rather, English has to be taken as
L2 for the following reasons: (a) its uses in
the North-Eastern states mentioned above, (b) the
fact that our subjects have been taken from urban
and not rural schools, where exposure to English
will be minimal;
(ii) Transitional competence, Idiosyncratic dialect,
Interlanguage, Approximative Systems - these are
some of the terms used to describe the learner's
language. Corder defines it as a "transitional
competence" or the learner's "underlying knowledge
of the language to date" (Corder 1967:10)
In another article (Corder 1973)> he views the
learner's language as one of four idiosyncratic
dialects. It is idiosyncratic because it is
uniquely representative of the learner's own rule
system, and there are no native speakers of such
dialects.
Selinker's (1972) conception of the learner's
language is as an Interlanguage, implying that it
is defined by rules of two or more languages, the
LI and the L2. Nemser (1971) on the other hand
views it as a series of more complex systems
approximating towards the TL.
In this study, we will follow the more generally
accepted'term proposed by Selinker, i.e. the
learner's language will be called Interlanguage
(henceforth IL) . This does not mean however that
we view IL in the same ligfrt as Selinker, as will
be evident in Chapter 2.
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.(iii) Input : Intake. Corder (1967:9) distinguishes
between the two terms - Input refers to "what
is available for going in". In the context of
the classroom, input is almost synonymous with
the syllabus and the linguistic forms presented
in the class by the teacher.
This contrasts sharply with Intake - "What goes
in" - which is controlled by the learner's own
language acquisition mechanisms and is related to
his needs. When confronted with data in the TL,
the learner seeks meaning "through analysis of
what is most salient in the data, i.e. lexical
items and sequences" (Corder 1977:85) then he
interprets the structure of the TL on the basis
of his initial hypotheses. Corder is of the
opinion that this process is similar to the
Piagetian 'assimilation' and is essentially
deductive. By implication, intake is more
important in shaping the learner's language than
the input; input may be available, but unless
the learner's own language acquisition mechanisms
act on it, or if it is too far beyond the
linguistic maturity of the learner, it will not
form part of the intake (Corder 1971) •
Krashen (l98l:10l) defines intake as "that subset
of linguistic input that helps the acquirer
acquire language" and further characterised
intake as 'natural', i.e. language used for
communication, and the fact that it can be
understood. In Krashen's view, comprehensible
input (henceforth Cl) provides for maximal intake
or acquisition. CI is defined as i + 1, or the
level one stage beyond the learner's own
knowledge.
(iv) Implicit : Explicit Linguistic Knowledge.
Poliowing Bialystok (1978) implicit knowledge is
defined as "the intuitive information upon which
the language learner operates in order to produce
responses (comprehension or production) in the
target language. Whatever information is
automatic and is used spontaneously in language
tasks is represented in implicit linguistic
knowledge". Explicit linguistic knowledge on the
other hand "contains all the conscious facts the
learner has about the language" (Bialystok,
op.cit.:72).
In subsequent papers (Bialystok 1981) some of the
original definitions were modified, i.e. explicit
knowledge is no longer articulated knowledge, but
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'analysed information' no longer bound to a
particular situation, but is a "systematic,
organised information in its own rigjit".
Unlike Krashen's (1981) definitions of
acquisition and learning which he maintains are
related to the unconscious and conscious rule
internalisation, Bialystok avoids the terms
'conscious' and 'unconscious' . She makes it
clear that the distinction does not depend on
the content nor on the methods of instruction.
Rather, the distinction depends on the ability
of the learner to use linguistic knowledge or
the way it is used (Bialystok 1979).
(v) Strategies of Learning and Strategies of
Communication. Tarone et al (1976) define a
learning strategy as "a process of rule
formation; a tentative hypothesis which a
learner forms about the nature of the L2, which
is tested and subsequently modified". In
Cordar's view (1978) a learning strategy is a
regular characteristic of a learner's IL at
the time of study; it is also the result of
his IL system.
Learning Strategies are classified in the
literature as transfer, i.e. the use of LI rules
in L2; overgeneralization or the extension of
L2 rules to inapplicable contexts; memorization
which means the commitment to memory of chunks
of several words as unanalysed units; paying
attention to word order, which, according to
Richards (1971) is a crucial strategy in the
acquisition of LI and L2.
A communication stragegy according to Corder
(1978T is "a systematic technique employed by the
speaker to express his meaning when faced with
some difficulty" which is his inadequate command
of the L2. Hie inherent imbalance between
meaning and message intended, and a limited
linguistic resources, makes the L2 speaker adopt
any of the two communicative strategies: message
adjustment strategies such as message reduction,
topic avoidance, semantic avoidance, and message
abandonment. These strategies are risk-avoiding
and are less desirable than risk-taking resource
expansion strategies. An important category in
these types of strategies is 'borrowing' or the
use of items or features of the LI and other known
languages. Other risk-taking communication
strategies are paraphrases, circumlocution, word-
coinage and other ad hoc means.
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It is important to note here that though
the literature differentiates between
learning and communication strategies, there
is some overlap as these also interact with
each other. Thus, initial 'borrowing1 from
the LI if successful (especially when languages
are structurally and/or lexically similar) will
become a productive learning strategy. Such
transfers may also result in unsuccessful
'interference' when a particular item happens
to be dissimilar. Such interaction between
learning and communication strategies usually
create problems for a researcher.
(vi) Order of acquisition : Sequence of development.
The order of acquisition refers to "the order
in -which items or groups of items of grammar,
discourse, or phonology are acquired" (Dulay et
al 1982:275). The order can be in terms of
rank order or hierarchies and is discovered
directly either by longitudinal studies or
indirectly by cross-sectional studies. Felix
(19814.: 1+0) observes that the 'order of
acquisition' refers mainly to the order in which
different structures are fully mastered, while
'developmental sequence' refers to the sequence
of developmental stages through which learners
pass in the learning process before they master
a given structure completely. The two are
therefore different concepts.
(vii) Prefabricated patterns and routines. Hakuta
(1971+) and Kfashen (1981) are among some of the
writers who have noted the existence of prefabricated
patterns in IL. These are "partly 'creative' and
partly memorized wholes; they consist of sentence
frames with an open 'slot'" (Krashen 1981:83).
Routines on the other hand are "memorized whole
utterances or phrases" which may be used without
any knowledge of their internal structure.
1.3. Structure of the thesis
This study is divided into eight chapters of unequal length.
In the first introductory chapter we have given a brief general
overview of some issues in SLA research. Terminology and
definitions have been given to help clarify some of the terms that we
will come across in this study.
Chapter 2 presents an evaluative discussion of the theories
and models related to SLA and major published work in L2 research.
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In the review of the literature and theoretical discussion more
importance will be given to those theories and work which are of
relevance to the present investigation.
In Chapter 3 we will discuss the specific structures
chosen for our investigation - tense and aspect in English, the
syntax of negation, and the syntax of interrogation, both Yes/No
(Y/u) and information (WH) questions. We will discuss, briefly,
these structures in the Li's of our subjects as compared to their
forms and uses in English. It is also necessary to present the
rationale for the choice of these structures for investigation.
Specific theoretical issues in which we are interested, will be
presented as aims and hypotheses of this study.
In the next chapter we will discuss the methods of
elicitation used, the pilot tests, the sample subjects, and the
experiments carried out in the course of the investigation.
Analysis of the data is presented in two chapters:
Chapter 5 deals with the analysis of tense and aspect, and concludes
with an interim report of the main findings from the statistical
analyses. In Chapter 6, the same procedures and methods of
statistical analyses will be followed for the two areas of negation
and interrogation, with the main findings as a conclusion.
In Chapter 7 the results from both the previous chapters
are taken for interpretation and discussion. The focus of
attention will be on issues relating to sequences of development
of the structures chosen; explanations are offered for these
sequences based on the data and discussions in previous studies.
Strategies used by the EM and EEM subjects will be discussed, as
also the position of the subjects on the developmental continuum,
variability due to tasks, and lastly, the form: function
distinction from the data of EM and HEM subjects.
The last concluding chapter presents a brief summary of
our results and discussions related to the questions posed in





and Review of the Literature
2.1. LI Research ; the seeds of L2 studies
Much of the research in L2 acquisition studies has its
roots in LI research of the sixties. As an introduction it is
necessary therefore to give a brief resume of LI research and the
theories that have provided the framework within which linguists
and researchers can explore processes of language acquisition.
The three main theories prevalent were: the Behavouristic theory
(Skinner 1957)j the Nativist theory (Lenneberg 1967> Chomsky 1959*
1965, McNeill 1966, 1968), and a Semantic School (Bloom 1970)•
The Behaviouristic theory with the attendant principles of exercise
and practice, stimulus and response, conditioning etc. was seen as
a mechanical process of external environment acting upon an
uncreative learner. Nativist theorists argued cogently that the
child is not an empty receptacle, but that he brings an active
participation and an innate knowledge to the process of acquisition.
The child's ability to 'create1 language comes from his possession
of the language acquisition device (henceforth LAD). McNeill (1966)
posits that one property of the LAD is the ability to engage in
constant evaluation of the developing linguistic system and to
construct the simplest possible system out of the linguistic data.
Chomsky is of the opinion that "universals are intrinsic properties
of the language acquisition system, these providing a Schema that is
applied to data" (Chomsky 1965:53)* The child-learner is all the
time engaged in analysing the input data, forming hypotheses about
the linguistic structures and systems, revising and modifying them
against new data. The process is a gradual and progressive
movement towards the complex adult grammar. The process is natural,
unconscious and systematic. An important contribution of this
school is the notion of language as a rule-governed system; each
language is shown to be a 'system of systems', i.e. a structured
organisation of the rules of syntax, of morphology, of semantics,
phonology, and morphophonemics; further, these systems are ordered
within themselves. This finite system of rules which form the
intuitive grammar of a native speaker generates an infinite
number of sentences in production, comprehension, detection of
ambiguity, synonymy and so forth.
The Nativists' preoccupation with rules and structures
was however considered inadequate in fully account for the
complexities of language learning, since meaning was not taken into
account. By the beginning of the 1970s, such approaches were
considered 'lean2 and it was felt by some researchers that 'rich'
interpretations must place semantics at the centre of the language
acquisition process. Lois Bloom's 1970 study is one of the
pioneering works which attempted to break away from the
restrictions placed by the previous schools. In her work, Bloom
showed that children not only learn the syntax of sentences, but
also underlying structures and relationships with due attention to
meaning, function and context. Semantic intentions are reflected
in the word order chosen by the child. Brown (1973:63) concliid.es
that "a semantic characterisation or what I have called 'rich
interpretation' is the superior approach". Brown cites the work
of Schlesinger (1974) and Eillmore (1968) as belonging to the
"semantically aware kinds of grammar" (Brown 1974:65).
Psychologists like Slobin (l97l) have postulated that the cognitive
development of a child precedes his semantic learning and knowledge
of semantic relationships such as possession, nomination, location,
agent-action-object etc., which are then reflected in linguistic
expressions. The study of semantic relationships in child speech
"has helped expose remarkable developmental universals that formerly
had gone unremarked" (Brown 1973:100).
2.2. Theories and Models in L2 Research
2.2.1. The Interlanguage Hypothesis
Corder (1967) proposed the innate hypothesis for language
acquisition to L2, postulating the same mechanisms, procedures and
strategies for the acquisition of L2 as those used to acquire LI.
The learning process of L2 also involves the activation of the
internal language learning mechanisms to construct the grammar of
the TL from the data to which the learner is exposed. The
transitional competences of the learner at different stages are
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characterised by regularity and systematicity, thus they are
describable by sets of rules, some of which may be variable.
Hie systematic nature of these competences is seen in the
regularity of the learner's developmental 'errors'. Errors are
therefore given a new status: they are invaluable evidences of
the learning process going on as the learner tests and revises
hypotheses about the TL as he moves along the dynamic, ever
changing and variable IL continuum (Corder 1967)» Other
scholars like Selinker (1969, 1972), Nemser (1971)» Bickerton
(1971) also recognise the autonomous, dynamic, fluctuating but
systematic nature of the language of the learners. However, their
points of emphasis and details of the concept of the learner's
system differ. For lack of space in the following comparative
discussion we will be concerned only with the ideas of Selihker
and Corder.
2.2.1 .l.Restructuring vs Recreative Hypothesis
Selihker's concept of the IL as one of equal complexity
arises out of his belief that second language learning is the
reorganization of the. linguistic material from an IL to identify
with a particular TL (Selinker 1972:127). The IL on the other
hand is the product of the restructuring of the LI so that it acts
as a middle system. This point of view can be schematically shown
as the following:
FIGORE 1 Selinker's Model of Interlanguage in Relation to the
LI and the Target Language
The problem with this concept is that it attributes
far more to the LI than is the actual case, because it leans
heavily on the presence of transfer errors and the adoption of
the sociolinguistic concept of languages in contact (Weinreich
1953).
The alternative hypothesis proposed by Corder (1977b)
that learning a second language is more a Recreative' than
'restructuring' process is more acceptable since language learning
is now generally accepted to be a cognitive-based process and not
a transfer of habits. This view sees the learner as actively
engaged in the learning process, starting with communicational
needs in understanding and producing meaningful utterances
(Corder 1977:91). Empirical support for this view can be seen
in the natural order and sequences of development studies.
Secondly, transfer errors account for very little of the total
errors that learners made; Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982:5)
attribute only 5>^ of the total errors to transfer from the LI in
children, and about 20% in adults. Thou^i other researchers have
reported different figures, it is nonetheless generally believed
that the bulk of a learner's errors are developmental as in the
case of LI acquirers.
2.2.1.2.The LI vs a Universal Linguistic Code as the Basis of an IL
Because Selinker sees IL as an intermediate stage between
the LI and the TL, it is implicit that he also sees the LI as the
starting point of the formation of the IL via a reorganisation of
LI linguistic rules and other linguistic materials. Corder (1977a)
has argued that it is more likely that learners of an L2, L3 and
so forth, should possess a basic semantax (Traugott 1977) which is
probably a universal feature. This has been argued for in the
study of the origin of pidgins (Hymes 1971) "the beginning of an LI
(Brown 1973? Lyons 1973)? and. i-s consistent with the more general
ideas of innate hypothesis and the hypothesis of linguistic
universals. It is also consistent with the findings that (a)
simple codes are essentially the same, one characteristic being
structural and morphological poverty (b) the ability of every
speaker to regress to a simple code such as Baby Talk, Foreigner
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Talk, and so forth. Lastly, a strong argument in favour of
the universal semantax hypothesis as the basis of second
language learning is the role given to semantics, meaning and
communication. Corder's identification of the early stages of
the IL with simple codes, which are 'nearer8 to the "underlying
structure of the 'inner form' of all languages, i.e. more overtly
reflect semantic categories and relations" (Corder, op.cit.:82)
implies his belief in the role of semantics as the basis of
language development. Corder believes that language learning is
essentially a discovery procedure, the learner of L2, like the
child learning his mother tongue, uses as his initial hypothesis,
not the complex system of his LI, but a basic system which is
available for all language learning. Thus, when faced with the
data of the TL, whether LI, L2 ... Ln, the learner learning a
language in a natural context seeks meaning throu^i analysis of
what is perceptually most salient in the data of the TL, i.e.
lexical items and word order (Hymes 1971). It is to be noted
that lexical items and word order are basic to communication of
meaning or message, and therefore have optimum utility. The
basic linguistic code at the initial stage of language learning
develops into a series of more complex and approximative systems
(Nemser 1971) till it equals the L2 system if fossilization does
not take place.
2.2.1.3.Non-developmental vs Developmental Continuum
It is logical to hypothesise a developmental continuum
since learning theories and developmental psychology have shown
that there are stages of development as learning progresses over
time. In this connection, Corder (l977f-i) argues for the postulation
of "some rather general processes of 'complication', i.e. language
learning". These 'complication rules' are language specific,
possibly the addition of function words, morphology, inversion,
deletion or such other transformational rules, if the TL requires
these. Since the motivation for complication arises out of
increased communicative needs and the necessity to reduce ambiguity,
the complication process also involves the replacement of general
rules by more specific ones, undifferentiated by more differentiated
categories. Thus the developmental continuum is one of
increasing complexity as the learner complexifies and expands
his "basic system. This process is attested in the phenomenon
of linguistic system changes such as Pidgin to Creole, child
language to adult language, learner2s IL to the TL. In all
these cases the changes are towards a norm or target; hence
development also involves a goal-oriented change. The concept of
IL as a developmental one is supported by empirical research such
as Hyltenstam (1978a).
2.2.1.^.Variability
Variability inCorder's theory is partly explained by the
concept of the IL as a developmental one increasing in complexity
over time, as learning progresses. Linguistic rules or items
which are being learned are naturally in a constant state of flux, .
and this results in variable performances. On the other hand,
there is a horizontal variability which is at a single point in
time. Corder believes that the IL speaker, like the native
speaker, has more than one code available to him (Corder 1977b:9l)-
Variable performances by a learner at any particular time is
therefore possible because he has a range of options and can shift
along the IL continuum. The reasons are (a) the co-existence of
multiple hypotheses that the learner makes use of in his search for
the target system (Corder 1976:75)? (b) the presence of more than
one model of the L2, (c) the type of mode operating - spoken or
written or whether the linguistic task is comprehension/
recognition or more demanding ones like production (Corder 1977b:92,
Bickerton 1975)*
2.2 .1.5.Evaluation of Corder's Concept of the IL
Erom our discussion above, we are now in a position to
schematically represent Corder's concept of the IL shown below;
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figore 2 A Representation of Corder's Model of the
Interlanguage Continuum
-vn y TARGET NORM
f
\i / Horizontal and Synchronic
/ variability (Range of
\ options available)
1 /
The vertical line in the above diagram represents the IL
developmental continuum from the starting point »I' to the end
point ln! which is the target norm or the end of learning if
fossilization sets in. Since tIt is the starting point it
represents an initial elementary stage. The learner moves
upwards along the continuum as he elaborates his L2 linguistic
system through learning and exposure to more data over a time span,
which cannot be specified since the rate of learning differs
according to individual learners and the opportunity for learning.
II, III, IT and so forth represent the stages hi^ier up as the IL
becomes more complex and approximates the TL(n). The horizontal
line represents the range of options available to the learner
(2.2.I.I4 above). Notice that the learner at the earlier stages
has a very limited range in production, i.e. he can move only to a
stage of equal or lesser complexity, e.g. if the learner is at
Stage V, he can move between the range I to V, but if he is at
Stage II, only two options are available for him.
The above figure is a rather simplified representation
of the IL developmental continuum, since it does not specify that
the linguistic rules or categories between one stage and another
may overlap. In other words, sometimes we may find that we
cannot place a learner definitely at one stage or another since
these are not so clear-cut. Thus the IL has been envisaged by
Corder and Selinker as a continuum rather than a series of discrete
stages of approximative systems. This is consistent with the
belief that linguistic change is a gradual process and is of
varying proportions. In socio linguistic studies it has been shown
that the replacement of linguistic categories or rules is not
categorical and sudden, but rather it is rule-governed and
conditioned by linguistic or non-linguistic environments (Labov
1966; 1969). Bailey has captured the concept of the gradual
spread of linguistic rules in his Wave theory (Bailey 197U)» where
rule spread is first evidenced in the heaviest environments, i.e.
those favouring the application of a rule, and reaches the lightest
environments last. Such environmentally-conditioned changes are
empirically shown in implicational scales (2.3.2 below). Since
language learning is also a kind of change by the addition of
linguistic rules/categories it is logical therefore to posit an IL
which allows for overlappings and is continuous.
Secondly, we have argued above(2.2.1.3)that learning implies
development, therefore the IL should be developmental, i.e. one that
is increasing in complexity and is goal-directed. A non-developmental
continuum of equal complexity is possible only in contexts of non-
learning, e.g. the sociolectal continuaa which are described in
terms of 'distance1 or degrees of restructuring from some standard
or norm (Corder 1977^* Developmental continuaa on the other hand
are described in terms of some degree of relative simplicity in
relation to the second or target language.
It is interesting to note that Corder departs from the account
of variability in LI research, in that it is not seen as a one-
dimensional phenomenon - variability due to development and progress
in LI acquisition studies, and variability due to socio-
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psychological factors in sociolinguistic studies. Rather in
Corder's theory, variability is seen as being two-dimensional:
vertical variability is the result of movements over time, and
horizontal variability which is the result of variables at a
particular point in time, such as different tasks, different
models and various social and psychological factors.
What is appealing in Corder's concept of the IL is that it
is comprehensive - providing for an account of the starting point
of the IL, its continuous and dynamic nature, its differences from
other types of continuaa, and an account for variability.
Secondly, meaning, semantics and communication are given an
important place. Lastly, it is consistent with prevalent theories
of learning, especially language learning, and theories of
variability in sociolinguistic studies.
The IL hypothesis mark some important shifts in theories
regarding the learning of L2. It also gives necessary direction
to L2 research. So far, work in L2 research has been within a
restricted area of Contrastive Analysis and Error Analysis, the
first placing the LI in an undeserved central place as a reference
point and the second promoting wrong notion of 'errors' because
the learner's language has been analysed only as deviations from
the TL norm. There was no attempt to see or study the learner's
system in its own right, nor to study the process of second
language learning. The 70s were armed with more concretely
formulated theories and better scientific methodology for data
collection. 'Errors' are now being analysed to know more about
learning and communicative strategies and processes, and to provide
an indication of learning taking place. Since Corder (1967)
posits that learners' language is a 'system', researchers have been
trying to empirically prove that it can be accounted for; a set of
variable rules is usually hypothesized for an IL system. Also,
the view of IL as one that develops over time gives rise to the
'order' or 'sequence' studies. Lastly, the role of the LI in
second language learning is now being examined afresh, without
necessarily going to the 'interference' notion in Structuralist
theory.
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2.2.2. The Morpheme Order Studies
2.2.2.1.Dulay and Burt's 1973 study of the acquisition of eight
grammatical morphemes hy l5l Spanish-speaking children was the
pioneering work in SLA research. The methodology was mainly
adopted from LI research, especially that of Brown (1973) and
de Villiers and de Villiers (1973) • main findings is the
"common order of acquisition" (1973:256) for all the three groups
of subjects when the Bilingual Syntax Measure (BSM) is used.
This study is important in L2 research for the following
reasons:
(a) It was the first attempt to adopt Brown's
procedures of data analysis and scoring method
(90% criterion in obligatory context) in SLA
(b) It paved the way for subsequent studies which
give rise to issues and hypotheses related to
L2 learning theories, the relationship between
LI and L2, methodology and analysis in L2
research etc. Encouraged by the results, these
researchers put forward the Creative Construction
Hypothesis (1973> 197Ub, 1975a) which postulates
that:
(a) the sequence of development is the same for
native and L2 learners (LI - L2)
(b) the sequence is the same for L2 learners
from different linguistic backgrounds
(c) the LI plays no part in the learning of a
second language, nor in the sequence of
development.
The points put forward by Dulay and Burt have been seriously
questioned by other researchers in the ligjit of their own findings.
Hakuta (l97Ua) found that the order of acquisition of 15 grammatical
morphemes by a five year old Japanese girl acquiring English in a
naturalistic environment is different from that reported by Brown
(1973) by de Villiers and de Villiers (1973)• He therefore
suggested that differences between first and second language
learners exist because of the presence or absence of the semantic
notion expressed by these English morphemes in the LI and other
factors like phonological interference. Hakuta's results are again
inconsistent with those of Bailey, Madden and Krashen (197U)> who
explored the possibility of a 'natural order' in 73 adult ESL
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students with 12 different Li's. They reported (a) similar
sequence of the total group with Dulay and Burt's study, (b)
similar sequence for the Spanish subgroup and the others. They
also supported the view that LI does not have a role in L2
acquisition. Secondly, they are of the opinion that adults and
children use common strategies and processes in L2 acquisition.
Meanwhile Dulay and Burt (l97Ua) expanded the number from
8 to 11 morphemes and used an expanded version of the BSM to
investigate the acquisition of morphemes by Chinese and Spanish
speakers. They found that the sequence of acquisition is the same
for both groups though different statistical methods of computation
and analysis were used to test the stability of the results. They
felt that rank order methods used so far give the wrong impression
that the grammatical structures are acquired one at a time, since
rank orders are linear. Rather, groups of structures typically
cluster with very close scores, implying that each structure is
not learned independent of the preceding and succeeding items.
To capture this important fact, Dulay and Burt's next study
(1975b) used the ordering theoretic method (OTM) based on Bart and
Krus (1973) • OTM is a hierarchical model which assumes that
there is a relationship among items or structures which are
distributed into branched hierarchies. The method therefore shows
those groups of structures which are acquired at about the same time
to have a different relationship from other groups. Such
statistical procedures enable the researchers to present a more
accurate picture of the language development and therefore is an
important methodological breakthrough in SLA research.
This method of analysis was adopted by Krashen, Madden and
Bailey (l975t>) to reanalyse their 197^4 data. They found similar
hierarchical relationships as Dulay and Burt's results.
Meanwhile, other researchers too became involved in this
promising field of morpheme order studies (henceforth MDS).
Fathman (1975) developed her own elicitation technique called the
SLOPE test to investigate the acquisition of 20 morphemes by 120
Korean and Spanish six to fourteen year olds. This cross-sectional
study reports the general sequencing of structure to be similar to
that of other studies. This supports the natural sequence, since
the scoring technique and the testing device was different.
It counteracts the doubt posed by Lars en-Freeman (1975) who raised
the question - could the order be an artifact of the elicitation
technique? To find the answer, she used a battery of four other
tasks besides the BSM in her study of 2i+ adult subjects from four
language backgrounds. Her findings are: (a) the L2 natural
order is different from the LI order, (b) the L2 order is the same
for all 21+ learners irrespective of the LI when the BSM is used,
though the LI could account for some of the variability exhibited
by different groups, (c) the order is not the same across tasks,
i.e. the order for the speaking (BSM) and the imitating tasks
correlated with that of Dulay and Burt's (l973> 197^U Bailey et al
(l97U)> but this is not true with the writing, reading and listening
tasks. She concludes that the order could be an artifact of the
BSM.
A series of studies were reported by researchers who are now
involved in the investigation of the natural order using different
elicitation techniques. Krashen et al (1977) examined the
spontaneous speech of 33 adults from six different language backgrounds.
Again, the sequence was similar for the acquisition of 11 morphemes.
Fuller (i978) adopted Fathman's oral and written SLOPE test to find out
the order of acquisition of 20 structures by 80 adults, divided into
Indo-European and Hon-Indo-European groups. Her results show (a)
that the acquisition order is similar for all 16 linguistic groups,
(b) for the five structures which had been examined in previous
acquisition order studies, the same order was found as in earlier
studies, using the rank order studies analysis, (c) for structures
already analysed in Dulay and Burt's (l975"b) hierarchical analysis
study, the ordering relationships were virtually the same.
The next focus of interest was the order elicited by the
written mode rather than the oral mode as has been the case in most
of the above studies. Andersen (1978k) used the written paragraphs
of 89 students who have had around ten years of formal ELT. The
acquisition order and the hierarchy order is close to the Dulay and
Burt's study and has high correlation with Bailey et al's (197U)
sequence. Krashen, Butler, Birbaum and Robertson (1978) used the
free composition of 70 adults from four different Li's, and found an
acquisition order similar to those already discussed. Puller's
study (op.cit) also includes the written version of the SLOPE
test. The five structures examined were found to be similar to
the oral sequence. Also, she found the same ordered groupings for
the written mode that she had found for the oral test.
Thus, nearly all studies show similar order of acquisition,
regardless of the subjects' LI, age, linguistic situations, type of
testing methods, written or oral mode, and different methods of
analysis. In the words of Krashen "natural orders, at least in
our laboratory were turning up everywhere" (1981:51+) •
In spite of these reports, criticisms and questions regarding
the validity and usefulness of the MDS began to appear. Rosansky
(1976) was doubtful about cross-sectional studies based on
instrument-elicited data. Her own ten-month longitudinal study of
six Spanish speakers and examination of their unstructured
conversations reveal that (a) there was no correlation in the cross-
sectional and longitudinal based 'orders' for one individual (Jorge),
(b) there was considerable variety among the six subjects.
Rosansky therefore cautioned researchers about evaluating rank
order results, especially those of cross-sectional studies.
Andersen (1977) was concerned with the then prevailing
methods used in cross-sectional morpheme acquisition studies. His
criticisms were (a) that the procedures used for LI research were
indiscriminately transferred to L2 acquisition research, (b) that
the methods of analysis were obscuring and eliminating variations,
thus they fail to reveal true systematicity in the data (p.1+9).
The morpheme accuracy method eliminates much of the data, (c) the
inadequacy of the scoring method, which, following Brown (1973)»
used 90% suppliance in an obligatory context as 'acquired1 and the
whole range between 0-90% as 'not acquired' . He proposed the Group
Range Method as a better scoring method which reveals systematicity
in the data without eliminating individual variation. (d) Also,
the MDS do not constitute natural groups or related categories.
His suggestion was that morphemes should be studied in natural groups,
such as HP-related or VP-related morphemes. Lastly, the ll+ or so
morphemes were not generalised to specific linguistic structures in
specific context of communication.
From the continent, writers like Clahsen and. Pienemann,
and ¥ode raised some questions about the merits of the MOS.
Clahsen and Pienemann (1981) observe that an interpretation of
acquisition as a linear process does not allow one to find out
the different degrees of relevance of the linguistic features
corresponding to the psychological, social or language-internal
factors. Variations within the developmental stages therefore
cannot be explained. Wode et al (1978) criticised the morpheme
order approach as one which focuses exclusively on the relative
chronology offtarget-like mastery of linguistic items and therefore
excludes the stages of development leading towards the TL norm.
They point out that a model of second language learning should
reflect developmental stages. In this and other papers (Wode 1976,
1981) Wode proposes that research in acquisition should focus on
developmental stages in order to trace the process of development.
Secondly, the MOS do not take account of the formal properties of
morphemes - bound or free etc., as a prerequisite for deciding the
possibility of getting an order. Thirdly, Wode raised a
controversial point: since some reliance on the LI- is an integral
part of L2 acquisition, there can be no universal order of the
English morphemes, i.e. L2 is not equal to LI order (other similar
arguments are also found in Wode 1983).
Sampson (1978) pointed out another inadequacy of the MOS -
the fact that there is no explanation offered for the occurrence of
a 'natural order'.
2.2.2.2k Evaluation of the Morpheme Order Studies
Burt and Dulay (1980) in a lengthy article which summarises
and tries to justify the 'order' studies and the method of data
analysis, claim that:
"... a major purpose of the initial sequence studies
was to provide some theoretical guidance in terms
of where we might look for factors that seem to
influence L2 learning in predictable ways.
Similarities in the acquisition of structures by
different L2 learners in various settings would
justify looking further into the ways in which
learners' internal mechanisms seem to affect what
is actually learned. Further, an acquisition
order characteristic of L2 learners would provide
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clues to the structure of internal cognitive
mechanisms responsible for L2 acquisition. Over
and above the provision of theoretical guidance,
acquisition order studies could also provide
practical guidance in the development of the
curricula, materials, and assessment instruments".
(Burt and Dulay 1980:266)
In the light of the stated aims, we are justified in
asking these questions:
(1) Have the MOS directed us to the "factors
that seem to influence L2 learning"?
(2) Are we anywhere nearer to knowing about "the
ways in which learners' internal mechanisms
seem to affect what is actually learned" or
about "the structure of internal cognitive
mechanisms responsible for L2 acquisition"?
(3) What has been the contribution of these studies
to the construction of curricula or materials
in language learning?
Dulay and Burt's own answer seems to be in their revised
working model for the Creative Construction in L2 acquisition
(Dulay, Burt and Krashen 1982:6) reproduced below:
FIGURE 3 Working Model for Some Aspects of Creative Construction
in Language Acquisition
FIGURE 1-A Working Model for Creative Construction in L2 Acquisition*
INTERNAL PROCESSING
•An updated version of the chart on page 100, in Viewpoints on English as a Second Language,
edited by Marina Burt, Heidi Dulay and Mary Finocchiaro. New York: Regents Publishing Co.
Inc., 1977. Reprinted by permission.
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The 'internal mechanisms' or the 'three internal
factors' are the Filter, the Organizer, and the Monitor; the
first two being the "subconscious processors" and the last a
conscious one. The Filter screens out some of the linguistic
input because of the learner's individual motives, needs,
attitudes and such other emotional factors. The Organizer, as
the name implies, sorts out the new language system and builds
up the rule systems of the L2 in specific ways. It is
productive because it is responsible for generating sentences not
learned through rote memorization. Lastly, the Monitor
consciously process linguistic information, e.g. conscious
memorization of rules and their application in performance. The
above characterisations of the internal processing mechanisms
seem to answer point (l) above, but we should not lose sight of
the fact that this revised model (1982) comes almost nine years
after the first morpheme studies (1973) and. five years after the
original version (Burt, Dulay and Finochiaro 1977)> years during
which other scholars have been working and unearthed more facts
about L2 acquisition. The Filter, for example, is also derived
from the work of Schumann and his associates (1976, 1978b). The
Monitor is a notion that Krashen and his associates introduced.
The Organizer is identified with Chomsky's "language acquisition
device" (Dulay et al 1982:5U) and. is a different term for the
"mechanisms", "procedures", "processes" proposed by Corder in 1967-
The answer to point (2) is rather disappointing: in the
words of Dulay et al (op.cit.:52): "we cannot yet fully specify
its operational principles", i.e. we are nowhere closer to an
understanding of the relationship between the postulated innate
language mechanisms and the way a language is learned in a
sequential order. Again, turning to LI research and Brown, Dulay
and Burt (1975a) tried to find an answer in Brown's (1973)
prediction of grammatical and semantic complexity and found that
"neither grammatical nor semantic complexity, nor both combined,
could explain the learning order found for L2 learners".
This is not surprising. The notion of complexity, though
appealing, cannot be imported wholesale into acquisition studies.
Chomsky and Halle (1968) made it clear that derivational complexity
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in terms of the number of transformational rules applied is a
good measurement of linguistic structures, but does not
necessarily reflect the psychological reality of these structures.
The fundamental problem seems to be the application of concepts
meant for linguistic descriptions within a particular framework
(TG) to acquisition studies and the explanation of acquisition
orders. Hence the unsuccessful attempts both in LI (Brown 1973)
and L2 (Lulay and Burt, op.cit). Hence the unending circularity
of the complexity arguments (Corder 1983> personal communication)
to explain the sequences, e.g. to quote from Dulay et al (1982:58)
"the possessive ^s marker ... is considered mere complex ... than
the progressive -ing because it is learned later" to which we can
add: "it is learned later because it is semantically or
grammatically more complex", an argument which takes us neither
here nor there. Again, how can we prove that one form or
structure, e.g. ^ or -ing 'is no' or 'is not', is more complex
than the other? So far, the criterion has been in terms of numbers.
If so, then ^ and -ing morphemes should be of equal complexity.
Again, the full passive "The window was broken by someone" is
acquired later than the shortened form "The window was broken"
which is the result of an extra deletion rule (Slobin 1973'» Bever
1970). Language learning is not a simple equation of x + y = the
answer, because language is not numbers. Defining semantic
complexity as the number of major components of meanings may be
valid for descriptive purposes up to a point, but it does not
reflect much about how useful those meanings are. Let us take a
well-tested pair: the Progressive -ing and the 3rd Singular -s
morphemes, as a case in point.








numerical counts show that -ing has more components
of meaning semantically; yet it has been shown in LI and L2
studies that it is one of the earliest to emerge. Somehow we
have to account for these facts and look for other reasons.
Stagnation in SLA research is the result of our inability to
explore further than the lines drawn by LI research, which, in turn,
was mainly restricted by the concepts of a particular linguistic
theory (TG). The outlook seems to be more promising now as
researchers spread out into other directions - discourse and
pragmatics, semantics and functional approaches, language in
communication and so forth. It is generally believed that
language learning is basically the acquisition of a communication
system, therefore meaning and use has to be central in language
acquisition studies. In Chapter 7 these concepts will be developed
further and the relationship between acquisition orders with the
essential meaning and utility of acquired forms will be discussed.
To go back to the Organizer: as it now stands, it is
only a general postulation, elusive and vague, unable to specify
the basic underlying principles of operation. To be fully
operational, the Organizer has to be more concretely defined. It
possibly needs a semantic-pragmatic base. In other words, what we
are suggesting in answer to the question "what are the principles
that guide the operations of the Organizer" is - it operates on the
basis of semantic and communicative utility. Again, the concept
of functional and productive utility will be discussed in Chapter 7-
The last question posed above concerns the "particular
guidance" in pedagogy. The implication is that, if a universal
order is found, and if such an order conflicts with pedagogical
orders (Syllabuses), then surely the natural order should be the
basis of curricula and materials, since it reflects a psychological
reality. Krashen et al (1975^)has discussed these theoretical
applications of natural order studies at length. Corder (1967)
has earlier discussed the 'learner-generated sequence' and the
'instruetor-generated sequence' and the possible conflict between
the two .
How far has this practical guidance been followed? To our
knowledge, no textbook writer has taken up the natural sequences as
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a basis for curriculum and textbooks for language learning.
In the same article Dulay and"Burt offer practical guidance
also in research methodology for the study of acquisition order.
The shortcomings of these methods of data analysis and display have
already been pointed out by Andersen (op.cit). Thus the
methodology of the MOS needs to be supplemented by other methods of
analysis, if we are interested in the whole learning process, and
not just in the rank orders of items. Better ways of data analysis
will be discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter.
2 .2.2.2B Interim Summary
In spite of the various shortcomings, the importance of the
MDS should not be underestimated. The studies pioneer other
researches in SLA - such as the acquisition of Negation, Interrogative
structures (WH-Q and Y/N). Copula, Complement types, Relative
Clauses etc. As earlier noted, the MOS have given rise to many
important and interesting theoretical issues in second language
learning.
2.2.3. The Monitor Model
A theory that arises from the MDS is the Monitor Model,
originally formulated as an account of adult performance (Krashen
197 7arL977b) but now extended to child L2 learners (Dulay et al 1982;
8).
Larsen-Rreeman8 s report (1975) that she did not find a natural
order for reading, writing and listening tasks led to Krashen2 s
postulation of the Monitor or Conscious Grammar (1977a, 1977b). The
Monitor Model has an editing function and can be operated by the
learner under specific conditions to improve the accuracy of easy
taught rules like the 3rd person singular ^s or the regular simple
past -ed morpheme, hence disturb the natural order. Conditions
which allow for focus on form, delayed response and accuracy-oriented
tasks, like Larsen-Rreemant s discrete-point task, plus the learner2 s
knowledge of the rules and the desire to use those rules, are most
conducive for monitor use. Krashen et al support the hypothesis
by several studies (Krashen et al 1978, 1978; Houck et al 1978).
The last mentioned especially seems to provide evidence that tasks
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which are focused on communication show a natural order, while
tasks which focus on form show a variant order (or 'unnatural'
order) identical to that found in Larsen-Ereeman's study.
Between 1976 to date, Krashen has been developing his
theory to include several other related hypotheses, each of which
will be discussed below:
2.2.3.1 .The .Acquisition : Learning Hypothesis
The basic tenet in this hypothesis is that there are "two
independent systems for developing ability in second languages,
subconscious language acquisition and conscious language learning,
and that these systems are interrelated in a definite way;
subconscious acquisition appears to be far more important" (Krashen
1981:1).
The importance of acquisition lies in the fact that it is
the learner's own internalization of rules from input data in
meaningful communication. It is therefore the result of the
learner's subconscious interaction with the data, guided by universal
and innate mechanisms. It is also responsible for the generation
of an infinite number of learner's utterances governed by systematic
rules.
The learning component on the other hand cannot initiate
utterances and is available only for the purpose of editing, hence
its peripheral role. It evolves in the climate of explicit formal
tutelage, learning of pedagogical grammar rules, error correction
and classroom exercises. The conditions of its use and the type of
learners who use the Monitor are very limited. When used, at the
most it can improve the accuracy only of low-level morphological and
grammatical forms.
2.2.3.2.The Attitude : Aptitude Hypothesis
Krashen related this distinction to the acquisition :
learning hypothesis. Attitude is said to be directly related to
acquisition and only indirectly to conscious learning. Positive
attitude to the target language and/or its speakers makes the
acquirer open to input data and activates the language learning
mechanisms.
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Aptitude has more to do with the states of mind such as
grammatical sensitivity "the individual's ability to demonstrate
his awareness of the syntactical patterning of sentences of a
language" (Carroll 1973'7)> phonetic coding ability, inductive
ability, and verbal intelligence. Since learning is a conscious
process, these abilities are useful for learning a language in a
conscious way.
2.2.3.3.The Informal ; Formal Linguistic Environments
Krashen puts forward the case that the acquisition :
learning distinction helps to solve a puzzle in SLA research: the
contradictory reports about the effectiveness of informal or
formal learning. In Krashen and Seliger (1975) Krashen (1981:1+0—
50) Krashen discusses several types of linguistic environments
under two hypotheses:
(1) The informal environment can be efficiently
utilized by the adult language learner
(2) Ibrmal study or its essential characteristics,
is significantly more efficient than informal
exposure in increasing second language proficiency
in adults.
Hypothesis (l) is supported only if formal environment is
again subdivided into intake-type and expo sure-type. Intake-type
exposure could be in the classroom when L2 is used as a medium of
instruction (Krashen 198l:i|l) or outside the classroom when L2 is
used as a language of communication (CarrolIy1967) • It would seem
that the context is not important, but the way L2 is used.
Intake-type use implies active, meaningful use of language and
therefore encourages acquisition. Expo sure-type, on the other hand,
does not always lead to acquisition. This is in keeping with
reported studies that when language is not directed to the learner
there is no learning.
Ibrmal learning could be in the classroom or self-study
outside the classroom. It is characterised by rule-isolation and
feedback (error-correction and/or detection) sometimes with
deductive presentation of rules. Support for hypothesis 2 can be
found in Carroll (op.cit), Krashen and Seliger (1975), Krashen et al
(l97l+). Krashen1 s conclusion is that both formal and informal
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linguistic errors contribute to language acquisition.
2.2.3.^Comprehensible Input and Simple Codes
Krashen1 s hypothesis that simple codes such as teacher-
talk, and Foreigner Talk aid second language acquisition for
adults (Krashen 1981:132) is related to the discussion on different
linguistic environments and the difference between Input and
Intake (Corder 1967, 1971). Two questions are asked (a) whether
access to simple codes help the acquirer to acquire faster and
better, (b) whether such codes are linguistically appropriate for
optimal language acquisition. Linguistic appropriateness has to do
with the notion of comprehensible input. Krashen observes that
"children progress by understanding language that is a little
beyond them" (Krashen 1981:126), i.e. an i + 1 input. Classroom
exercises cannot always be tuned to a studentls stage or
competence - if they are too easy students are bored, if too
difficult frustration sets in; in either case there is a loss of
motivation. If they are at the right i + 1 target, it is still
difficult to gauge whether the input is enou^a for intake.
Lastly, classroom exercises usually lack the anticipation and review
that simple codes provide automatically. Krashen's conclusion is
that "the use of simple codes may have some real advantage over
classroom exercises" (p.133). The value of the classroom therefore
rests in valuable teacher talk for optimal input and acquisition.
2.2.3.5.Evaluation of the Monitor Model
The rather lengthy discussion of Krashen's theory is
inevitable: next to the IL Developmental Continuum hypothesis it
is probably one of the most important theories of SLA. The point
is not whether it is right or wrong, but the issues it provokes.
Secondly, the theory has direct relevance to the classroom -
acceptance of the theory in part or the whole means a revision of
the traditional view of teaching in the classroom; rejection means
otherwise.
In the attempt to critically and objectively assess the ideas
in the theory, and in the course of the discussion, it will be clear
which parts of the theory are acceptable to us and which are not.
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The basic weakness in the theory is the separation of
acquisition and learning as 'two independent systems', the
implication being that an IL of a learner who has both learned
formally and acquired informally is divided into two components.
This is conceptually very difficult to imagine because for such
a learner, there are two sets of rules kept separate (possibly
in the left and right hemispheres). A more rational and
commonsensical view is to conceive linguistic knowledge (here the
IL system) as consisting of one set of variable rules, the use of
which are influenced by the demands of situations, tasks or other
internal or external factors.
The separation of acquisition from learning provides no
passage for one to filter to the other. For example, for a
Japanese who has formally learned English for some years and comes
to an English-speaking country and interacts extensively with
native-speakers, the theory would predict that he will internalise
new rules in the acquisition component, while his learning
component continues to be a supplementary Monitor.
The same kind of separation between the conscious and
unconscious creates many problems. In Dulay et al (1982),
Krashen redefines learning as conscious linguistic processing, e.g.
conscious attention to linguistic form in a drill, conscious
memorization of a dialogue, conscious formulation of sentences or
correction of the same. The realms of the conscious and the
unconscious applied to linguistic use is unprovable. Also, it may
be possible that what is initially learned consciously will
eventually be used in a non-conscious way. This applies to the
learning of some rules like 2 + 2 = 1+ which does become automatic
after a short while. Such instances show the possibility of
leakage from the conscious to the unconscious or vice versa.
Though "the Monitor Model originates as an account for
variable performance of adults, it fails to fully explain
variability. Errors are posited as unmonitored, developmental
products; target forms are either monitored or acquired forms.
Such a view restricts the possible causes of 'errors' which are
the results of transfer, borrowing, overgeneralisation, false
analogy and many other factors. The monitored : unmonitored
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dichotomy can neither adequately account for acquired forms nor
for the different types of 'errors4 evident in IL data. It
also fails to account for variable performance in any other
light than as 'monitored : unmonitored'. Other models (Corder,
2.2.1 .iu above, Tarone 2:21+ and Bialystok 2.2.5 below) have
attempted to explain variability in a more comprehensive way.
Positing a monitoring device for linguistic performance is
a useful concept. However, the theory would gain in strength if
the monitor is incorporated within the IL system which, if we follow
Corder, Dulay and Burt and others in the nativist school, is mainly
an acquisition system. Also there should be a connecting link:
between acquisition and learning to allow for movement between them.
Krashen's formulation of different types of linguistic
environments clarifies the contributions of these linguistic
environments to language learning, a concept which will be useful
in research. The same can be said about the notion of optimal
and comprehensible input as potential intake.
All in all, Krashen's persistent research and theoretical
formulations have made SLA a more interesting field because of the
heat they generate and provides researchers with a wider area to
investigate.
2.2.1+ Tarone's Capability Continuum
Tarone's paradigm (1982) emerges as an account for variable
performance. The monitored : unmonitored dichotomy of the Monitor
Model is replaced by a continuum of styles which change because of
attention shifts, a notion adopted from Labov's (1966, 1969) work
in socio linguistics. The Labovian axioms according to Tarone
also applies to IL speakers, i.e. (a) every speaker has more than
one style which is changeable according to situation and topic,
(b) the styles form a continuum and are defined by the amount of
attention paid to speech, (c) the most systematic and regular style
is the vernacular where there is the least amount of attention.
The superordinate style on the other hand is highly fluctuating
because it is permeable to TL forms or to the LI prestige forms
(especially in phonology).
Tarone's paradigm scores over Krashen's theory because it
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conceives variable performance along a continuum rather than a
clear-cut distinction between monitored and unmonitored styles.
Secondly, the paradigm allows for movements from one style to the
other, in the way shown below.
FIGURE 1+ A Representation of Tarone?s Style-shifting Continuum
Vernac. Style 1 Style 2 Style n Super
(a) C(0%) > V > V2 Vn 3? C (10096)
(b) C(lOO°/o)^ V1< V2« 0(0%)
In the above figure, (a) shows movement from the vernacular
style which may have a categorical rule specifying 0% suppliance
of rule x. Movement from left to ri^it ( shows different
degrees of variable uses of the rule. The assumption in (a) is
that the internalization of IL begins in the unattended, casual
style throu^i acquisitional universals. In (b) the first
internalization begins in the superordinate style, when the learner
incorporates a new rule consciously after monitoring (Hyltenstam
1978b:6). The new rule then spreads to less formal types of
performance, and it will finally show up in informal oral
production.
However, like the complexity explanation in LI and L2
acquisition theory, the capability continuum suffers from a basic
problem; the wholesale adoption of an LI Sociolinguistic theory
to I3L variability phenomenon. In the original Sociolinguistic
model, the choice of one style or the other is influenced by
psycho-social variables like setting, topic, interculators,
identification and so forth. The basic concept underlying style-
shifting is the use of language beyond the communication of
linguistic meaning, such as the subtle communication of power or of
solidarity and oneness. Style-shifting therefore is generally
identified with communicative competence (Hymes ,1971a) which is
over and above linguistic competence. It is logical to assume
that an IL speaker has no such means at his disposal. In other
words, such options are inappropriately applied to learners who are
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still struggling desperately to communicate the basics. The
learner has little or no choice, he has to make do with what he
has.
Besides attention, Tarone does not specify the parameters
of style-shifting for an IL user, except for those implied in
the first axiom, i.e. situation and topic. The term 'attention1
too is more applicable to the LI native speaker in possession of a
complete linguistic and communicative competence; for an L2
learner maximal attention without knowledge of the target form or
the rules to produce them does not increase accuracy or guarantee
the suppliance of a rule. In Seliger's (1979) study on the
nature of and function of language rules, it was found that there
is no correlation between knowledge of a rule and performance.
Since the study is designed to focus on form, maximal attention is
involved, yet three out of four adults scored zero.
2.2.9. Bialystok's Model of Second Language Learning
While Tarone's theory of linguistic variability derives from
sociolinguistic principles, Bialystok addresses the same problem
from a psycholinguistic viewpoint. The model (1978) outlines the
relationship between input, storage and use of linguistic
information. Different learning situations and learning experiences
bias the type of input, e.g. traditional language classroom promote
knowledge of rules, the ability to articulate pedagogical rules,
the ability to solve grammar exercises and such other classroom
practices. On the other hand, exposure to native speaker's speech
encourage actual communicative use, fluency and the ability to
infer from context.
Secondly, language is mentally represented in three different
ways: (a) other knowledge, e.g. knowledge of other language(s),
knowledge of the world, of cultural associations and so forth;
(b) explicit knowledge which is formal knowledge is related to
metalinguistic awareness and pedagogical knowledge of rules; (c)
implicit knowledge is intuitive, informal knowledge usually
unanalysed and relatively automatic.
Both input and mental representation of linguistic knowledge
are directly related to the use of that knowledge, i.e. differences
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in each (input-type and mental representation) can tie seen in
their effects on the output, e.g. informal exposure develops
implicit knowledge, in the ability to use language automatically
and spontaneously. On the other hand, a strictly pedagogical
approach bias the learner to an explicit and metalinguistic
knowledge and the learner may not be able to use linguistic
information fluently.
Unlike Krashen's postulation of two linguistic systems,
Bialystok maintains that the differences in the formal and
informal sources of linguistic knowledge does not represent any
physiological mapping in the brain, but rather "they refer to
three types of information the learner brings to a language task"
(Bialystok 1978:72). Secondly, they are not compartmentalized
but interact with each other. In a review of Bialystok,
dlAnglejan (1979:2) observes "the crux of the matter is the question
of how formal and informal knowledge interact".
Bialystok®s model arises out of her primary interest in
language use and proficiency. The basic questions asked are:
(a) What is the relationship between knowing and
using linguistic forms?
(b) Why do learners differ in their use of language
in a particular task?
(c) Why does a learner perform variably in different
tasks?
Bialystok (1981) examines second language proficiency and
proposes a psycholinguistic framework for exploring the basis of
that proficiency. Here, proficiency is seen as comprising of two
factors: (l) The analysed factor which is related to the degree of
control over linguistic information. This control of the structure
of knowledge is responsible for the different application of
knowledge to various situations. (2) The automatic factor is
related to relative access to linguistic information in terms of
fluent and non-fluent performance. The two factors are seen as
continual: along the factor analysed, there is a continuum ranging
from non-analysed knowledge (where the underlying formal constituents
are not identified) to analysed knowledge (when the formal structure
and the relationship to meaning are transparent). As a learner
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progresses, he gains an increasing control of the structural
properties and relations governing knowledge, thus he will be
able to make more flexible uses of the structure in new contexts,
to modify that structure for rhetorical purposes, and so forth.
Similarly, non-automatic knowledge restricts the learner in fluent
use and easy access. As he progresses along the automatic
continuum he shows greater ability to retrieve information and
gain easy access for speedy processing in tasks like fluent
conversation and dialogue. Development of control and access
are independent, so that learners may be at different points of
the continuaa yielding variable performances.
Another use of the two factors paradigm is seen in the
task analysis (Bialystok 1982b) to predict task difficulty in terms
of control and access. Thus, a multiple-choice task is
+ Analysed - Automatic; Judgement of overall grammaticality, based
on intuitive knowledge, is - Analysed - Automatic. A task which
places more linguistic and cognitive demands, like a debate, is
marked on the two factors, i.e. + Analysed + Automatic, and is
therefore more difficult
The paradigm is an attempt to propose a more
psycho linguistic origin regarding variable performances than the
ones offered so far. Variability has to be seen as the result of
different degrees of a learner's control of and access to
linguistic information. So far, measurement has been in
quantitative terms like percentage of accuracy in the morpheme
studies. Bialystok is of the opinion that "while a quantitative
view of proficience provides a useful model for language testing
and pedagogy, a qualitative view has been recently recognised as
necessary to the description of language proficiency and the
construction of developmental paradigms" (Bialystok 198l:l).
The paradigm she proposes can be integrated in other componential
models of proficiency in order to arrive at a more comprehensive
description of second language learning and use.
(l) 'necessary' because "quantitative notions of language
proficiency which assess a simple dimension of the learner's
performance have limited power in reflecting the learner's
actual ability with language" (Bialystok, op.cit).
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2.3. Variability Analysis and Implicational Scaling
The theories discussed above are concerned with the
reasons for variable performances and are therefore in
accordance with Labov and Labov's observations that "the study
of acquisition is necessarily the study of language change and
variation" and that "the view of language as a discrete, invariant
set of categories cannot deal with change in any rational way"
(Labov and Labov 1978:1). These writers have proposed that there
should be a systematic approach to variation in order to fully
account for the observed data. Methods used in variability analysis
in Sociolinguistics could be applied to acquisition studies. It is
therefore necessary to give a brief resume of variationist methods
before relating variability analysis in SLA.
2.3.I. Variability Analysis in LI Research
Labov (1966) has demonstrated that speech community shows
patterned variation in the use of its verbal repertoire and such
variation can be related to sociological variables. Systematic
variability form a pattern across the various socio-economic levels
in a stratified society. To capture this fact, the concept of
variable rules is found to be useful, as also the statistical
quantification of variants and the contexts (linguistic or otherwise)
in which they appear. Therefore a variable rule "captures the
system underlying variable performance" (Dickerson 1976) and the
identification and quantification of variants and their environments
display the inherent pattern underlying variation. Thus a
variable rule of the type
X -> Y ( a —
0 =
( d -
states that a linguistic category or element is realised as Y first
in environments a, then b, c and so forth. In other words, a
variable rule is "a rule of grammar with a variable output and a
statement that at least one factor in the environment influences the
output" (Labov 197^:ll+). Such a rule captures that X is not
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realised as Y in all environments at the same time. Secondly,
a variable rule differs from a categorical rule
X / Y /A — B
in that it does not specify the realization of Y in the context
A — B 100% of the time.
The concept of variable rules finds support in the work of
other Sociolinguists and gives rise to different theories:
(1) The Quantification Paradigm (Cedergen and
Sahkoff 197U) which views variability as a
central focus of linguistic competence
(2) The Dynamic Paradigm (Bailey 197U) which sees
variability as the spread of language changes
over time and geographical space. This
paradigm, known also as the Wave Model of
linguistic change is based on the premise
that a variable rule for a linguistic change
begins in the heaviest environments (where
all the constraints favouring its application
are present) then spreads to successively
lighter environments until it reaches the
lightest
(3) The Implicational Model, first applied by
de Camp (1971) in his study of post-Creole
continuum in Jamaica. Speakers ranging from
the lowest (basilectal) to the highest
(acrolectal) are placed on implicational
scales, and was shown to correspond to socio¬
economic data. Bickerton (1975) used
implicational scales to compare social
variables with hypothesized linguistic change.
He found that informants ranked implicationally
in regard to certain linguistic variables
correlate to social or regional differences.
In the study of sociolinguistic variation, contextual
constraints or rule application form the basis of implicational
scaling. The maximum number of rule application in a particular
context mark it as the most favoured environment. Secondly,
since language changes gradually, an element X is realised as Y
only in one environment at a time; such changes mark a graduated
movement ranging from 0% to 100% suppliance of Y.
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2.3.2. Implicational Scaling in L2 Research
Like the variable rule methodology which "has proven
a successful heuristic procedure for determining the linguistic
and other influences on a substantial number of variable
linguistic processes" (Easold 1970:85), implicational scaling
too has become an indispensible method for variability analysis
in SLA. Anderson (1978:223) observes that "implicational analysis
is both a device for displaying variable linguistic data in ways
which will reveal underlying systematicity in the data and a
theoretical explanatory model". The last point is closely
related to acquisitional studies in SLA research. Researchers
are interested to know which items are acquired first and how they
are related implicationally, i.e. the presence of one item implies
the presence of an earlier acquired item. Implicationally arrayed
grammatical categories under study show that the acquisitional
process is a gradual and systematic one, i.e. there is no sudden
acquisition of items. Lastly, rank ordering learners in the
scales show variable performance within a group of learners, such
as in Table 1 below:





A B C D E
2 +
3 + +
I4. + + + — —
5 + + + + -
6 + + + + +
where A to E are the linguistic contexts, and 1 to 6 are the
examined subjects. If a subject has acquired (on the basis of
an 80% or 90% cut-off point) an item category, there is a plus;
otherwise there are minuses. Implicational pattern in the data,
i.e. the norm/TL variant of a variable feature is always used in
context A before B, in the context B before C etc., is
mirrored in "the scales so that in any row all the pluses come
to the left of the minuses. In the model scale above, subjects
1-6 show different patterns for a feature which is found to be
variable in the group. Subjects 1 and 6 do not vary, since the
former has not acquired the feature at all, and the latter has
acquired the same and has used it categorically. Subjects 2-5
show variable performances, using the target variant in different
degrees but in a systematic way, i.e. they use the target norm in
context A before B, B before C etc.
Dickerson (1975) was the first to apply variability
acquisition in SLA phonology in the study of the acquisition of
the English sound system by 10 Japanese learners. Variable
production of /-£ / and /Y / was found to be related to situational
contexts (in and out of the classroom) thus establishing that
variation can be accounted for since it follow a predictable
pattern of linguistic behaviour. Secondly, the learner's language
system, hypothesized to be a system of variable rules, whas shown
to be true both in this and in Bickerson (1976). The latter study
also incorporates Bailey's Wave Model 'which is found to be operative
in learners' acquisition of second language system. His conclusion
is that "sound learning proceeds by gradual and systematic
modification of rules in a newly developed grammar in the same way
that a sound change is a comparatively slow process but governed
alteration of rules in a first language grammar" (p.228). Such
observations again indicate that development is along a continuum
in a series of overlapping stages, not jumps through a series of
discrete, intermediate systems.
Piatt (1979) used implicational scaling to examine the order
of copula realization in Singapore English (SE) by a group of
Singaporeans. Bhe most favoured environments is Pre-Locative,
followed by Ere-Verb-ing, Ere-Wominal, Ere-Adjective, in that order.
Secondly, it was found that SE has many features found in post¬
ereole contimaa, i.e. one that ranges from meso and basilectal
(corresponding with speakers low in social status) to acrolectal
speakers (those with English-medium education). It is only this
last group which exhibit categorical use of the copula in all four
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environments; hence type and. level of education is posited as
the main variable controlling the linguistic behaviour of
different ethnic groups in Singapore. In this way, SE is 'a
definite system1 and not a chaotic collection of speakers who have
acquired varying degrees of the rules of standard English.
Moreover, it was found ihat there were speakers who were in the
process of losing one rule and acquiring another, alternatively
using the two 'quasi-equivalent rules'.
The method was again used by Piatt (1977) in an
investigation of the acquisition of the past tense in SE. Level
of English medium education is the controlling variable for
differences among speakers. It was found that past tense marking
was highly -implicational and scalable, the order of favoured
environments being:
get, be, C + ed, go, have, Yw + d, Vw change, C + d/t
Hyltenstam (1977j 1978a) studied the acquisition of Swedish
by 160 adult immigrants having different languages. He used the
cross-sectional at time 1 to control the cross-sectional at time 2
and the results of both are compared. The syntactic areas of
investigation at the two intervals of time were sentence negation,
inversion in interrogative sentences, subject-verb inversion in
sentence initial non-subjects, non-inversion in embedded clauses,
and the constituent orders between object and verb. Only the first
three however have been reported in detail. Here the treatment
of negation only will be taken as example of Hyltenstam's method of
analysis using variable rules and implicational scales.
Hyltenstam first used implicational scaling to classify
different contexts. In an early stage of the analysis, the
different sentences (with main or subordinate clauses) made up the
contexts. In the second stage, the categories auxiliary verbs
(Aux) and main verbs (MV) make up the contexts. In both cases, the
scales show evidence that subjects who vary in their placement of
negation exhibit an implicational pattern in their variation.
Secondly, the scales show evidence that subjects for speakers of
different Lis all agree with the same pattern, so that a single
scale can be constructed for all learners. In other words, a single
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IL continuum is posited, instead of unrelated English/Swedish,
Serbo-Croatian./Swedish etc. continuaa.
Hyltenstam posits that the acquisition of negation
starts from "the simple undifferentiated point" which seems to be
a universal placement of Neg. element before the verb:
X Neg Y fin Y
The learners then pass throu^a two stages of variable placements
of negation.
Stage 1 : Shifting Neg. and V so that the Neg. now always
comes after the verb
Stage 2 : When the post-verbal Neg. rule becomes categorical,
the learner discovers that the rule is applicable only
to main clauses; i.e. the new environment he has to
take into account now is whether the clause is main
or subordinate. Thus there is a reversion of Neg.
to its former position, i.e. pre-verb Neg. in
subordinate clauses.
The importance of the study is due to the following:
(a) ■ it deals with the acquisition of complex
syntactic structures (Negation)
(b) it shows that the stages of acquisition are
conditioned by two sets of environments the Aux:MY
and main: subordinate clauses distinction, thus,
variations are not random, but systematic
(c) it illustrates how two types of variability
analysis - implicational scales and variable
rules - can be combined for maximum efficiency
(d) it supports certain theoretical assumptions, such
as the IL continuum, its developmental character
from simple to complex, the pattern of acquisition,
the systemacity underlying variability, the
restrictions on LI influence, and the possibility
of applying the theory of markedness to L2
acquisition (Hyltenstam 1978b).
Anderson (1978) combines a revised version of the Ordering
Theoretic Method (Bart and Krus 1973; Bulay and Burt 1974) with
implicational scales to examine the use of 13 grammatical morphemes
by 89 Spanish speakers. The morphemes are separated into
V-related and. HP-related morphemes (following Krashen et al
1975a:45-50; Krashen 1977a). Five implicational scales were
constructed to test the following hypotheses (l) that the 13
morphemes form a linear implicational series (2) that the morphemes
constitute two separate implicational series one for V and one for
KP morphemes (3) that free morphemes constitute one linear
implicational series and "bound morphemes another (4) that four
valid linear implicational series are produced by the intersection
of the V/HP and the free/bound distinction. Anderson found that
the morphemes do not constitute a linear order in an implicational
acquisition, but is only a close approximation to a valid
implicational matrix. Hypotheses (2) and (3) have been supported
by the scales. The last hypothesis (4) is again supported by the
scales. The last hypothesis (4) is again supported by a very
high coefficient of reproducibility (R) at .98. The results
substatiate the claim that individual variation in the accuracy
order for any two morphemes is due to overlap between at least two
dimensions - syntactic category (V, HP) and morpheme type (free,
bound).
In this study. Anderson illustrates that "an implicational
model goes far beyond the simple group order that most cross-
sectional morpheme studies have focussed on and reveals whatever
consistencies there are among the individuals in the study" (p.276).
Secondly, implicational analysis reveals the systematicity in the
acquisitions! process and its possible determinants. Thus, an
implicational model provides the researcher with a framework for
dealing with systematicity in the data, variability, groups and
individuals simultaneously.
Other ways of analysing variability in the transitional
grammars of learners have been developed, such as the formulation
of Variety Grammars by the Heidelberger Forschungsproject (1978).
Acquisition is described as the transition from one grammar to the
next (G1 to G2). This is done by forming the union of all rules
which occur in at least one grammar, then after each interval of
time to indicate whether or not the rule occurs. This is
represented as:
1+1+.
mABT.P! 2 A Model cf Variety Grammar
Months 6 12 18 2b 32
Grammar Gl G2 ■ G3 Gb G5
rl + + + + +
r2 - + + + +
r3 - + + + +
rl+ - - + + +
r5 + + + +
rn + - +
After six months two rules rl and r£ have been acquired to form
Gl; after twelve months r2 and r3 are also acquired to form G2 and
so forth.
The technique has been successfully used to account for the
acquisition of pidginized varieties of grammars by immigrant workers.
The importance of the study is its emphasis on variation and on the
transitory nature of developing grammars. Such a model allows for
multiple, co-existing grammars that make up the learners language.
2,1).. Research in the Acquisition of Negation
2.J+.l. Negation in LI Research
The acquisition of English negation represents one of the
most comprehensive accounts both in LI and L2 research. In LI
research, the order of acquisition at certain stages, and the
syntactic regularities at each stage, had theoretical interest
especially to those who were influenced by the T.G. school.
Klima and Bellugi (1966), Bellugi (1967), Bellugi and Brown (1967)
approached the problem in relation to the notion of innate mechanisms
which internalise and generate syntactic regularities over a period
of time in young children. Based on a corpus data, 'rules4 were
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written, and these were hypothesized as the representation of the
child's internal rules for generating negative utterances.
In Kilma and Bellugi's (1966) study, the three stages of
acquisition are captured "by the following rules:
Stage I : Sentence external Neg. particle
Ho/Not — Nucleus S or Nucleus — No/S
Stage II : Sentence internal Neg. Appearance of don't and can't
S —f Nominal-Aux neg — Predicate
main verb
where Aux ne° —no, not, can't, don't
Stage III : Pull realization of the Aux., i.e. auxs "begin
to appear in declaratives and interrogatives and
are therefore no longer simply part of the Neg.
element in the sentence
S —Nominal — Aux —■ Predicate
main verb
where Aux —;>do, modal, be + T
Bloom (1970) criticised the purely syntactic interpretation
of the data, and tried to arrive at a rich interpretation by taking
semantics into account. Thus a sentence like "No Lois do it"
(Bloom 1970:1^8) was interpreted as a Neg. external sentence by the
Generativists, but as a Neg. internal sentence by Bloom, who argued
that the structure was the result of subject deletion, and 'No' as
an anaphoric reference to a prior utterance.
2.i|,.2. Negation in L2 Research
The syntactic approach is still found to be useful by L2
researchers in negation. Basically, the theoretical motivation for
L2 research are the same as that for LI, i.e. finding syntactic
regularities to establish the existence of a system (IL); finding
a developmental sequence to understand how language learning
progresses over time, and finding universal strategies for language
acquisition. Also, because the IL system is not totally impervious
to LI, to find out the extent of LI influence.
Ravem (1974, 1978), Milon (1974), Huang (1972),
Butterworth and Hatch (1978), Shapira (1978), Heilson (1974) are
some of the studies which attempt to find out the stages of
acquisition. Some of these are comparable to the stages found by
Klima and Bellugi (op.cit). A wide range of subjects, different
in age and language backgrounds (Norwegians, Japanese, Taiwanese,
Spanish, Arabic, French) as well as type of exposure, show a
striking similarity in development. In the words of Havem (1970:184)
"What is perhaps most striking is the exrfcent to which L2 acquisition,
in an environment where no formal instruction is given, seems to be
a creative process not unlike first language acquisition. The
similarities in negation and interrogation are more revealing than
the difference".
There are some problems in sentence negation studies. As
Schumann (l978a:l8) points out, one cannot be certain whether the
subjects under study models his speech on standard English or on
another societal dialect. Also, researchers differ in their
definition of 'stages'. For Schumann "a stage would be defined by
the type of structure that is more frequent during that time" but
this definition does not hold for others. Then there is the
possibility that anaphoric 'No's and single No's could be counted as
Neg. -Nucleus forms. Lastly, LI influence cannot be entirely ruled
out. Schumann (1978a:29) hypothesizes that "No-V negation will be
most extensive and persistent with speakers whose native languages
have pre-verbal negation". German, Norwegian, Japanese etc. with
late or post-verbal negation show little data at this stage. Here
the 'multi-determined' or two-force error, i.e. natural development
and transfer, seems to operate.
Wode's interest in the study of negation stems mainly from
his belief that L2 is not equal to LI since the previously learned
language has an effect on the acquisition of the structures of L2.
He attributes some negative structures to the LI, some to the IL,
and some to the TL. LI influence according to Wode (19778) is not
interference but the process of overgeneralization of rules from
the known (Ll) to the new (L2) since some of the German regularities
relating to the positioning of the Neg. were apparently carried over
to English. In his study on the negation, Wode sets out to define
hi'
when precisely learners fall "back on LI knowledge. As regards
the 'natural' order in negation, Wode observes that naturalistic
L2 acquisition follows ordered developmental sequences.
2.1)..3 Negs. Elements and Auxs
Shapira (1978) tried to study the use of Negative
sentences in her Spanish-speaking subject Zoila. Her observations
are: that Neg. in sentences when Be is used are correct, but not
when Be is deleted. Therefore, development towards grammaticality
in these sentences depends on the mastery of Be. Further, she
found that Neg. in sentences with Aux. verbs other than Be are also
ungrammatical. Zoila merely inserts the neg. word No between the
subject and the verb, e.g. "You no understand". Lastly, Zoila
did not acquire Do-support for negative sentences. This is in
agreement with the observation of Butterworth and Hatch (1978)
"studies of child first and second language acquisition all share
this late acquisition of Do as tense carrier in Negs" (p.239)
and in Chamot (1978) who observes that "the principal errors
involved the use of Nb for Aux + Not, and in most cases the Aux.
omitted was Do" (p.189).
An explanation for the late acquisition of Do rests in the
lack of semantic value (Butterworth and Hatch 1978), Huang (op.cit.
p.13l). This is in keeping with Slobin's suggestion that
grammatical markers carrying some semantic content will be learned
earlier than those with little or no semantic function. It would
be more fruitful therefore to investigate the acquisition of
negation, and of some other structures, from a semantic-oriented
viewpoint.
2.5. Research in the Acquisition of Interrogation
2.5.1. Interrogation in LI Research
Bellugi (1965), Klima and Bellugi (1966) again pioneered
research in interrogation in LI. Their findings are described for
different stages:
1+8.
Stage I : Y/H questions are signalled "by a rising
intonation alone, or intonation with inversion
of Aux. or Copula with subject HP
Stage II : The acquisition of some more auxs
Stage III : Development of the full Aux. system, making it
possible for the inversion rule to apply.
Do is acquired in finite main verb sentence
Commenting on the sudden transition from Stages I and II
and III, Ravem (197U:169) says that "the acquisition of auxiliary
verbs and inversion of auxiliaries and subject noun phrases are
independent acquisition". Bellugi's data (p.ll8) seems to support
the primacy of the first over the second type of acquisition, e.g.
You can put these here? You can't fix it) Many other subsequent
studies support the fact that the inversion rule is the last
acquired in Y/H questions.
The stages of development in WH-Q are:
Stage I : Initial WH-Q, without Auxs. e.g. Where Kitty?
What you doing?
Bellugi characterised such sentences as routines where
the prefixed Q-word acts as a question introducer. The above
examples are from a set of routine frames summarised as:
(a) Where HP (go)? (b) What (HP) doing?
Stage II : There are no major changes
Stage III : The development of the Aux. system, so that both
inversion and Do-support is made possible, but
are not yet acquired by the children in WH-Q,
e.g. (l) What I can put them in?
(2) What you writing about? (3) Where she went?
In model sentences such as (l), inversion occurs first in
affirmative before it occurs in negative sentences. In F-MV
sentences before the introduction of a Do-support rule, the tense
marker is on the main verb (e.g. went in sentence (3) above.
2.5.2. Interrogation in L2 Research
Ravem's (197U) children show few examples of questions
with rising intonation alone, e.g. "Do (you) like Trandheimf"
"You are hunger?" However:, since Norwegian is very similar to
English, it is possible that the children transferred their
knowledge of the LI inversion rule to copular and auxiliary verb
sentences. But Do-support, being specific to English, was not
acquired till very late. This can be seen in Ravem's failure
to elicit Do in the imitation test:
I : Do you like it?
Re : You like it? (Ravem 197^:181+)
Ravem remarks that "there is a surprisingly long gap
between Reidun's comprehension of questions introduced by Do and
her own use of Do" (p.I8I4.). When Do was used, it was used, it
was not clear whether it was seen as a separate tense carrier or
not.
Ravem's report of the acquisition of WH-Q by his subjects
is:
Stage I : WH-Q initial sentences without inversion. He
observes that though they already knew the
switching transformation from Norwegian, it does
not seem to have had much effect; nor were they
affected by the language data they were exposed
to, e.g. What you did in Rothbury?
Ravem's explanation for these sentences is that "the
question word is placed in front of the proposition where the agent
is specified before the action, as is the case in declarative
sentences" (p.189). This explanation coincides with the view that
specification of the agent is more 'natural' and basic; inversion
on the other hand is not basic.
Stage II : Inversion in copula sentences, then other auxs
Stage III ; Some acquisition of Do-support and inversion.
Prior to the acquisition of Do, both children
used non-inversion and placed the HP in front
of the main verb. As in Y/N Q., past tense
was marked on the main verb, e.g. What we saw?
How you opened it?
These confusions reflect the possibility that Do after Wh
may not be as part of the WH-Q, word. It seems that Do does not
also share the distributional characteristics of other auxiliary
verbs and invalidates the hypothesis that Do is included in the
general rule for auxiliary verbs. It is to be noted here that
Ravem, following the T.G. School, was interested in "use or non-
use of these operations (switching, preposing and Do-insertion)
at different stages of development " (p.170). Subsequent
researchers change their emphasis to the identification of
strategies and/or the identification of sources of errors. Thus
Huang and Hatch (1978) are interested in the strategies used by
Paul, a Taiwanese child. The first is imitation of common
questions asked, e.g. Are you ready? What's that? etc. The
second involved rule application by rising intonation, e.g. "This
slipper?" "Ball doggy?" at Stages I and II, and inversion of
can questions at Stage III. Paul was asked a number of
"Can you/i ...?" questions as well as "Are you ...?" "Is this ...
"Do you ...?" Two observations are made (l) that inversion did
not start at the earlier stages, (2) that Do-support was not used.
Paul continued using rising intonation for all questions with Be
or Do.
The same strategies were used for the acquisition of WH-Q.
Stage I includes imitated questions "What's your name?" "Where's
Bobby?" This continues to Stage II, but evidence of rule
application are also found in questions like "Where's pen/car/
truck?" where the article is missing. The J^s was never deleted,
but possibly this is part of the Q. word rather than a copula.
Stage III shows the beginning of complete mastery marked by
"How many ...?" and Be-inverted questions like "What am I doing?"
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In his capacity to imitate amazingly complex sentences
and to attach a global meaning to them, Paxil shows a striking
difference from the LI learners. Also, it took him four months
to learn as much language as an LI child would normally learn in
two to three years. Here again it seems that previous knowledge
of an LI provides the essential experience with language, so
that analysis of meaning and of syntax becomes easier. This is
evident in the use of the two strategies: sentences originally
imitated and stored as single units are analysed into meaningful
segments and used through, rule applications.
Imitation and incorporated speech, and rule formation, are
also used as strategies by Homer, Wagner-Gough' s 6 years old
Persian subject. Homer replied to questions in very interesting
ways - by imitating the whole sentence, but changing the intonation
to a suitable falling contour:
J : Is Mark at school today?
H : Is Mark at school today? (Yes, Mark is at school
today)
This pattern acts as a frame, and is generalised to Homer's
statements and Y/N questions, e.g.
J : Got ya
H : Is no got ya (Don't grab me)
J : Is it bicycle is Judy? (is it Judy's bicycle?)
H : Is it Misty?
Inversion therefore seems to appear very early via imitation.
The second strategy, involves the incorporation of speech segments
of others into his own sentences, e.g.
J : Where are you going?
H : Where you are going is home (I'm going home)
Commenting on Homer's strategy, Wagner-Gough (1975:163)
says that imitation "may be a way to commit an unanalysed pattern
to memory for some kind of analysis or it may be a communication
strategy where responses are learned which can later be applied to
similar context".
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Wagner-Gough not only looks at the strategies of learning
employed by a child; she also looks at the acquisition in a
discourse setting: the relation between input and output. She
observes that "patterns which appear to be highly creative and
based on a set of internalised language rules may in fact be
patterns from dialogue sets that the learner has lifted from his
environment" (p.l68) and that the rules for both WH-questions and
statements were derived from discourse patterns. Again, "Homer's
rule formation and patterns evolve from a process quite different
from that of the application of rules to a single sentence nucleus"
as implied in Klima and Bellugi (1966). The debate is not
conclusive, especially in view of the data produced by Homer after
two months of exposure, which show great similarities with LI
studies, e.g. "What draw a tree?" "What takta?" where Is is
deleted. Thus it seems that some learners (especially children)
do commit to memory what they hear of the new language; it may
be a whole sentence frame (routines), segments of sentences, e.g.
What's, Do you, wanna, is + v + ing, What dyou, and such other
sentence patterns, or vocabulary items. Memorization may be
conscious or unconscious, e.g. imitations and repetitions of
routines, patterns, lexical items, especially by children unhibited
by social mores or in drill classes where they are expected to
repeat. Such bits of language gets lodged in the mind as
unanalysed chunks, not segmented into separate meaningful units.
This may imply that meaning is global for the whole unit. When
analysis starts the learner attends to individual lexical or
grammatical items. Rule application then begins, producing
utterances with systematic errors. Once the learner has
construction rules, his utterances can then evidence universal
sequences. Hatch (197U)> Bialystok (l98la), Huang and Hatch (1978),
Hakuta (l97iqb), Wagner-Gou^i (1978) and Wode ^ (1981) are of the
opinion that learners can proceed from the analysed, implicit
2. Wode views the process of analysis as 'decomposition' of
segments which are again built up into meaningful wholes
via construction rules.
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knowledge to the analysed dimension. In this view, imitation
and memorization are not the only strategies of learning to the
exclusion of creative constructions, hut they may he preliminary
strategies for storage of linguistic knowledge. Analysis of
knowledge, processing of linguistic information, rule
construction, attention to meaning, are essential for the
acquisition and the internalization of L2 rules.
Four studies which focus on the errors and difficulties
experienced hy adolescents and adults in acquiring interrogation
are those of Chamot (1978)5 Butterworth and Hatch (1978),
Shapira (1978) and Schumann (1977). All these researchers report
similar findings: the omission of Auxs, especially Do, and non-
inversion. Chamot believes that the omission of constituents
account for the errors and attributes three-fourths of these
omissions to transfer, since neither Spanish nor French have Do-
support rule. Again, while these languages and others can
express questions hy intonation alone, there is some problems in
acquiring the inversion rule for the English interrogative system.
Schumann (1976) proposes another important-hypothesis to
account for the non-learning of English hy some learners. In the
Hdginization hypothesis, social and psychological distance from
the target language and its native speakers account for the
persistence of a pidginized variety of English, especially in
adult immigrant workers. This hypothesis focus on the socio-
psychological factors in language learning.
2.6. Research in the Acquisition of Tense and Aspect
Except for the work of Simukoko (l98l), Agnihotri et al
(1983) and Okanlawon (198I1.), most studies on the acquisition of
tense and aspect focussed on a single grammatical category.
Examples of such studies are those of Oldstain (1979) on the
acquisition of the progressive, and Flatt (1979) on the acquisition
of the past tense. Ravem's (1974) thesis treated the acquisition
of the past tense, and the progressive and perfective aspects
independent of each other.
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2.6.1. Order of Acquisition Studies
In the MOS research some categories of tense and aspect
like the progressive ing, regular past ed, Irregular past
morphemes and singular _s were included in the 8-20 morphemes
investigated. Using the hierarchical ordering method (Dulay and
Burt 1975) and working on the data from many other researchers,
Krashen (1981) suggested the following acquisitional hierarchy:
from Krashen (1981:59)
It can he seen that the MOS made no distinction between
present and past progressive and did not include the perfective
aspect. Again, the MOS focussed only on the order of the
inflectional morphemes without reference to the functional
relationships between tense and aspect categories (see 2.2.2 above).
In more recent studies, the order of acquisition for some
tense and aspect categories has been reported as follows: (Simukoko 1981:172)
Rank Orders of Task II Items
Sub-test Grade I4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total
* Simple Past 1 1 1 1
Future Time 2 3 2 2
* Past Perfect 3 2 k 3
* Present Perfect 5.5 k 3 k
Simple Present k 6 5 5
* Past Progressive 5-5 5 6 ' 6
* Present Progressive 7 7 7 7
(n = 117 in the total)
* Only the starred (*) categories are relevant to the present study.
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The above results obtained by Simukoko are based on
data from 117 Bantu primary school learners of English. The
elicitation method used was a set of multiple choice sentences
of the type below:
John /eats^nsima every evening (p.107)
^ eat /
Jelita is ill and she /has been v in hospital since Thursday
Vs /is being '
The advantage of such a task is that it is easily quantified
because the options given for the learners are limited (2 or 3) •
But it is this limitation of the distractors which makes one
question: Are there possibilities of a 50:50 chance of correct :
incorrect choice? Is the chosen option really representative of
the learner's IL? Can one hypothesise acquisition on the basis
of chosen options possibly obtained by chance?
Such elicitation methods have been termed by Agnihotri
et al (1983) as closed-format. In their own study of Delhi
college and university students, they used an open-format task
where the subject had the chance to produce his own version of the
verb. Though many tense and aspect categories have been
investigated, we will present only the results of those categories
relevant to this study.
Stage I : Present and Past Progressive (unmarked functions)
Simple Present
Stage II : Present Perfect
Stage III : Past Perfect
Okanlawon's (1981+) study on the acquisition of tense and
aspect by Nigerian secondary school learners reports the following
order;
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Order of Acquisition for Non-past Categories
Igbo learners Yoruba learners
1. Future time expr. 1. Future time expr.
2. Pres. Progressive 2. Pres. Progressive
3- Pres. Perfect 3- Pres. Perfect
1+. Simple Present h. Pres. Perf. Progressive
5. Pres. Perf. Progressive 5. Simple Present
Order of Acquisition for Past Categories
Igbo learners Yoruba learners
1. Simple Past same
2. Past Progressive as for
3- Past Perfect Igbo
Past Perfect Progressive learners
IT n oo o + 8o T = 160)
Overall, Okanlawon's study shows that the non-past is
acquired before the past, and the progressive aspect before the
perfective.
2.6.2. Acquisition of the Progressive
Ravem (197U) has observed that the progressive is the first
to be acquired. His children first used the primitive progressive
(0 + ing) which he maintained is a generic form preceding be + ing.
This was explained as the result of the acoustic prominence of
-ing while be was considered redundant with regard to expression of
'duration'. Be is acquired when tense distinction is introduced.
The primitive 0 + ing was still predominant after 10 months of
exposure since the full form be + v+ ing appeared only sporadically.
This coincides with Brown's (1973) observation that there is usually
a long lag between the appearance of ing and be. It was also
found by Ravem that the morpheme -ing was generalised and suffix:ed
to the other constituents in sentences, e.g. "We can making many
little houses", "Can you swimming?"
Oldstain's (1979) case study of a Hebrew child revealed
that the acquisition of the progressive has a number of consecutive
stages, starting from the unstable use of 0 + ing, be + , to the
final be + + ing. Secondly, it was observed that the use of
$ + + ing and the fall form was not necessarily within the right
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context implying duration. Acquisition of function came much
later. This was also observed by Wagner-Gough (197U) in her
case study of a Persian child, who showed similar development of
the progressive syntactically, but the function of the progressive
was not defined since the child tended to overgeneralise the use
of ing to different contexts.
2.6.3- Acquisition of the Perfective
Ravem (op.cit) isolated three stages after the generic
stage (where only the verb is used, e.g. "I see him") in the
acquisition of the perfective.
Stage I : have + v + (jf, e.g. I have try
Stage II : have + v + other participles, e.g. I have eating
Stage III : have + v + en, e.g. I have eaten
That the perfective is a late acquired rule has been
observed by many researchers. In Brown (op.cit) there was no
appearance of have + en in all Stages I - Y. Similarly, Menyuk'.s
(1963) study of I4.8 nursery schoolchildren revealed that only 8
used the perfective aux. have and less than half of the first
graders used it. Agnihotri et al (op.cit) also found that "very
few students can control the use of present perfect and past perfect
for an action completed before a certain time in the past". One
of the reasons posited for the late or non acquisition of the
perfective is that it is conceptually more difficult than the
simple past or present.
2.6.1).. Acquisition of the Simple Past
Again, Ravem1 s observations on the simple past tense throw
some ligjit on its acquisition. In his study, the subjects
initially used did as a means of expressing past tense in sentences
like "Mummy did make lunch", "He did push ..." When some irregular
past were acquired, double past marking was common, e.g. "We did
saw ..." Regular past tense, however, took a long time to acquire.
Ravem explained this as due to two factors, (i) the redundancy of
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a past tense marker where the context of the situation and the
adverb indicate past time, (ii) the lack of frequency in past
tense use in the child's here and now environment.
Piatt (1977b) studied the acquisition of the past tense
by Singaporeans in terms of environmental constraints rather than
the emergence of the past form exemplified by Ravem's study.
The most favoured environments for past tense marking found are:
get, be, c+ed, go, have, Vw + d, Vs Change, c + d/t
Secondly, Piatt's study revealed that speakers who were in English
medium schools had more categorical use of the past tense than
those who were in non-English medium schools.
2.7. Research in the Influences of Different Learning
Environments
Many researchers have been working on the relationship
between language proficiency and types of linguistic environments.
Some, like Upshur (1968) and Carroll (1967) have focussed on the
formal:informal distinctions. In Upshur's study, 30 university •
law students were divided into three groups: I - Law classes +
0-hour EEL; II - Law classes + 1 hour EEL; III - Law classes +
2-hours EEL. At the end of the seven week period, it was found
that the difference between the three groups was net significant.
Upshur's conclusion (p.113) is that "no significant effects on
language learning attributable to amount of language instruction were
found". He also observed that "foreign language courses may at
this time be less effective means for producing language learning
than the use of language in other activities". Upshur supports
the view that
"the most efficient foreign language learning
is informal and occurs when the learner must make
communicative use of the language variety to be
learned, and that the internal structure underlying
a set of sentences of a foreign language is not
completely learned by presentation and practice of
that set of sentences"
(Upshur 1968:111).
An important outcome of Upshur's Experiment (IV) is the
hypothesized learning/performance curves of taught and untaught
linguistic elements.
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EIGURE 5 Upshur's Hypothesized .Learning Curves for Presented and
Unpresented materials, for E.F.L.learners.
Number of the n Elements Presented
T ,-s Hypothesized Learning Curves for a Closed Language System of
n Elements
(from Upshur 1968:123)
The figure above shows that presented elements "are
learned somewhat better" than elements not presented. What is
interesting is that side by side with learning taught forms,
learners are also able to learn untaught forms in the course of
a meaningful, communicative use of the TL. Upshur attributed
this to the learner's "perceiving the internal structure of
presented elements and somewhat more slowly inferring structure
for the larger system" (emphasis mine).
Upshur's hypothesis presented by the learning curves
explain the value of formal teaching and informal exposure and
use. This was borne out by Carroll's (1967) study which showed
a strong relationship between time spent in the host country
(hence informal exposure and use) and test performance.
The last study that will be considered here is that by
Saegert et al (197^+) of Arabic speakers on EEL courses in Arab and
Lebanese universities. The results are given below:
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There is no correlation "between EEL formal
learning and English proficiency, hence
"proficiency cannot be assessed purely on the
basis of the number of years of EEL training"
(p.103)
A better predictor of English proficiency was
whether or not the students had experience with
a foreign language as a medium instruction.
The conclusion therefore is that "exposure to a
foreign language used as a medium of instruction
may result in improved EL proficiency, even when
the medium is not the same as the target
language" (e.g. Erench as medium rather than
English). This observation was made on the
basis of high correlation coefficients between
English proficiency and exposure to a foreign
medium of instruction.
Arab sample pb (112) = .37U> P ^-01
Lebanese sample Vpb (66) = .358, p <_ .01
2.8. Conclusions
The discussion above shows how the interplay of theory and
research contributes to the development of a growing field of
investigation. The impetus for research could come from some
formulated theories, as in the case of the nativist theory applied
to the acquisition of an L2, or the continuum hypothesis applied to
Interlanguage. On the other hand, research could unveil many
theoretical issues, e.g. the morpheme studies lead to the speculation
that the creative construction process is also possible for adults, a
claim counter to theories held so far that adults have no access to
the acquisitional process after the critical age at puberty. In
methodology too, theories of development in language acquisition led
to the use of rank orders and correlation analysis. In the same way
theories of gradual change of the Wave model type led to the use of
implicational analysis to support the theory and to display the data.
Finding the order of acquisition, it is hoped, will lead to
theoretical explanations why category A is acquired before category B.
In other words, the search for explanations of the 'order' should be





Discussions on the Structures Investigated
and the Aims of the Present Study
3.1• Tense and Aspect
Tense and aspect in English can be viewed in its entirety
as a four-level interaction between semantic and syntactic
functions, syntactic order, and morphological forms. This view
gives a rich interpretation of descriptions of the acquisition of
tense and aspect which is not found in studies concerned only with
low-level morphological inflections (Section 2.2.2. above). The
second reason for such a view rests on the notion of language as
a system of interlocking systems governed by regular rules.
The relationship between morphology, syntax and semantics
for the realization of tense and aspect can be exemplified in the
diagram below:
^h^d^^ be-§n^^ ^play +^ing^
Past Tense Perfect Aspect Progressive Aspect Lexical Verb
The above shows the interrelationship between tense, aspect
and lexical verb in a past perfect progressive construction. Each
addition of tense and aspect add subtle semantic meanings.
Allerton (1979) believes that "the more delicate our subclassification
becomes the closer it correlates with semantic distinctions" (p.2ij.9).
Discussions on the interrelationships in tense and aspect will be
dealt with in Chapter 7« the Table below, the morphological and
semantic categories which constitute characteristics of the six
tense and aspect categories in the study are given, then a discussion
of the syntactic and semantic functions of each category will be
presented.
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3-1.1. Characteristics of Tense
Lyons (1977) has stressed that tense is essentially a
deictic category based on the distinction between past and non-
past in English and it "grammaticalises the relationship which
holds between the time of the situation that is being described
and the temporal zero-points of thedeictic context".
Semantically, tense is a category of the sentence and not an
inflectional category of the verb, though in English and many
other languages morphological inflections do play an important
part, e.g.
l(a) English : He washed the car yesterday
(b) Hindi : kal usne gari dhoy-ii
yesterday he car wash-ed
(c) Khasi : u la sait ia ka kali mihhinnin
he past wash to the car yesterday
In the last sentence the past marker is a free morpheme, not an
inflectional morpheme of the verb (sait) which remains
uninflected in Khasi.
Deictic adverbs or particles of time such as Yesterday1 ,
♦kal1, 'minhinnin' in sentences l(a) (b) and (c) above further
indicate that tensed propositions such as the above are time-bound
and contain reference to some point or period of time identified
in terms of the zero-point of the utterance. Thus, if t is
the zero-point of the utterance, propositions are either prior
or posterior t
Past — t ^+Fu.ture
o
sentences (a) -(c) above make deictic references to the time
prior t (past). These references are signalled by deictic
adverbs of time, and bound (l(a) and (b)) and free (l(c)) morphemes
which mark past time.
3.1.1.1.Semantic Notions and Functions of the Non-past/present
Tense in English
(l) It expresses timeless and temporal propositions
subclassified into (a) general truths (gnomic
propositions), e.g. 'It never rains but it pours',
(b) generic truths, e.g. 'Cows are herbivorous'
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(2) It expresses habitual time statements,
particularly associated with dynamic verbs,
e.g. 'Everyday Pam goes to school'
(3) It expresses an event simultaneous with the
present moment, and normally occurs in certain
easily defined contexts, e.g. in commentaries
and demonstrations. The simultaneity is
subjective; the event may not take place exactly
at the time it is mentioned.
Leech (l97l) considers the instantaneous or the
actual present as the 'marked' or abnormal
alternative to the progressive present, because
"there are few circumstances in which it is
reasonable to regard an action as begun and
completed at the very moment of speech" (p.3).
Jesperson is of the opinion that the present
tense as having "little practical value because
'now' means a time with appreciable duration",
i.e. any conceivable action cannot fall within
the theoretical zero-point of the actual present.
Zandvoort (1957) "too believes that "in English the
simple actual present is limited to those cases
that do not require the progressive" (p.59)-
(4) It is used in references to the past "past
happenings are portrayed or imagined as if they
were going on at the present time" by the use of
the historic present (Leech 1971:5). The
historic or the dramatic present is restricted to
connected narratives or highly-coloured popular
styles of oral narrative.
(5) Lastly, the present may be used in speaking of
some future time, generally with specific reference
to time, e.g. 'I start work again on Monday'.
3.1.1.2.3rd Person Singular Present Tense
The 3^d person singular in the present tense has practically
no semantic function; it has only a syntactic function which is to
mark concord, i.e. as a marker of 3rd. person subject in the present
tense. It is therefore a very restricted category and the -s
morpheme addition is a low-level rule.
3.1.1.3.Semantic Notions and Functions of the Simple Past
(l) In the words of <5u±rk et al (1972) the simple past
is used "to denote definite past time". This
specific time in the past is characteristically
specified by an adverb of time
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(2) It is used to refer to the happening/
activity/event that took place before the
present moment, i.e. the present moment is
excluded. In contrast to (l), no specific
time reference is made
(3) It is used to report a present tense in
indirect speech
(.!+) It is used to convey iterative meaning in
past habitual.
3.1.2. Characteristics of Aspect
The secondary frame of temporal reference - aspect -
is a non-deictic category and is concerned with "distinctions
as extension in time vs instantaneity, completion vs non-
completion, and iteration vs non-iteration" (Lyons 1977s
Aspectual distinctions are gramma-ticalised in language, and like
tense, can be realized morphologically in free and bound morphemes
in English, Hindi and many other languages, e.g.
2(a) English : I'm reading a book
'V
(b) Hindi : mad kitab par raha hu (raha : Singular,
Masculine)
I book read Erog. Aux 1st Person
(c) Khasi : nga dang pule kot
I Prog. read book
Within the tense:aspect distinction, Lyons is of the opinion that
aspect is more common in languages and that ontologically it is
more basic than tense, therefore children whose native language has
both, come to master the former more quickly than they do the
latter (p.705).
There are some restrictions on aspectual use which reflect
other characteristics of the English verb, e.g. aspect and character
of the verb are interdependent (since they both rest upon the same
ontological distinction) stative verbs cannot generally be combined
with progressive aspect. Thus only dynamic verbs describing
events or processes, acts and activities, can be used with the
progressive aspect. There is also restriction in the use of the
present perfect, which "indicates the continuing present relevance
of a past situation" (Comrie 1975:52), and expresses the relation
between two time-points "the time of the state resulting from a
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prior situation, and ... the time of that prior situation".
This definition of the perfect therefore rules out the specific
usage of time adverbs such as 'yesterday', 'last week' etc.
with the perfect. According to Comrie, this restriction in
English "does provide a useful heuristic device for identifying
the Perfect in that language" (p.55).
3.1.2.1.Semantic Notion of the Progressive Aspect in English
(1) It distinguishes between progressive and non¬
progressive meanings. This distinction is
important because it generally restricts the
uses of the progressive to mutually exclusive
contexrts, i.e. one cannot be used for the other
(2) It defines the non-stative meaning of dynamic
verbs and excludes stative verbs from its uses
(3) It defines the continuous nature of actions,
events and processes and excludes perfective
(when actions etc. are viewed as a complete
whole from outside). In the progressive
aspect "dynamic situations are viewed in progress
from within" (Comrie 1975:52)
(I|.) It "refers to a future happening anticipated in
the present. It's basic meaning is fixed
arrangement, plan, or programme" (Quirk et al:88)
3.1.2.2.Semantic Notions of the Perfect Aspect in English
(1) It indicates the continuing present relevance
of a past situation, e.g. Perfect of result:
'She has had a baby, therefore she is very weak'
(2) It expresses the relation between two time-points.
Since it can partake of both the present and the
past, the perfect has a dual role as in:
(a) Present perfect, which expresses a
relation between a present state and
past situations
(b) Past perfect, which expresses a
relation between a past state and an even
earlier situation.
In this sense the perfect tells us nothing directly
about the situation in itself, but rather relates
some state to a preceding situation
(3) The experiential perfect (also 'indefinite',
'existential') indicates that a given situation
has held at least once during some time in the
past leading up to the present, e.g. 'He has been
to Delhi before'
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(14.) The perfect or persistent situation describes
a situation which has started in the past but
continues into the present. In English, the
situation referred to is both past and present,
e.g. 'We have lived in Shillong for ten years8
(5) Perfect of recent past indicates that the
present relevance of the past situation referred
to is simply one of temporal closeness, i.e. the
past situation is very recent, e.g. 'I've recently
met your friend'
3.1.2.3.Combination of Aspectual Categories
Progressive and perfect aspects can combine as in the
English perfect progressive, e.g. 'I've been talking to him for
more than an hour1. Such combinations extend in range of meanings
to those related to the present perfect (persistent, experiencial
situations which began an hour ago but is related to a present
situation).
Examples such as these show that fine semantic notions
present in the progressive and perfect aspect combines with tense
in interrelated systems of tense and aspect. Secondly, such
examples again stress the importance of semantics in tense and
aspect descriptions.
3.1.3* Tense and Aspect in Hindi
Tense and aspect in Hindi are realized by morphological
inflections of the main verb (stem) and the various forms of the
verb 'to be' hona which functions as an auxiliary verb. The
present participle -ta (which changes to -ti. -te for femine and
plural respectively) is suffixed to the root verb to form two
categories:
TABLE ) 1A Grammatical Categories with Participle -ta
Stem Pres.Part
(a) Sim.Pres. reh+ ta (-ti, -te) e.g. HI. mai rehta hu
Pres.Imperf. ' I live Aux.
(b) Past.Imperf. reh+ ta (-ti, -te) e.g. H2. mai rehta tha
(-thl,
-the)
I used to live
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The past participle (which changes to -i, -e for femine
and plural respectively) is suffixed to the root verb to form
the following tense and aspect categories:
TABLE IfB Grammatical Categories with Participle -a
(c) Sim.Past. reh + a (-i, -e) e.g. H3. mai veha reha
(I lived there)
I there lived
(d) Eres.Perf. reh + a (-i, -e) e.g. HJ+. mai reha Hu
(i have lived)
I lived Aux. (Eres)
(e) Pluperf. reh + a (-i, -e) e.g. H5>. mai reha tha
(I had lived)
I lived Aux. (Past)
Bote that the difference between (a) and (b) is in the Auxs.
hu and tha: similarly, in the 'past' categories (c) - (e) the
difference is only in the Auxs. hu and tha in (d) and (e) and
the absence of an Aux. in (c).
The present progressive in Hindi is made up of three parts:
(i) the stem of the verb, (ii) the perfect form of the verb
rehna (to stay/live) which has the masculine sing, reha and is
inflected for number and gender like the imperfect; i.e. reha, rehe,
rehi. Used in the progressive the verb rehna is simply an Aux.
imparting a progressive meaning to the construction, (iii) the
simple present of the verb hona 'to be' (with its usual inflection),
i.e. hu (1st Per.Sing.), hai (1st Per.Plu.), h£T (2nd Per.Sing.),
ho" (2nd Per.Plu), hai (3rd Per.Sing.) hai (3rd Per.Plu.).
The past progressive has the same forms for (i) which is
the verb stem, (ii) which are the inflected forms of the verb
rehna. However, in (iii) the verb 'to be' changes to the past
forms tha" (Sing.M), thi (Sing.P.), the (Plu.M.), and thi (Plu.Fo).
The inflections for the singular and plural forms are given below.
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TABLE bC Progressive Aspect (Singular) in Hindi
Subj. Stem Prog.M/Prog.P. Aux.Pres/Past .M/Past .F
H6. 1st Per. mai ja reha/rehi hu / tha / thi
I go ing am / was
H7. 2nd Per. turn ja reha/rehi ho / tha / thi
You go ing are / was
H8. 3rd Per. voh ja reha/rehi hai / tha / thi
He/she go ing is / was
TABLE UP Progressive Aspect (Plural) in Hindi
Subj. Stem Prog.M/Prog.P. Aux.Pres/Past .M/Past .P
H9. 1st Per. hum ja rehe/rehi hai / the / thi
we go ing are / were
H10.2nd Per. turn ja rehe/rehi ho / the / thi
you(p) go ing are / were
Hll.3rd Per. ve ja rehe/rehi hai /the" / thi
they go ing are / were
3.1.3.1.Semantic Notions in Tense and Aspect in Hindi
The present imperfect or simple present has a habitual
meaning, e.g. nita roz sikhti hai (Everyday Hita learns).
Similarly, the past imperfect indicates the usual state of affairs
in the past, e.g. mai roz skul kar se ,jata tha (Everyday I used to
go to school by car). In narratives, the past tense marker is
usually dropped when the context is established, e.g. rita sat ba.je
skul se nikalti thi. ghar a kar kapre badalti. phir khelne chali
.jati (Rita used to leave school at three. Arriving home, she used
to change her clothes. Then she used to go and play).
"The present and past continuous express an event or action
in progress at the moment of speaking and with reference to some
point of time in the past respectively" (Kachru 1980:131). Thus
the present and past continuous in Hindi correspond to the English
forms 'am going', 'is reading', 'was running', 'were going' etc.
Like the English present continuous, Hindi uses this aspect to
indicate the future too, e.g. veh kal dilli ,ja raka hai (He is
going to Delhi tomorrow).
Lastly, the present and past perfect indicate completed
action or process. The simple present equates with the English
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forms ('has gone' etc) because it indicates a state resulting
from completion of the act or the process which has present
relevance. Similarly, the past perfect corresponds to the
English past perfect which indicates the completion in the past
with no relevance of the act or process to the present. However,
the past perfect is also used in Hindi where English will use just
the simple past tense, e.g. mai kal dilli geya tha (I went to Delhi
yesterday) kya ap kal dilli gaye the? (Did you go to Delhi
yesterday?)
3.1.1*. Tense and Aspect in Khasi
In Khasi the main verb is never inflected; tense and aspect
are expressed by the use of free morphemes or simply by deictic
adverbs of time. Many instances show the overlap between tense
and aspect, i.e. the same constructions occur for both. Thus,
for the simple past, the present perfect and the past perfect in
English, the same past participle 'la' is used.
Kl. nga la lap ya ka kot kaba nga (la) ja? minhinnin
I Pst. find to the book which I (Pst) lose yesterday
K2. nga la trei shitom hinrei kam mintoi
I (Pst) work hard but it no use
The present and past progressive are formed by putting the
free morpheme dang before the verb, e.g.
K3. Pres.Prog: phi hilla haba nga dang pule kot
you shout while I Prog. read book
Kl*. Pst.Prog: u dang mare? ha ka por ba u (la) hap
He Prog, run at the time that he (Pst.) fall down
Generally, however, the morphemes to denote past or
progressive are deleted since the contextual clues and the deitic
adverbs of time are considered sufficient to denote tense or
aspect. Hence in the above, the morpheme la is optional.
Similarly in a context that requires an obligatory progressive
in EngLish, the simple verb form can be used in Khasi:
K5« Q,. phi le? ayiu?
you do what?
K6. A. nga bam ja
I eat rice
OR
K7. nga dang bam ja (I'm eating rice)
I Prog. eat rice
Lastly, Khasi does not have inflections or other markers
in the verb for Person, Number or Gender, e.g.
K8. nga/me /u hikai
i/you /he teach
K9. ngi/me baro? /ki hlkai
¥e /you all /they teach
3-2. Negation
3.2.1. Negation in English
Negation in English is basically pre-verbal; negative
sentences are formed by placing the negative participle ('not',
or the contracted form 'n't') before the verb and after the
auxiliary in F-MV, modal, progressive and perfect constructions:
IRESENT PAST KERB
3.F-MV : He does not (doesn't)/did not (didn't) like it
U. Modal: He cannot (can't) /could not (couldn't) come
5. Prog.: He is not (isn't) /was not (wasn't) coming
6. Perf.: He has not (hasn't) /had not (hadn't) come
In the F-MV sentences (3) 'do' is inserted as tense carrier in the
absence of an aux. Thus there is a regularisation of the
syntactic rule above.
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In copular sentences however the Heg. element is after
the copula Be:
ffiESENT PAST
7. Ere-Nom : He is not (isn't) /was not (wasn't) a student
8. Ere-Adj : I am not /was not (wasn't) a good swimmer
9. Ere-Loc : They are not (aren't)/were not (weren't) at home
3.2.1.1.Semantic Notions and Functions of Negation
Jesperson noted that "the chief use of a negative sentence
is to contradict and to point a contrast" (Jesperson 1917:U)«
This corresponds to the well-known distinction between contradictory
opposition (when one member is true and the other false), and
contrary opposition (when neither contrary may be true although
both cannot be true).
Another distinction is that between propositional and modal
negations: the former involves the negation of the predicate or the
complement and the latter is the negation of the modal operator or
the negation of the performative verb. This is exemplified in the
following sentences;
10. Erop.Heg.: I promise not/to see him again
11. Mbd.Neg. : I don't promise/to see him again
In sentence 10 the whole proposition to the rigfrt of 'not'
is negated. In sentence 11 the speaker denies that he is making
a promise or he explicitly refuses to make one.
Eempson (1975) distinguishes between constituent
(Jesperson's 'special'), and sentential (Jesperson's 'nexal')
negations. Like the propositional: modal distinction, constituent
and sentential negations are useful to identify the scope of the
Heg.element: in the former the Heg.element is attached to a single
word, while in the latter it operates on full sentences, as in:
12. Cons.Heg.: Hot many of us like the new manager
13. Sent.Neg.: Many of us don't like the new manager
In sentence 12 the scope of negation is confined to the
single word 'many' immediately after 'not' so that the sentence can
be interpreted as:
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llj.. (Very) few of us like the new manager
Sentential negation on the other hand operates on the full
sentence.
In the field of language acquisition, Brown (1973:17)
has identified four kinds of negations: (i) non-existence
(absence or disappearance), (ii) rejection, (iii) refusal to comply,
(iv) denial. Lyons is of the opinion that the last three can be
accounted for in terms of assent and dissent, acceptance and
rejection, rather than in terms of truth and falsehood. Thus a
typical child's sentence like
15. I won't eat carrots
equates with "I reject carrots", "I refuse to take carrots" etc.
Since "won't" negates the performative verb 'eat1, it is a modal
negation. Lyons believes that modal negation is basic, i.e.
"Acquired earlier by children and serving as a basis for further
development" (Lyons 1978:777). Like rejection and refusal, denial
too is considered to be a fundamental use of negation. In the
words of Horn (1978:180) "the function of negation is to deny a
proposition or claim, or to substitute an inverse act for the one
under consideration". There is flat denial in a typical child's
sentence like:
16. I didn't take it
The point is not the truth or falsity of the child having eaten the
sweets, but his denial/rejection/refusal of the accusation or
proposition.
3.2.2. Negation in Hindi
Negation in Hindi is basically pre-verbal in all types of
sentences: the Neg.element nahi is placed between the subject (or
object if the sentence has one) and the verb phrase in F-MV, modal,
progressive and perfect sentences, as in the following sentences:
H12. F-MV : veh kitab nahi parta (had)
he book not read (Aux)
(he doesn't read a book)
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H13. Mod. : veh kitab nahi par sakta (hai)
he book not read can (Aux)
(he cannot read a book)
Hll|. Erog. : veh kitab nahi par reha hai
he book not read ing Aux
(he is not reading a book)
H15. Perf. : veh kitab nahi parha hai
he book not read(p) Aux
(he hasn't read a book)
In copular sentences too the Neg.element is pre-verbal since it
occurs before the verb Be as in the following sentences:
Hl6. Pre-Nom : veh bacha nahi hai
he child not is
(he isn't a child)
H17. Pre-Adj : veh acha larka nahi hai
he . good boy not is
(he isn't a good boy)
HI8. Pre-Loc : veh gbar me nahi hai
he home in not is
(he isn't at home)
These constructions are regular in that the verb phrase or
the copula Be occur at the end of the sentence, in accordance with
the basic word order in Hindi which is SOV. Regularity is also
seen in the positioning of the Neg.element immediately before the
verb or the verb phrase. However, the Neg.particle can be shifted
for stylistic or emphatic uses, as in:
H19. F-MV 2 ; veh kitab parta" nahi hai
he book read not Aux
(he doesn't read a book)
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H20. Mod.2 : veh kitab par sakta had nahi
he book read can Aux not
(he cannot read a book)
In HI9 the insertion of 'Neg8 within a verb phrase
'parta hai8 puts Neg. in a post-verbal, pre-Aux. position. It
can also occupy a sentence final position as in H20. Both
positions are marked vis-a-vis the normal position which is pre-
verbal.
Other Neg.particles - mat, na - will not be considered
except for an example of the shifting of the Neg.element 'mat'
in sentences like
H21. Imper.l : kitab mat parho (Don't read a book)
book don't read
H22. Imper.2 ; kitab parho mat (Don't read a book)
book read don't
which again shows the flexibility of the Neg.element in Hindi.
Kachru (1980) observed that the scope of negation in
Hindi is normally the entire predicate, e.g. for sentences H12 to
H20 above, the negated predicate is expressed as "It is not the
case that ...". However, there are specific contexts where the
scope of negation is restricted to some particular constituent,
which is the focus of the sentence as in:
H23. raji dilli nahi gai (bambai gai)
Raji Delhi not went (Bombay went)
(Raji didn't go to Delhi, she went to Bombay)
Also when there is an adverbial in the sentence, it attracts the
negation as in:
"V •».
H2I4.. raja kate se nahi khata
Raja fork with not eats
(Raja does not eat with a fork)
-T*
Though the neg.nahi is immediately before a verb, it negates the
phrase 'kate se8 (with a fork) and not the verb 'khata' (eat).
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The above sentences are only two examples of possible constituent
negations in Hindi.
3.2.3. Negation in Khasi
Negation in Khasi is expressed by the Neg.particles
'ym', 'khelem' and a contracted form of , i.e. which is
suffixed to pronoun gender markers such as u (he), ka (she), ki
(they) etc. The bound morpheme ^ is used in present and future
constructions:
urn di? dud minta
he not drink milk now





urn ju di? dud minstep
he not Hab. drink milk morning
(he doesn't drink/never drank mi Ik in the morning)
Kl2a. Future urn wan lasbai
he not come tomorrow
(he isn't coming/will not come tomorrow)
K13a. Pres.Perf. urn pat di? dud hadu? minta
he not yet drink milk till now
(he hasn't drunk the milk till now)
Kll+a. Modal urn nan g pule
he not can read
(he cannot read)
The Neg.particle 'khelem' is used as a free morpheme usually in past
constructions:
KlOb. Sim.Past : u khelem di? dud minhinnin
he not drink milk yesterday
(he didn't drink the milk yesterday)
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El3b. Past.Perf. :
u khelem pat di? dud ha ka por banga la poi
he not yet drink milk at the time that I Pst. reach
(he hadn't yet drunk the milk when I reached)
Kll+b. Mod.Past : u khelem nang pule minhinnin
he not can read yesterday
(he couldn't read yesterday)
Sentences expressing the future like K12a above can also
make use of explicit future marker -n in which case a free Neg.
particle 'ym' is used instead of the contracted and bound morpheme
-m, as in:
K12b. Future : , , _.
un ym wan lash sir
he Fut. not come tomorrow
(he will not come tomorrow)
Two points can be noted here: (i) negative sentences in the
present or past progressive aspect are ungrammatical in Khasi:
K15a. Pres.Prog. : urn dang le?kai minta
he not Prog. play now
(he isn't playing now)
Kl5b. Past Prog. : u khelem dang leTkai minhinnin
he not Prog. play yesterday
(he wasn't playing yesterday)
hence the simple present or past substitute for the present or past
progressive, the context giving the clue as to ongoing incompleted
action. Progressive aspect in Khasi is therefore associated mainly
with positive sentences. (ii) while whole phrases (NPs or VPs)
can interchange places, the Neg.elements cannot be shifted to post-
verbal positions, as the following:
El6a. urn dei u khinna? uba bha
he not is he child he who good
(he isn't a good boy)
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Kl6b. u khinna? uba bha ("te) ^ hei
he child he who good (emphasis) he not is
(good boy he isn't)
j|t
Kloc. u khiima? uba bha dei um
he child he who good is he not
The normal position of the three Keg.particles in sentences KlOa
to K12b show that negation is signalled quite early in the
sentence, immediately after the identification of the subject and
before the verb phrase; this also precludes sentence final
negation (Kl6c).
Two other Keg.operators in Khasi : em (Ko) and 'wat'
(imperative Don't) are not discussed here as these are outside the
scope of this study.
3.2.1),. Kegation in Bengali
Singh (1976) is of the opinion that negation in Bengali
is essentially post-verbal (V.Keg.) both at the deep and surface
levels, and that Bengali sentences with a Y-Keg.word order remains
fixed since the- Keg.element cannot be shifted even for stylistic
or emphatic reasons. Tan Wen (1979) explains this as the result
of a fixed position of the categories within the constituent:
since the Keg.element is posited to be an integral part of the verb
constituent, it does not permit Keg.-Y sequence in simple sentences.
However, in a complex sentence expressing condition, possibility or
doubt the Keg.particle comes before the verb in dependent clause and
in some cases, in the principal clause; as in
Bl.se na jay na jabe (He may not go if he does not like)
he not like not go
Ebr the purpose of this study, we will be concerned only with post-
verbal negation in sentences like:
B2a. F-MY : "se jane ha (He does not know)
he know not
B2b. F-MY : se na jane
he not know
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B3a. Modal sita jabe na (Sita will not go)










se jatshe na (He is not going)
he go ing not
se na jatshe
he not going
ram chithi lekhe ni
ram letter write has not
(Ram has/had not written a letter)
B5b. Eerf. ram chithi ni likhe
ram letter not write has
In the sentence above the Neg.element ni is in
complementary distribution with na. Other Neg.particles like nas,
noe, nei are also available in some constructions, as in the
copular sentences below:
B6a. Ere-Nom. : ram boka nas (Ram isn't a fool)
ram fool not
B7a. Ere-Adj. rasta lo~mba noe (The road isn't long)
road long not
B8a. Ere-Loc. ram bari te
ram home in
nei (Ram isn't at home)
not
The different distributions of the various Neg.particles
will not be discussed here as this has no bearing on the study.
3.3* Interrogation
3. 3.l.l.x/Nquestions in English
Interrogative structures make use of intonational and
other devices like question particles, question words, tags, word
order, inversion etc. Rising intonation is commonly associated with
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Y/N questions with or without subject or object inversion or
interrogative particles. In English, Y/N questions have both
subject-verb inversions and rising intonation. Since the whole
proposition is being questioned in Y/N questions and since the
finite verb is "the core of the simple sentence" (Ultan 1978:223)
the verb is fronted to the emphatic sentence initial position.
In English and other languages with periphrastic constructions
the Aux. occupies the verb slot of the inverted constituent order
and precedes the main or non-finite verb. Where there is no Aux.
in F-MV sentences, a dummy Aux. 'Do4 is inserted and fronted as in
the other sentences. Thus the sentence initial Aux. has a
syntactic function as a question introducer, and a morphological
function as a tense carrier as can be seen in the following
sentences:
Present Past Sub. Verb X Declarative
17. F-MV : Does / Did he like her? He likes/liked her
18. Modal : Can / Could he come? He can/could come
(today/yesterday)
19. Prog. : Is / Was he going alone? He is/was going alone
20. Perf. : Has / Had he taken it? He has/had taken it
In language typology, it has been observed that inversion
in Y/N questions is an uncommon interrogative device, since only
7 languages (6 of them European languages) out of 38 make use of
this form of interrogation. Thus inverted Y/N questions are more
•marked4 than non-inverted Y/N questions. Secondly, since English
makes use of both prosodic and syntactic devices to mark Y/N
questions, it can be said that one of them is a redundant feature.
These points will be noted again in the discussions on the non-
acquisition of inversion by learners of English, in Chapter 7«
3•3•1•2.Information Questions in English
Another type of interrogative structures are information
questions (usually referred to as Wh-questions in English) which
elicits information on a particular word, either a subject or
object pronoun or adverb. Question words are interrogative
substitutes for nouns and a number of adverb-like words or phrases
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expressing locative, temporal, manner, purpose and. such other
functions. These question words focus interrogatively on
particular referents within a sentence. As in l/N questions,
the emphatic nature of sentence initial position attracts the
question word to this position; in the words of Ultan (1978:222)
"The resultant inversion is particularly striking for virtually all
languages when the question word is the object of the verb, since
object is initial position is not a favoured declarative type for
most languages". Such inversion also known as 'fronting1 of the
question word in the T.G. School is common among 7^4% of h-6 non-SOY,
and $&% of 21 SOY languages. A second inversion in Wh-Qs in
English, which is the inversion of the finite Aux. and the subject
is less common. Labov and Labov (1978:5) observe that this is a
redundant feature in terms of meaning. To cite an example:
21a. Decl. sentence : He is living in Shillong (questioned item)
Where
21b. 1st. inversion : Where he is living?
21c. 2nd. inversion : Where is he living?
It has been noted by Labov and Labov that sentences like
21b. and 21c. above have the same meaning; in both questions the
more important question word 'where' substituting for the
questioned item, has been inverted to the emphatic initial position.
The finite and subject inversion is therefore redundant and
subjected to late or non-acquisition by learners.
3.3.1. 3.Semantic Notions and Functions of Interrogative Sentences,
in English
Jesperson (1933* 3^5) h.as analysed Wh-questions (Wh-Q) as
x-questions where x is an 'unknown quality' whose linguistic
expression is an interrogative pronoun or a pronominal adverb (when,
where etc.). According to Katz (1972:201+) indefinite pronouns
(someone) and adverbs (somewhere, somehow etc.) combine with an
interrogative morpheme to become interrogative elements and their
function is to be used in x-questions. Lyons (1978:757) is of
the opinion that both Y/N and Wh-Qpestions contain an 'unknown
quality' or a variable which has to be given a value by the addressee.
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In Y/N questions there are two values: the positive and the
negative propositions, e.g.
22a. Is the "boy hurt (or not)?
22b. Is the boy not hurt (or is he)?
to which the reply is usually an assent or dissent (Yes or No).
The negative proposition in 22a. and the positive one in 22b. can
be overtly stated or implied.
In Wh-Questions there are many values for x, e.g. for the
question
23. ''Who got hurt?'
there are infinite possibilities; John/Bill/Mary/SOMEONE/MANY
EBDPLE ... got hurt. SOMEONE and MANY PEOPLE are less specific
than the proper nouns, hence they are indefinite pronoun and adverb.
Since any one of the possibilities can be inserted in the slot
occupied by 'Who' in 23 above, it is clear that Wh-Qpestions have
a fill-in-the-blahk feature.
Lyons has also observed that most Indo-European languages
have interrogative pronouns (Who) and adverbs (Where) which are
related etymologically to indefinite pronouns (Someone) and
adverbs (Somewhere). This is brought out in the following
examples:
2I|.a. Interr.Pron. : Who mugged her last week?
2i|.b. Rel .Indef .Eron. : He is a man who mugged her last week
2I4.C. Indef.Eron. : S0M1DNE mugged her last week or
She was mugged by SOMESNE
(The underlying propositions of 22a. and b.)
The sentences above show a common semantic property which
is the indefinite identity of the person who mugged the girl.
According to Lyons, these various morphological relationships
depend upon the grammaticalization of the common semantic property
in the corresponding question and statements.
Two other points can be drawn from the above examples:
(i) that questions usually have definite presuppositions (Aqvist
1975:58), (ii) that questions have a basic use as information-
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seekers. Thus for 22a. above if the reply is 'yes', the
information that one gets is that the boy is hurt. To
question 2i+a. above, the reply may be indefinite and vague
'SOMEDME mugged her' or it may be specific 'John Crook mugged
her'. Seeking information through questions also presupposes
that the speaker does not have the information. Questions can
also be used to confirm a doubt, e.g. 'Did he really mug her?'
'Am I doing it right?' 'He is married, isn't he?' etc. Questions
which are 'deliberative' express or externalize a doubt: 'Will it
rain, I wonder?' 'Is the way or is it the next one?' The
necessity to obtain advice through questions is seen in questions
like 'Shall I go to college?' 'Shall I vote Congress (or Janata)?'
Some semanticists have analysed questions as mands in the
following senses: requests ('Would you like to lead in the
discussion?' 'Is that the salt?'); commands ('Will you close the
window?') etc.
The above are some of the primary uses of questions;
however in this study we will be concerned mainly with the use of
questions as linguistic device to elicit information.
3.3*2. Interrogation in Hindi
3.3.2.1.Y/N Questions in Hindi
There are two alternatives for the formation of Y/N
questions in Hindi: (i) the use of a question particle 'kya'
(literally 'what' ) before the sentence, (ii) the use of rising
intonation only. These are exemplified in the sentences below:
H25a. kya batcha ga$a tha? (Did the child go?)
Q. child went ADX. (Past)
H2$b. batcha ga^a?
child went?
H26a. kya ap ga*£ the? (Did you go?)
q# you went AUX. (Past)
H26b. ap ga^e the-
you went (Past)
8U-
The question marker 'kya8 can "be shifted to sentence
final position in peotic and other rhetorical use, as in
H25c. batcha gaja tha kya?
child went Aux. Q,
H26c. ap gaje the kya?
you went Aux. Q,
3.3.2.2 .Information Questions in Hindi
Information questions in Hindi make use of a number of
question words which may be sentence initial (H27a. below) if
there is no subject, object, adverb which then occupies the
sentence initial positions, as in sentences H28a. to H31a. below:
H27a. kaun ro~ rehi hai? (Who is crying?)
who cry ing Aux. (Pres.?
H27b. radha ro rehi hai (Radha is crying)
radha cry ing Aux. (Pres.)
H28a. raja kab aega? (When will Rhja come?)
raja when come will
H28b. raja kal aega (Raja will come tomorrow)
raja tomorrow come will
H29a. ram ne kisko pita? (Who did Ram hit?)
ram Ag. who Dat hit
H29b. ram ne billi ko pita (Ram hit the cat)
ram Ag. cat Dat hit
H30a. rani ko kitna rupija chahiye? (How much money
, , , , does Rani want)
rani Dat how much rupees want J
H30b. rani ko
rani Dat four rupees
car rupija chahiye (Rani wants four
rupees)want
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H31a. hotal kaha hai? (Where is the hotel?)
hotel where Aux. (Pres.)
H31b. hotal rafi marg me hai (The hotel is in Rafi road)
hotel rafi road in Aux. (Pres.)
H32a. turn pilao keise banati ho? (How do you make pilao?)
you pilao how make (Fern) Aux.
H32b. turn pilan acca banati ho? (You make pilao well/good)
you pilao good make (Fern) Aux.
Notice that the question word is inserted in the exact position of
the item being questioned, whether it is the subject, object,
quantity, place, manner etc (Sentences H27b. - H32b. above).
Generally the question word is before the verb phrase. However,
the question word can be shifted to other positions in the sentence
for stylistic and other rhetorical purposes. The different
•keise' in H32 above and other examples are shown below:
H32c .• turn keise pilao banati ho?
you how pilao make Aux.
H32d. keise pilao banati ho turn?
how pilao make Aux. you
H32e. keise turn pilao banati ho?
how you pilao make Aux.
H32f. turn pilao banati ho keise?
you pilao make Aux. how
Besides question words, information questions in Hindi are
also marked by rising intonation.
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3-3-3- Interrogation in Khasi
3*3*3*1^/N Questions in Khasi
Khasi has neither question words nor inversion to mark
Y/N interrogation, the declarative word order remaining unchanged
and questions are signalled by rising intonation only, as in the
following sentences:
INTERROGATIVE DECLARATIVE
K17a. phin wan lashai? K17b. phin wan lashai ^
you-Pat .come tomorrow you-Pat .come tomorrow
(Will you come tomorrow?) (You'll come tomorrow)
Kl8a. u don habar?
he is outside
(is he outside?)
K19a* kan wan bad ka rida?
she-Put.come with she rida
(Will she come with Rida? )
K20a. u bok u sho? ya ka para?
he bok he hit to she sister
(Did Bok hit his sister?)
Kl8b. u don habar
he is outside
(He is outside)
K19b. kan wan bad ka rida
she come with she rida
(She will come with Rida)
K20b. u bok u sho? ya ka oara
he bok he hit to she sister
(Bok hit his sister)
3.3- 3.2.Information Questions in Khasi
In section 3*3*1 3*3*2 above we have noted that there
is an attraction of the question word to the emphatic sentence
initial position in the different types of natural languages, this
however being less common in SOV languages. Khasi is the only
language with both sentence initial and sentence final question
words in information questions, both positions being equally
favoured by native speakers of Khasi in sentences like:
(l) The underlined words in K17b. - K20b. correspond to the




K2la. phin wan lano?
you-Pat. come when
(When will you come?)
K22a. u don hangno?
he is where
(Where is he? )
K23a. kan wan badno?
she-Put.come with whom
(With whom will she come?)
K2I|.a. u ram u sho yano?
he ram he hit who
(Who (m) did Ram hit? )
Sentence initial Q,-word
K21b. lano phin wan?
when you-Put. come
(When will you come?)
K22b. hangno u don?
where he is
(Where is he? )
K23b. badno kan wan
wjth-whom she-Put.come
(With whom will she come?)
K2ifb. yano u ram u sho
who he ram he hit
(Who (m) did Ram hit? )
However, since sentence final Q-words substitute for the
underlined pronouns and adverbs in the declarative sentences
K17b. to K20b. above, ± is logical to posit that this is,the
normal position of Q,-words in Khasi; the fronting of the Q-words
to sentence initial positions (K2lb. - K2l+b.) is necessary for
emphasis on the Q-words. This is borne out by the less acceptable
initial Q-words in normal speech in sentences like:
K25>a. u long uba kumno? K25b. uba kummo u long?
he is he-who how? he-who how he is
(What kind(of man)is he?) (What kind(of man) is he?)
K26a. u long
he is what
(What is he? )
K26b. ayiu u long?
what he is
(What is he? )
While K25b. and K26b. above are acceptable in stylistic
and rhetorical uses, sentences like these below are not accepted
even in poetry or for any other uses:
K27a. u dei uei? K27b. uei u dei?
he is who who he is
(Who is he?) (Who is he?)
In the above sentences two interrogative particles -no
and -ei are suffixed to pronouns like u (he), Ka (she), ki (they)
etc. and adverbs markers like la- (time), ha- (place), bad-
(person). The Q-word fayius (what) is however used separately
as an independent Q-word (K25>a. and b.) above.
In Khasi, information question is also marked by rising
intonation with stress on the Q^word.
3.1+. Rationale for the Choice of the Structures
Many reasons led to the choice of tense and aspect for
investigation in this study:
(i) the comparatively early exposure of most
students to simple present and past, the
present and past progressive and the perfect
present and past. Yet it seems that the verb
system remains one of the major areas of
difficulty for students learning English,
especially in HEM groups. There are problems
of deciding what are aspectual and what are not
aspectual in the present and past tenses, i.e.
when to use simple past or the past perfect;
when to use simple present or present
progressive. The actual use of these
grammatical categories exemplified by
person singular and simple past, will test the
assumption that the semantic distinctions
between the simple tenses and the aspectual
categories are not clear-cut for most REM
learners. This will take us to the problem
of the acquisition of form and/or function and
the question of meaningful acquisition;
(ii) it is hoped that this study will uncover the
relationship between methods of teaching and the
acquisition of grammatical categories. It is
to be noted here that the teaching of grammatical
categories in most REM schools is through
definations ('A Roun is ...')> drilling and
substitution tables, and translations from the LI.
It will be shown that these practices are
inadequate for the meaningful acquisition of
grammatical categories;
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(iii) since the 3c&. singular and simple past
are low-level, easily tau^it rules (Krashen
1981:111+), they are amenable to monitoring.
If it can be shown that monitoring takes place
in a formal task, this will lend support to
the view that at the learning stage grammar
rules are not easily retrieved in more demanding
tasks.
The learning of syntactic structures will be represented
by negation and interrogation in this investigation. Syntactic
structures are higher level aspects of language acquisition
because they are concerned with the relationship between different
lexemes in a sentence, as well as the relationship between syntax
and morphology. The complexity of negative and interrogative
sentences can be seen in the following points: (a) the selection
and use of the correct Neg. or question particle or Q-word,
(b) the insertion of Do in F-MV sentences, (c) working out tense/
aspect agreement between the Aux. and the main verb, (d) observing
word order rules in negative sentences - placing the Neg.element
in the post-Aux., pre-verbal/adjectival/nominal/prepositional
position and in interrogative sentences - the inversion of subject
HP and the Aux. taking the place of the main verb (3.3.1 above).
Since negative and interrogative sentences reflect the
strategies and processes of language acquisition in a way that
morphological inflections cannot, they are appropriate for our
comparative study between HEM and EM learners. We are
interested to know if syntactic rules like Do-insertion and
inversions are acquired by both DEM and EM groups. If such rules
are not available to learners, what strategies do they adopt to get
round the problem of negating and interrogating in English?
Another reason for the inclusion of negation and
interrogation in our study is because these areas are well
researched in LI and L2 acquisition studies. As such, they give
the opportunity to compare the findings of previous studies with
those of the present one. Also, earlier longitudinal studies
provide the framework into which our developmental sequence, derived
in a cross-sectional study, can be fitted.
Lastly, comparisons can be made between Hindi and Khasi
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speakers in their acquisition of syntactic structures (negation
and interrogation), and between Hindi, Khasi and Bengali speakers
in the syntax of negation. The question we want to ask is -
How far does the LI influence the word order rules in the
acquisition of negation and interrogation in English? If the
influence is minimal, does this indicate some universal processes
in the acquisition of syntax?
The acquisition or non-acquisition of tense and aspect
categories, negation and interrogation, will be related to two
assumptions: (a) what is communicatively functional is at the
basis of the acquisitional process, i.e. what is useful for
communication is learned early and what is redundant or considered
to be redundant is not learned, (b)' the strategies used by learners
are geared towards the communication of tense/aspect distinctions
and the negative or interrogative meaning of a sentence.
3.9. Integration of the Literature into the Study
Many of the issues raised in Chapter 2 will be relevant
to this study. Firstly, the interlanguage developmental
continuum hypothesis will provide the framework for the study of
developmental sequences of the structures under study. These
sequences are not seen as linear, discrete rank-ordered structures
as in the earlier morpheme studies, but as overlapping stages.
The concept of development is attributed mainly to the innate,
universal, psycho-linguo processes of language learning. These
processes and strategies are related to the concept of a semantic,
pragmatic and functional mode as the basis of language acquisition.
Our approach is therefore ecletic, drawing from the nativist school
as well as the functional models related to actual communication.
The developmental sequences will be analysed by implicational
scales (2.3. above).
Secondly, the variability paradigm explained by movement
over time, will be complemented by models and theories related to
synchronic variability as a function of task differences.
Variable performance at any particular stage due to tasks will be
shown by the use of analysis of variance (ANOVA) and scattergrams.
ANOVA will also be used for distinguishing different groups divided
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by differences in linguistic situations and differences in levels
at school.
Thirdly, the work of Lois Bloom in LI and of Wagner-
Gougfr in L2, will provide a model for the study of the
acquisition of form in relation to function in HEM and EM groups.
3.6. Hypotheses
Having stated the general aims in Chapter 1, discussed
the theoretical background in Chapter 2, and presented the
structures in the present chapter, we are now in a position when
our aims should be more concretely formulated in the form of
hypotheses. The hypotheses are divided into three groups: the
set of hypotheses are grouped according to a common aspect of
investigation. In Group I, the set of hypotheses are related to
comparisons between the groups in different linguistic situations.
Accuracy scores will be evaluated and will be used to place the
subjects on different points on the continuum. Data showing
qualitative differences and differences in error-types will be used
to show the different strategies used by HEM and EM groups. It
will also be shown that for most HEM learners, the acquisition of
form does net correlate with the acquisition of function and vice
versa. The set of hypotheses in Group II are related to the
concept of developmental sequences in SLA. Hypothesis 2a will
trace the developmental sequence of the different structures, and
compare these sequences with those of other studies discussed in
Chapter 2. Hypothesis 2b and c. are theoretical, since they relate
to explanations of developmental sequences in terms of universal
processes of language learning within a semantic and pragmatic
framework. Group III hypotheses relate to the nature of the
learners' system which is hypothesized to have these characteristics:
(a) it is a continuum of overlapping stages
(b) it is developmental and increases in complexity
as a function of learning
(c) it is a system of variable rules. Variability
comprises a diachronic dimension, i.e.
variability due to rule changes as time
(therefore learning) progresses. Variability
is also synchronic, i.e. at any particular point
in time rules change because of different
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hypotheses being tested (by the learner),
different degrees of control of, and access
to, linguistic knowledge
(d) it is systematic in that rule changes are
accounted for by linguistic and contextual
constraints and (possibly) psycholinguistic
factors like control and access
(e) it is a system of systems, i.e. it has a
network of interrelated systems of semantics,
syntax, morphology, morphophonemics etc.
The set of hypotheses in Groups I and III are testable
hypotheses to be empirically verified, therefore both the null
hypothesis which is to be tested and its alternative working
hypothesis are presented. This also applies for Hypothesis 2a
in Group II. Hypotheses 2b. and c. however are theoretical
speculations which will be supported by unquantified data.
The sets of hypotheses in the three groups form the general
hypotheses applicable to the four areas under investigation.
Other hypotheses specific to each area will be formulated at the
beginning of data analyses chapters (Chapter 5 for tense and
aspect, Chapter 6 for negation, Y/H and Wh-questions).
GROUP I
The hypotheses in this group deal with the EM : HEM
comparison.
HYPOTHESIS 1.1
Hq : There are no differences in the performance
scores of the HEM (K), HEM (H) and EM groups
H^ : There are significant differences in the
performance scores of the HEM (k), HEM (H) and EM
groups which are measured by AHOVA and the S-tests
HYPOTHESIS 1.2
Hq : There are no differences in the error-types
and the use of different features of IL by
hem (k), hem (h) and em groups
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H^ : There are differences in the error-types
and variants in the inter1anguage of STEM (k),
HEM (H) and EM groups as a result of
different learning situations, different
strategies used, and the different functions to
which certain structures are "being put to use
GROUP II
The second set of hypotheses deal with the sequences of
development of tense and aspect categories, negation, Y/H and Wh-
questions.
HYPOTHESIS 2.1
Hq : There are no sequences of development for tense
and aspect, and the syntactic structure of
negation, Y/H and "Wh-questions
H^ : There are sequences of development for each of
the areas investigated which are represented "by
implicational scales
General Hypothesis 2.2
The sequence of development is based on the
universal processes of language learning
General Hypothesis 2.3
The sequence of development can be best
explained within a semantic and pragmatic
framework
GROUP III
The set of hypotheses in this group relate to the nature of
the interlanguage of learners.
HYPOTHESIS 3.1
Hq : The continuum of learners' L2 competence is not
developmental; i.e. there are no significant
differences between Glasses Ij., 7 and 10 in the
HEM (K), HEM (H) and EM schools
H^ : The continuum of learners' L2 competence is
developmental and there are significant differences




Hq : Learners of the nine different groups are
not placed at different points in the
continuum
H^ : Learners of the nine different groups are
placed at different points in the continuum
in the implicational scales
HYPOTHESIS 3.3
Hq : Different tasks do not impose varying demands
on the learners' unstable and dynamic system,
therefore there is no synchronic variability
H^ ; Different tasks necessitate varying degrees
of access to, and control of, linguistic
knowledge for the learners. It follows that
there is synchronic and horizontal variability.
Significant differences between tasks will be




In this chapter the discussions will focus on the sample
population, methods of elicitation of data, pilot testing,
administration of the final tests, scoring methods and methods of
analyses for the data used in this study.
J4..I. Sample Population
The sample population is taken from two basic school types -
the non-English and English medium. The former again represents
the Hindi and Khasi schools. The size of the total population is
90 subjects altogether, 30 from each school.
The 90 subjects in this study have been taken on a random
basis from three classes from each school: class U represents the
lowest group in the scale and are at the beginners' level; class 7
represents the intermediate level just after a switch-over to
Elnglish medium in both Hindi and Khasi schools; class 10 represents
the end period of schooling. A two years' gap is considered
appropriate since the rate of language learning is quite slow in
most HEM schools. ALso, thou^a we say 'two' years, the effective
teaching/learning time may be much less because of innumerable
holidays and temporary closures ^ of schools. The age groups
range from 9-10 years (class I4.) through 12-13 years (class 7) to
15-16 years (class 10).
The division of the sample population is represented below:
EM HEM(H) HEM(K) Class Total
Glass h = 10 10 10 = 30
7 10 10 10 30
10 10 10 10 30
School Grand
total 30 + 30 + 30 total 90
(l) The data was taken between June-Sept ember 1982, one of the
years during which 'strikes' or 'bandhs' were frequent for
some reason or the other.
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In the syntax of negation additional data from 30
Bengali students was taken to investigate LI influence in
syntactic structures.
The objective in the selection of the sample is to compare
language acquisition in immersion and non-immersion types of
situations. If similar types of developmental errors are found,
then the acquisitional process is hypothesised to have a universal
base. A second reason relates to a pedagogical interest of
finding out the degree of differences in the EM:HEM distinction.
Ihou^a some socio-economic and psychological variables (Agnihotri
et al 1982) may be involved in the EM: HEM distinction, these are
outside the scope of this study since time did not permit the
collection of data on these variables. Thus the main variables
considered are (i) the medium of instruction (EM or HEM) » (ii)
the level or class in school (1+ or 7 or 10) and (iii) the types of
tasks. The experimental design therefore is a mixture consisting
of independent samples, based on variables (i) and (ii) above and
a repeated measure design based on variable (iii), since each
subject from a group, say Hl+ (Hindi class k) or E7 (English class 7)
etc. is tested under different task conditions.
i+.2. ELicitation Methods
Since one of the hypotheses of this study relates to
variability due to task differences, a number of elicitation
methods have been used to obtain data from the respondents. A
second consideration for using multiple elicitation tests is the
consideration of observational and descriptive adequacy related to
textual and intuitional data respectively (Corder 1971)* Thirdly,
as Lococo (1976) has remarked, a particular method reflects
aspects of L2 acquisition not reflected by the other methods.
Again, as Chao Shin (1979) has observed, different elicitation
procedures may yield different diagnosis of the L2 learners'
knowledge of the target language. Different tasks are after all
different types of check lists on the situational variables, the
degree of control or access to knowledge, learners' variables, and
the effectiveness of the different tasks. The last mentioned, i.e.
the advantages of a particular task over the others, is still a
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controversial point; hence we opted for multiple tasks for each
of the areas investigated. Lastly, because of practical problems,
a strictly observational and longitudinal study of spontaneously
produced speech has not been possible, hence a battery of tasks
is considered necessary for a systematic and exhaustive study of
the learners1 IL system.
1+.2.1. ELicitation Tasks for Tense and Aspect
The bulk ef.. the data for tense and aspect grammatical
categories has been obtained through the discrete-point, fill-in-
the-blahks task. The task is highly structured; an uninflected
verb is given to be inflected by suffixing ^s (in a sentence
requiring 3rd. person singular present tense), -ing (for present or
past progressive as required in the sentence), -ed (for past tense)
etc. The format of the task is given in Appendix III.
Since all that is needed by way of production is
morphological inflection, the task focusses on form and allows for
monitoring. The assumption behind discrete-point tasks is the
possibility of inferring the degree to which an individual has
assimilated TL rules', by focussing on those aspects related to the
rules. The fill-in-the-blanks task is also a very common classroom
type exercise with which students are familiar. Secondly, since
the whole sentence is given, the task is comparatively 'easy',
suitable to EEM students and for the lower classes. Such a 'close-
ended format1 type of task has been used successfully by Agnihotri
et al (1983) "to elicit the use of certain functions in tense
distinctions.
A second structured task to elicit simple past and 3^8.
singular is the multiple-choice task. Each sentence contains 7
options, one of which is the correct one. Since the objective is
to only find out whether the learner can recognize a correct form
from the options given, all types of learners' 'errors', which
include forms like have +ing, Be + V etc. have not been included
among the distractors. The distractors used are however fairly
representative of learners' errors in tense and aspect, such as the
confusion between simple past and past progressive. The distractors
include (i) the uninflected verb, (ii) the present progressive,
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(iii) the past progressive, (iv) the present perfect, (v) the
past perfect, (vi) the 3rd person singular, (vii) the simple past.
The two tasks above are manipulated and structured; they
are therefore removed from natural communicative contexts.
Moreover, they do not reflect the true state of the learners' own
productive rules. To overcome this difficulty a picture-
(2)
description ^ y task has been designed and used. The task consists
of 20 pictures where a boy (named Ram for Hindi speakers, Don for
Khasi speakers) is shown to perform different daily activities,
from getting up in the morning until the time when he goes to sleep.
To elicit singular, the frame "Everyday Ram/Don (verb) ..."
and to elicit simple past, the sentence "Last Monday Ram/Don
(verb) ..." were used. To familiarise the student with the
pictures, the actions were first described in the LI. After the
student was quite familiar with the pictures, and with what he had
to do, he was told to attempt the descriptions in English,
beginning each sentence with 'Everyday' or 'Last Monday' as the
case may be, and restricting each sentence only to a description of
the actions. For example:
Everyday Ram is get up
Everyday Ram brush his teeth
Everyday Ram wash his face
and so on until the last picture. Each subject was taken
individually, talked to for a while to reduce anxiety, and casually
told to describe the pictures in his mother tongue. Both the
descriptions in the LI and in English were tape-recorded and
transcribed later. Contrary to our previous assumption that the
children might be overwhelmed by the presence of a tape-recorder,
we found that most of the children in fact wanted to speak into a
microphone, as it were, and be recorded (they often ask to hear their
recorded 'speech'). Again, it appeared as if most of the children
were motivated and wanted to speak English.
(2) The picture-description task has been tried on a number of
intermediate level summer students at the Institute of
Applied Language Studies, University of Edinburgh, during the
summer of 1981.
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The transcribed sentences reveal data which is more
interesting and true than that obtained by the discrete-point
or multiple-choice tests. This is because the oral description
is as near to spontaneous speech as is possible for a structured
oral task. Secondly, this task shows the difference between form
and function in acquisition (see 5«5«2 and 7.2).
The three tasks above supplement each other in revealing
more about the tense and aspect system of learners of English from
EM and KIM schools.
1+.2.2. Elicitation Tasks for Negative and Interrogative Structures
Ebr negation and interrogation, the main focus is on the
syntactic structures, i.e. the entire negative and interrogative
sentences rather than on one item in the sentences. Hence
different tasks from the ones described in iq.2.1 were used to
elicit these structures.
Translation from the mother tongue was used to obtain both
negative and interrogative sentences. As Lococo (op.cit.:62)
has observed, in a translation task "the researcher can zero in on
specific syntactic rules which he would like to test" by controlling
the type of structures to be translated, and the number of
obligatory occasions for error. However, we found one
disadvantage in the translation task, i.e. when the learners have
very little vocabulary in English (NEM class 1+), they had to be
given a glossary for all the words except the negative or any part
that is being tested. Other than this, translation is considered
to be quite effective to obtain the learners' version of a negative
or interrogative sentence since they have to construct an entire
12 sentence. Secondly, since we wanted to find out if relexification
or restructuring takes place for syntax a translation task offers the
best opportunity for such processes. Lastly, translation too is
very familiar to the NEM subjects who comprise the majority group in
our study.
A second elicitation tool used is the transformation task,
i.e. to change a declarative sentence into a negative, and an
affirmative sentence into an interrogative (Y/N or Wh-question).
The rationale for the choice of this task is the assumption that for
negative or interrogative sentences, some kind of syntactic roles
(transformation roles such as neg. insertion or subject-verb
inversion within the TG framework) should have been internalised
and available for use. The stimuli - declarative/affirmative
sentence in English - provides a clue for the learners' own
negative/interrogative structures, therefore in the transformation
task the problem of inadequate lexicon does not arise. In this
task, the focus is on the learners' knowledge or lack of knowledge
of the syntactic rules in English. Moreover, the transformation
task is also a common classroom and test exercise in both EM and
ITEM schools fa.Tni.liar to all the subjects.
Ibr negation and Wh-questions error correction task is the
third type of technique to elicit data. This is combined with
the grammaticality judgement task, i.e. a correct or incorrect
negative or interogative sentence is given, with instructions to
(i) read the sentence carefully, (ii) mark it either right (✓ )
or wrong (x) according to what the testees think it to be, and
(iii) if it is wrong, to correct it at the space below the sentence.
Such error identification and correction tasks have been
used by many researchers, especially when some kind of
metalinguistic judgement is called for. Menyuk (1967:133)
believes that "unconscious judgement and correction appear to
precede the ability to consciously judge and explicitly correct"
because he found that many preschoolers in his study spontaneously
corrected ungrammatical sentences but could not do so when asked
explicitly to correct. Other studies (de Villiers and de Villiers
1972) also suggest that young children are capable of reliable
performance on such tasks, though they may not be able to say
explicitly why they 'correct' the way that they do. This is because
the learner 'knows' a grammatical rule in decoding long before they
can use it to generate sentences or to give conscious explanations
about the rule. It is for this reason too that learners are
fairly good at saying whether a sentence is ri^it or wrong, i.e.
judge its grammaticality, on the basis of what Bialystok (l979a>
19796) has called 'implicit' linguistic knowledge, or the way the
sentence 'sounds' to the ear.
Chao Shin (1979) observed that judgement tasks in L2
research are influenced by psycholinguistic experiments. Some
L2 researchers also believe that the competence and linguistic
system of the learner cannot be gauged only by production data
("primary behavioral data" in Chao Shin's term and "textual" data
according to Corder 1971)• Corder has stated that textual data
alone cannot represent all of the learner's language because (i)
it is limited in quantity, (ii) it is biased because of internal
and external constraints. It is for reasons such as these that
this study includes a grammaticality judgement task which provides
the researcher with an access to the learners' intuition about
the TL.
Summary
Ibr all the areas studied, a battery of tasks have been
used to elicit data which will yield a good insight into the learners'
system, each task supplementing the other tasks. Some tasks like
the discrete-point task yield only accurate/inaccurate type of data
while easing the task of quantification. Other tasks like
picture description and translation give a wider and truer
perspective of the learners' idiosyncratic languages. Some tasks
focus on form, while others on function. Thus we can arrive at a
more comprehensive picture of the learners' system. Secondly,
variability due to differences in the tasks will be examined.
Variability will be related to situational constraints on the tasks
and the degree of access to and control of linguistic information
conditioned by the type of task. Task comparisons will help
uncover more about our research tools, following studies like those
of Lococo (op.cit.), Larsen-Ereeman (1975) and others.
As stated above, our main consideration is the elicitation
of quantifiable and qualitatively variable data which will enable
us to statistically test learners' performance scores and examine
strategies and processes of second language learning.
1+.3. Pilot Testing
Before the final administration of the tests, it was
necessary to conduct a pilot study to find out the suitability of
our tools for the subjects under study, so that the maximum results
can be obtained. As mentioned earlier, the picture-description
task for eliciting spontaneous oral data was tried out in
Edinburgh in June-August 1981. During the period June-September
1982 it was necessary to go back to Shillong in North-East India
for pilot testing and the final administration of the tests.
Initially the investigator consulted with teachers concerned about
the familiarity of students with such tests. It was found that
the picture-descriptions, error correction and grammaticality
judgement and elicited imitation tasks were the only ones not used
by the teachers. These were tried out, along with the other tasks,
in the pilot testing period in two schools. The following changes
were made:
(1) Elimination of the Elicited Imitation task for
tense and aspect because it was not always clear
which inflections the testees had used, e.g.
'had speaking1 or 'had spoken1. Some attempt
was made to check by asking questions - 1 did you
say this (researcher writes 'speaking') or this
(researcher writes 'spoken1). This was found to
be time consuming and unproductive, therefore the
task was abandoned.
(2) Changes in the initial pictures for the picture-
description task to eliminate those which are not
familiar to our students (e.g. a bath, since the
children came up with sentences like 'Everyday
Ram/Don sit in a tub' ) and substituting with more
easily identified pictures. Also, the original
19 were increased to 20 pictures.
(3) Removing some items from the fill-in-the-blahk
test when they were found to be misinterpreted.
Also, much simpler sentences had to be used for
class I4. NEM, with the LI word given for each of
the verbs to be inflected.
(k) Simplifying the translation tests for NEM (class I4.).
(5) Clarifying the instructions given for each of the
tasks and including the LI version for the
instructions.
U.i+. Administration of the Tasks
To administer the tests the researcher had to enlist the
help of the teachers of the respective schools. This was all the
more necessary because in some schools there was no large hall to
seat the children or it was not always available. Thus sometimes
space was limited and the children had to sit quite close to each
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other. However, any likelihood of copying from each other was
prevented because of the researcher's and teachers' invigilation.
Moreover, the testees were told that the object of the tests was
to find out their difficulties and help them, and that they had
nothing to do with the school examinations. They were also
assured that the papers will not be shown to anyone so they need
not worry about writing in English.
Eor all the written tasks except the translation task, the
testees had to write on cyclostyled sheets (see Appendix IY for
the format and items of the tests). For the translation task,
question papers were given in the Lis and the answers were written
on plain sheets. No time limit was set for any of the written
tasks, so that the testees were under no pressure whatsoever.
Also, the testees were encouraged to attempt all the questions to
the best of their knowledge, and not to leave any question
unanswered.
A different approach was adopted for the oral production
task. We realised that anxiety and other psychological barriers
are all the more pronounced in a face-to-face communication task,
hence only the researcher conducted the test with each respondent.
Sometimes because of the unavailability of rooms, the 'tape sessions'
were very casually taken outside while the teacher sent one student
at a time. Each session began with some light-hearted chat, then
gradually led to the task. The first description was in the LI,
for three reasons: (i) to familiarise the respondents with the
task, (ii) to break through any fear or anxiety since describing
the actions in the picture in the mother tongue is an extremely easy
task (child's play), (iii) to time the minutes and seconds taken
for the 20 sentences associated with the 20 pictures. The
respondent was then encouraged to try the same descriptions in
English, and if possible, to finish describing the pictures within
the same time limit that he had taken for descriptions in the mother
(3)
tongue. The purpose was to gently nudge the child to produce
spontaneous unmonitored data.
(3) I"fc is to be mentioned here that most children thought that
the purpose was to find out about their pronunciation in
English, and some even volunteered to sing in English to
impress me about their ability in English.
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Additional data for negation from Bengali students was
taken in November 1983. The main purpose of this additional
data was to find out whether relexification of the mother tongue
is a strategy in the syntax of negation. Secondly, since Bengali
has Neg. final structure, it was considered worthwhile to compare
this data with the Hindi and Khasi data insofar as the acquisition
of syntax is concerned. But no statistical analyses of the
Bengali data was possible because it was taken towards the end of
the project.
U.5. Scoring and Methods of Analysis
For each of the tests, a score of 1 was given for correct
response in the given context. For negation, sentences like:
l+.l. I am her did not meet yesterday
was scored wrong for all statistical analyses, but to find out the
use of different neg.variants (is not, don't, did not etc.) in the
implicational analyses, the negator 'did not' was isolated from the
sentence and quantified under 'did not'.
For interrogative sentences, the use of the question
operator, i;e. its presence and use, was given a score of 1. This
was scored independent of inversion; the word order (inverted
subject NP and verb) was scored the second time round. This is
exemplified below;
Score
1+.2. He will going to school today? 0
I4..3 - He is going to school today? 1 (for correct Aux.)
I+.I4.. Is he going to school today? (for inversion)
Though scoring the papers twice for interrogation was very time
consuming, it was considered necessary to separate word order from
correct Aux. so that the two would be analysed separately.
The methods of analyses used will be given in Chapter 5 as
introductory remarks to each section of analysis. Here we will be
concerned only with some general considerations.
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il.5.1. Tests for Significant Differences and Hypothesis Testing
Statistical differences "between the three main groups -
EM, NEM(k), NEM(H) - was mainly ascertained "by the use of
analysis of variance (ANOYA). Following Guildford and Eruchter
(19$8:223) the following reasons are given for the choice of ANOYA
as a statistical test:
(1) ANOYA is a single composite test for all the 9
samples in this investigation. T-tests can "be
used only for 2 pairs at a time, therefore 9
samples would involve 36 comparisons. The tests
do net justify the amount of labour and time
involved, especially when there is a possibility
that none of the differences between pairs would
prove to be significant.
Besides the practical reason given, there are
important statistical considerations such as
(2) The null hypothesis (Hq) is made to apply to all
the 9 samples - that they all arose by random
sampling from the same population - therefore we
should use all the data to make a stable estimate
of the population variance. On the other hand
in pair-wise T-tests only the data from the 2
samples involved can be used
(3) Even if one pair among 36 is significant, we
should' still conclude that none of them has
significant differences
(1+) Since the data in this study is at an interval
scale, ANOYA is considered to be more appropriate
than Chi-square which is mainly for nominal data
(5) Lastly, the P statistic from ANOYA is applicable
both to large and small samples (Guildford and
Eruchter, op.cit:l65) therefore it is
appropriate for use in this study because
hypothesis testing is sometimes on a larger
sample (N=60, e.g. NEM(k) and NEM(H) and
sometimes on a smaller sample (N=30) for each
school type). Moreover, the P statistic is
"robust" (Robson 1973:8l) and can be used even
when the distribution is not normal.
Having considered some reasons for the use of ANOYA, we
will also discuss why a two-way rather than a one-way programme
has been used in many cases:
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(1) If F is significant, there is still no way of
knowing whether this is due primarily or solely
to Factor A or to Factor B, or to both possible
sources. On the other hand, if F is not
significant, there is no way of knowing definitely
that one of the factors or experimental variations
is not actually producing real variations that
were counteracted by the effect of the other
factors; thus there will be a confounding effect
(2) It follows that in a 2 or n-way ANOVA it is
possible to segregate the variations contributed
by each experimental variable, thus significant
differences will emerge in the F test; the
researcher is then able to attribute differences to
Factors A or B or to their interaction A X B
(3) The statistics produced by the interaction of the
various Factors A and B and C (in some cases)
could be used later to calculate significant
differences in pair-wise comparisons (Scheffe or
S Test Guildford and Fruchter, op.cit.:235)•
The second type of analysis therefore is the S-method to
find special t values (t1) for groups or pair-wise comparisons
for a more detailed picture of significant differences. It is
considered necessary to find out if, say, Hl+ is significantly
different or not from Ki+ or EI4. or H7 etc. To calculate t', the
following statistics from the A1TOYA output have been used:
(i) means of all the groups, (ii) mean square error of the
interaction being examined (details of the calculation for t1 is
given in Appendix IV).
Since S-tests are designed for making all the comparisons
among means in a logical grouping of cells they are considered to
be more conservative than other methods. In our analysis, S-
tests (both manually and by computer) have made it possible to
compare all 9 groups with each other for significant differences.
S-tests have also been used to see the position of group relative
to each other.
The above constitute the major types of analyses for
testing hypotheses and significant differences. However, in :
some cases where there are only two comparisons to be made (like
Y/N interrogation tasks) T-tests have been used to test for
significant differences. Again, when S-tests have to be worked out




k-5.2.1.Pearson Product Moment Correlation
Pearson correlation has been used to find out the strength
of relationship between (i) grammatical categories of tense and
The Pearson produce moment correlation statistic r is especially
appropriate for the second variable because r "is an index of the
tendency for the scores of a group of examinees on one test to
covary ... with the scores on the same group of examinees on
another test" (Oiler 1978:5U). Correlation coefficients also
indicate how much agreement exists between any pair of variables
(e.g. scores in simple present and simple past tenses; scores in
test 1 and test 2 etc.). As such, correlations can also be used
to assess the reliability and validity of tests (Allen and Davies
1977:22). Again, correlations also have predictive value, because
if r approaches nearer to the perfect correlation of 1, the more
valid test is as a predictor of scores in test 2, or vice versa.
A higji correlation (0.95) depends on the relative position of each
individual in both tests, and the relative distances between
individuals which should be comparable. A good guide to interpret
correlations have been given by Connolly and Slukin (1957:15U)
and cited in Allen and Davies (p.25):
0.90 - 1.00 very higji correlation, very strong
relationship
0.70 - 0.90 hi^i correlation; marked relationship
0.1+0 - 0.70 moderate correlation; substantial
relationship
0.20 - 0.1;0 low correlation; a definite relationship
but a small one
0.20 and less slight correlation; relationship so
small as to be negligible
Ibr levels of significance, Fisher and Yates (1938) have
given the following guidelines












Lastly, following Garrett (1965)> attempts have been
made to interpret correlations with reference to the conditions
under which it was obtained, such as the nature of the variables,
the significance of the coefficient, the groups under study etc.
J+.5.2.2 .Scattergrams
Scattergrams have been used to visually display the
scores of individual subjects in two tests in all the areas in
this study. Scattergrams are a kind of graph where the x-axis
is used for scores on test 1, and the y-axis for scores on test 2.
Each individual is represented by a dot placed according to his
scores in tests 1 and 2. A 'good1 scattergram which reflects a











In (A) the testees score similarly in the two tests.
Dissimilar scores in the two tests, but showing correlations,
are exemplified in (B) and (C) where those who score better in
test 2 have low scores in test 1, and those who have hi^i scores




















In plotting scattergrams, we are interested in the spread
of the individual testees which will indicate the kind of
relationship that exists between any two tests.
U.5.3. Implicational Analysis
Implications! analysis or scalogram is the third method
for analysing data. Scalogram is important to examine whether
the control of a grammatical category/a neg. variant/a question
operator, subsumes the control of another category/variant/
operator. In other words, implicational analysis indicates if
each of the variables is implicationally related to the other
variables. If the implication holds a learner who has control
of variable 2 also has control of variable 1, but not vice versa,
in an increasing scale of difficulty. Because of this cumulative
and implicational property, scalogram can be fruitfully used in
order of accuracy/acquisition studies. Secondly, individuals can
be placed on vertical, lines (rows) for a disply of their
positions on an IL continuum.
In this chapter we have only discussed generally the
rationale for the use of these methods of analysis. In the
two subsequent chapters dealing with the analysis of data, the
details of the above methods will be discussed as introductory
remarks before the different analyses.
CHAPTER 5
Tense and Aspect : Analysis of the Data
5.0 This chapter deals with the acquisition of tense and
aspect by nine groups of learners (discussed in l+.l). This
chapter will be divided into two main parts: the first part will
be concerned with the investigation of systems of relationships
among the six tense and aspect categories under study: yci.
singular, simple past, present and past progressive, present and
past perfect. The possibility of an inherent order in the
tense and aspect system is examined, based on the analysis of the
data.
The second part of the chapter will be concerned with
variation in the data; this will be in terms of groups rather
than individuals, except in implicational analysis and
scattergrams where it is possible to see patterns of behaviour of
the individuals.
The two parts will be linked to each other, based on the
notion that there are patterns and systematicity in the
correlations and patterns of acquisition in spite of variation,
i.e. variation is not random.
Issues relating to correlations and variations in the six
grammatical categories, and the pattern of acquisition by the
learners are not directly testable. Since they cannot be
formulated as null hypotheses they are defined as working hypotheses
to be investigated by the use of certain analytical procedures.
(2)
Such theoretical and general hypotheses v ' are H5.1 to H5.5 in.
sections $.1 to 5-5« Testable hypotheses relating to variability
due to time, medium of instruction and task differences are
formulated as null hypotheses to be falsified or accepted after
(1) In this chapter we will concentrate on the analysis of
the data. The concept of an inherent order in tense
and aspect will be linked with the discussion of the order
of acquisition in Chapter 7«
(2) While some of these hypotheses are drawn from those stated
in Chapter 3» some are specific to the tense and aspect
categories.
they have been empirically tested. Hull hypotheses H 5.1 to
Hq5.3 are set out in section 5.6 to 5.8.
5.1. Correlations in Tense and Aspect Grammatical Categories
In this section we use a bivariate correlation analysis
to find out the inter-item relationships of the six tense and
aspect categories. If any relationship is significantly high, then
tense and aspect system in English can be grouped together and
can be logically taken together for further analysis. Firstly,
in computing Pearson's correlation coefficients (henceforth 'r')
we have a measure of association indicating the strength of
relationship between two variables (here the tense/aspect
categories). Secondly, r gives us the direction of relationship,
i.e. whether two variables are positively or negatively correlated.
Finally, it is hoped that finding a system in the tense and aspect
categories will throw some light on their acquisition by learners.
The assumption that there are positive and definite correlations
between the categories are stated as working hypotheses below:
H5.1 There are no positive correlations among
the tense and aspect categories in English.-
H5.2 There is no system in the tense and or
aspect relationship, i.e. the strength of
the correlations between pairs are random.
Analysis 5.1 .1.Pear son Correlation Coefficients
The preformance scores were used as data for computing
Pearson's r. The output is given in Table V.l.A in Appendix V.
Next, the groups were classified according to school-
type: NEM(k), NEM(h) and EM, and r's were computed for each
group. Correlation matrices as outputs are given in Tables
V.l.B - E in Appendix V. Correlation coefficients from the
five tables above are arranged in Table 5 below in a descending
order as the strength of the relationship between items
decreases. The correlation matrix in the table therefore gives
the r's based on overall combined scores of NEM(K), NEM(H) and EM.
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IA3LS 5. PATTERNS OF CORRELATIONS IN TENSE AND ASPECT.
1, Total N=90 II.EM(n=30) III,NEM(K)(n=30) IV.NEMjH)(n=30)
A. 3rd Singular with
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In all cases there are positive correlations, which range
from .31i;3 (row B5 col.II) to .97^3 (row D1 col.IY). Most of
the correlations are highly significant.
The pattern that emerges on closer examination of the
r's is as follows:
Relationship of aspect is stronger than that of tense,
e.g. in row C in all four columns present progressive is more
strongly correlated with past progressive than with 3rd-- Sing.
Again, in row D col.I-IV, present perfect is highly correlated
with past perfect as when compared to the weaker correlations with
present progressive or 3rd. Sing. The same can be seen in row E
and P. An explanation for this could be the presence of
distinctive Anx., i.e. both present and past progressive are
preceded by the Aux. Be (i Tense); both present and past perfect
are preceded by the Aux. Have (- Tense). Secondly, there are
common morphological inflections in the present and past
progressive (-ing), and for present and past perfect (-ed, -en,
-d, -t) (and some irregular forms). This may also explain why
there are strong correlations between the simple past and the two
perfect aspects. Row B1 and 2 also attest to this fact. In B5
columns I, II and IV we note that the present progressive has weak
correlations with simple past, which may be because they share no
common morphological marking of tense or as pect. Similarly in
C5 columns I, III and IV, 3rd.Sing, is farthest from the present
progressive.
Though there are three columns (I, III and IV) in A which
show very similar correlations (i.e. perfect aspect at rows 1 and
2), we cannot offer any valid explanation for the strong
correlation between perfect aspect and 3rd. Sing, except that they
are the last categories to appear.
In general, there does seem to be a definite pattern in the
correlations, both in terms of direction and strength. These
results are valid enough to enable us to posit: (i) the existence
of positive correlations among the tense and aspect categories in
English; (ii) the existence of a system in the relationships
between tense and aspect categories in English: aspectually related
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pairs (progressive - Tense) and (perfect - Tense) have stronger
relationships than pairs related "by tense (e.g. present
progressive and present perfect). This point will he taken up
in the discussion of the order of acquisition of the six tense and
aspect categories in Chapter 7»
Analysis 5.2 Correlation Analysis : Scatter grams
Pearson's r's in the above analysis are single and
cumulative measurements of (i) the strength of relationship
between any pair of grammatical categories, (ii) the positive
direction of the relationship, (iii) the strong linear relationship
in pairs where r's approach closer to 1 (the perfect linear
relationship).
In the next analysis we will examine the details of how
each subject's performance in pairs with stronger correlations
(present and past perfect, present and past progressive), contrast
with weaker related pairs (3rd.. Sing, and simple past). These
will be displayed in scatter diagrams. We will also look at
correlation in terms of link and prediction between any two
subjects.
The raw data for the computer-plotted scattergrams 1, 2
and 3 ("below and in Appendix V) was the performance scores of
subjects in the six subtests.
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The scattergjram above is a graph of data points based on
two variables (here present and past perfect) which define the
horizontal (x) and vertical (Y) axis. ibr each subject the
scores in the variable serve as the co-ordinate of the point
representing that subject. The distribution of the subjects in
the two subtests can be interpreted as follows: within the lines
across the middle there are 73 subjects whose performances in the
two subtests are more or less consistent, e.g. the circled (3)
at the bottom left represent three subjects who scored 2 (ll%) in
present and past perfect. At the top right corner there are 9
subjects who scored the maximum 18 (100%) in both subtests.
These are just representative cases where high or low scores in
one subtest predicts low or high scores in the other. Since 89%
of the subjects behave in this consistent and predictable manner,
we hypothesize that the acquisition of present and past perfect is
very closely linked, as can be seen also in the spread of these
subjects throughout along the two lines.
A very similar picture is seen in scattergram 2 (Appendix V)
but this time there are only 58 subjects (73*3%) of whom we can
predict consistent or very close scores in both present and past
progressive. 20 subjects (26.6%) are above the upper line; they
have scored better in the present than in the past progressive.
Better performance in the present progressive is by a small
percentage, since the subjects are still close to the middle lines
and within the broken lines. These results again show that there
is a possibility of the acquisition of the present and past
progressive at a close interval of time.
Scattergram 3 (simple past and 3r(l. Sing. Appendix V) gives
a different picture: there are only 56% who are consistent since
quite a number (1+2%) show better performance in simple past
(indicated by the points along the arrows below the lower line)
while two subjects move opposite to the two trends of consistency
or improvement in the simple past.




TABLE 6 Summary Results from Scattergrams 1-3 n = 90
Present and Past Present and 3r(i« Singular
Progressive Past Perfect and Simple Past
Consistent 55 (73-3%) 73 (89%) U8 (55.81%)
High scores
(Pres. tense) 20 (26.6%) 2 (2.1+3%) 2 (2.32%)
Higher scores
(Past tense) Nil 7 (8.53%) 36 (L|1.86%)
75 82 86
Analysis 5-2 confirms that in 5-1 that it shows that the related
pairs with high correlation (present and past perfect, r -9722)
show the highest consistency in performance "by learners. This is
followed By the pairs present and past progressive (r .9307). The
results seem to indicate that correlations "between pairs of tense/
aspect categories are not random.
5.3. Linguistic Categories as Sources of Variation
The working hypotheses in this section are stated "below:
H5.3 The six categories of tense and aspect are
different from each other, i.e. linguistic
categories are sources of variation
H5.1+ There is an order in acquisition of the tense
and aspect system in English "by learners.
Analysis 5.3 Calculation of Percentages of Performance Scores
for the Combined Group of Subjects
Percentages of performance scores in the six categories of
the subjects in NEM(k), NEM(h) and EM were calculated at 20%
(2) Though the computer plotted 90 values with 0 missing or
excluded values, we could locate only 75» 82 and 86
subjects in the Scattergrams. For this reason we used
% rather than the actual figures in our discussion
(3) Each of the six categories have 18 obligatory contexts:
thus the potential score of each subject for any one
subtest ranges between 0 and 18, giving the overall full
marks 18 x 90 = 1620.
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interval (results in Appendix V, Table V.2). The overall
scores at the 80-100% range for each category is calculated and
the results are presented in Table 7 below:
TABLE 7 Performance Scores (80-100% range) by all 90
Learners in the Six Tense and Aspect Categories
Grammatical Category Scores Percentages
1. Present Progressive 170.0 56.7
2. Past Progressive 156.7 52.23
3. Simple Past 1034 3^-46
4 Past Perfect 86.0 29.0
5. Present Perfect 834 28.0
6. 3rd. Singular 80.0 26.66
The results reveal the existence of variation K y in the
six tense and aspect distinctions, such that we can categorise
each as 'earliest acquired1 (e.g. present progressive) going down
a six-points scale to the 'last acquired' (3^8.. Sing.). In
other words, the six tense and aspects categories are ordered
amongst themselves in a definite pattern and one is logically
acquired before the other. (We note here that the results show
a similarity with the morpheme order studies.)
Analysis 54 Spearman Rank-Order Correlations between Groups
To find out whether each of the nine groups fit into the
pattern established above and whether it correlates significantly
with the other groups with respect to the order of accuracy, we
rank-ordered the means of performance scores of each group for each
category. Next we computed Spearman rank-order coefficient
(henceforth Rho). Results are displayed in the correlation
Table 8 below:
(i|) Confirmed by Guttman Scales (Table 9 ).
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rPA'BT,'ff 8 Spearman Rank Order Correlations for Nine Groups :
Tense and Aspect
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Results
Significant correlations (p < .001 to p< .05) exist
among the pairs of groups, except those of any group with ELO. ^
Secondly, the Table shows that almost all the groups (except E10)
are significantly correlated with the total. The results
therefore support the inherent 'order4 found in Analysis 5-3 and
the process of acquisition of the eight groups is similar.
5.5. Implicational/Scalogram Analysis
In the previous section we have established that the
groups examined fall into a pattern in the acquisition of the
categories. In this section we will extend the analysis to see
if this pattern can be applied to each individual subject, i.e.
whether there is a degree of fit of the scores of individuals to
the overall group trends revealed in This can be stated in
the working hypothesis below:
H5.5 There is a pattern in the acquisition of
tense and aspect by individual learners which
fits into the overall pattern of group
variability.
The raw data for the construction of Guttman Scales and for
the calculations of the coefficients of reproducibility, scalibility
and inter-item correlations was the performance scores of all the
subjects in the six subtests in tense and aspect. The results are.
given in Table 9.
(5) The non-significant correlations with E10 can be explained
by the fact that E10 has tried ranks for all the six
categories, indicating that subjects in this group have
categorically acquired all the tense and aspect system
so it stands as a group apart.
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The computer output of the Scalogram analysis in the
above Table shows a high coefficient of reproducibility (.9852)
which reveals the extent to which each respondent's scale
predicts his response pattern. Since the figure is higher than
•9, the six tense and aspect categories indicate valid scale
types. The minimum coefficient of reproducibility possible with
the cut-off points at 16 (88%) and the proportion of respondents
passing and failing each item, is .6796. The difference between
the former and the latter at .3058 also indicates that to a certain
extent, the coefficient of reproducibility is due to response
patterns of the respondents. It is clear from the results that the
pattern of response is fairly uniform for most learners, with the
exception of eight, four of whom passed an item when they should
have failed it (as seen from the right values under the heading
ERROR) and four respondents who failed when they should have passed
it. The eight errors therefore show that not all learners fit
into the same pattern of acquisition. However, since a majority
of respondents are implicationally distributed, we are in a
position to reject the null hypothesis stated at the beginning of
this section.
The results of scalogram analysis can be used for
confirming and interpreting findings in sections 5*1 and 5.2
regarding inter-item relationships and inherent order. Thus, the
hig^L correlation coefficients (Yule's Q,) above .9521+ confirm the
findings in 5-1 and 5-2 above. Yule's Q, figures also indicate that
the items do constitute a scale for scalogram analysis because of
their correlation to each other and to the total or sum of all the
other items (Biserial Correlation). The inter-relationships
between the tense and aspect categories also point to their
underlying operating characteristics and their ability to meet two
important properties which define a Guttman Scale.
(i) Unidimensionality, i.e. "the component items
must all measure movement towards or away from
the single underlying object" (Hie et al 1970:520)
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(ii) Cumulativeness "Operationally, a cumulative
scale implies that the component items can he
ordered by degree of difficulty and that
respondents -who reply positively to a difficult
item will always respond positively to less
difficult items and vice versa " (Nie et al,
loc.cit)
Both criteria have been met, since the coefficient of
scalability is .9538, much higher than the minimum required (.6)
for the scale to be cumulative and unidintentional (in our study,
moving t>wards accuracy in the tense and aspect categories).
The cumulative property of the six categories support
the concept of an inherent' order within the tense and aspect
(6
distinctions, since the items are ordered by degree of difficulty. v
The order can be worked out from the figures under FCTs, which are
percentages of the respondents who pass or fail in each item.
There are greatest percentages for the progressive aspect (present
before past) than for any other items. Going from left to right,
we find that the most 'difficult1 category is 3r<l. singular.
Again, the order obtained in Table 7 is confirmed.
By positing an inherent order within the six tense and
aspect categories in English, we are in fact stating another axiom -
that the semantic notion and linguistic manifestations of tense
and aspect, while strongly correlated, are different from each other.
In other words, tense and aspect distinctions are a source of
variation in the performance scores of learners (section 5«3 above).
5.6. Variability due to Time (i.e. Class/Level in School)
In this section we will investigate the influence of another
factor - time - on the developing system of tense and aspect in
learners. This is based on the theoretical notion that
interlanguages or transitional competences develop and
increase in complexity as a result of time spent in learning the
second language. Since this hypothesis is testable, it will be
(6) Though the term 'difficult' is used here, it will be shown
in later sections that the concept of 'functional utility'
is more appropriate to explain acquisition orders. For our
present purpose, the term can be interpreted as "last
acquired".
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stated as a null hypothesis:
H 5.1 There is no significant difference in the
performance scores at each class in the two
HEM and in the EM schools. The extent of
complexity of the transitional grammars of
students in classes lf» 7 and 10 is the same.
Analysis 5.6'.l. Calculation of Percentages of Performance
Scores for each Glass
Calculations of correct use of 2C$> intervals are presented
in Tahle 10.
T'A'BT.'R 10 Group Ranges of Correct Use at 2<y/o Intervals for
Tense and Aspect (Class as Variable)
Pres.Progressive Past Progressive Simple Past
Class if 7 10 if 7 10 if 7 10
1.0-19 20.0 o #0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 60.0 6.7 0.0
2.20-39 26.6 3.3 0.0 20.0 10.0 0.0 10.0 30.0 16.7
2. ¥3-59 6.7 13.if 0.0 3.3 20.0 0.0
'
0.0 26.7 *13.3
if.60-79 16.7 23.3 20.0 6.7 20.0 23.3 20.0 0.0 23.3
5.80-100 30.0 60.0 80.0 30.0 50.0 76,7 10,0 36.0 if6.7
Pres.Periect Past Perfect Third Singular
Class if 7 10 if 7 10 if 7 10
1.0-19 60.0 ¥3.0 0.0 60.0 33.3 0.0 66.7 33.3 26.7
2.20-39 6.7 20.0 26.7 6.7 23.3 10.0 3.3 26.7 3.3
3. ¥3-59 6.7 3.3 16.6 13.3 3.3 23.3 6.7 3.3 20.0
if.60-79 26.6 3.3 6.7 16.7 10.0 16.7 20.0 6.7 10.0
5.80-100 0.0 33.if 50.0 3.3 30.0 50.0 3.3 o•o,K> ifO.O
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Examination of the figures in Table 10 gives a picture
of the progress from classes k through. 7 to 10, in each of the
three schools. The lowest classes of NEM(k) and NEMO!) cluster
around the low ranges 0-19, 20-39. A comparison along the highest
range 80-100 shows a progression from classes h to 7 to 10, for all
the tense and aspect categories. The same results can be seen in
the mean score in Table V.3-A in Appendix V.
Analysis 3.6.2 Analysis of Variance ; Class as Factor
However, the percentages and the means in the above tables
do not reveal anything about significant differences on the basis
of which we can falsify Hq5.1. Therefore we proceed to the next
step in our analysis: computation of the variance ratio (P) which
is a measure of variations in large and small independent samples
alike. The variance ratio (P) indicates 'whether or not two
variances could probably have arisen by random sampling from the
same population of observations or from two populations with the
same variance' (Guildford and Eruchter 1968:165). The difference
between samples is tested by forming their ratio:s:
P = S^2 Where S^2 and S22 are estimates of population
P = S22 variances being compared and S^2 is greater
than or equal to .
In our three-levels (classes J4, 7 and. 10) problem, we have
three independent samples each in NEM(k), MUNCH) and EM making a
total of 3 x 3 = 9 samples. The hypothesis we want to test is
whether the three samples (in classes I4., 7 and 10) in each school
come from the same population or from three different populations.
P is a statistic computed by AH0VA (section . 1). In
that same discussion we had also considered why we had opted for a
single composite test (AH0VA) for investigating significant factors
of variation and testing for significant differences.
Thus, while we are interested only in time (class) as a
factor of variation in this section, nonetheless we will compute
the P variance ratios of other factors and their interactions
simultaneously. We will however restrict our results and
discussions in this section to the effect of time.
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BMDP (P2V) was used for an analysis of variance because
(i) it provides for a repeated measures design which incorporates
several observations on the same subject, (ii) it operates on
cells of equal sizes.
Firstly, in the analysis each subject was observed twice
for (i) Progressive aspect (present and past), (ii) Perfective
aspect (present and past). In both cases performance scores in
the present and past tenses provide the first and second
measurements respectively. Secondly, all the cells in the 3 ^ 3
two-way AROVA are complete and equal.
Using the raw data for tense and aspect in Table Y.k
in Appendix V we programmed ANOVA runs and computed sums of
squares, mean squares and the variance ratios (f) for the
following:
A. Tense distinction in the progressive aspect
B. Tense distinction in the perfective aspect
C. Simple past
D. Third person singular present tense.
The results are given in Tables
AUOYA Summary Table 11A Progressive Aspect
Source Sum of squares bf Mean square f
Mean 972078.17 1 972078.17 **2830.65
Class 50902.60 2 25U51.30 ** 71+.H
Medium 55589-86 2 27791+.93 ** 80.9I+
CM Interaction 19677.63 U 1+919-1+0 ** 1I+.33
ERROR 27816.35 81 31+3.1+1
** p = 0.01 level of significance
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AUOVA Summary Table 11D Perfective Aspect
Source Sum of squares DP Mean square P
Mean 428594.02 1 428594-02 **1314+-73
Class 61+731. 47 2 32365.73 ** 101.55
Medium 136299.38 2 681^9.69 ** 213.82
CM Interaction 8308.63 1+ 2077.15 * 6.52
ERROR 23816.35 81 318.72
MOVA Summary Table 11C Simple Past
Source Sum of squares DP Mean square P
Mean 290134.44 1 290134.44 **1912.38
Class 38655-75 2 19327.87 ** 127.40
Medium 55216.95 2 27608.47 ** 181.98
CM Interaction 5812.04 4 1453.01 * 9-58
ERROR 12288.80 81 151.71
AUOVA Summary Table 11D Third. Singular
Source Sum of squares DP Mean square P
Mean 165036.84 1 165036.84 ** 531-46
Class 26057.62 2 13028.81 ** 41.96
Medium 73128.62 2 36564-31 ** 117.75
CM Interaction 1645-51 4 411.37 1.32
ERROR 25153.40 81 310.53
** p = 0.01 level of significance
* p = 0.05 level of significance
Results
In AUOVA Summary Tables 11 (A-D) the P variance ratios
under the heading ^lass* are all significant beyond the p.05 level
of significance. This falsifies the null hypothesis defined at the
beginning of this section -which posits that there are no significant
differences in the transitional grammars in classes 1+, 7 a^d 10.
The evidence given above indicates development from classes 4 to 7
to 10 and supports the view that there is progressive movement along
the IL developmental continuum as a function of time.
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Analysis $.6.3 S-tests for Comparison of Group Means
So far we have considered only the F values under the
single factor ®Class® in the above tables. In this second part
of the analysis we will look into the interactional effects of
class by medium of instruction (CM) in all four tables.
Interaction variances are more revealing in a 2 or n-way ANOVA
because they explain variation when two or more factors interact.
Furthermore, significant interaction variances justify the
breaking-down of the whole combination of differences into component
differences among the nine samples. Notice that the F test reveal
nothing more than the overall variation: it does not tell us where
the actual differences are between the nine samples. It may be
possible for example, that class 1; in the EM school may not be
significantly different from class 7 in. NEM(K)-or NEM(H), a
possibility which is obscured by the general statements made in
Analysis $.6.1. In such a case, class (I4.) by medium (English)
interaction does not produce significant differences, but class (1+)
by Non-English medium does.
For more detailed analysis such as these we used the S
(Scheffe) method for post hoc comparisons of nine group means (see
Guildford and Fruchter 19$8;235-2l|2) and for judging all contrasts
in the ANOVA. These contrasts are special t values (t®) obtained
by the formula:
Where N = the number of plots in each cell total
MS error = the mean square (MS) over which the interaction
MS was placed.
F = F, , „ (F is the tables value with k-1 df asS K— _L 9 i




Scheffe Table 12A Progressive : Medium by Class Interaction
K4 Kb K7 H7 K10 H10 El+ E7 ELO
cell
means 2$8 31b 619 767 876 883 91+7 989. _ 1000.
258 K4 56 * 1,361 509 578 625 689 731 71+2
311+ HU 305 1 457 322 569 633 675 686
619 K7 iua 217 26b 328 *370 *381
767 H7 69 116 180 220 233
836 K10 47 111 153 161+
883 H10 61+ 106 117
947 El+ 1+2 53
989 E7 11
1000 ELO
Calculated t value p .01 = 1+20
p < .05 = 392
Total No. of significant differences : 15
Scheffe Table 12B
k1+ h1+ k7 h7" elo h10 e!+ e7 elo
cell















































Calculated t value p <, .01 = i+02
P .05 = 350
Total No. of significant differences : 21
Surrna i- y of ~the above Tables:
Scheffe Table 12. Scheffe Taole 12. b Perfective
K4 H4 K7 H7 K10 K10 E4 E7 E10 K4 H4 K7 H7 K10 14 H1G £7 £10
K4 NS s# s S q S 5 S K4 NS NS MS c cI-) 0 s s !
K4 NS QO q V—' s 5 cu H4 N S NS S S q qV_> q
K7 NS NS NS NS s* S* K7 NS M qi V V_> s s c +3
K7 NS NS NS NS NS H7 NS s qu 0 nO
K10 NS Ns NS MS K10 NS NS |
C C
H10 NS NS NS E4 NS hS S*|
E4 NS N b H10 iv'l +3 NS
E7 NS E7 MS
E10 E10
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Scheffe Table 12C Sim-pie Past ; Medium by Class Interaction
£4 24 17 H7 K10 H10 F4 27 110
56 84 355 450 679 737 761 988 10GC
K4 56 28 299 394 632 661 705 932 952 K4
H4 34. 271 366 625 653 677 504 916 H4
K7 355 55 324 382 406 633 645 47
H7 450 229 L 267 511 533 550 H7
K1C 679 58 32 309 321 S10
H10 737 24 *251 *263 H10
E4 761 227 *239 £4
E7 98b 12 27
£10 1C00 - £10
Calculated t value p <_.01 = 268
P <1 .05 = 233
Total Ho. of significant differences : 28
114 X4 K7 K7 K10 H10 £4 £7 MC
GROUPS 00 18 179 296 574 493 606 888 1CG0
H4 00 18 179 298 * 374 493 606 888 IGQQiH4
K4 18 161 278 * 356 475 588 870 982 K4
H7 179 117 195 314 "] 427 709 821 H7
K7 296 78 197 1 510 552 704 K7
K10 374 119 252 514 626 K10
H10 493 113 395 507 K10
F.4 6C6 28c. 394 E4
E7 888 112 £7
£10 100C •• E10
Calculated t value P <- .01 = 381+
P < .0$ = 333
Total No. of significant differences : 20
Scheffe Table 12. C Simple Past
i k7 K7 K10 H10 S7 Bio.
K4 NS O CJ b O b S
h4 s s s s s s s
K7 NS I S s S q qk-/ UJ
H7 NS S S s s
k10 NS NS S s





















































Interuretation of the above Tables
Columns axe arranged such that the group with the lowest
mean scores is at the extreme left, and the group with the
highest (eIO) at the extreme right in an ascending order of
performances. Rows (the oblique lines) are similarly arranged -
the lowest scoring group is at the top left end, and the highest
scoring group at the bottom converging to the right. Pairwise
comparisons are made by looking at the row and the column, e.g.
in Table 12A Kl|. (row) compared with Hi), (column) show non¬
significant difference. ZI4. with K7 shows significant difference
at the .05 level of significance and significant differences at
.01 level with all other groups (H7 to ELO). In the same way we
can go from one row to the next and compare a particular group with
each of the other groups at the column, till we reach the bottom.
Overall, we can count the number of groups which are significantly
different (in Table 12A these number 15) to explain the
significant P values in the AROVA Tables. The Matric Tables also
clarify how each interaction (Class by Medium) at each level does or
does not produce significant differences, e.g. the interaction of
class h with both MEM(k) and REM(H) put these two groups on a
different level of proficiency from most of the other groups since
they are significantly different from the others. On the other
hand, the interaction of class f with English Medium (El|) puts
this group along with H7, K10, H10, E7 and E10. Thus it is not
only a question of membership to the lowest class which singly
decides significant differences, but the interaction with the
second factor, i.e. medium of instruction.
In the light of the results in Analysis 5.6.2 we will
modify the general statements made at the end of Analysis 5.6.1
and provide more detailed observations for the rejection or
acceptance of E 5.1.
I. School : REM(K)
1. Present and past progressive : HQ5.1 is rejected for the
pairs Ki|.:K75 Ki|.:K10 which are significantly different at
p.05 and p.01 respectively. Hq14 is accepted for the
K7:K10 comparison.
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2. Present and past perfect : HQ5«1 is rejected for the
Klj.:K10 comparison, but not for the pairs KL|.:K7>
K7:K10.
3. Simple past : Hq5-1 is rejected for all comparisons
since each group is significantly different from each
other.
U. 3^ Singular : Hq5.1 is rejected for the pair Kl|.:K10
and accepted for the pairs Ki(.:E7> K7:K10.
Summary : The null hypothesis can be rejected unambiguously only
for the subtest simple past for all pairwise comparisons, and for
the pair Kl+jElO in all subtests. ^-s accepted for the pair
K7:K10 except for simple past; and there is no total acceptance
or rejection of Hq5.1 for the pair Ki;.:K7.
II. School ; NEM(h)
1. Present and past progressive : HQ5.1 is rejected for the
pairs Hi+:H7, Hi).:H10 (p.Ol) but net for the H7:H10
comparison.
2. Present and past perfect : Hq5.1 is rejected for the pairs
Hi;:H10, H7:H10 (p.05). Hq is accepted for the Hi|.:H7
comparison.
3- Simple past : Hq5.1 is rejected for the pairs Hi|.:H7,
HUjHIO (p.Ol) and H7:H10 (p.Ol).
i+. 3ri Singular : Hq5.1 is rejected for the single pair
Hl|.:H10 (p.Ol) and accepted for all other comparisons.
Summary : There is a remarkable consistency in the performance
scores in all subtests for both HEM(k) and ffl(H) (see also Table 13A
below). The results are identical with only one exception - while
K7 and K10 are significantly different only in simple past, H7 and
H10 are significantly different in simple past and perfective aspect.
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III. School : EM
1. Present and past progressive : Hq5.1 is accepted for
all paixwise comparisons since there are no significant
differences.
2. Present and past perfect : Hq5.1 is rejected only for the
pair El|.:E10 (p<05).
3- Simple past : HQ5»1 is rejected for El).:E10 (p<.05).
J4. 3rd. Singular : Hq5-1 is again rejected only for the pair
EI4: E10 (p<Ol).
Summary : In all the subtests, there are no significant
differences between the lowest group (El|.) and the next intermediate
group (E7) nor between the latter and the next higgler group (ELO).
This indicates the closeness of the groups in terms of proficiency,
unlike the HEW groups which show a wider dispersion. Only El+ is
significantly different from the hi^iest group E10 in the English
medium school.
The results demonstrate the complex interactional effects
of grammatical categories, medium of instruction and class. There
is no single criterion for rejecting Hq5.1 in interactional results.
A summary table based on Tables 12 (A-D) is given below to
look at the significant and non-significant differences that emerge
for each subtest:
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Pairs Prog. Perf. S.Past 3rd Sing
(K2+;K7 S HS S HS
(Hi+:H7 S HS s HS
M+:E7 HS HS HS HS
(K7-.K10 HS HS S HS
(H7:H10 HS S :s HS
E7:E10 HS HS HS HS
(Kh:K10 S S S S
(HljjHlO S S S S
Ei+iElO HS s S S
Total : NS = 18
S = 18
In the above table, the pattern of significant difference is as
follows:
HEM groups : Each of the pairs Kl4.:K7, Hi|.:H7 show significant
differences in the progressive and the simple past, but not in
perfective aspect or 3rd singular ('late acquired' categories).
Each of the. pairs Kl+sKlO, Hi+:H10 have significant differences in all
four subtests. Each of the pairs K7:K10, H7:H10 have significant
differences in simple past and non-significant differences in other
subtests except in the perfective aspect (H7":H10).
EM groups : Eh:E7 and E7:E10 show non-significant differences, but
El+:E10 have significant differences. The results again reveal some
consistent pattern of significant differences in both HEM and EM
groups; it appears that the gap between one class and another in the
EM school is not as great as that in HEM schools. This can be
interpreted as a higher rate of learning in the EM school.
Since there are equal numbers for significant and non¬
significant differences, H 5.1 can neither be accepted nor rejected
as a general statement applicable for each pair for each subtest.
The results are inconclusive; they again demonstrate the complex
interactions of class by medium of instruction by grammatical
category.
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However, the pairwise comparisons do not mean there are
no movements up the IL continuum between one class and the next.
A return to Table 10 gives us a clear indication of progress
with the passage of time; but the progress or the differences may
not be significant enough to reach the required t* level which will
show up in the Scheffe tests.
5-7* Variability due to Medium of Instruction
In the previous section we have seen that different
patterns emerge for the HEM and EM groups in their performances
in the tense and aspect system in English. In this part of our
investigation we will look into the HEM:EM distinction as another
possible source of variation, based on the theoretical consideration ,
in 2.1. Variation attributed to medium of instruction could be
seen in quantitative terms, i.e. calculations based on quantified
performance scores.
Ebr this investigation we need to state the null hypothesis
as:
H 5.2.1. There is no significant difference in the
means of performance scores of learners in
HEM(k), HEM(H) and EM schools in the
acquisition of the English tense and
aspect system.
It is also considered profitable to examine qualitative differences,
i.e. the differences in error-types, and the use of the different
grammatical categories, in the HEM:EM groups. While the use of
the correct form/grammatical category will be tested by H 5*2.1,
its function will be stated as a working hypothesis in H5.2.2 below.
H5-2.2. There are qualitative differences in the
error-types and variants in the
inter languages of HEM(k), HEM(H) and EM in
the use of 3r& singular and simple past.
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Analysis 3.7.1. Calculation of Percentages of Performance
Scores for HEMfe), EEM(H) and EM
Percentage of correct use for each of the tense and
aspect distinction were calculated; results are given in Table 14
below:
TABLE IZf
Group Ranges of correct use at 20% Intervals.
Pres.Progressive Pst.Progressive Pres.Perfect
K. H E K H E K H E
1. 0-19 3.3 16.7 0.0 26.3 16.7 0.0 56.7 43.3 0.0
2.20-39 13.4 6.6 0,0 16.7 13.3 0.0 26.7 26.7 0.0
3.1+0-59 26.6 3.4 0.0 13.3 10.0 0.0 1 6.6 3.3 6.7
i+.60-79 30.0 26.6 3.3 23.4 23.3 3.3 0.0 10.0 26.6
Vn • CD o » oo 26.7 46.7 96.7 23.3 36.7 96.7 0.0 16.7 66.7
Past Perfect Simple Past 3rd Singular
K H E K H E K H E
1. 0-19 60.0 33.3 0.0 33.3 33.3 0.0 '56.7 70.0 0.0
2.20-39 3.3 36.7 0.0 20.0 16.7 3.3 16.6 13.3 3.3
3.40-59 26.7 0.0 13.3 13.0 23.3 0.0 20.0 0.0 6.7
i+.60-79 10.0 13.3 20.0 23.3 3.4 20.0 6.7 3.4 23.3
5.80-100 2.1 16.7 66.7 •-3.4 23.3 76.7 0.0 13.3 66.7
Results;
Progressive Aspect : NEM(K) and (H) are spread on all the five ranges
0-19 to 80-100, While EM groups are found only in the two hi^iest
ranges from 60-100. All 3 groups in EM therefore have hi^i scores.
Perfect : There is an inverse pattern for UEM(k) and EM : the greatest
number of students are in the 0-19 range in the Present and Past
Perfect, and none reached the highest range 80-100 from the EEM(k)
groups. The opposite is true for Em - no one scored lower than 1+0%;
the greatest percentages are at the 80-100 range. HEM(k) spreads
through all 5 levels with the higjier percentages on the 0-19, 20-39 ranges.
Simple Past : Both NEM(k) and (h) have 33*3% subjects in level 5 but an
inverse pattern again for levels 1 and 2. EM groups are concentrated at
the highest range and are least in the 20-39 range.
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3rd singular : Again KEM(k) and (H) have the greatest number
of subjects at level 5; while ffl(K) did not reach level 1,
NEMO!) has 13.3% of subjects at this level. EM follows the same
pattern as in the other subjects in the increasing levels of
proficiency.
Summary : All figures show better performances of EM groups over
KEM(K) or (H).
Analysis 3-7.2. Analysis of Variance : Medium of Instruction
as Factor
AWOVA (as in Analysis 5.6.2.)
Results
In all the four ANOVA Summary Tables 11 (A, B, C and D)
in the previous section (5-6.2) the F-values under the heading
,Medium( are highly significant at p.01 level. The values are:
TABLE 15 F-Values for Tense and Aspect Factor : Medium of
Instruction
Progressive (Present and Past)








p = 0.01 level of significance
On the basis of these high F-values H 5-2.1 is rejected;
there are significant differences based on the factor medium of
instruction for all the tense and aspect categories.
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Analysis 5.7.3. S-tests for Comparisons of Group Means
Scheffe tests of significance (as in Analysis 5*6.3)
Results
Table 16 (based on Tables 11 A-D) below gives a summary
of the significant and non-significant differences for pairs
which belong to the same class but different schools.
TABLE 16
Factor : School
Pairs Prog. Perf. S. Past 3rd Singi
Ki|.:HU NS NS NS NS
Ki|:Ei+ S S S S
HU:Eb s S S S
K7:H7 NS NS NS 'NS
K7:E7 s S S S
H7:E7 s S S S
K10:H10 NS NS NS NS
K10:E10 NS S S S
H10:E10 NS NS S S
Total : S = 21
ITS = 15
Eor all the classes (ij., 7> 10) in the two NEM(k) and (H)
there are no significant differences.
This indicates that the two NEW schools, though they follow
two different syllabuses, are almost at the same levels of
proficiency in each class. They both start in more or less the
same way (class 1+) and end at about the same level of proficiency
(class 10) at the end of their school education in English
(specifically, the tense and aspect system). Bor NEM comparisons
Hq5.2.1 is accepted.
Comparisons between either K or H with E again show
consistency: there are significant differences between K or H and
E, for all three classes but for these exceptions: Subtests
lJ+O.
Progressive aspect H7:E7, K10:EL0, H10:EL0 and subtest
perfective aspect HIOjELO. The exceptions present mixed
results, but in general we can reject the null hypothesis for
the EEM(K or H) and EM comparisons since there are more
significant differences.
As mentioned in section 5*6.3» "the columns and the rows
in the Matrix Tables 12 (A-D) are arranged in ascending orders
from left to right, and from top to bottom. A glance in any of
tables show that except for perfective aspect, all the EM classes
are on the extreme right ends of the columns and on the lowest
rows. In other words, the EM groups perform better than the
NEM groups in tense and aspect. This is in favour of the formal
and informal learning in English medium schools as against the
formal learning environment in HEM schools.
£.7.i+. Variability in Error-types in EEM(K), NEMCh) and EM Groups
The second null hypothesis in this section states that there
are no differences in the error-types and the use of tense by REM
and EM schoolchildren.
So far, data for all calculations was based on the occurrences
of target-like tense and aspect features. Quantitative differences
have been revealing in showing the acquisition of the tense and
aspect distinction based on order of accuracy, and showing
differences between classes and school types. Accuracy data
however do net show how and why the groups differ. These two
questions deserve emphasis for reasons which will emerge in later
sections. At this point it is necessary to stress that there is a
need to find answers to these questions in L2 acquisition studies
dealing with group comparisons.
Differences in the use of the singular and simple
past in this section will be based on performances in the picture-
based, describe the actions (henceforth PD) task. There are valid
reasons for this decision:
The stress is on use in a communication task which is very
near spontaneous speech, rather than on routine morphological
inflections such as the discrete-point test. The latter is also
restrictive because it allows only one possible answer since there
11+1.
is only one blank space to be filled. The picture description
task on the other hand gives ample freedom for the learners
to produce their own idiosyncratic forms while controlling the
contexts for the Singular and simple past.
The description task however has its own limitations; we
had not been able to formulate contexts to elicit the use of
present or past perfect, hence these are not dealt with here.
Though it was possible to elicit the progressive form, time and
labour involved made us decide otherwise. The second reason for
not eliciting progressive aspect will be evident at the end of
this section.
Analysis 5.7.1+.1. Error Analysis : 3rd Singular
Study of the distribution of variants and error-types
was made for each subject in each group based on the transcription
of recorded tapes. Percentages of different variants were
calculated for each group. The results are presented in Table 17
below:
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TABLE 17 Distribution of Variants : Rra Singular
CORRECT E R R 0 R - T r p E S AND V A Rr A N
Columns5 1 2 3 if 5 6 7







































































































0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
li+3 -
Column 1 is the percentage of use of the correct form
for each group. The total percentages for NEM(k) and M(H)
when compared with EM at 8$% show a baffling discrepancy if we
had stopped only at the accuracy data in column 1. The second
column explains part of the discrepancy: both NEM(k) and (H)
have hi^ier percentages at the variant 'Present Progressive',
while EM percentage in this column falls to 2.83%. Notice
especially the very high percentage of K10 (80%) and the pattern
of increasing figures from Kk through K7 to K10 in column 2, but
the almost static state of 3r(i Singular. The results indicate the
substitution of present progressive for 3r<8 Singular by NEM(k)
schoolchildren. On the other hand, EM children show more target¬
like use of 3^8 Singular right from class 1+5 only 2.83% of the
30 subjects in EM show some confusion about the use of simple
present and present progressive.
Another interesting feature to note in our NEM:EM
comparison is the number of columns (i.e. variants) - EM are spread
only in three columns l-3> while NEM are spread out across seven
columns. Presence of NEM(k) and (H) in columns i| (v + ing) and
5 (is + v) indicate the preference of NEM groups for present
progressive but in classes I4. and 7 the full progressive is + v + ing
has not emerged yet in the spontaneous production. The column
marked 'Nouns' though with very few percentages of 2.16 (K) and
2.33 (h)> indicate a communicative strategy by some of the 8-9
year olds - substitute a noun to describe action, e.g. "Everyday
Ram radio". Possibly they have not learned the verb yet or it
may not be readily available in spontaneous speech.
Analysis 5.7.U.2. Error Analysis : Simple Past
As for 3^8- Singular, we have classified the variants found
in each subject's recorded descriptions of action, each
description beginning "Last Monday ..." to provide the context
for simple past tense. Percentages were again calculated and
presented group-wise in the table below:
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TABLE 18 Distri"bution of Variants : Simple Past
_CORRjSCT, 0 E R+ R~ 0 R — T '£ ^ P E^S ..KD VARIANTS




C.O 5.5 73.75 0.0 16.25 5.5 0.0 1.0
K7 4.5 50.5 21.5 o.c 23.5 0.0 Cd C 0.0
K10 20.5 62.0 2.0 3.0 5.5 o.c 10.0 c.c
Total 25.0 119.0 97.25 3.0 42.25 3.5 10.0 1 .0
8.3 jfo 39.33% 32.4/c 1% 1496 1 .16% 3.33% 0.33%
NEM(H )
H4 0.0 2.5 56.0 0.0 32.5 0.0 0.0 6.5
H7 25.5 44.O 2.7.5 0.0 6.0 o.c 0.0 0.0
H10 45.5 41.5 5.0 3.0 0.0 1 .0 C.O 0.0
Total 75.0 85.0 86.5 3.0 58.5 1.0 0.0 6.5
~
25.154 28.33/0 29.54 14 12.83% 0.33% 2.1.6%
EM
E4 73.0 8.5 18.5 0.0 0.0 o.c 0.0 0.0
E7 81.0 12.5 6.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0







C.O 0.0 o.c 0.0 0.0
il+5.
The results are comparable to those found for 3rd. Singular
except for the presence of two more columns (past perfect) and
(had + v + ing) in MEM(k) and (H). There is the same kind of
distributions between simple past and past progressive in the
two HEM groups, with a slightly higher percentage for K10 on the
use of the correct form. One subject in K10 used a curious
had + v + ing form in describing past actions. Such forms are not
found in EM, even in class 1+. The general picture that we get
for the HEM and EM learners can be seen in the figures below:
lU6.
Figure ,6 Di stributions and Directions of jjror types,
Figure 7«Distribution and Direction of Frror types.Simple Past.
11+7 •
The figures reveal different patterns for HEM and EM,
which emphasise the qualitative differences in the use of tense
and aspect. In NEM there seems to be a preference for the
progressive forms rather than the simple present (3d singular)
or simple past forms (notice the divergence of the arrows to the
right of the vertical line).
In the context of the ILs of increasing complexity (here
the marking of inflectional morphemes in the main verb and the use
of the Aux. in cases which diverge to the progressive or past
perfect), the diagrams reveal interesting patterns. In both
3rd singular and simple past, EM learners seem to move direct from
the uninflected base form to the target forms with the right !s'
or 1 ed/d/t' morphemes suffixed to the verb. There are no
confusions (except for a minority) in the use of simple tense
(-aspect) in contexts which call for such uses, in spontaneous
speech. In the case of NEM there are problems in the simple vs
progressive distinctions.
Lastly, though 'nouns' is present only in NEM(k) and (H),
it may be possible that at a very early stage (not captured in
our study) EM learners too used norms in lieu of verbs which they
had not learned yet, following the general 'naming stage' of
babies in LI studies. The process of learning would therefore be:
Morpheme addition to MV (v + s, v + ed, v + ing)
Nouns—^uninflected,\^ ^
verb Aux. + v (for Erog/Perf. aspect)-?7Aux.+v+ing)
Summary : Investigation of the variants and error-types in 3d
singular and simple past shows qualitative differences between NEM
and EM, differences which would not have been observed had we looked
at accuracy data alone. Qualitative differences help explain the
performance scores (percentages of accuracy), e.g. in section 5«5«1+
we had recorded very low scores by NEM(k) and (H) in 3d singular.
It would appear that in spite of years of learning English, there is
no evidence of that learning. In IL terms, it appeared as if
there is no development or increase in complexity. This goes
against the whole concept of ILs as dynamic systems. This
section clarifies the situation: there has been movement, thou^i the
1U8.
movement may not necessarily be towards the expected target
the different kinds of ILs nurtured in different learning
situations; the acquisition or non-acquisition of some forms,
and the rate of development of learners in these different macro-
environments. There are other interesting hypotheses and
explanations based on qualitative differences which we will explore
later.
5-8. Variability due to Differences in Tasks
In section 1;.2 we have discussed some of the methodological
and theoretical issues involved in types of elicitation techniques
and the kind of data that they yield. Questions on synchronic
variability raised by Lococo (1976), Tarone (1979> 1983) and.
Bialystok (1981a) are still unresolved for the most part, yet they
are essential for a better understanding of L2 acquisition and the
nature of inter language. We have an added interest since we want
to see if the MM:EM distinction will surface in the students1
performances in different types of tests, for two areas of tense
and aspect: singular and simple past. These two areas are
especially chosen because they are taught early, they are 'easy'
rules to learn with straightforward pragmatic and semantic
notions (Krashen 1981) and are less stable than the progressive
forms, i.e. it is probable that 3rd singular and simple past will
evidence more variability according to different tasks
characterised by a set of features:
Task 1 Task 2 Task 3
Describe the action Fill in the blanks Multiple choice
( Oral
language forms (measured in quantitative data).




The null hypotheses we want to test here are
H 5.3-1 There is no significant difference in the
performance scores of the learners in
NEM and. EM schools in three different
tasks for Jrd. singular
Hq5.3.2 There is no significant difference in the
performance scores of the learners in
HEM and EM schools in three different
tasks for simple past.
Analysis 5.8.1. Calculation of Percentages of Performance Scores
in Three Tasks for NEM(K), NEM(H) and EM
Distribution of subjects from the three schools according
to percentages of performance scores at 20% intervals were
calculated in the three different tasks. Results are given below:
TABLE 19.A
Distribution of subjects from NEM(K),NEM(H) and EM
in Task 1,Task 2,Task 3: 3rd Singular.
TASK I TASK 2 TASK 5
ivEK NEK EM 7," T?V+\» lii'. NEK EM NEM NEM EM
CD (H) (K) (K) (K) (E)
L 1 . 0-19 86.7 70.C 0.0 56.7 70.0 0.0 20.0 33.3 0.0
E 2. 20-39 15.3 13.3 5.3 1b.6 13.3 3 • 5 26.6 3 «4 0.0
V 3. 40-59 0.0 X ~Z 15.4 20.0 0.0 6.7 6.7 10.0 0.0
E 4. 60-79 0.0 6.7 20.0 6.7 3.4 k3 • J 10.0 0.0 3.3
L 5. 80-100 0.0 6.7 63.3 0.0 13-3 66.7 36.6 J > ♦ J 56.7
S
i5o.
Results : 3rd, singular
Ki|., K7 and. K10 combined as a single group REM(k), show
variable performances in the three tasks; no student reached
levels 3-5 in the oral task; the maximum percentage is in the
lowest level (l), indicative of very poor performance by subjects
in REM(K). In task 2 there are fewer subjects (56.7%) in level 1
and a spread over levels 2, 3 and U (l6.6, 20 and 6.7
respectively). Still better performances are found in task 3:
subjects are distributed in all 5 levels, the highest number (36.6)
being on the highest level 5- On level 1 there is a great
reduction from task 1, 2 to task 3 (86.7, 56.1, 20.0).
REM(H) has an identical number of subjects (70%) at the
lowest level 1 in task 1 and 2 with a decrease in task 3 (33•3)•
Unlike REM(k) groups, REM(h) groups spread out on all five levels
in the three tasks. As in REM(k) we can locate improvements by
looking at the hi^iest level 5 also, in all three tasks: the
improvement is from 6.7 to 13-3 "to 53-3 in tasks 1, 2 and 3
respectively.
The three groups in EM show a different pattern when
compared with REM(k) and (H) groups; there are no subjects in the
lowest level in all three tasks. There are almost identical
percentages of subjects in tasks 1 and 2 with a very slight
improvement in level 5 in task 2, and a much better percentage in
task 3*
Summary Results
(1) There are better performances by subjects in
tasks 3j 2 and 1 (in that order)..
(2) In tasks 1 and 2 the maximum percentages of
REM subjects are on level 1, while EM subjects
are mostly at the highest level 5 m
(3) Comparisons between the percentages of subjects
of REM(H) and EM at level 5 show improvements
in tasks 1, 2 and 3: the increase is from 6.7,
13.3 and 53• 3 i"°r NEM(H) and 63-3» 66.7 and 96.7
for EM. REM(K) are equally distributed (0.0)
for tasks 1 and 2 and a much higher percentage
(36.6) in task 3»
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Simple Past
TABLE 19B Distribution of Sub.jects from fflM(K), NEMOS)
and EM in Task 1, Task 2, Task 3 : Simple Past
NEM NEK
(K) (H)
L 1 . 0-19 80.0 56.7
E 2. 20-39 15.7 16.6
V ■ZJ • 40-59 3.3 15.4
E 4. 60-79 0.0 3.3






NEK N EK EM ilo.1 NEM EE
(1-0 (H) 00 (H)
7 A "7
J s • ^
77 7
J J • J 0.0 20.0 26.7 6.7
20.0 16.7 3.3 • 0 A 7 7' • y 0.0
15.4 25.3 0.0 0.0 10.0 3.3
25.4 3.4 20.0 6.7 23.3 0.0
3.3 p 7 7• J 76.7 43.3 26.7 90.0
In MEM(K) the distribution of subjects is very similar
to what we have found in 3rd singular, with slight improvements
seen in the smaller figures in the lowest level (l) and slight
rises in level 5 in tasks 2 and 3« same can be said for
NEM(H) except for the surprisingly lower percentage at the highest
level in task 3. EM shows some anomaly in task 3: there are
6.7 and 3*3 subjects at levels 1 and 3 respectively, while there
are no subjects at these levels in 3nd singular.
Summary Results
(1) Except for the slight discrepancy in EM pointed
out above, the overall distribution shows that
subjects perform better in tasks 1, 2 and 3> in
that order
(2) The patterns of distribution are different for
EEM and EM
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(3) NEM(K) shows the.highest improvement in task 3
with a rise of 1+3• 3% between tasks 1 and 3
(I;) Comparisons between 3^d singular and simple past
figures show better performances in simple past.
Analysis 5.8.2. Calculation of Percentages of Performance
Scores in Three Tasks for Classes 1+, 7 and 10
This analysis is similar to the previous one, except that
the distribution now is class-wise than school-wise, as will be
evident in the tables below:
TABLE 19.C
Distribution of subjects from Classes 4>7 ana 10 in
Task 1, Task 2, Task 3: 3rd Singular.
TASK 1 -TASK 2 TASK 3
Classes— 4 7 10 4 7 10 4 7 10
Li 1 . C-19 66.7 50.0 40.0 66.7 53.3 26.7 53.3 3.3 0.0
s 2. 20-39 3.3 16.7 10.C 3-3 26.7 3 33 • > 13.4 6.7 3.3
V 7J • 40-59 10.0 3.3 A, 7S • J 6.7 3.3 20. C 0.0 6.7 J • J
E 4. 60-79 16.6 • J 6.7 20.0 6.7 10.0 7 7 13.3 7 7J 5 S
L 5. 80-1 CO * AJ • > 26.7 O•O■t 3*3 00 40.0 30.G 70.0 86.7
Q
TABLE 19.D
Distribution of subjects from Classes 4>7 snd 10 in
Task 1, Task 2, Task 3: Simple past.
TA SK L TJLSK 2 T/i±SLSK 3
Classes—
4 n1 10 4 7 10 4 7 10
L 1. 0-19 63.3 50.0 60.0 6.7 0.0 43.3 0.0 6.7
E 2. 20-39 3.3 10.0 20.0 10.0 50.0 16.7 26.7 16.7 . 3.3
v 3. 40-59 23.4 10.0 10.0 0.0 26.7 15.5 6.7
7 7
J • > 3 • ^
E 4. 60-79 0.0 15.3 3.3 20.0 0.0 25.3 0 • G 10.7 15.4
L 5. 80-100 10.0 16.7 43.4 10.0 36.0 46.7
> 7 7 63.5 73.3
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Results : 3rd Singular
In Table 19C at the highest level, 5, classes i+ and
10 show no differences in tasks 1 and 2, but there are greater
percentages of subjects in task 3 (30.0 and 86.7 in classes 1+
and 10 respectively). A better example of improvement in the
three tasks is shown by class 7> with rises from 26.7 (Task l)
to 30.0 (Task 2) and 70.0 in Task 3«
In level 5 of Table 19D (Simple past) class I4. again
no changes in tasks 1 and 2, but greater improvement (23.3) in
task 3* Class 7 shows dramatic increases from 16.7 to 36.0 to
63.3 in tasks 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Subjects of class 10 also
show marked improvement in tasks 1, 2 and 3 (U3*U» b&-l and 73*3
respectively).
Summary Results
The figures in the highest level (3) in Tables 19C and I)
substantiate the fact that there are differences in the performance
scores of subjects in the three different tasks. This confirms
the findings in 3.8.1 which show better performance scores by
subjects of the three different schools in the multiple choice test,
followed by performances in discrete point test. Detailed
discussions on the type of task as a source of variability in L2
will be taken in Chapter 7-
Analysis 3.8.3 Calculation of Means of Performance Scores
Means of performance scores were calculated for each group
in each of the three tasks for 3^8 singular and simple past.
Results are presented in Tables 20 (A and B)and graphically
displayed in Figures 8-13. The most identical patterns
between 3^8 singular and simple past for each task and the lines
representing the NEM:EM distinctions are self explanatory (notice
the wider spread between 1+ and 10 in REM in the two written tasks).
i5h.
TABLE 20.A
Means of Performance Scores in three Tasks: 3rd Singular.
Groups- K4 K7 K10 H4 H7 H10 E4 E7 S10
Task 1. 0.0 6.5 8.0 0.5 16.5 40.5 60.0 95.0 100.0
Task 2. 1.8 29.6 37.4 0.0 17.9 49.3 60.6 88.8 100.C
Task 3. 15.5 70.5 77.0 3.5 81.5 58.5 94.5 95-5 100.0
5.0 35.5 40.8 1.55 38.6 62.7 71.7 54.4 100.0
Task 1 (Picture discription) 38.53
Task 2 (Fill-in-the 31anks) 42.82 50.03 (n=9G)
Task 3 (Multiple choice) 70.94
TABLE 20.B
Means of Performance Scores in three Tasks: Sirr.tie pest.
C-roups- K4 K7 R10 K4 K7 H10 E4 E7 E10
Task 1. 0.6 4.5 20.5 0.0 20.5 45-5 73.0 81.0 100.0
Task 2. 5.6 35.5 07.9 8.4 45.0 73.7 70.1 98.8 100.0
Task 3« 16.5 68.0 83.0 9*5 66.0 69.0 80.0 97.5 100.0
7.36 36.0 57.13 5.96 45.83 63.O 76-.3 52.4 100.0
Ta.sk 1 (Picture description) 58.77
Task 2 (Fill-in-the Blanks) 56.77 53.57 (n=90)
Task 3 (Multiple choice) 65.16




















































































Analysis 5.8.4 Analysis of Variance : Task Differences as Factor
Analyses 5*6.1, 5.6.2 and 5*6.3 indicate variable
performances according to the types of task. To find out whether
the task-type variation is significant or not, AHOVA runs were
again'made, this time with three factors: medium of instruction,
class and tasks (dependent factors). The 3 x 3 x 3 factorial
design includes 20 items in Tasks 1 and 3 and 18 in Task 2, thus
the total number of observations is $,220 (20 x 2) x 90 = 3600 +
(l8 x l) x 90 = 1620.
TABLE 21 .A
AN0VA Summary for all three Tests: 3rd Sing
Source of Variation Sura of Squares DF F
Mean 675900.300 1 1891.19
Medium of Instruction 204224.466 2 28$.71
Class 83801.355 2 117.24
M.C Interaction 9447.244 4 6.61
ERROR 28948.966 81
Test 60926.822 . 2 163.67
Test by Medium
Interaction 12349.711 4 16.59
Test by Class
Interaction 7870.155 4 10.57
TMC Interaction 20476.044 8 13.75
ERROR 30151.933 1 62
*-* p = 0.01 level of significance
The F value for the factor 'test' is 163.67 (p .00) for
3rd singular. Thus H 5.3*1 Is rejected. AU0VA results show
that there are significant differences in the performance scores
by learners as a function of task difference.
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TABLE 21 .B
AN0VA Summary for all three Tests :Simple :Fast.
Source of Variation Sum of Squares DF F Tail Prob.
Mean 774948.981 1 2525.81 .0.000
Medium of Instruction 175976.762 2 * *286.78 0.000
Class 87150.362 2 142.03 0.000
MC Interaction 9663.125 4 * 7.87 0.000
ERROR 24851.7666 61





Interaction 8282.614 4 *6.81 0.000
TMC Interaction 5900.029 8 2.43 0.000
ERROR 49264.533 162
*-* p = 0.01 level of significance
* p = 0.05 level of significance
The F value for the factor 'task' is highly significant
at 53*80 for simple past. This establishes beyond doubt that
there are variable performances according to the type of tasks.
Again Ho5*3«2 is rejected in favour of an alternative hypothesis
that there are significant differences in learners* performances
in the three tasks in simple past.
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Analysis 5.8.5.1 S-tests for Comparisons of Group Means
In this section we will find out if patterns of variation
according1 to the three tasks exist or not, i.e. that variation
according to tasks is not random. Secondly, we will examine
significant differences by computing post-hoc tests of
comparisons based on the MOYA output in section 5.8.4.
Scheffe tests were made on the group cell means other
statistics in the ANOYA output. Results are in the tables below:
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K4 00 05 65 80 1b5 405 600 950 1CG0 K4
H4 05 65 SO 165 4*05 600 950 1C00 H4
K7 65 15 1GC 340 555 08b 955 K7
510 80 o5 3^5 32G 87c 920 K10
H7 240 t 455 785 835 h7
R10 405 155 545 595 H10
14 60C 350 400 54
S7 950 50 57
E10 1000 - 510
TA^T.K 22B . SIMPLE FAST (PB) M ELIRM BY HT kco TTvTT""J.TJ ... r,nTOM ,TASKA_,
54 H4 K7 H7 K1C hi 0 54 57 E1C
CO 00 45 205 205 455 73c 810 1000
K4 00 45 205 205 495 730 810 1 COO 54
K4 00 45 205 205 495 730 810 1000 54
X7 45 160 160 450 685 765 955 X7
H7 205 0 29c*' 525 605 795 H7
K10 205 25c* 525 605 795 K10
K10 495 07CJ J > * J 505 510
54 730 80 j 270 E4
57 810 190 E7
510 1000 - S10
Ebr Table 22 A. Calculated t value p ■< .01 =
P < .05 =
308
267





TABLE 22C foci Singular (FB) Medium by Class Interaction
H4 X4 H7 K7 K10 H10 E4 E7 E10
GEO!JPS 00 18 179 296 374 493 606 888 1000
H4 00 18 179 296 374*: 49; 606 888 1CCG E4
K4 18 161 278 356* 475 568 870 982 44
K7 179 117 195 314 427 709 321 67
K7 296 73 197 31c 592 704 K7
K10 374 119 252 514 626 K10
H10 493 113 395 507 E10
E4 606 282 I 394 24
E7 888 112 E7
E10 1000 - E1Q
Calculated t value p < .01 = 38^
* p ^ .05 = 333
\
TABLE 22D Simple Past (EB) Medium "by Class Interaction
K4 H4 K7 H7 K10 21 C 24 27 E1C



















K7 355 95 324 532 _ 406 653 £ A c^4j K7
H7 450 <LeL{; 267 511 533 550 K7
K1C 679 58 82 309 321 K10
H10 737 24 251* 263* H10
E4 761 227 235* 24
E7 988 12 EI
E1C 1000 - E10
Calculated t value p .01 = 268
*P .05 = 233
TABLE 22E fod Singular CMC) Medipm by Class Interaction
E4 K4 K7 K10
r. n
xl / E4 H1C 27 E10
35 135 705 770 815 925 985 GQC' J ->■ 1000
H4 55 100 670 735 780 910 950 960 965 24
K4 135 57c 635 680 810 850 360
r. 4* r-
. 003 44
47 705 65 110 240 260* 290^ *295 47
K10 770 45 175 215 225- 230 K10
H7 815 130 170 160 135 H7
E4 945 40 50 55 E4
K10 985 10 15 210
E7 995 6>■ E7
E10 1000 - E10
Calculated t value p <. .01 = 323
P < .05 = 280
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TABLE 22F Simple Fast (W) Medium by Class Interaction
H4 K4 H7 K10 K7 E4 K10 E7 E10


















H7 660 20 140 VI0 ■ 515 540 H7
H10 660 20 140 170 315 34c H1C
K7 630 120 150 265 520 K7
E4 800 30 175 200 E4
K10 330 145 170 410
E7 975 25 E7
E10 1000 — S10
Calculated t value p < .01 = 517
* p <.05 = kh9
Summary of the above Tables:
Table 22.8 Simple Past. (Task 1 ,KC Interaction.
22 .A 3rd Singular (Task 1.KC Interaction)
24 24 27 27 210 210 SA 2? S10
K4 NS IIS SS SS "S S S s
24 27 K10 H7 210 EA 27 E1.0 H4^ SS SS SS S S S s
US KS NS IIS 8 S S S 27 SS SS S S S s
HA NS NS US s s S s 37 SS s* S s s
27 US MS s s S S 210 S* S s s
210 IIS 5 s S S 210 SS [ s s
27 US S S s E4 "SSI s*
aio US s s _ 27 IIS
- 24 s s 210
27 IIS
E10
Table 22..C. 3rd Singular (Task 2.MC Interaction:) Table 22.D Simple Past (Task 2.MC Interaction,
34 27 27 210 210 24 27 El 0
SS SS SS S* S s s S
K4 SS SS S» S s s S
27 SS as ss L 3 s s
27 as as as s s
210 as SS s s





27 H7 210 £10 24 27 E10
E7 NS
El 0
Table 22.E 3rd Singular (Task 3.MC Interaction) Table 2Z.F Simple Past (Task 3.MC Interaction
H4 24 27 210 37 24 210 S7 ETCr H4 24 27 210 27 E4 210 27 210
H4 SS S S s S s s s 24 SS S S s S S S S
24 S s s S 3 s s 24 s* S* s 3 s 5 327 SS SS NA S* s* 3* H7 NS NS NS NS NS SS
210 SS NS SS SS HS H10 NS SS SS NS SS
H7 SS SS SS SS 27 S3 as SS NS
24 SS SS SS 24 S3 NS NS
210 SS as 210 NS SS
27 NS' 27 NS
E10 210
s = p«01 s* = P. 05 S* = P.05 SS = Sot significant
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3rd. Singular
The pattern of significant differences that merge are
different in the three tables above. They are informative in
that significant differences between groups vary according to the
tasks. In the most stringent task 1 (Table 22A) significant
differences begin ±l H10 and includes just the four best groups
within the lines. In the easiest task (Table 22C) the lines
extend to include K10, H7 and K7, excluding only the lowest groups
Kl+ and Hl+. While only K10 has shown improvements in Tasks 2 and 3
(interpreted by its significant differences with Kl+ and Hl+, which
are stable), three groups K7j H7 and K10 have improved in task 3«
Results of S-tests therefore are useful to display (i)
shifts in the overall patterns of significant differences in the
three tasks, (ii) shifts because of improvement by any particular
group in the different tasks, (iii) shifts or exchange of places
between particular pair(s) of groups (e.g. Kl+ and Hl+, K7 and H7,
H7 and K10, H10 and Ei+.. Only E7 and ELO are in constant places
in all three tasks). The above shifts are indicative of the
variable behaviour of most of the groups according to the tasks.
Simple Past
Many of the points made above apply to the S-tests on
results in the simple past. Some points to note are (i) the
great improvement of K10 between tasks 1 and 2 (position 5) and
task 3 (position 7), (ii) the opposite behaviour of H10. However,
most groups improved from task 1 to 2 to 3-
Lastly, performance in any type of task, regardless of the
grammatical category being tested, is remarkably near identical.
Notice the lines in Tables 22A and D (task l). The same can be
said for task 3 (Tables22C and F) .Slight differences in Tables 22B and
E reflect the improvement of K7 and H7 in simple past over their
performances in 3rd singular in task 2 (compare with figures 11
and 2).
The consistent patterns of the lines of significant differences
show the systematic nature of task variation, regardless of shifts
between groups or the differences between 3rd- singular and simple
past. It seems as though types of task define patterns of
performance in group comparisons such as these.
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Analysis 5.8.5.2.
Scheffe tests of significance for all 9 groups combined,
were also made to break down the three component tasks which form
the basis of the F-values in 5*8.4* Results are given below;
TABLE 23.A
Scheffe Test of significance for Task 1,Task 2,Task 3.
3rd Singular.
Task 1 Task 2 Task 3
(x 36.33 x 42.82 x 70.94)
1089 1284 2128
T 1 - 194 *1038




Scheffe Test of significance for Task 1,Task 2,Task 3.
Simple Past.
Task 1 Task 2 Task 3
(x 38.77 x 56.77 • x 65.16
1163 1703 1954
T 1 - 540 * 791
A 2 - - .251
S3 -
K
* p / .01
Since the calculated value for t is 352, the results in the
tables above show that;
1. For 3rd singular task 3 is significantly different from
tasks 1 and 2
2. For simple past, task 1 is significantly different from
tasks 2 and 3.
Analysis 5.8.6. Correlation Analysis for Three Tasks
In the first two analysis in this section we have looked
at patterns of distribution of subjects according to the three
tasks. In Analyses 5-6.1+ and 5.6.5 we have established
significant and non-significant differences between the tasks.
In this analysis we will look at the inter-relationships between
the three different tasks to lend support to our findings in the
previous analyses.
We turn again to bivariate correlation analysis (5«l)
to "determine the extent to which variation in one variable is
linked to variation in the other" (Hie et al. op.cit.:279)•
First, Pearson's r's were computed and the results are displayed
in the table below.
TABLE 24
Pearson's Correlation Coefficients.
3rd Singular NEM(K) NEM(H) EM Total
Task 1 with Task 2 .7246 .9784 .7031 .9121
Task 1 with Task 3 .3200 .5847 .3306 .6190
(p.083) (p.07)
.6502Task 2 with Task 3 .3821 .6073 .3901
(p.037) (P.03)
Simple Past
Task 1 with Task 2 .6907 .7841 .4324 .8328
(p.017)
Task 1 with Task 3 .4043 .2711 .2911 .5290
(p.027) (p.147) (p.119)
Task 2 wi th Task 3 .6158 .5943 .3064 .6815
(p.001) (p. 1 )
Note: Unless otherwise stated p=0.000
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Results
3rd Singular : While the rls for all the three groups and the
total for task 1 : task 2 correlation are very high (p.0»000),
those for the other correlated pairs are not so. This supports
the non-significant difference "between 1 and 2 in the previous
section. Task 3 seems to correlate better with Task 2 than
Task 1 (r total : .6502).
Simple Past : The correlation between pairs of tasks are identical
to those found for 3^6. singular, though the correlations are
somewhat weaker (especially in EM).
Scattergrams <&. plotted for the pairs task 1 : task 2
in 3rd singular and simple past to see individual performances
in the two highly correlated tasks. The summary results are
given below:
TABLE 25 Distribution of Subjects Showing Variable
Performances in Tasks 1 and 2
Consistent Performance
Improvement in Task 1












As seen above a significant proportion of subjects show
consistent performance in tasks 1 and 2, though one is an oral
production and the other is a written production task. Notice
however the trend for 1+6% of the subjects who performed better in
the task 2 in simple past. This indicates that the simple past
is more permeable to influences defined by task characteristics
(section 5.6).
(7) Scattergrams 1+ and 5 in Appendix V.
5.9 Summary of the Main Findings in Chapter 5
1. Higher correlations exist "between the aspectual than
"between tense categories.
2. Variation exists within the six tense and aspect
categories "but they do constitute an ordered sequence







-3. Each of the 9 groups (except E10 which shows categorical
use) fall into the same pattern of accuracy/acquisition
of the categories in the order given above-
1+. One of the main determinants of individual and group
variable performance was the medium of instruction in
the school, both for quantitative data and data based on
error-types*
5. The second factor for variation among the groups was
class as a function of time.
6. There is variability in the performance of
(a) 7 groups (except E7 and E10) according to task.
(b) Variability according to task is patterned *
(c) The order of task-difficulty is
Easiest > Mid > Difficult
Task 3 Recognition Task 2 Written Production Task 1 Oral
Production
(d) The correlational patterns between pairs of
tasks show higher correlations between task 1
and task 2 than between task l:task 3 or
task 2;task 3 for 3^ singular. There are
higher correlations between task 2 and 3 than
the other two pairs in simple past
7. The distributional effects of the interactions of the '
three sources of variations - medium, class, task-




At the beginning of this chapter we have six main working
hypotheses which are of interest to our study. Various types
of statistical analyses were made to investigate the validity of
the hypotheses.
The results indicated that there are systems and patterns
in the performance data of 9 different groups of learners defined
by class and medium of instruction, which have been shown to be
the main sources of variation in this study. A pattern also
emerged from performances in three different tasks in 3rd singular
and simple past, indicating again that linguistic behaviour is
higjily structured because of psycho-cognitive processes related to
accessibility and control of linguistic knowledge.
The 'order1 of acquisition, based on accuracy data is
another indication of systematicity in performances and/or in the
structures within the tense and aspect system in English.
These points will be taken up again in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 6
Negation and Interrogation : Analysis of the Data
6.0. The analytical procedures used in Chapter 5 will be
followed in this chapter also for the analysis of the data on
negation and interrogation (Wh-Q and Y/N Q). The emphasis will
again be on variation as a function of time, medium of
instruction and type of task. Empirical evidence will be
presented for testing out hypotheses stated in Chapter 3.
Bivariate correlation analysis will be used to find out the
strength of relationship between tasks or groups, and
implicational scales will be constructed to see the ordering of
negative and question variants, and of the subjects.
Before proceeding with the analysis, there are some points
to note, (i) data on negation and interrogation have missing
values as some subjects or some groups did not do all the tests.
The groups are therefore unequal; (ii) in the area of
interrogation word order phenomenon is assessed separately from
suppliance of the correct Aux. (^.-operator); (iii) in both areas -
negation and interrogation - grammaticality judgement of negative
and interrogative sentences will be one of the tasks, and this is
compared with data based on production tasks; (iv) as stated in
l+.l, additional data from another NEM language group - Bengali -
is incorporated in some analyses in the area of negation, in
order to examine the pattern of acquisition by subjects having
V-Neg. (post-verbal Neg.) in their language. This additional data,
however, will be used mainly in the discussion of the results.
6.1. Error Analysis
Analysis 6.1.1.
Preliminary analysis of the data involves the separation
and classification of Neg. variants and Q,-words in Y/N and Wh-
questions to identify error types. Though the list in the tables
includes mainly the Negator (No/Not/Don't etc.) or the Q-operator
or marker, it is also considered necessary to look at the syntax
of negation and interrogation, i.e. negative and interrogative
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sentences must be examined, as a whole, as this will give a
better picture of the error-types.
There are serious problems in categorizing 'errors'
and attributing their presence to one or the other factors -
LI or L2, the teaching situation, or the interaction of two or
more causes. The problem is enhanced by the learners' psychological
strategies or processes, which until now remain vague and therefore
immune to any definite assertions. What we call 'strategies',
'processes', are at best arrived at by our analysis of the surface
structures and the intended meaning of the learner, and the gap
between the two. The problem is complicated by the fact that the
study is cross-sectional and involves a large number of learners
who learn English in different situations. A purely longitudinal
study of a small number of learners would show a clear line of
development from one stage to the other, and the possible causes
of 'errors' are conveniently reduced to the LI (borrowing and
transfer) or the L2 (developmental). In this study, there are
'errors' that cannot be attributed to these sources alone. As
will be shown, much of the developmental stages of natural
acquisition is complicated by the formal teaching when in most
cases the teaching seems to have missed the mark - over-emphasis
on 'difficult' areas (the structuralist concept of hierarchy of
difficulty) such as Do-support in negation and interrogation result
in the over-generalization of the taugjit forms. Also, pattern
practice of basic sentence structures like "DP + be + a ..."
(John is a ...) result in 'strategies' of slot-filling as in the
(l) Deviants from the natural acquisition and the over-application
of taught rules/structures by learners is also reported by
Jain (197U) and by Wode (l98l:3l)» Examples cited are the
over-generalization of that-clause (from practices in
indirect speech) reported by Jain. Wode gives examples
of over-generalization of doesn't as a Deg. variant when
the teacher attempted to introduce Do-support in negation.
Thiele (personal communication) cites examples of slot-
filling of the tau^it structure "Its a ..." by a German
child "It's a me".
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following sentences: v '
Negation :
18. He is a not go
19. They are not can come
Interrogation:
20. Did Rita is living in that house? (is ...?)
21. Why does/he is going with you now? (Why is ...?)
The other result is the acquisition of unanalysed patterns such
as 'He is a1, 'they are', 'Why do1, 'What did'. Though- these
are written as separate words, it is possible that young children
think these as single units because of the structural drilling
and stresses 'He is ...', 'They are ...' This may account for
sentences like
22. Why do. he is. not want to go?
which is a combination of Why do as a question operator, he is as
HP.
The classification of variants and error-types are based
on the following considerations. Firstly, developmental errors
follow the guidelines set out in previous studies and reported
in the literature on negation and interrogation (LI : Klima and
Bellugi 1966; L2 : Ravem 1969» Wode 1980). These are
acquisitional types based on the strategy of generalization which
results in simple codes (see Table 26 column 1 below).
Secondly, in this study we recognise that there are errors which
cannot be attributed to purely developmental reasons since they
are not reduced codes but are very elaborate, though in a way far
removed from the target language.
(2) In Chapter 7 "the strategies of slot-filling, linear
expansion of complexity (Felix 1978) and the construction
of 'sentences' by stringing together unanalysed units, will
be discussed in detail.
(3) Possible patterns and unanalysed units are underlined.
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Analysis 6.1.1A Error Analysis of Negative Structures




No I will go
(I won't go)
No I am study
(i won't study)
I no eat rice





He is no come here




He not eat rice now
(He isn't eating
rice now)
He not go it now














I am not spoken to Rita
(i haven't spoken to
Rita
I am not go alone
(I won't go alone
I am not go school
.(I won't go to school)
They are not live here
(They don't live here)
1. Not+is/are













Last year he is a not
c aptain








You dwon go to
school yesterday























He Ram is a not want go
Column III
Transfer
He Ram is a not want
(Ram doesn't want to go) (He Ram doesn't want
to go)
1+. Be+Don't
He Ram is don't want to go
(Ram doesn't want to go)
They are don give the
took
(They didn't give the
book)
She is don't want tea
(She doesn't want tea)
5. Be+Didn't/Did not
They are did not come
(They didn't come)
Why did he is did not
want to go?
(Why didn't he want to go?)
6. Be+not+modal
He is not can come here
(He cannot come here)
He is not a can sing
(He cannot sing)
He Ram is don't want
to go




did not has bag
(Yesterday the book
wasn't in the bag)
6. Never
I never walk alone
(i won't walk alone)
I have never eat
rice now
(I haven't eaten
the rice till now)
You should never go
(You mast not go)
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Notice that the Neg. variants are the ■universal negators
found in most early L2 studies in English negation. What is
different is the sample data in column II of Table 26
the presence of Be-Aux. after noun or pronoun. Here was also
see the curious amalgamation of developmental and classroom
induced errors. In many cases there are two Auxs. which show
a very different picture from the usual simple codes of learners.
In column III there are samples of very rare occurrences of the
influence of the LI, e.g. some Khasi children made literal
translations in the English sentences:
Z.lf. Kam dei ka nonghikai
she not is she teacher
Analysis 6.1.IB Error Analysis of Interrogative Structures
The same kinds of problems arise in attempts to distribute
error-types in interrogative structures. Developmental errors
are based on what other studies (longitudinal and cross-sectional)
have found. Here too the possibility of multi-sources errors is
evident. This is especially true of errors which can be traced
to both sources - developmental and classroom induced. Since
'transfer' or interlingual errors - lack of inversion - overlap with
developmental errors, column III is not considered necessary in
Tables 27 and 28 below.
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Rita is living here?
Columns II
Developmental and classroom induced
1. Do as question marker
Do you keep a place for me? (can you
Do the children now reading?
(Are the ...?)
Do your house is far from here?
(is your ...?)
Do you don't want to go?
(Don't you ...? )
Do the children are still reading?
(Are the ...? )
2. No Do-Insertion 2. Did as question marker
Danny like rosgulla? Did I come with you now?
You want to go? (Shall I ...?)
Did he can go or not?
(Can her ...? )
Did I can come with you now?
(Can I ...? )
Last year did he was a clever "boy?
(Was he ...? )
3. Does as question marker
Does he come school yesterday?
(Did he ...? )
Does they like about him?
(Do they ...? )
Does Tom house is far from here?
(Is Tom's ...? )
Does your friend is with you here?
(is your ...?)
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Columns I Column II
Developmental Developmental and classroom induced
i|. Is as question marker
Is Rita lives in that house?
(Does Rita ...? )
Is your house is far?
(is your ...? )
Is your friends are with you?
(ire your ...? )
Is he was sleeping when you came?
(Was he ...? )
Is they are students or not now?
(ire they ...? )
5. ire as Question-word
ire you like a rosgulla?
(Do you ...?)
ire you not felt cold?
(Don*t you ...? )
ire they were students?













When you go to
Gauhati?
Developmental and classroom induced errors
1. Wh-are as Question-word
Where are you yesterday go school?
(Where did ...? )
Last week where are children are fall?
(Where did ...? )
When Gauhati are can going?
(When can ...? )
Why are a buy rong book?
(Why did ...? )
Why are you cannot reading now?
(Why can't ...? )
Why are you not keep the book?
(Why don11 ...? )
2. Uninverted
Why he will not go
with Ram
Why I cannot go
with you
Why he didn't do
a homework
Why he is still
sitting in the
class
2. Wh+Do as Question word
Where do you taking book?
(Where are ...? )
Why do you have written the book?
(Why have ...? )
3. Wh+Did as Question word
Why did you didn't go with Rama?
(Why didn't ...? )
Why did I cannot go with you?
(Why can't ...?)
Why did he was waiting for me after
school time?
(Why was ...? )
Why did he has not done his homework?
(Why hasn't ...? )
What did children were asking yesterday?
(What were ...? )
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Column II
Developmental and classroom induced errors
k- Wh+Does as Question word
Where does children fall last week?
(Where did ...? )
Why does he is going with you now?
(Why is ...? )
Why does you write this book?
(Why do ...? )
What does I want to say to Principal?
(What must ...? )
5. Wh+modal
When will he can came?
(When can ...? )
In column II of the tables above the influence of teaching
is evident: because Do-insertion is one of the most difficult
areas in F-MV negative and interrogative sentences, it has been
emphasised in teaching. The result is that many learners confuse
the application of Do-insertion rule in F-MV sentences with the
notion that Do is a probable question marker in l/S questions of all
types. In Wh-questions, Wh+Do/Did is taken to be a means of
starting such questions
23. Why did he must go?
In both Y/U and Wh-questions there are some learners who
prefer the Aux. Be (is, Are etc.) as a question marker, e.g.
2i|. Is your house is far from her? (redundant 'Is4)
25. Is not I am a schoolboy? (Am I ...?)
26. Is they are students now? (Are they ...?)
27. Why are you go yesterday? (Why did ...?)




Such forms may also result from attempts to teach the
inversion rule before the students are ready for it. The
learner's strategy appears to be to keep the Aux. in its
declarative sentence position, and prefix 'Is', 'Are* or Wh are'
before the sentence to transform a declarative sentence into an
interrogative sentence.
6.1.2. Quantification of (Ebror-types and Variants
Analysis 6.1.2A Negation
The results of quantified error-types are given below.
(2)
TABLE 29 Percentages of Correct and Incorrect x '
Negative Variants' (Translation Task)
Uses of the
£ T 7 10 11 12
K4 2.0 27.0 7.0 54.0 10.0
K7 49 10.0 8.3 18.0 76.0
H7 28 26.0 o•C\J o•ON 55.0
K10 73 1 o *♦ ✓ • S 2.0 21 .0 70.0
H10 95 12.0 1.2 13.0 9 4.3
E7" 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0


































Where col.2 is the correct use of Do + not
3 is the overgeneralization of Do, for does or did
k is the overgeneralization of Do in Be, Have and other contexts
5 is the total overgeneralization of Do_ in all contexts
6 is the correct use of Did + not
7 is the overgeneralization of Did, for Do and does
8 is the overgeneralization of Did in Be, Have and other contexts
9 is the total overgeneralization of Did in all contexts
10 is the correct use of Be
11 is the overgeneralization of Be, for am, is, are, was, were
12 is the total overgeneralization of Be
13 is the incorrect use of never
(2) Incorrect use is overgeneralization of a particular Neg. Variant.
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TABLE 30
Percentages of Incorrect Use of the Negative Variants
(Error Correction Test)
K7 ■D6--AU.X* DON »T DIDN • T NOT _S4 Be-Aux. DON«T DIDN'T NOT
31. 19.0 - - 29.0 21 - - 10.0 -
32. 5.0 - - 29.0 22 10.0 - 10.0 -
33. 10.0 14-2 29.0 - 23 - - 48.0 -
34. 10.0 - 19.0 - 24 - 14.2 19.0 -
35. 33.3 - 5.0 - 25 - 19.0 19.0 -
36. 14.2 - - - 26 - - - 10.0
37. 19.0 - 19.0 - 27 - - - -
VM 00 14.2 5.0 5.0 - 23 - - - -
7 O
» • 14.2 - 5.0 - 29 - 14.2 10.0 -



















41. 5.0 29.0 - - 71 - - 14.2 -
42. 5.0 - - - 72 - - 19.0 -
43. - - 5.0 - 73 - - 5.0 -
44. - 5.0 5.0 - 74 - - - -
45. - 5.0 10.0 - 75 - - - -
46. - - 10.0 - 76 - - - -
47. 14.2 5.0 - - 77 - - - -
48. - - 19.0 - 78 - - 19.0 -
49. - - 10.0 - 79 - - 24.0 -
50. - - 10.0 - 80 - - 10.0 -
T= 24.2 44.0 69.0 - - - 91.2 -
II 2.42 4.4 6.9 - - - 9.12 -















































































































































































































































































The above tables show the percentages of correct
and incorrect use of Neg. variants;, percentages are worked out
for all the groups in Table 29 , for individual learners in K7,
H7, EU and H10 in Table 30 and for the Bengali group in Table 31 •
In Table 29 , while correct use ranges from 2 to 100 (in don't).
10 to 100 (in didn't), 25 to 100 (in be+not), the over-
generalization decreases from Kl+ to EL0. The increase of
correct use and the decrease in over-generalization of a variant
indicates the progress of learning in the different schools, as
a function of time. Since the overall total for Be Aux. (2L|2)
is the highest, this confirms what was discussed earlier, i.e.
the strategy of slot-filling and insertion of 'not' in set
patterns like "BP is (a) not The picture is however
different (except for K7) in Table 30 > since the type of task -
supplying the correct Aux. before the negator 'not' - allows less
freedom than in the translation task which provides the data for
the previous table. Thus in Table 30 there is higher
percentages in the over-generalization of 'didn't' because most
of the testees use 'didn't' even in perfective aspect sentences,
e.g.
29. I did not spoken to Rita yet (i have ...)
30. We did not found the ring (We have ...)
The additional data from Bengali learners in Table 31
is again from translation task; it tallies with Table 29 in
that the highest percentages of over-generalization is in the
use of a be Aux. form - is - at 90.80%. In other words, learners
here too seem to prefer sentences like
31. He is not can come (He cannot ...)
32. Rita is not come yesterday (Rita did not ...)
Analysis 6.1.2B Interrogation
As in the above analysis, quantification of errors due to
over-generalization and other error-types have been made and the
results are presented in the tables below;
181;.
TABLE 32 Percentages of Error-types in Y/H Questions
(Transformation of sentenc es task)
Did Does Do Do-Aux
Total
Be Have Modal Overall
total
K7 120.0 20.0 1+8.0 188.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 188.0
H7 12.0 2.0 13.0 27.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 27.0
K10 72.0 11.0 15.2 98.0 7.39 0.0 0.0 105.0
H10 13.0 1+.3 9-0 65.0 2.17 0.0 0.0 67.O
T= 217.0 37-3 85.2 378.0 9-56 0.0 0.0 387.O
TABLE 33 Percentages of Error-types in Wh-questions
(Transformation of sentences task)
Did Does Do Do-Aux
Total
Be Have Modal Overall
total
K7 7.0 1.1)2 1.1+2 9-81+ 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.81+
H7 5.0 0.0 0.99 5.95 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.95
ELO 17-0 1-3 7-0 25.3 0.0 0.0 0.1+7 25.77
H10 33-3 1.3 7.11+ 1+1.71+ 1.1+2 0.0 0.0 1+3.16
T= 62.3 I+.02 16.31 82.83 1.1+2 0.0 0.1+7 81+. 72
The tables above give the figures for over-generalization
and other errors like absence of Aux., wrong word order and wrong
question word (i.e. when another Aux. is used, e.g. 'Do' for 'Can').
In Tables 32 and 33 the overall totals show that Do-Aux. is the
most overgeneralized Aux. in questions - 378 in Y/N and 82.83 in Wh-
questions. This confirms what was stated earlier regarding the
over-generalization of a much emphasised form in classes because
it is a 'difficult' form.
185.
6.2. Erequency Distribution of Subjects
Analysis 6.2.1A Erequency Distribution of Subjects in Negation
The performance scores of the subjects have been calculated
and arranged at 20% intervals. These are presented in the tables
below:
TABLE 3l+A Frequency Distributions of Subjects : Negation
(Translation Test)
Kl+ Hl+ EU K7 H7 E7 K10 H10 E10
Missing 20 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
1. 0-19 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2. 20-39 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0
3- UC159 0 0 0 60 50 0 1+0 1+0 0
U. 60-79 0 0 0 1+0 20 0 1+0 l+o 0
5. 80-100 0 0 0 0 20 100 20 20 0
TABLE 3kB (Error Correction of 'Not')
K1+ Hi+ Eb K7 H7 E7 K10 H10 E10
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
1. 0-19 70 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2. 20-39 30 0 20 60 10 0 0 0 0
3. Uo-59 0 0 10 30 10 0 0 0 0
b. 60-79 0 0 1+0 10 20 20 20 20 0
5. 80-100 0 0 30 0 60 80 0 80 100
TABLE 3l£ (Error Correction of •Don't')
Kl+ Hi; Eb K7 H7 E7 K10 H10 ELO
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
1. CU19 60 100 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
2. 2CU39 1+0 0 20 70 0 0 0 0 0
3- Uo-59 0 0 20 30 50 0 0 10 0
b. 60-79 0 0 20 0 30 30 0 1+0 0
5. 80-100 0 0 30 0 20 70 0 50 100
186.
TABLE 3J4D (Qrammaticality Judgement)
Kl+ Hi+ El+ K7 H7 E7 K10 H10 E10
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
1. 0-19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2. 20-39 1+0 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3- bo-59 bo 1+0 20 l+o 0 0 0 0 0
k. 60-79 20 0 0 0 10 60 0 10 0
5. 80-100 0 0 80 60 90 1+0 0 90 100
The tables show that Ki+ and HI4. are found only at the lowest
ranges 1 and 2 except in the graromaticality judgement task
(Table 3I4.C) where the two groups have moved to higher levels
K7 is mostly in the middle ranges, rarely reaching the highest
level, 5, except in Table j)|A and in the grammaticality judgement
task in Table 3I4.C. H7, H10 and El+ are usually between the level
3-5, while the highest concentration of subjects of E7 and E10 are
in the hi^iest level 5«
Analysis 6.2.IB Erequency Distribution of Subjects in
Interrogation
Erequency distributions of subjects for interrogation are
calculated for the suppliance of the correct question marker in
each test. Correct word order have been calculated separately.
The results are as follows:
187.
TABLE 35.A
TLECUSECI DISTRIBUTIONS OF SUBJECTS: hn QUESTIONS
(TRANSLATION TEST)
K4 H4 E4 K7 H7 E7 K10 H10 E10
Kissing 100 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L 1. 0-19 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0
E 2. 20-39 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
V 3. 40-59 0 0 0 50 20 0 0 0 0
S 4. 60-79 0 0 30 40 80 0 60 20 .0
L
s
5. 30-100 0 0 60 10 0 100 40 80 100
TABLE 35.3
ERROR 1CORRECTION TEST: W QI(ESTIONS
K4 H4 34 K7 H7 E7 K10 E10 E10
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
L 1. 0-19 50 100 0 20 0 0 0 0 0
E 2. 20-39 10 0 0 40 30 0 0 0 0
V 3. 40-59 0 0 0 40 30 0 0 10 0
E 4. 69-79 0 0 50 0 40 30 0 40 0
L
c;
5. 30-100 0 0 50 0 0 70 0 50 100
TABLE 35 .0
TRANSLATION TE;ST: Y/N CUESTIGNC
K4 H4 E4 K7 K7 E7 K10 H10 E10
Missing 0 100 0 0 0 *0 0 0 0
L 1. 0-19 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 2. 20-39 20 C 0 0 40 0 10 0 0
V 3. 40-59 0 0 20 80 40 0 .10 0 0
E 4. 60-79 0 0 40 20 20 C 40 40 0




TRAi •i SFOEI1ATION TEST : Y/N QUE;STICK,s
K4 H4 E4 K7 H7 E7 K10 H10 E10
Missing 0 100 0 0 ICO 10C 0 0 100
L 1. 0-19 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 2. 20-39 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
V 3. 40-59 0 0 0 20 0 0 '20 0 0
E 4. 60-79 0 0 10 60 0 0 60 40 0
L 5. 80-100
Q
0 0 90 20 0 0 20 60 0
TABLE 35.,E
GRAMMATICAL! TY JUDGEMIINT: WH CjUESTIC;NS
K4 H4 E4 K7 117 E7 K10 H10 E10
Missing 0 0 0 0 10 0 100 0 0
L 1. 0-19 10 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 2. 20-39 40 0 0 20 10 0 0 0 0
V 3. 40-59 40 20 10 30 10 0 0 20 0
E 4. 60-79 0 0 30 40 20 0 0 0 0
L 5. 80-100
3 ■
0 0 60 '10 50 100 0 80 100
TABLE 55.F
TRANSLAHON '] ■EST: Wd C •T i n cn?IONS TOED ORDER
K4 K4 E4 K7 E7 El K10 H10 E10
Hissing 100 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L 1. 0-19 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0
E 2. 20-39 0 0 0 30 ' 40 0 10 0 0
V 3. 40-59 0 0 0 6o 30 0 0 10 0
S 4. 60-79 0 0 20 10 20 0 70 60 0
L 5. 80-100 0 0 80 0 0 100 20 30 100
189.
TABLE 35. G
ERROR ccrt:iction TEST : eh QUESTIONS ecrd order
K4 H4 E4 K7 K7 E7 K10 h10v E10
Missing 100 100 0 0 10 . 0 100 0 0
l 1. 0-19 0 0 0 50 20 0 0 0 0
E 2. ONK\1oCM 0 0 10 30 20 0 0 20 0
V ■z>« 40-59 0 0 50 20 30 0 0 10 0
Hi 4. 60-79 0 0 30 0 20 0 0 40 0
l 5. 30-100 0 0 30 0 0 100 0 30 100
S
table 35.h
translation test: y/n ' crd order
k4 h4 e4 k7 h7 e7 k10 hi 0 e10
Missing 0 100 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
l 1. 0-19 80 0 0 20 0 0 10 0 0
e 2. 20-39 20 0 .0 O""vhO 0 10 10 0
v 3. 40-59 0 0 30 o o c 0 50 0
e 4. 60-79 0 0 50 0 50 0 60 40 0
l 5.
5






100 20 0 100
tr:.: iSFQEKAition test: En ques■ticns hoed order
k4 h4 e4 k7 h7 e7 k10 h10 e10
Mis-ing 0 100 0 0 100 100 C 0 100
l 1. 0-19 80 0 0 40 0 0 0 0 0
e 2. 20-39 20 0 0 10 0 0 0 10 0
V 3. 40-59 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 0 0
e 4. 60-79 0 0 0 20 0 0 50 10 0




The distribution of subjects for Y/N and Wh-questions
again show greater number of subjects in the higher levels U and
5 if (i) they are from EM, (ii) they are in Class 10. Once again,
there is marked improvement by all HEM groups in the gra.mma.ticality
judgement task (Table 35^).
Tables 35P,G,H, I showing distribution of subjects on
word order scores show considerable differences between EM and HEM
groups, especially in the translation task, where the highest
percentage is only 30% (Table 35F:H10). This is because the
inversion rule is rarely applied by HEM learners. In the error-
correction task a number of HEM testees 'corrected* the right
word order and supplied their own version of the sentence - the
non-inverted Wh-question. Ebr example
33- Why is he going alone?
Why he is going alone?
This is due to the following reasons, (i) they have not yet
learned the rule of inversion, (ii) they have a strategy of just
attaching a 'question word' marker to a declarative sentence and
(iii) they have a non-native language model, i.e. Indian English
which does not make use of inversion in interrogative sentences.
Summa.ry ; Distribution of subjects in all the tables are indicative
of (i) better performances as a function of time (class), (ii)
better performances because of more exposure in the form of the
medium of instruction (Ei+ subjects are never found in the lowest
range, except in Table 3Uf) ; some learners of this group are
found at the hi^iest level (5) at par with the highest HEM groups,
H10 and K10, (iii) the distribution of subjects along the
developmental continuum as measured by their proficiency in the
tasks.
191.
6.3 Means of Performance Scores
Analysis 6.3.1A Calculation of Means in Negation
Means of performance scores for each group were calculated;
the results are given in the table below;
table







































































Graphic display of the means of performance scores are
given in Eigures 16 - 18. Since some groups did not do the
tests (Figure 16 : E10 and Hip missing; Figure 17 : K10 missing;
Figure 18 : K10 missing), there are broken lines in the figures.
However, the graphs do indicate a consistent pattern with EM at
the top and NEM(k) and NEM(h) on the lower scales.






Figure 17. Negation.Task 2,(Error Correction).
100 Fti



























Analysis 6. 3.IB Calculation of Means in Interrogation
TABLE 37 Means of Performance Scores ; Interrogation
vJH. Question. K4 H4 E4 K7 H7 E7 K10 H10 E10
1.Translation Test - - 73.5 61.42 67.14 100.0 77.38 82.85 100
2.Error Correction 4.75 0.0 76.25 35.5 54.16 8b.0 - 81.5 98.25
3. Graminaticality
Judgement
37.5 14.25 80.0 57.0 72.22 97.0 - 80.75 99
Yes/No Questions
4.Translation Test 12.22 - 71.3 49.7s 45.0 96.95 71.5 81.08 100
Combined >JH & Y/N
Questions
5.Translation Test - - 74.95 55.6 56.07 98.47 74.34 81.97 100
b.Transformation 10.8 - 92.6 66.80 - - 70.2 62.0 -
Test
The means of performance scores in the different types of
tasks in the above table are graphically displayed in Figures
19 - 23. Here too there are missing groups in some tests.
Nonetheless the graphs give a clear indication of the positions
of the three different groups, with NEM(K) on the lowest level,
NEM(H) in the middle, and EM always reaching at the 70-100
portion.
195.
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Analysis 6.3.1C Calculation of Means in Word. Order
TABLE 38 Means of Performance Scores : Word Order in Questions
Mi Question K4 H4 24 K7 H7 27 K1C K1C 210
1.Translation Test - - 90 40.66 41.90 100 ?0.0 75.09 100
2.Error Correction 0.0 0.0
Y/N Questions
3.Translation Test 12.5
Combined EH & Y/N
Questions




b5.5 %Q«,16 43.3 80 - 61.25
70.43 35.04 45.21 94-34 65.47 57.39
. 0. / 5
56.4 34-2 - - 75.6 84.4
The above table shows calculated means of performance
scores for the correct word order (i.e. inversion in Y/N and
Wh-questions). As discussed earlier, word order is analysed
separately from the use of various question markers. It is
hoped that such a separation will throw more light on the
acquisition of the syntax of interrogative structures. A
comparison between Tables 37 and 3$ show that the EM groups are
fairly consistent in both suppliance of the correct question
marker, and in word order, in the different tasks. On the other
hand, MEM groups - except Kh which is fairly consistent (low
scores of 1+.75 in Table 37 and 12.5 in Table 38) - seem to do
better in the suppliance of the correct question word, than in
the use of the inversion rule. This is especially true of K7,
H7 and H10.
198.
The means of performance scores in word order are
again shown graphically in Figures 2lj-27. For each of the tasks,
the lines are at a lower level for EEM(k) and MEM(H) when
compared to Figures 19-23 above. A comparison between
Figures 19 and 23 for example, show a sharp decline in the
lines representing HEM(H) and EEM(k). There are also slight
differences between MEM(K) and KEM(H), e.g. K10 has surpassed H10

































































































6.4. Variability due to Time
6.4.1. Analysis of Variance
The frequency tables in 6.2 are useful only to display
the spread of subjects over the different levels of proficiency.
In this part of the analysis tests of significant differences have
been calculated on the basis of which the null hypotheses can be
rejected or accepted. AHOVA is considered an appropriate measure
to find out significant differences with class as the main factor.
SPSS subprogram ANOVA was used for the computation of P values
because of unequal cells in the test on negation and interrogation.
The SPSS Manual (Hie et al 1975:406) explains the
positioning of sums of squares in Factorial Designs with unequal
cells as follows:
Analysis of Variance : Classic Experimental Model
Sotire e of Variation Sum of Squares
1. SS due to A and B, saturated model SSA, B, AB
2. SS due to A and B, additive model SSA, B
(a) SS due to A, adjusted for B <SSA, B-SSB>
00 SS due to B, adjusted for A <SSA, B-SSA)
3. SS due to A x B Interaction (SSA, B, AB-SS
4. SS Residual
Significance testing consists of the following
(a) Test the significance of interaction
(b) If the interaction is not significant, test
the significance of the additive model
(c) Test the significance of each main effect.
The classic experimental approach was used because the main
effects are assumed to have higher priority over interactional
effects and because the two factors class and medium do not have a
known causal order (though presumably medium is a better indication
of success in performance scores than class).
The set of hypotheses that are to be tested are?
H 6.1 There are no differences between classes 1+,
7 and 10 in their performances in the syntax
of negation
H 6.2 There are no differences between the three
o
classes in their performances in the syntax
of Y/U questions
H 6.3 There are no differences between the three
o
classes in their performances in the syntax
of Wh-questions
H 6.1+ There are no differences between the three
o
classes in their performances in the syntax
of interrogative sentences (y/R and Wh-
questions) in the use of the inversion rule
in English, i.e. there are no differences
in the acquisition of word order rule by
subjects in classes l+, 7 and 10.
To test the above set of hypotheses, the following analyses
have been made:
Analysis 6.I4..IA ANOVA ; Negation
Results of the ANOVA on all the tests in negation are given
below:
203.
Ar;OVA SUMMARY TABLE 39 .A
TRANSLATION TEST IN NEGATION

























EXPLAINED 35852.656 4 8963.164 50.952
RESIDUAL 18243.926 63 289.586
TOTAL 54096.582 67 807.412
*
p<01
































EXPLAINED 91536.937 5 18307.387 *161.272
RESIDUAL 3400.375 74 113.519
TOTAL 99957.312 79 1265.029
*








SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF DF MEAN F
SQUARES SQUARE
MAIN EFFECTS 18870.316 3 6290.105 2.940
MED 5269.973 1 5269.975 2.463
CLASS 11789.363 2 5894.680 2.755
2-WAY INTERACTIONS 1307.199 2 653.600 0.306
MED CLASS 1507.202 2 653.601 O.506
EXPLAINED 20177.562 5 4035.512 1.886
RESIDUAL 158317.312 74 2159.423
TOTAL 178494.875 79 2259.429
In nearly all the tables above the F values are well
over the necessary level of significance (p.Ol)except in
the grammaticality judgement task(Table 39.C)where the F ratio
due to the factor class is 2.75 and the interaction of class
by medium is 0.306,which fails to meet the levels of
significance (3. 13 at p<,05 5 at P<,01 )
Analysis 6.4.1B. ANOVA: Interrogation
■Results:
ANOVA SUIRARI T.ABLE 40.A
TRANSLATION TEST IN :r/N QUESTIONS
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF DF1 MEAN F
SQUARES SQUARE
MAIN EFFECTS 23275.043 3' 7758.348 82.616
MED 15176.043 1 15176.043 *161.604
CLASS 5562.590 2 4781.253 -50.914
2-WAI INTERACTIONS 2648.664 1 2648.664 * 23.205
MED CLASS 2643.662 1 2648.662 * 28.205
EXPLAINED 25923.707 4 6480.926 '* 69.013
RESIDUAL 5071.070 54 95.509
TOTAL 30994.777 58 534.595
* P <• 01.
205.
AiiOVA SUGARY TABLE 40. B
TRANSLATION TEST IN ViH. QUESTIONS






























EXPLAINED 12881.508 4 3220.577 29.435
RESIDUAL 7111.980 65 109.415
TOTAL 19995.483 69 289.760
ASOVA- SUMMARY TABLE 40.C
ERROR CORRECTION TEST IN WE. QUESTIONS






























EXFLAINED 21502.754 4 5375.637 56.710
RESIDUAL 7907.559 54 146.436
TOTAL 29410.255 58 507.074
AN OVA SU :-.YRY TABLE 40.D
TRAN SFORI'IA'IION TEST IN Y/N AND DE.QUESTIONS





















EALLAIMED 32110.742 J 10703.573 97.343
RESIDUAL 3753.566 54 109.958
TOTAL 55849.509 57 968.500
20 6.
ANOVA £UMMARI TABLE 40.E
GRAMI4ATICALITI JUDGEMENT TEST OF/.Li. QUESTIONS
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF DF MEAN F
SQUARES SQUARE
MAIN EFFECTS 55659.124 %j 17836.375 64.535
MED 25022.648 1 25022.848 *90.003
CLASS 23143.234 2 11571.617 * 41.621
2-WAY INTERACTIONS 3765.680 2 1834.640 ' 6.779
MED CLASS 3769.862 2 1884.841 * 6.779
EXPLAINED 57423.QC9 5 11435.762 41.313
RESIDUAL 20295.566 73 278.021
TOTAL 77724.375 78 996.466
All the tables above show F.values which are highly
significant at p^.0l,for both Y/N and WH.questions,in the
translation task (40.A&B),the error correction task(40.C)}
the transformation of sentences task(40.D)and the
grarnmaticality judgement task(40.E) .This establish that
variation due to medium of instruction and class is highly
significant;hence Hq1.2,Hi.3,can be rejected in favour of
the working hypotheses set up in 6.
i
Analysis 6.1.4.C. . ANOVA: Word Order in Interrogative
sentences.
Results:
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE 41. A
trans:Lation Y/ii questi ffi'c. t,inpt) order






























expLained 53199.309 4 8295.824
'
56.658
residual 7910.477 54 146.490
tot/l 41109.785 58 708.739
*p 4-OI
207.
anova summary table 41. b
TRANSLATION Mi.QUESTIONS:¥ORD ORDER


























explained 50813.309 4 7705.524 78.115
residual 5325.199 54 98.615
total 36136.508 58 623.078
an ova summary table 4 1 ,c
error correction we. questi0, .8 :Q.'CRD ORDER






















explained 446«3.637 4 11170.506 41.519
residual 14528.980 54 269.055
total 59212.617 58 1020.907
anova summary table 41 .d
transformation test word or:der

















explained 53711.617 5 17903.871 97.255
residual 8468.215 4b 184.092





Once again, the F values are well beyond the required
level of significance at p < .01, except for Y/N question
translation task (Table I4IA). where the main effects taken
separately are significant, but the interaction of class by
medium of instruction is not significant at 2.6I4.7 when the
required level is 2+ -02 (p <.05).
On the basis of the results of analysis of variance, the
following conclusions can be drawn:
(A) That 'time' (i.e. class) is a significant factor for
variable performances of the different classes in suppliance
of the correct Neg. variant. Since Tables 39 (A and B)
show significant F values for 'class', we can reject Hq6.1
in all the tests for negation except in the grammaticality
judgement task (Table 39C) where 'class' as a factor
does not show significant difference
(B) On the basis of the highly significant F values in
Tables ij.0(D-E) which show differences in the suppliance
of the correct question markers by the different classes,
Hq6.2 and HQ6.3 are rejected. Again, 'class' is a factor
which differentiates the groups
(c) Class again is a source of variation in the performance
of the different groups in the use of the inversion rule
in interrogative sentences. The control of word order
seems to be significantly different in the lower and higher
classes, as can be seen by the hi^i F values in Tables [g. (A-D).
Hence, Hq6.iq can be rejected.
6.5. Variability due to Medium of Instruction
In section 5-5 of Chapter 5 it has been established that
medium of instruction is a source of variation in the data on
tense and aspect. In this section we will test whether the same
applies for the syntax of negation and interrogation based on
209.
quantified, data. There is some indication that differences
exist between ITEM and EM testees in the spread of subjects in
the frequency tables in section 6.2 with the HEM(K) and (H)
subjects at the lower levels, and EM subjects at the higher levels
ranging from 1+0-100% (levels 3-5). In order to find out if
significant differences exist due to medium of instruction, the
following null hypotheses have to be tested:
H 6.3 There are no differences between HEM and EM
o
subjects in their performances in negation.
H 6.6 There are no differences between HEM and EM
o
subjects in their performances in Y/H questions,
Hq6.7 There are no differences in the performance
scores of subjects of HEM and EM schools in
performances in Wh-questions .
Hq6.8 There are no differences in the performance
scores of subjects of HEM and EM schools in
their use of the inversion rule in
interrogative structures (Y/H and Wh) in
English.
Analysis 6.5.1A AHOVA : Hegation
Analysis of variance was made for the data on negation
based on three tasks - translation, error correction and
grammaticality judgement. The results are given in the AHOVA
summary Tables 39 0^-C) in section 6.1+.1A. Under the factor
'Med1 (medium of instruction) the P ratios are given as follows:
Tables F
1. Translation Test (39-A-) **110.62
2. Error Correction Test (39®) **22+9 - SO
3. Grammaticality Judgement (39C) 2.2+6
p < .01
On the basis of the above F values it has been established
that there is significant difference between NEM and EM testees
in the two production tasks (l and 2 above) which is due to the
added exposure to the target language in English medium schools.
In a task based on intuitive judgement of grammaticality there is
no difference between the groups from English and non-English
medium schools. This indicates that the type of task is an
important factor which differentiates between the two groups.
(We will return to this later in section 6.6.)
Analysis 6.6.1® AHOVA : Interrogation
Tables ty-CA in section 6.1+.LB show F ratios for 'Med1
(medium of instruction) as follows:
Tables F
1. Translation Test : Y/N Q, (i+OA) **161.60
2. Translation Test : Wh Q, (hOB) ** 9^.16
3- Error Correction : WhQ, (1+0C) ** 67.1+2
k. Transformation Test : Y/N and Wh (1+0D) **256.10
5- Grammaticality Judgement (UOE) ** 90.00
** p < .01
All the F ratios are significant at p .01, therefore it
can be said that in the syntax of interrogation (Y/N and Wh-
questions) there are significant differences between groups
defined by medium of instruction.
Analysis 6.5.1C AHOYA : Word Order in Interrogative Sentences
The F values in Tables i|l (A-D) for word order in
interrogative sentences are:
Tables F
1. Translation Test Y/R Q,. Word Order (UlA)
2. Translation Test Wh-Q. Word Order (tbB)
3. Error Correction Test Word Order (ifLC)






Again the F ratios show highly significant differences
between English and non-English medium groups in the use of the
inversion rule in interrogative structures in English.
Summary :
instruction as a source of variation, the following statements
can be made:
1. For the syntax of negation, Hq6.5 can be rejected for data
derived from the translation and error correction tasks, but
it is accepted for the grammaticality judgement test
2. For the syntax of interrogation, Hq6.6 and Hq6.7 are
rejected for data derived from all the tests, i.e. there
are significant differences in the performance scores of
subjects from REM and EM schools in their acquisition of
interrogation
3. For word order or the acquisition of the inversion rule for
Y/R and Wh-questions, Hq6.8 is rejected since there are very
significant differences in the use of subject-verb inversion
in interrogative sentences.
On the basis of the AROVA figures above with medium of
On the whole it can "be said that the performances of
English and non-English medium subjects in negation and
interrogation are significantly different; thus medium of
instruction is a source of variation in the data.
Analysis 6.5.2. Scheffe Tests of Significance for Pair-wise
Comparisons
Significant interactional effects of the two factors,
medium and class, made it necessary to compare group means to
find out which group is significantly different from which other
group(s). As in Chapter 5 we chose the S-method of comparisons
of group means, calculating that t values from the output of the
AHOVA program (means, degree of freedom associated with the
residual mean square and the mean square). Tables J+2, 1+3 and 1+1+
were calculated manually; but Table 1+5(A-C) showing a
significant difference between three composite groups (Kl+, K7,
ELO = NEM(K)), (Hl+, H7, H10 = NEMO!)), (El+, E7, ELO = EM) are-
results of the computer based Subprogram Oneway with multiple
range tests, for post hoc comparisons.
Analysis 6.5.2A S-tests for Negation
Results
TABLE I)2A Translation Test ; Negation

































p ^ .05 = 295
TABLE 1+2B Error Correction Test : Negation
Eh Kb K7 H7 Eb H10 E7 E10
































p ^ .01 = 335
P <1 .05 = 288
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In Table 1+2A Ki+ is significantly different from all
other groups in the translation test, while K7, H7, K10 and H10
are not significantly different from each other; nor is El+ with
E7, which are the two best groups (ELO missing) and are
significantly different from all the other groups (except K10
which is not significantly different from E2+). The overall
results therefore suggest that the two groups from EM have means
far above those in NEM.
In Table 1+2B Hl+, Kl+ and K7 are significantly
different from all the other groups; H7 and El+ are significantly
different only from the highest group E10, while H10, E7 and E10
have means which are not significantly different.
Comparison between the two tests in negation shows that
H10 has improved in error correction test. The same can be said
about H7, which is significantly different from E2+ and E7 in the
translation test but not in the error correction test. Subjects
in K7 probably performed consistently in both tests.
Analysis 6.5.2B S-tests for Interrogation
Results
TABLE J4.3A Translation Test : Y/N Questions










































p .01 = 178
P <-05 = 153
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TABLE 1+3B Translation. Test : Wh-questions
K7 H7 ELO El+ H10 E7 ELO
67 67 77 79 83 100 100
561+ 561+ 61+8 665 699 81+2 81+2
K7 H7 81+ 101 135 278 278
81+ 101 135 278 278
ELO 17 51 191+ 191+





P .01 = 191+
P <" *0^ = 166
TABLE 1+3C Error Correction Test : Mil-questions















Kl+ 263 1+15 600 650 681+ 785 1
K7 152 335 - 387 1+21 522











p < .01 = 226
P < -05 = 193 *
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In Table 1+3B only E7 and. ELO are significantly different
from all the other groups except H10. This indicates that all
the groups except E7, ELO and H10 have cell means which are very
close together. In other words, the difficulty level of Wh-
questions is not significantly different for K7» H7, K10 and El;.
Compare this with the error correction task (Table h?P)
and the translation task of Y/N questions (Table J+3-A-) where
only one group - Kl; (Hi; missing) shows the poorest performance
(mean k-75) so that it is significantly different from all other
groups, which are close together in means. Both these tables
show that error correction in Wh-questions and Y/H translation
tests are comparatively easy compared to Wh-questions
translation test.
In these tables EM is significantly different from NEM(K)
and EEM(H) at p .01 while HENCE) and HEM(H) are significantly
different only in Y/N questions at p .05.
Analysis 6.5.20 Word Order in Interrogative Sentences
Results
TABLE )|)|A Translation Test : Wh-question Word Order


























K10 26 169 . 253 253








p <.01 = 186
P <-05 = 159
TABLE )|)|~R Translation Test : Y/N Word Order
Kl+ K7 H7 H10 K10 El+ E7 E10
13 33 1+5 57 63 70 9U 100
96 21+3 331 1+20 1+61+ 516 693 737
Kl+ 11+7 235 321+ 368 1+20 597 61+1
K7 88 177 221 273 1+50 1+91+
H7 89 133 185 362 1+06
H10 1+1+ 96 273 317
K10 52 229 536




p < .01 = 222
15
p ^ .05 = 191
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The two tables for Y/N and. Wh-questions (translation
test) again show better performance of EM groups in word, order.
Compared with Table l+M* K7 shows better performances than
H7 in word order in Wh-questions (Table 1+1+S)-
In comparison with Table b3 (A, B) for suppliance of the
correct question marker in Y/E and Wh-questions, the above
tables for accuracy in word order show that even the lowest EM
group (EI4) performs better than the highest HEM groups (K10 and
H10). This again indicates that word order in questions is more
difficult for EEM subjects than the suppliance of aux.
Analysis 6.5.21 Scheffe tests with Medium and Class as Factors
for Combined Groups
As stated in the introductory remarks of 6.5.2. the
Scheffe test results given so far have been calculated manually,
but the Scheffe tests for the tables in this section have been
calculated by Subprogram Oneway of SPSS. The combinations of
groups in the tables according to school (EEM(k), EEM(H) and EM)
or class (ip, 7, 10) give a clearer picture of significant or non¬
significant differences between schools with three different
languages as medium of instruction, and differences between the

































Note:in A only E4 represents EM.
Scheffe Table 45. B





































































Table 1+5A shows that consistently nem(k) and nemo!)
are different from em, except in I4. (translation test) where
nem(h) is not significantly different from em. One the other
hand, nem(k) and nem(h) are always on the same level of
proficiency, as seen by the non-significant differences between
the two (except in 2 and 1+).
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In Table U5B class is the main factor. Class 1+ is
always significantly different from class 10; class 7 is also
different from class 10 except in 1+ and 5 (translation and
transformation tests). Classes 4 and 7 are not significantly-
different in three out of five cases, but are so in Y/N
translation task (2) and error correction task (3)- In
Table all three classes are significantly different from
each other, except 7 and 10 in Y/N translation task.
Analysis 6,3.3. Multiple Classification Analysis
Where there has been no interactional effects of medium
by class which are significant, e.g. Table 39C (grammaticality
judgement in negation F = 0.306) and Table UlA (Word Order
of Y/N questions F = 2.6U, P .05 = U«02), a multiple
classification analysis was computed to find out the proportions
of variation contributed by each of the factors, medium and class.
The figures are given below.
222.
Results
TABLE ]+6A Multiple Classification : Grammaticality
Judgement in Negation
Grand Mean = 81.69






























Note: The overall relationship between scores and the two
factors MED and CLASS is .106.
The proportion of variation in scores explained by the
additive effects of MED and CLASS is .325- Unadjusted
Eta at .20 goes down to .17 after adjustment; this
shows that there is a relationship between the two
factors MED and CLASS.
Other statistics will be discussed.
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TABLE I46B Multiple Classification : Word Order in
Y/N questions
Grand Mean = 67.50




1 Non-English 29 -21.47 -25.04
2 English 30 20.7b 24.20
0.50 0.93
CLASS
1 Four 1Q 2#93 -21.27
2 Seven 29 -8.73 -0.67
3 Ten 20 11.19' 11.61
0.34 0.42
Multiple R Squared 0.798
Multiple R 0.893
Note: Interpretation of the statistics is as in the
previous table.
Note: Interpretation of the statistics is as in the
previous table.
The relatively low percentages of the contribution to
variation by Medium (!Medl) at 0.17 or class at 0.26, support
the findings of the analysis of variance in Table 390.
This shows that the task - grammaticality judgement of negative
sentences - is easy, so that even the lowest groups in NEM are
at par with the other groups. This contrasts with the high
proportion of variation in scores due to medium of instruction
at 0.93 i*1 "the word order of Y/N questions in the translation
test, in Table 46B. Compare this with the lesser value due to
class at 0.42 in the same table.
(5) The problem of word order in interrogation by NEM subjects
has been shown in the significant P ratios in ANOVA
Table 40E (grammaticality judgement of ¥h-quest ions)
and in ANOVA Table 40.
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6.6. Variability due to Task Differences
In 5-6 of Chapter 5> dealing with tense and aspect, we
have seen that task differences account for variability in the
data. Task differences can be made more transparent by breaking
down tasks into a set of characteristics. This will also
explain why some tasks are easier than others. Task
characterizations are given as follows;
Transformation of sentences
1.Production of part of a
sentence




1. Production of a full
sentence
2. Stimuli ; LI sentence
3. Focus on communication
Error correction Grammaticality Judgement
1. Recognition of
full sentence
2. Correction of part/
full sentence
3. Stimuli ; Negative/
Interrogative sentence
k. Focus on form
1 .Recognition of grammaticality




In the previous analyses (6.J4.I., 6.5.2 and 6.5-3) we
have seen that (i) there is no significant difference between
group means in the grammaticality judgement task in negation,
(ii) different tasks produce shifts in the patterns of significant
differences in the Scheffe tests. These findings point to
possible differences between tasks, as has been the case with the
three tasks in tense and aspect (Chapter 5). Our next analysis
therefore will be to look for significant differences between tasks
and in order to do so we set up the following hypotheses;
H 6.9 There is no significant difference between
translation and error correction tasks in
negation,
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Hq6.10 There is no significant difference "between
error correction and grammaticality
judgement tasks in negation
H 6.11 There is no significant difference "between
translation and grammaticality judgement
tasks in negation
Hq6.12 There is no significant difference between
translation and transformation tasks in Y/N
and Wh-questions (combined)
Hq6.13 There is no significant difference between
translation and error correction of Wh-
questions
H 6.11+ There is no significant difference between
error correction and granmaticality
judgement of Wh.-questions
Hq6.15 There is no significant difference between
grammaticality judgements of negative and
interrogative (Wh) questions
Hq6.16 There is no significant difference between
translation and transformation tasks (in
word order in interrogative sentences)
H 6.17
o
There is no significant difference between
translation and error correction tasks for
word order in Wh-questions.
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Analysis 6.6.1. T-tests
SPSS subprogram T-test was used to find the value of
student's t to test for significant differences between means
of samples. The formula ^ for the calculation of t is:
t = X, - X2
Sxl2 + Ex22 M1 * S2
N.j + N-2 2 ih
Where X^ and ^ = mean of the two samples
2 2
E X^ and E = sum of squares in the two samples
and = numbers of cases in the two samples
Analysis 6.6.1A. T-test in Negation
Results of the T-tests are given in the table below:
TABLE 1+7 T-tests between Tasks in Negation
Translation Grammaticality Judgement
Translation - -3-76 (57)
Error correction 0.71+ (57) -1+.23 (79)
(6) Guildford and Eruchter (1978:157) •
Ibr 57 df. at the .01 level, the significant t value
is 2.660 and from the above table we see that there are no
significant differences between translation and error correction
tasks, but either of these tasks compared with grammaticality
judgement show significant differences. It would appear
therefore that while translation and error correction are similar
in that they are both production tasks, grammaticality judgement
on the other hand require different degrees of control of
linguistic structures. Judgement of grammaticality of ready-
made written sentences can be interpreted as being easier than
translation from the LI or error correction where one has to
supply the right Keg. element in a sentence. This is also in
keeping with the view that production and comprehension/
recognition skills differ in a learner.
On the basis of the above results, Hq6.9 is accepted,
■while Hq6.10 and H 6.11 are rejected since there is no significant
difference between the two tasks compared.
Ana.lys-iFi 6.6.IB T-test in Interrogation
(7)
TABLE i+8 T-tests between Tasks in Interrogation
C D E
Transformation Error correction Grammaticality
judgement
A. Translation -1.11 (39) 1+.3U (58) x
B. Error correction x x —6.2I4. (78)
T-test between translation and transformation tasks
which combine Y/N and Wh-questions (Table 1+8A) show no
significant difference (t = l.ll), hence Hq6.12 is accepted.
There are significant differences between translation
and error correction tasks for Wh-questions (t = U-3U» P C.OOl)
and between error correction and grammaticality judgement tasks
of Wh-question (t = 6.21+, p <500l);on the basis of these results
we reject Hq6.13 and Ho6.11+. Ebr Wh-questions therefore all
three tasks are significantly different from each other.
(7) A and D, B and E t-tests are for Wh-questions.
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Analysis 6.6.1C T-test in Word Order in Interrogative
Sentences
Results are given in Table




A. Translation -0.7U (39) 5«lU (58)
The t-value between translation and transformation tasks
at 0.7U is not significant, therefore the acquisition of word
order in the translation and transformation tasks are not
different. Since both are production tasks, it is logical that
the students should produce consistent results, i.e. that
students (EM and same class 10 REM) who have learned the
inversion rule should always use it, and students who have not
acquired the rule would produce non-inverted interrogative
sentences. However, the difference between the translation and
error correction tasks is significant (t = 5»1^» P c^OOl).
Though error correction too is a production task, many subjects
usually correct the question marker, not the word order.
Secondly, as defined by the task characteristics in the
introductory remarks of 6.6, error correction involves only the
the correction of a given question, but translation and
transformation tasks involve production of a full sentence from
an LI or an L2 (declarative sentence).
(8) A and C t-test is for Wh-questions only.
2-2.3.
On the basis of the above figures, Hq6.16 is accepted
but Hq6.17 is rejected.
Analysis 6.6.11) Gca.mmaticality Judgement of Negative and
Interrogative Sentences
Results
TABLE 50 T-test on Grammaticality Judgement of Negative
and Wh-interrogative Sentences
Gram. Judgement of Reg.
Gram. Judgement of Wh-Q, -2.68 (78)
On the basis of the significant t value in the above,
(t = 2.68, p<.Ol) Hq6.15 can be rejected since there is
significant difference in the grammaticality judgements of
negative and interrogative sentences. This shows that the
type of structure - negative or interrogative - does influence
performances though the task may be the same.
In negation, grammaticality judgement task is different
from translation and error correction tasks; the last two tasks
are not significantly different from the other. This can be
interpreted as a difference between a recognition task and the two
production tasks.
In the combined scores of Y/R and Wh-questions in
translation and transformation tasks, there is no significant
differences. However, each of the tasks - translation, error
correction and grammaticality judgement - are significantly
different from each other for Wh-questions. This is in contrast
to negation where only grammaticality judgement is. different from
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the other two. This indicates that the syntax of negation and
Wh-questions do not produce the same results. Compare this
again with the results in 6.6.1C which shows differences "between
negative and interrogative sentences even when the task is the
same (grammaticality judgement).
It is interesting to note that tests of significant
differences for word order "between any two tests (translation
and transformation; translation and error correction) produce
the same results as for the suppliance and insertion of the Aux.
in interrogative sentences: the first two pairs produce non¬
significant results, and the latter pair show significant
differences.
Analysis 6.6.2. Correlation Analysis
In the previous section the relationship of different tasks
have been in terms of significant differences. In this section
the relationship will be examined in the correlation analysis to
see if two given tasks correlate significantly or not.
Analysis 6.6.2A. Correlation Analysis in Negation
Results
Pearson correlation coefficients were computed for the
tests in negation and the results are given below:
TABLE 5lA „ Pearson Correlation of Tasks : Negation
r P n
1. Translation with Error Correction 0.5599 0.000 58
2. Translation with Grammaticality
Judgement 0.5112 0.000 58
3. Error Correction with Grammaticality
Judgement 0.31+33 0.002 80
The above figures show better correlations between the two
production tasks - translation and error correction - than those
between a production and recognition task for negation.
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Analysis 6.6.2B. Correlation Analysis in Interrogation
For interrogation correlation analysis has been made for
Y/R and Wh-questions, in some cases singly, while in other cases
they have been combined. Also, correlations have been made on
the basis of tasks as well as on the basis of question-type -
Y/R or Wh-questions - to see if the same task with different
question type produce high correlations. For convenience of the
presentation of the results, the r's have been arranged in
descending order in the table below:
TABLE 5BB • Pearson Correlations of Tasks ; Interrogation
r n
1. Translation (Wh-Q) with translation (Y/R and
Wh-Q) 1.0000 70
2. Error Correction (Wh-Q) with Grammaticality
Judgement (Wh-Q) 0.8861 79
3. Error Correction (Wh-Q) with Translation
(y/r) 0.8823 67
u. Transformation (y/r, Wh-Q) with Error
Correction (Wh-Q) 0.8813 UO
5. Transformation (y/r, Wh-Q) with.
Translation (y/r) 0.8hh3 U8
6. Translation (Wh-Q) with Translation (y/r) 0.7976 70
7. Error Correction (Wh-Q) with Translation
(y/r and Wh-Q) 0.7125 59
8. Error Correction (Wh-Q) with Translation
(Wh-Q) 0.7112 59
9. Transformation (y/r and Wh-Q) with
Grammaticality Judgement (Wh-Q) 0.681+1 ho
10. Transformation (y/r and Wh-Q,) with
Translation (y/r and Wh-Q) 0.5639 ho
11 . Transformation (y/r and Wh-Q) with
Translation (Wh-Q) 0.5632 ho
12 . Translation (Wh-Q) with Grammaticality
Judgement 0.5021; 59
Rote: For all cases p = 0.000
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The figures above are self-explanatory. Comparison
of 2 above with 3 i*1 Table 5lA show differences in results
for negative and interrogative structures. However, the results
tally for comparisons of translation with grammaticality judgement
since both tables show very low correlations between the two tasks.
Secondly, high correlations are evident when the task is
the same (in 1 and 6 above) but with different question types
(Y/H or Wh-Q).
Analysis 6.6.2C. Correlation Analysis in Word Order in
Interrogative Sentences
The results of Pearson4s correlation analysis for word
order and the use of the inversion rule is given below:
TABLE 5lC , Pearson's Correlations of Tasks : Word Order
in Interrogative Sentences
*r» n




2. Translation (y/N) with Grammaticality
Judgement (Wh-Q) 0.8072 67
3. Translation (y/h) with Translation
(Wh-Q) 0.801+7 70
1+. Translation (Wh-Q) with Error
Correction (Wh-Q) 0.8003 59
5. Error Correction (Wh-Q) with
Grammaticality Judgement (Wh-Q) 0.7622 5*9
6. Translation (y/n) with Translation
(y/n and Wh-Q) 0.7577 1+8
7. Error Correction (Wh-Q) with
Transformation (y/n and Wh-Q,) 0.7317 30
8. Transformation (y/n and Wh-Q) and
Grammaticality Judgement 0.6702 1+0
9. Transformation (Y/H and Wh-Q) and
Translation (Wh-Q) 0.6600 1+0
10. Translation (Wh-Q) with
Grammaticality Judgement (Wh-Q) 0.6266 59
Note: Ibr all cases p = 0.000
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In the above table translation and error correction
shows high correlations (l and 1+). For word order, grammaticality
judgement also correlates highly with translation (Y/N) or error
correction (2 and 5) tut not with translation (Wh-Q) in 10 above.
As in Table $1B the same task with different
interrogative types (Y/N or Wh-Q) show hi^a correlations (3 and 6)
above.
Analysis 6.6.3. Correlation Analysis ; Scattergrams
Correlation analysis above show only the strength and
direction of the correlations on the data of all the subjects.
In this section scattergrams have been printed to show the trend of
individual subject's performances in different tasks.
Scattergram 6 comparing performances between translation and error
correction is given below as an example; other scattergrams are
given in Appendix VI.
•2j? f.
2^/04/83 , . page
SCAH5BSRAM 6. m.QUESTIONS:TRAKSLATION AMD ERROR CORRECTION TASKS.
uhq (creation date = 25/04/83)
k4 h4 e4 k7 h7 e7 k10 h10 e10
(doun) uhqf (across) ercp
f.h 19.00 29.00 39.30 49.30 59.03 69.00 79.00 89.00 99.00
4.00 14.30 24.00 34.00 44.00 54.00 64.00 74.30 84.00 94.00 104.00
((statistics..
0 correlation (r!- 0.73107 r squared - 0.53446 significance j
0 std err of est - 13.97257 intercept (a) - 45.oi99, slope (bi i't™
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'***»***»' is printed if a coefficient cannot be confuted.
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The above scattergram of performances between
translation and error correction show the spread across, rather
than upwards. This indicates better performances in the second
task. This result is consistent with the assumption that error
correction is an easier task than translation since it contains
ready-made sentences which have to be corrected, while a
translation task requires the reco ding of meaning from the LI,
then the construction of an entire sentence in L2 - a task which
involves meaning, syntax and morphology.
6. 7. Tmpl icational Analysis
The last analysis for negation and interrogation is
implicational scaling. This will reveal whether the acquisition
of the different Neg. variants and interrogative markers could be
arranged in an implicational order of difficulty. Implicational
analysis will also be used to examine the spread of subjects in
an implicational pattern. Thus two assumptions are made:
(i) that variables (here Neg. variants or question markers) are
related to each other implicationally (see 2.6); (ii) that the positions
of subjects in the implicational table reveal their level
of proficiency or their acquisition of certain variants. In the
subsequent tables acquisition and correct use of the different
variants are marked by a + (for marks607S and above) and incorrect
use or non-acquisition is marked by a - sign.
Unlike the implicational analysis of tense and aspect
(5.3.1) which was computer-based, scaling of Neg. variants and
interrogative markers was done manually. This has the advantage
of presenting the position of each individual subject in the
scales.
Since most learners in NEM class I|. have not acquired the
Neg. variants or interrogative markers, and because the tests were
different for NEM class i| (in that they were much simpler) data
for the Implicational Scales are taken only from classes 7 and. 10
(n = 60). Again, since all the subjects in EM7 and EM10 have
categorically acquired negation and interrogation, the implicational
scales below are more indicative of the variants as acquired by the
other NEM groups.
Any variant that occurs in at least three sentences in
the translation test was considered for the scales and those less
than that are eliminated. ...
Analysis 6.7.3. Imnlicational Analysis in Negation
The different Ueg. variants have been divided into related
sets and, analysed separately. Thus variants related to the verb
BE have been analysed as a set, as those related to TO-, and to
modal verbs. The results are given below:
Table $2.A




















































Is Are Am Was
Between 60 - 100% —
Were
— — Categorical use











































Implicationa! Scales for Nee.
Did Do














j\ on 100 66
100 66
(oS) 100 83





























Implicational Scales for Neg. Variants (Aux. i.lodals).
SubJ. Can Will Must
a r51
7 " — Between 60- 100 %
E r8l
q'n ■ ■" Categorical Use
•71 100 100 83
73 100 100 03
74 100 100 83
H 75 100 100 100
10 76 100 100 100
77 100 100 83
-79 100 100 63
-6i 100 83 66
K
62 1 00 100 83
63 100 100 66
10 64 100 100 83
65 100 100 66
66 100 100 100
<70 100 100 100
-48 S3 100 66
7 ^50 C<3 83 66
78 1 00 100 66
'67 1 00 100 50
K 68 1 00 100 50
10 69 100 100 50
36 (50) 83 50
80 100 100 50
40 83 83 50
r33 83 83 33
K 34 •. TOO 66 50
7 35 83 83 50
31 66 83 50
72 83 83 50
r4l 100 s3 50
ff 42 100 100 50
7 46 100 100 33
43 1 00 50 33
44 &3 50 33
45 100 50 50
47 50 50 51
48 50 50 (o&)
49 50 50 (06J
K r32 50 50 3338 50 50 33
7 39 30 50 50
31 50 50 33
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The coefficient of reproducibility for all the three
sets are quite higji at O.96, 0.9723 and O.987I+; well above
the minimum of 0.90 necessary for a valid implicational scale.
The coefficient of reproducibility has been calculated according
to the following formula:
£ _ ^ No. of deviations
No. of rows x No. of columns
Where deviations (ringed in the tables) are the signs
(+ or -) not confirming to the general pattern. Thus for
Table 52A the calculation is as follows:
60 x 5
= 1 - 0.0U
= 0.96
The coefficient of reproducibility in the other two tables
have also been calculated in the same way, since all three
coefficients are above 0.90, we conclude that all the three are
valid scale types.
Secondly, the positions of the two best groups (E7 and ELO)
at the top of the tables, and subjects from K7 and H7 at the bottom,
support the findings in most of the previous analyses.
Analysis 6.7.2. Implicational Analysis in Interrogation
Results of implicational analysis of Y/N and Wh-questions
are given below:
Table 52E

























































Modal Ito Be Bid.
Between 60 - 100%
Categorical use -
Table $2F
























































Will Can Did Be
Between 60 - 100%
Categorical use



















































































In Y/P questions there are four variants isolated
(Table 52iS / while for Wh-questions there are five variants.
In both tables the modal verb as an interrogative operator is
acquired earlier than the verb 'be', 'do' or 'did1.
In Table "521J there are 13 deviations and in 5-2F, there
are 9 deviations. The coefficients of reproducibility are 0.91-59
and 0.97 for Y/P and Wh-questions; this shows that the two scales
are dependable. While in Wh-questions there is only one subject
who has not acquired any of the environments, in Y/P questions
there are four such subjects (1+39 1+7» 1-8, 37). On the other hand,
E7 and KLO have categorically acquired all variants. There are
some subjects from H10 and K10, and a few from K7 and H7, who have
reached this stage, in Y/P questions.
All the implicational scales therefore show not only the
order of difficulty of the items (here the inverted Aux. as
interrogative operator) but also the way in which subjects from
the EM and PEM groups are ordered.
6.8. Summary of the Main Finding in Chapter 6
1. Variation exists between PEM(K) and PEM(H) when
compared with EM. PEM(k) and PEM(H) however are
not different from each other. The conclusion
in that medium of instruction is a differentiating
factor in the acquisition of English
2. Variability between the groups is also due to
class as a function of time - the longer a
learner has been exposed to English, the better
he becomes.
However, the pattern is different between PEM and
EM, as can be seen from Figures 16-20. The
distinction between classes 1+, 7 and 10 is not as
great in EM as in PEM, because in EM schools
class 1+ has already acquired most of the negative
and interrogative markers
3. Variability according to tasks is the third source
of distinction. In most cases, grammaticality
judgement of written sentences, which only require
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the respondents to tick aCv'jor^xJ) at the
end.of each sentence, is the easiest task
for both negation and interrogation. Error
correction is average in difficulty, while
translation is the most difficult task since it
requires the production of a complete sentence.
The transformation task which requires the
respondent to change an affirmative sentence into
an interrogative sentence, is not as easy as
expected; the ANOVA results show that it is not
significantly different from the translation task.
Pearson's correlation for the two tasks is also
high
i+. In the area of word order in interrogative
sentences, most of the HEW subjects have not
acquired the inversion rule. Therefore they
resort to a strategy of prefixing a question
marker before an uninverted declarative sentence
5. In negative sentences the strategy employed is
that of inserting a negative variant (don't, etc.)
in an affirmative sentence
6. Most respondents scored better in negation than
in interrogation; this indicates that
interrogation, especially Wh-question, is
syntactically more complex than negation
7. The order of acquisition by the respondents in our
sample is:
Negation : Be-related variants
1. Is 2. Are 3* Am I4. Was 5. Were
Negation : ID-related variants
1. Did 2. Do 3. Does
Negation : Mbdais + Neg
1. Can 2. Will 3. Must
Interrogation : Y/N questions : Inverted
1. Modal 2. Do 3- Be I4. Did as Question Marker
Interrogation : Wh-questions : Inverted
1. Will 2. Can 3- Bid 1;. Be 5» B°
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Conclusion
The results in Chapter 6 are similar to those found in
Chapter 5s that there are patterns in the performance of the
learners defined hy class and medium of instruction, which are
the main sources of variation in this study. Task differences
too create variable performance; this confirms the findings of
other researchers and points to the relative differences in
accessibility to and control of linguistic knowledge by learners.
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CHAPTER 7
Interpretation and Discussion of Results
7.0. Introduction
In this chapter the results of the empirical investigations
presented in Chapters 5 and 6 will be discussed and related to the
hypotheses stated in Chapter 3. To recapitulate, the sets of
hypotheses in Group I relate to the HEM:EM distinction.
Differences in quantified performance scores, error-types, types
of strategies used, the rate of learning, and the acquisition of
form in relation to function, will be discussed within the HEM:EM
context. Group II hypotheses deal with the order of acquisition
of tense and aspect, and the developmental sequences of negative
and interrogative structures. One general hypothesis included
in this group is the theoretical discussion on the universal
processes of language acquisition. It will be argued that these
processes are closely related to the semantics of the intended
meaning in communication. Thus, the creative rather than the
restructuring hypothesis will be supported. The discussion on the
universal processes of language acquisition will be related to the
second general hypothesis in Group II, which is the pragmatic-
functional-based explanation for the developmental sequences. In
the course of the discussions, other related ideas like the
functional load of linguistic elements, redundancy in language,
and fossilization will be brought up. The last sets of hypotheses
in Group III deal with the nature of the IL continuum. It will
be argued that variability, both at the vertical and horizontal
dimensions, is strictly conditioned by factors like linguistic
environments, the nature of the tasks, types of strategies used,
and the gradual, continuous process of learning. The hypothesis
that the IL continuum is a developmental continuum of
increasing complexity with overlapping stages is supported by
analyses of the data.
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7.1.1. Performance Scores of HEM and. EM Groups
Chapters 5 and. 6 dealing with the analysis of the data
have shown empirically that differences "based on quantified
performance scores exist "between HEM(k) and (H) combined, and EM,
"but not between the two groups in HEM. Analysis of variance
(sections 5«7«2 and 6.5.1) with medium of instruction as the main
source of variation shows that HEM and EM groups are significantly
different (p ■<£. .01) for all the areas under study, including word
order in interrogative sentences (Tense and Aspect : Table 15;
Hegation : Tables 39A and B; Interr0gation : Tables I4OA - E;
Word Order : Tables ifLA - D). Hon-significant difference due to
medium of instruction is found only for the gramma,ticality
judgement task in negation (Table 39C). On the basis of all
the AHOVA results, H 1.1 which states that there are no differences
o
between HEM and EM groups is not accepted; an alternative working
hypothesis which assumes differences between the HEM and EM
groups is accepted.
When each group is isolated to test for significant
differences, the Scheffe tl value have shown that, in most cases
each HEM group is significantly different from each EM group
(Tense and Aspect : Tables 12A - D and Table 16; Hegation :
Tables lf2A and B; Interro gation : Tables 1;3A - C; Word Order :
Tables )|J| A and B; Interr0 gat ion (combined HEM and EM groups) :
Table 1+5A). The exceptions are those of K10 and H10 in
progressive aspect (Table 12A) compared to EI4, E7, E10 and H10
in perfective aspect, simple past and 3rd singular in Table 12B,
C and D compared to Elq. In Table 16 it has been shown that
HEM(K) and HEM(H) are not significantly different from each other
for all the grammatical categories in the investigation. In the
syntax of negation (Translation task) all HEM groups are
significantly different from the EM groups, with the exception of
K10 with El; (Table U2A.). Similarly for Y/H questions (Table 1;3A
Translation test) all HEM groups except H10 are significantly
different from the EM groups. However, there is no significant
(l) Additional support for the non-significant differences
between HEM(K) and HEM(H) will be found in the S-Tables
in Appendix V.
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difference between El+ with K7» H7, K10 or H10 in Wh-question
(Table 1+3B Translation task); nor is H10 different from E7 and
ElO. The picture is different from word order in Wh-questions
(Table I4J4A) where all HEM groups are significantly different from
all EM groups with the exception of H10 with El+. Elj. again is not
significantly different from H7, H10 and K10 in word order in Y/H
questions (Table lifB). Lastly, in Table I4.5A, all the groups in
HEM(K), the groups in HEM(H) and those in EM have been combined
again to test for significant differences by the S-methods. The
results show significant differences of either HEM(k) or HEM(H)
with EM for all the tasks in interrogation. On the other hand,
HEM(K) and HEM(H) are significantly different only in the Y/H
translation and transformation tasks.
On the basis of the AHOVA results stated above, we conclude
that medium of instruction is a significant factor in language
acquisition. This is not surprising: in English medium schools
there is plenty of exposure to the second language both in and out
of the classrooms. The formal and informal learning situations of
the EM schools provide for both formal rule-learning in the form
of pedagogic grammar, and the inductive, natural internalization of
rule through use in actual communication. On the other hand, HEM
schools have mainly formal situations with little or no feedback
in real communicative use; learners are at the receptive end,
passively taking in the 'rules' of the second language and
mechanically doing the exercises based on the 'learned' rules.
Even when there is a switch to English medium texts and
instructions in the higher classes of HEM schools (see section 1.1),
(2)
the gap v J between the two groups is still wide. The results
support those in the existing literature that traditional classroom
teaching alone does not always guarantee success in learning a
(2) Other psychosocial variables may contribute to the gap,
such as socioeconomic level, intellectual ambition,
motivation etc. A detailed analysis of such variables
is documented in Agnihotri et al (1983).
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language. Metalinguistic and pedagogical knowledge,
evident in HEM(H) subjects, does not seem to correspond to actual
use, especially in spoken communication. Thou^a no conclusive
reports can be made regarding formal rule learning, for our HEM
sample population it seems as if explicit rule learning alone is
an inadequate means of second language acquisition.
7.1.2. Strategies, Processes, Rules and Error-types
The sub-heading in this section is indicative of
relationship that holds between strategies, processes, rules and
error-types in language acquisition. There is no clear consensus
on the differences between strategies and processes. Thus while
Selinker (1972) lists transfer, strategies of learning, strategies
of communication, as some of the five mental processes, others
differentiate between the two terms, e.g. Faerch and Kasper (1983)
define strategy as 'the way the learner arrives at a certain usage
at a specific point in time' and process as 'the systematic series
of steps by which the learner arrives at the same usage over time'
(p.125). If this definition is accepted, then the question of
processes in a cross-sectional study does not arise. However, as
Faerch and Kasper have pointed out, 'strategies may indicate
processes of interlanguage formation', therefore strategies should
be a field of study if we are to understand the language
acquisition process.
Strategies are generally seen to be related to problem-
solving in learning or communication. Strategies are used when
there are gaps (in lexicon, in syntactic and morphological rules
etc.) in the linguistic knowledge of the learners. To overcome
this gap, learners have two approaches. The first is to learn by
memorizing, by doing classroom exercises, by listening and trying
(3) From our experience in teaching students coming from EM
and HEM institutions, and subjective impression from the
data collection sessions in the different schools, it
seems as though some HEM students are in fact better than
EM students in reciting or defining pedagogical grammar
'rules'.
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to understand, sentences in discourse, "by recourse to grammar
"books and dictionaries etc. The second approach is to make
use of what one has when faced with communicative necessity, or
by avoidance, circumlocutions, message adjustment and such other
strategies. It has been observed that different learners approach
the learning and the communicating tasks differently. However,
it may be possible to see group trends which may result from the
same type of learning situations and linguistic experiences.
Thus, in the HEM:EM distinction, there are some strategies (and
resultant error-types) which are common to both groups, but some
which are more traceable to the HEM classrooms. We will deal with
the former first. One such strategy is the overgeneralization of
regular rules, e.g. the use of the regular past tense marker -ed
in irregular forms, as in
35- He has teached the children for many years
Another type of 'error1 is the overgeneralization of a
past tense in the main verbs of negative sentences (hence marking
past tense twice) as in
36. I did not walked home yesterday
37' He did not met her yesterday
In negation, the overgeneralization of the unanalysed Heg.
operator 'don't is quite evidenced by many respondents, as in
38. Rita don't like rosgulla
In interrogation, the strategy of marking interrogative
intention solely by a prosodic feature (i.e. intonation) results
in developmental errors of uninverted Y/N questions
39« Danny likes rosgulla?
Since most of the above strategies are therefore those that
have been discussed extensively in the literature, we will
concentrate on the data from HEM respondents.
In the error analysis in Chapter 5 in tense and aspect
there is some indication of the strategy of using a present or past
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form of an Aux. to mark tense, e.g.
1+0. Everyday Ram is run
1+1 .Everyday Ram is eating
1+2. Last Monday Ram was waking up from sleep
1+3. Last Monday Ram had listen to radio
1+1+. Last Monday Ram had eat his food
1+5. Last Monday Ram had going to school
Such data can be accounted for only by referring to the
teaching situation. This could result from the drills in the
present:past contrasts in auxiliary verbs:
1+6. He is going : He was going
1+7. They are going : They were gbing
1+8. He has bought : He had bought
It is possible that students are more sure of present and
past contrast in Auxs. than in main verbs. Secondly, students who
have been taught the perfect aspect without being taught the
different functions of simple past or past perfect are confused
with regards to the use of the two forms. This comes out clearly
in the oral production and multiple-choice tasks in simple past.
Some HEM H7 students who have correctly used a simple past form
in the oral production, 'hypercorrected' in the multiple-choice test
by choosing the past perfect form, possibly because of the presence
of the past Aux. had in the past perfect.
Another learning strategy which is to some extent
atiributable to the structural pattern-practices is the memorization
of chunks or whole sentences. Krashen (1982) has observed that
'Audio-lingual pattern practice is based on the use of
prefabricated patterns'. Such practices, as has been observed
elsewhere, are common in large classes in Horth-East India in
schools which follow the structural syllabus. The strategy of
memorization results in the existence of a large proportion of
unanalysed prefabricated patterns and routines. These are partly
(1+) Agnihotri et al (1983) have also noted a similar phenomenon
in their study.
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memorized wholes consisting of sentence frames with an open
'slot1 to be filled by a word or phrase or memorized whole
patterns or phrases (routines). Lyons (1969) called such
construction phrase and sentence schemata and defined them as
'utterances that are grammatically unstructured or only partially
structured, but which can yet be combined in sentences according
to productive rules' (pp.177-178)•
The learning of a language by relying on known or learned
formula(s) has been documented by many LI and L2 researchers.
In LI studies, Braine (197*1 ) and Bowerman (197$) have pointed
out that a child's early acquisition is often characterized by
piecemeal acquisition and storage of individual or small groups
of word formulas like want + x, more + x etc. Bellugi (l965>
1966) theorised that the child's earliest Wh-questions are perhaps
best characterized as -routines where the prefixed Q-word functions
as a question introducer, e.g.
1+9 • Where + ball go? (Wh + BP +V)
50. What + cowboy doing? (Wh + EP +Ving)
Sometimes memorized patterns give a semblance of
'correctness'. This has been observed by Brown and Hanlon
(1970:50-51) when the children produced structures like
51 • What' s that?
52. What are you doing?
even at a stage when they did not understand the structure of Wh-
questions. Such constructions have become 'lodged in his speech
as an unassimilated fragment' (Brown and Hanlon, loc.cit.)
L2 researchers like Huang and Hatch (1978), Hakuta (l97l+)>
Wagner-Gough (1975) and Fillmore (1976) have recorded many
examples of the unanalyzed routines and patterns of their subjects.
Some, like Hatch and Hakuta,' attribute routines and patterns to the
increased need to communicate, and the increased ability to store
unanalyzed speech because of advanced short-term memory. Because
of the gap in linguistic knowledge of the L2, Hakuta suggests that
'the learner will employ a strategy which 'tunes in' on regular,
patterned segments of speech, and employs them without knowledge of
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their underlying structure ...' (p.288). Fillmore has documented
a number of formulas used regularly by her five subjects, such
as:
I wanna + VP for declaratives
I don't wanna + VP for negatives
The concept of phrase and sentence schemata as set out by
Lyons, and the existence of routines and patterns justifies an
analysis of some negative and interrogative sentences as
combinations of unstructured or partially structured chunks
underlined below.
53. Yesterday a book is a not in a bag
5b• I am a not eat rices now
55. He is not can come to here
56. When I am come then he is eating
57. He is not go my friend therefore I am
go alone
58. Why I am can't go with you?
59. When you can come go Gauhati?
In most of the above sentences, the common patterns are:
(a) HP^ (Pron.) + Be + (V+ing)
(b) + Be + (a) ($)
(c) Modal + V
For the syntax of negation and interrogation, there is a
strategy of inserting in the declarative affirmative sentence a
negator or prefixing a question marker. For marking negative
intention, a negator - no, not, don't, did not - is inserted in the
declarative sentence, e.g.
(5) The use of BP, + Be as a unit can be seen in the data of
Nielson (197U7
Stage 3 I'm not like a snake (don't)
I'm not want it (don't)
Mommy is not have icecream (doesn't)
and Al-Jumaily (1982)
p. 197 I am no want (don't) The pupil is no swim (didn't)
I am not take (won't)
My friends are don't go to the zoo yesterday
Both researchers drew their data from Arabic speakers. Al-
Jumaily attributes such forms to transfer of training 'because
teachers in Iraq usually stress the necessity of having helping
verbs for negation and interrogation' .
60. I will did not study
61. Children are did not reading this time
62. The hoy is did not falling down
63. When I left the house he was did not
sleeping
61+. He is not can come to here
65. She Ram is don want to go
66. They are not rong it
(They didn't do anything wrong)
67. Tomorrow he will don't come
Though the possibility of such a strategy has not been
discussed much in the literature, it may be a plausible
explanation to account for such sentences as the above. Data
from interrogative sentences lend support to the strategy of
slot-insertion. To mark Y/N questions, the Auxs. To, Toes, Tid
Is etc. are prefixed to the affirmative sentence.
68. To you can reserve place for me?
69. To you keep a place for me?
70. To you are fool?
71. To the boy go to home?
72. Toes he is still sleeping when you reach
there?
73. Toes the children are reading book now?
7l+. Toes Tom's house is far from here?
75. Tid you will keep some place for me?
76. Tid he is not the class captain?
77• fid. he didn't go now?
78. Tid Rita is living in that house? (H10 S7l)
79 • Is your friends are here with you? (H10 S7l)
The same strategy has been followed in Wh-questions:
80. Where do you can take the book?
81. When does you can go to Gauhati?
82. Why does he didn't go?
83. Why did he was waiting for me after
school time?
81+. Why did he has not done his homework?
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85. Why did you will shout?
86. Why did I cannot go with you?
87. When will he can come?
88. Why are you cannot reading now?
89. When are you can going Gauhati?
The sample data above is taken from various classes
in the HEM schools (although almost all the data above is taken
from the translation task, such examples are also seen in the
transformation task). Since such data is prolific, there is
every indication that slot-filling of a Heg. or Q, marker is a
regular strategy used by the HEM groups studied, in all three
classes. Different Heg. or Q markers have been used by the
subjects, but we cannot conclusively say why some learners prefer
one over the other. We cannot also account for variable choices
of two or more forms by a student, e.g. H10 S71 in
sentences 78 and 79 above since we did not find such structures
in the EM groups; it is tempting to hypothesize that the learning
situations in HEM schools encourage the strategies of slot-
filling. However, Wode (1978), investigating the L2
acquisition of Heiko and Lars, reports similar structures:
90. Do it is good?
91. Do the crickets can fly?
92. What do you was doing? (Wode, 1978:14.8—i+9)
Hakuta'sUguisu also has similar forms:
93. What do you doing, boy?
It may therefore be fruitful to also examine the above
negative and interrogative sentences in the light of what has been
discussed by Felix (1978) and Labov and Labov (1978).
In positing the strategy of 'linear expansion of complexity1,
Felix has isolated three stages:
(5b) Elrvin-Tripp (1974) in her Hotes cites from the data of Shira
Milgrom, who found sentence-initial Q, morphemes in Hebrew
children, e.g.
Is I am going to be a rich man?
Do you can tell me what is the time?
STAGE 1. Derivation from surface structures of sentences like
which is the result of the addition of a new element
to a known structure S + Aux. + X Jich kann das1 . According
to Felix, linear expansion is a grammatical strategy and is
motivated by the surface word order of the adult language.
STAGE 2. Internal structural rearrangement - determining the
status of the verb 1sehen1. The loosely
attached verb is now integrated into the structure of
the remaining sentence by placing V under the dominance
of VP next to the Aux.
S
ich kann sehen das
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STAGE 3* Permutation of V and HPg to realise
ich kann das sehen
I can that see
What we are interested in Felix's observation is Stage 1,
where an L2 sentence is derived from surface structures and the
addition of an element to a known structure. We have seen that
this is done regularly in negative and interrogative sentences by
our respondents, e.g. to known declarative sentences like
9i|. I will study
95. Children are reading this time
negators like 'did not' have been added within the sentences to
realise 60 and 6l above. Also for affirmative sentences like
96. Rita is living in that house
97- four friends are here with you
interrogative markers 'Did1, 'Is1 have been added to form Y/N
questions 78 and 79above. This is also true for Wh-questions in
sentences 80 and 89 above. Linear expansion of complexity appears
to be an ad-hoc, low level and primitive way of arriving at the
intended meaning (negating or interrogating in our data). The
operation is only at the surface structures since transformation
rules have not been acquired. For sentences
I will did not study
Children are did not reading this time
He will don't come (tomorrow)
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s
79. Is your friends are here with you
S
80. When do you can take the book
81. When does you can go to Gauhati
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This kind of phenomenon has also been observed in an LI
acquisition study. Labov and Labov (1978) have posited that the
early acquisition of Wh-questions by their child Jessie involves
only phrase structure (PS) rules. In other words, the formation
of a Wh-question is a strategy of loosely attaching a Q, work or
particle to a sentence. The PS rules posited for Jessie are
Si) Q —^ How + V + HP (VP)
32) Q Where(s) + HP
S3) Q, What(s) + HP
Sip) Q Why + HP (S)
(6)
to realise interrogative sentences ^ 1 like
98. How it goes?
99. Where the boy/Daddy?
100. What that means
101. Why water on these?
102. Why you pick macaroni?
Labov and Labov have observed that * syntactic reorganization'
(p.31) from simple PS rules to underlying T-rules occur in the later
stages of acquisition. This involves the reanalysis of inverted
sentences like
103. What do you do?
as a product of a PS rule
S ^ HP + Aux. + VP
Hiiladelphia is Wh-Loc. HP
Hiiladelphia is where
and transformation rules
T1 > Where Hiiladelphia is?
T2 Where is Hiiladelphia?
Following Labov and Labov, the following (PS) rules are
posited for the production of negative sentences by HEM learners
(6) Sentences 98-IO3 are taken from Labov and Labov (1978).
R.l. UP + Be +
+ X
to account for sentences like
10U. She Sita is not tea
(Sita doesn't want tea)
105. He Ram is a not want go
(Ram doesn't want to go)
106. You are not going to Gauhati
107. He is did not go to the house
108. I am don't ask the Principal
109 I am hook did not carry
(i did not carry the hook)
110. When I am come then he is not eating
111. I am not come now
112. He is not school
(He will not go to school)
113. He is not never like rosgulla
(He doesn't like rosgulla)
111).. He is never like rosgulla
115. He is not house
(He will not go home)
116. Yesterday my is not going
(Yesterday I could not come)
R.2. UP + Modal +
+ X
117. I will did not study
118. Tomorrow he will don't come
119. I will no study
120. I will never walk alone
(I won't walk alone)
For Y/H questions, the following PS rule is posited
R.3. ft
/ SdN
/ Does / + S
\ 2/
Examples of Y/N sentences produced by such a rule are
121. Do you can reserve a place for me?
122. Did the boy has gone to his house?
(Has the boy gone to his house?)
123. Does the children are reading book now?
12]+. Is you are gping now?
R.3 accounts for most of the data in Y/H questions in
HEM groups since such sentences abound. Similarly for Wh-
questions the following PS rules can be posited:
R.1+. Wh-Q
/I do \
\ Wh did \ S
N- Wh does'
125. When did you will go to Gauhati?
126. Why don't you can wait for me?
127. Why dod you cannot go with Ram?
128. Why does you don't read book?
129. When did you have written the book?
While sentences produced by the above rule are numerous,
few examples only produced by the rule below:
R.5. Wh was + S
130» Where was the boy felled down last week?
131- Why was he bought the book?
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The above analysis based on Labov and Labov (op.cit.) is
more acceptable than that of Felix (1978) who analysed sentences
like
132. Are you know what that is?
133« Are you stay here?
13k- Is you come here?
135* Is you go to school?
as the insertion of a dummy Aux., creating a structure Aux + Y
to which the inversion rule is now applicable. Felix's argument
(p.106) is that the learners concerned have acquired both Auxs.
and the interrogative inversion transformation earlier than the main
verbs. This argument does not hold because most other studies in
acquisition (LI, L2 etc.) have shown that the acquisition of Auxs.
and the inversion rule are always after the acquisition of the main
verb. The 'dummy' Aux. is really a question marker prefixed to
the affirmative sentence in a very loose manner. This
proposition is tenable if we relate such sentences to strategies
of communication, i.e. if we posit that Q, + S is a problem^solving
strategy to overcome the inadequacy of net having syntactic rules
(i.e. inversion) in situations when interrogative intention has to
be communicated.
Givon (1979) has discussed the characteristics and uses of
the pragmatic and syntactic modes in relation to different linguistic
systems (pidgins, child language, registers etc.). One
characteristic which differentiates the two modes is the loose
conjunction and parataxis of sentence structuring in the pragmatic
mode. The syntactic mode, on the other hand, is ti^itly
structured, as in subordination and embedding of clauses. Givon
has also observed that language acquirers first acquire a
communicative system which "exhibits the characteristics of our
pragmatic mode" (p.226). Thus, in the light of these observations,
it is feasible to posit that loosely conjoined structures like





where Neg—:^No, Not, Don't, Did not, Never
Q 9" Do,-Did, Does, Is, Are
Wh - do, Wh - did, Wh - does, Wh - was
are indicative of the pragmatic mode of communication. These
structures which make use of simple insertion and addition to a
known structure are possibly easier than structures which involve
syntactic rules like inversion and movement across constituents,
schematically represented in the T.G. grammar as
V
to G-uahati
It has been observed earlier (p.251;-256) that a particular
learner makes use of one or many of the Neg. and Q. operators
given in rules 2-5 (pp.261-262) according to his repertoire of such
operators. The overgeneralized use of Do as question marker, for
example, shows that ihe learner is making the form Do do duty in in¬
appropriate contexts, but with a clear intention to mark
interrogation. Felix (1976) has called such a phenomenon as the
strategy of semantic over-extension; i.e. the use of a certain
interrogative morpheme with a different and/or wider semantic range.
He explains Guy's overgeneralized use of warurn (why) and Julie's
use of wo (where) as a strategy to overcome the mismatch between the
learner's communicative intentions and his insufficient linguistic
knowledge of the appropriate L2 question operators. In Felix's
view, "this phenomenon seems to be L2 specific".
A strategy of learning with reference to taugfrt rules (but
not fully grasped) is the strategy of hypercorrection. Sentences
130 and 131 (p.262) are indicative of this kind of strategy.





136. Where did the boy was felled last week?
suggests the learner's concern to 'make sure' that past tense
should be marked. However, since he was probably uncertain
about the application of past tense rule in such a sentence, he
adopted the above strategy. This type of strategy too is more
likely to arise in the formal context of a classroom where
pedagogical grammar has a major part. Such strategies and such
errors are expected, because in most cases teachers emphasize the
use of certain rules, but do not teach restrictions on their use.
Some of the communication strategies discussed by Corder
(1978) and Tarone (1977)> such as appeal to authority, message
adjustment and resource expansion strategies can be exemplified
from the oral picture-description task, e.g. Hl± SI3 when at
(7)
a loss to get the right verb, asked for assistance in Hindi. v '
It was observed that in the lowest HEM groups (Ki+ and HJ+) the
respondents abandon the full sentence after about a couple of
pictures, in favour of a single verb, possibly because the full
sentence makes too much of a demand under the pressure of time and
memory limitation, e.g.
137. Everyday Ram wash his teeth
138. Everyday Ram wash his face
139. Everyday Ram drink
ll+O. Everyday Ram reading
When a verb is not readily available, the message was
communicated by. using a noun, e.g.
II4I. Everyday Ram door
1l\2. Everyday Ram radio
Sometimes a 'neutral' or dummy verb such as do, did is
used when the correct verb was not retrieved quickly enough, e.g.
124.3• Last Monday Ram waked up
1 )|)| - Last Monday Ram did his brush
"I)|5- Last Monday Ram washed his face
II4.6. Last Monday Ram did his breakfast
124.7 • Last Monday Ram do skipping
(7) No definite assistance was given, but only an encouraging
'hmm..' so that the learner's problem solving is ultimately
his own.
Message correction takes the form of monitoring, e.g.
II4.8. Last Monday Don is writing was writing letter
11+9 • Last Monday he "brush he brush he's brushing his teeth
l^O. Last Monday Don is was taking his breakfast
151. Last Monday Don is opening door Oh Don was opening
the door
152. Last Monday Don sleep Oh slept
1^3• Last Monday Don eat eaten had eaten channa
15U. Everyday he goes he _go from eh from bus
As can be seen from the above examples, some monitoring
was not successful (ll+9, 151+) tort H is possible that the
respondent, intent on communicating a series of messages, thought
that he had successfully monitored and went on to other sentences.
7.1.3» Dhe Acquisition of Form and Function by EM and DEM groups
Another type of mismatch common in L2 acquisition is that
between form and function. Hatch (1978) has rigfrtly observed that
since our focus of interest is on the process of language
acquisition, we should direct our attention to function as well as
form to fully understand that process. Wagner-Goug^i's (1975)
study of Homer's acquisition of English is an example of functional
analysis where the analysis is in terms of the function the progressive
performed in Homer's speech, and not judged for appropriateness in
form or function. Gough's (p. 160) conclusion is that
"syntactically, Homer's progressive developed in a manner similar to
that of other children in LI and L2 studies. Semantically, however,
it was not a predictable marker of tense and aspect "because Homer
overextended its use to four temporal references (including past)
and as an imperative. On the other hand, Homer's speech also show
a semantic free variation between going, go, I'm go, I going, I _go
with the same meaning, i.e. movement from one place to another. In
both cases form and function are not in a one to one relationship.
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The same kind of forms are seen in our data
Moreover, we have seen strong indications of the use of the
progressive for simple present or simple past in the PD task
(Figures 8 and ll). Ve have discussed that the non-
emergence of the 3rd singular is due to its substitution by the
present progressive. In other words, most learners in HEM have
acquired the form of the progressive, but not the function or the
restriction on its use: in contexts which require the habitual
3^d singular simple present, the learners use a form denoting on¬
going action. The same can be seen in the use of the past
progressive, for simple past. The reasons are not far to seek.
Firstly, the progressive -ing is easier to perceive than the
morpiheme -s. Secondly, the distinction in functions between the
3rd singular or simple past and the progressive has not been
grasped. Thirdly, we have discussed earlier that tense is marked
more by Auxs. than by the main verb inflections. Thus is walking
contrasts sharply with was walking, but not, for our HEM subjects,
walks vs walked. Here again we see that the discrepancy between
form and function could either be again the drilling of Ite aux, or
the influence of the mother tongue for Khasi speakers. Lastly,
the overgeneralization of the use of the progressive can also be
due to the influence of the Indian variety of English. This last
argument however is circular, because one can argue that
fozzilization at a particular stage and the non-differentiation
between a simple tense category and an aspectual + tense one by
a large majority in fact produces Indian English. This would
imply that most Indian learners of English do not go down the
implicational scales (Traugptt, 1977) in section 5 = 5 and. that
fossilization has set in at the progressive aspect. This phenomenon
is also recorded by Piatt (1977) in his study of Singapore English.
Piatt found that only those with EM education have categorical use
of the copula and the past tense in all the linguistic environments
that he has isolated; all other learners seem to have fossilized
at a certain stage.
The non-acquisition of forms in relation to function has
also been reported by Agrhhotri et al (1983). In their study of
the acquisition of the English tense and aspect system by college
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students of Delhi University, the investigators found that most
of the respondents overgeneralize the use of one grammatical
form to contexts which would require another. As evident in the
present study, there is a great deal 'of misunderstanding about
the functions of the various tense/aspect categories. Agnihotri et
al have also showed that private schools (EM) subjects are the only
ones who have control of form in relation to its function.
In the previous section, it has been shown that the strategy
of semantic overextension of Auxs. like Do, Did, Does etc. in
interrogative sentences is quite productive among HEM subjects.
This could be due to the lack of the syntactic inversion rule. It
could also be due to some kind of misanalysis, i.e. learners believe
that Do_ etc. are markers of questions. The grammatical function of
Do as a tense carrier has also not been grasped, since Do, Did.
Does etc. are indiscriminately used without reference to tense, as in
155- Did you are going home?
Similarly, in negative sentences don't, did not are
misanalysed as negators rather than as Aux. (+ Past) + not (n!t)
156. I am did not eating now
7.1.1+. The Influence of Task Differences in the HEM : EM groups
In section 5.6.2 of Chapter 5» have compared the
performances of the 9 sub-groups in three different tasks in
3rd singular and simple past. The means of performance scores
and the graphs in Figures 8 - 15 indicate a fairly constant
range for the EM groups, but high variability for the HEM groups.
For example, in Tasks 1, 2 and 3 in 3^6- singular, the range of
means between El+ to E10 is from 60 to 100. On the hand, the range
widens for HEM(K) from 0 (Kh, Task l) to 77 (K10, Task 3)»
Similarly, the range between Hl+ and H10 stretches from 0.5 (Hl+,
Task l) to 98.5 (H10, Task 3)« This is because of the great
improvement of the intermediate and advanced HEM groups from Task 1
to Task 3. For example, in Table 20A, K10 jumps from 8.0 to
37-h to 77.0 across the three tasks. Again, H7 shows great
■variability in the means ranging from 16.5 in Task 1, 17-9 in
Task 2, and a high 81.5 in Task 3• The same kind of
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interpretation can tie made about variable performances in the
three tasks in the simple past by K7, KLO, H7« These can be
seen in the graphs (Figures 8 - 15) since the lines
representing the HEM groups stretch over a wider span in Tasks 2
and 3 when compared to that line for Task 1.
Means of performance scores in Table 36 (section 6.3) again
show variable performances by HEM groups in the three tasks in
negation. This is clearly seen in the wide range of differences
in the Kl; group: means at 1.0 in the error correction task, 21+. 18
in the translation task, and 37*25 in the grammaticality judgement
task. Similarly, Hl+ jumps from 0.0 in the error correction task,
to 3I+.75 in the grammaticality judgement task. The same trend is
seen in H7, K7 and H10 however are more stable, therefore comparable
to the EM groups. The pattern is again repeated in the syntax of
Wh-interrogation (Table 37)» tut not Y/H questions or word order in
interrogation (Table 38). In the last two areas, even HEM groups
show fairly constant performances across tasks. However, the
bulk of the data support the view that differences in tasks
influence markedly variable performances in HEM groups. It would
seem therefore that the IL systems of these groups are less stable
because they are permeable to the level of difficulty of different
tasks. In other words, for the HEM groups, performance scores
are conditioned by factors like time, access and reference to
learned rules, monitoring by rule or by feel, the nature of the
task, (i.e. production or recognition) and other such factors. In
contrast, EM groups show greater stability across tasks because they
have more or less categorically acquired the tense and aspect
system, and the syntactic rules for negation and interrogation.
7.1.5 Interim Summary
Quantified performance scores on all areas studied show
significant differences between the two HIM groups representing two
different languages. Analyses of sentences in the data show some
strategies which are common to both HEM and EM groups, and some
which are probably more related to the learning situation of HEM
schools (e.g. memorization, stringing together unanalysed chunks etc.)
though routines and patterns may be present in the IL of EM groups,
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these are not so apparent because even at class I4, EM learners
reveal a developed analytic ability. This is possibly because
of the more 'natural1 learning situation in EM schools which allows
for the cognitive-based language acquisition mechanisms to be
activated. In other words, learning a language in context, and
using it in communication as one learns, make EM learners rely on
the creative construction process for internalising TL rules.
It is possible that self-discovered and naturally acquired rules are
more 'stable2 across different tasks. It is also possible that in
natural acquisition in context, it is easier to relate form to
function, thus showing a quicker mapping between form and function.
This is not the case if one is being taught in the abstract, from
grammar books and in pattern-practices. Drills and patterns
encourage meaningless memorization of chunks. A production
strategy which arises from memorized material is the conjoining
of unanalysed or partially analysed chunks in a sentence. ^
This includes the conjunction or insertion of a Neg. or Q, operator
to mark negative or interrogative intention respectively. It is
to be noted that the production strategies discussed, such as the
linear expansion of complexity and semantic overextension, emphasize
the learners' general strategy to operate on whatever L2 linguistic
material is in his possession at a specific point in time. The
data indicates that the learners in this study are aware of the
language distance between the LI (Hindi and Khasi) and the L2
(English) at a relatively early stage. Hence sentences like
157- * She not is gfcl good
158. * When I came then he not eating was
159. * He is house going no
which are based on the LI (Khasi, Hindi and Bengali respectively)
are not found in our data, except for one Bengali student from a
total of 128 learners. The strategy of LI transfer plays a very
little part in the present data, e.g. the redundant He and a in the
following sentence
160. He Ram is a not want go
(8) An extreme case of unanalysed chunks strung together in a
'sentence' is one written by a postgraduate student in North-
East India
Credit is due/for the consistency of thought/in tracing/the
evolution of the religion/against the logical background.
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Learners therefore adapt strategies which are more L2 (or IL)
based. To a learner, the sentence above is more acceptable
because it 'sounds' English, whereas the three starred sentences
do not.
7.2. Developmental Sequences and Universal Processes
7.2.1. The Universality of Language Acquisition Processes
The hypothesis that the cognitive mechanisms for linguistic
processing are universal and innate have been recognised by most
writers in SLA. Corder (1967) is of the opinion that these
internal mechanisms enable a learner to construct the grammar of
the language he is learning. Dulay and Burt have referred to the
'creative construction process' again and again in their writing,
and have shown empirical evidence for the universality of such a
process. Wode (1981) have referred to the mental processes as
'linguo-cognitive mechanisms' since they are probably a sub-class
of the general cognitive abilities of man specific to linguistic
processing. Traugott (1977) also points out the possibility of
a universal semantax : 'the cognitive processes of production,
specifically those involving expression of semantic and
semantically. related syntactic processes. We note here that these
universal and "natural semantactic processes" have been discussed
by Bickerton (197U) and Slobin (1975) to account for the recurrent
types of semantic-syntactic processes in disparate contexts, and the
dynamic nature of the competence of language users. A set of
such semantactic processes are Slobin's (1973) principles: (i)
underlying semantic categories should be marked overtly and
clearly, (ii) avoid exceptions, (iii) avoid discontinuity, (iv) pay
attention to ends of words and (v) pay attention to word order.
We will attempt to support the view that universal
acquisitional processes guide basic sentence construction from the
data on negation and Wh-interrogation. The principle of Slobin
regarding word order (v - above) will form the basis of the
following analysis. Secondly, we will provide examples which show
that semantic considerations guide the construction of L2 sentences.
In the examples, we will see that learners do_ negate the intended
element - nominal, verb, locative or adjective - no matter what the
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position of that element is in the LI.
Data is taken first from the Kit. group, since they are the
beginners group not much influenced, by teaching. This group
translated from simpler sentences which are mainly copular
sentences divided into Ere-Nominal, Ere-locative and Ere-
adjective copula + Neg.
The negative pattern in Khasi is a Eronoun + Neg. + Be
and the Neg. element is always suffixed to the pronoun, and
always followed by a Cop. (long or dei) or the aux have (don) in
locative adverbs.
Ere-nominal
161. a. Last year he is not a teacher
b. minshem snem urn dei u nonhikai
c. (Last year he not is a teacher)
162. a. Last year is a not a captain
b. minshem snem urn long u captain
c. (Last year he not is he captain)
Ere-locative
163. a. The book is a not the table yesterday
b. Ka kot kam don ha kd miyij minhinnin
c. (She book she not is on she table yesterday
I6I4.. a. Last year the fruit is a not basket
b. minshem snem ki so"? kirn don ha ka shang
c. (Last year they fruit they not are in she basket
Ere-ad,jective
165. a. Last year is a not a clever boy
b. minshem snem urn dei u khinna? u ba stad
c. (Last year he not is he boy he who clever
166. a. She is not good man
b. kam dei ka khinna? kaba bha
c. (She not is she girl she who good)
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In the above sentences, we see that the copular verbs in
the translated sentences I6l-l66a are in a pre-Neg. position,
not in the past-neg. positions (l6lc-l66c). Secondly, as stated
earlier, the nominal, locative and adjective in the predicate is
always negated in the translated L2 production. If
relexification or restructuring had taken place, i.e. if the LI
had been the basis of the production of English negative sentences,
then the results would have been similar to I6lc-l66c above.
The data above show that learners are guided by the meaning
in negating the nominal, verbal, adverb or adjective. Note
especially the translation of Ere-Adj. sentences: in Khasi the
adjective comes after the noun it qualifies, and it is separated
from the negator by a number of other words in between. Yet in
the L2 translations we see these changes:
(i) the negator is placed immediately before the
adjective
(ii) the adjective comes before the noun
(iii) the aux is_ are, if used, comes before the negator
Similarly, for Hindi negative sentences containing a MV
and an Aux., there are some differences with the English .
structures, e.g.
English : Aux. + Neg. + MV" + Erog.
is not reading
Hindi : Neg. + MV" + Erog. + Aux.
nahi par reha hai
not read ing is
Yet the production of negative sentences by Hindi speakers
is guided by the syntax of English:
I67. a-. When I am come then he is not eating
b. jab mai aya tab voh nahi kha raha tha
c. when I came then he not eating was
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168. a. When I left he was did not sleeping:
b. jab mai aya tab voh nahi kha raha tha
c» when I came then he not eating was
When we compare the positions of the Neg. element and
the Aux. in l67a:l67c, l68a:l68c we notice that the students
have not followed the syntax of the LI since in both sample
cases the Neg. element is between the Aux and the MV which is the
regular English structure of negative sentences.
The third source of data is taken from Bengali students.
As discussed in 3-8, Bengali has post-verbal negation with the
neg. particle occurring in sentence final position, yet only one
student Bi+ S9 out of 38 have sentence final negation.
169. Post-Norn. Sita is pupil no
(Sita is not a student)
170. Post-Verb. He is house going no
(He is not going to the house)
171 • Post-Verb. He is to Delhi get no
(He has not been to Delhi)
172. Post-Adv. They are talk loudly no
(They should not talk loudly)
Most of the negative sentences of the Bengali students
follow the same patterns as those for Hindi and Khasi students,
as is evident from a comparison of the following sentences with
the sentences above. The Bengali students produce negative
sentences like:
173. He is a not teacher
171+. He is not never like rosgulla
(He doesn!t like rosgulla)
^-75' ge js not house
(He will not go home)
176. Yesterday my was not going school
(Yesterday I did not go to school)
The next source of data is taken from the translated Wh-
questions of Khasi students. As discussed in 3«3«3»2, information
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question words in Khasi can either "be sentence initial or sentence
final (K21-K26 in p.87-88) since both positions are normally
accepted and occur in everyday speech. Yet none of the Khasi
students in our sample produce sentence final Wh-question word of
the type:
177. He is going where?
(un leit shano?)
All the Wh-interrogative sentences of Khasi students
have Wh-initial positions, as
178. Why he is a good boy?
Where he is going?
Hindi, as discussed in section 3.3*2.2. may have sentence
initial or sentence medial Wh-element. Yet no Hindi learner
produces Wh- internal questions like:
179. Raja when come will?
(raja kab aega?)
The data above indicates that the influence of the LI in
construction syntax in the L2 is minimal. In other words, the
syntax of an L2 is acquired in its own terms and not those of the
LI since word order of the L2 guides the acquisition of the L2.
If restructuring or relexification had taken place, then the
placement of the neg. element in English should have been 'not is'
in the Klj. negation data, 'not reading is' in the Hindi negation
data, and sentence final, post-verbal/nominal/adverbial/adjectival
in the Bengali students' data in negation. In Wh-questions,
Khasi students should have produced both sentence initial and
sentence final Wh-question words and Hindi students would show
some sentence internal Wh-questions. Secondly, structures like
Neg. + X and other elementary structures would never have occurred.
The other point to note in the data on negation is that
the negators used are the 'universal' negators of a particular
language in the early stages - no, not, don't - which are placed
before the negated verb, adjective etc. These interact with the
elements produced by teaching, such as the misanalyzed and usually
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redundant Be after the pronouns in the following sentences:
180. 1 (am) (a) not eat rices now (i not ...)
181. He (is) not can come (to) here (He not ...)
182. I (am) don't want to go (i don't ...)
The reconstructed sentences in brackets identify the stages of
development of these learners which are comparable to those
reported in the literature for learners who 'naturally' acquire
the L2. The same can be said about interrogative sentences:
183. (Do) his house is far from here?
I8J4. Why (did) he is not sitting in the class?
In both sentences, if we take away the bracketted do and did, we
would have uninverted questions commonly reported in the literature
as those belonging to definite stages of development.
The data seems to indicate that the "built-in syllabus"
(Corder, 1967) which is based on universal cognitive processes
overrides the influence of teaching for syntactic processing.
As mentioned above, 'stages' of acquisition can be
identified for the above sentences. Taught (but not probably
analyzed or internalized correctly) elements only complicate the
identification of the universal stages. Felix (1980) has observed
the same phenomenon in classroom learning. Felix cites examples
which argue strongly for the "built-in syllabus" hypothesis, such
as
Doesn't she eat apples
which is equivalent to "no she eat apples" (i.e. she doesn't eat
apples) in the Neg. X stage. According to Felix, such a sentence
results from the introduction of doesn't before the learners have
passed the Neg. X stage. If such a view is correct, then it is
also possible that the introduction of did not before learners
have analyzed the function of do results in the wrong conception
that did not is a negator, as in
183. I am (did) not going home
186. I am (did) not meeting her
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Similarly, the did before learners have naturally acquired do as
an Aux. results in the misanalysis that these are question
introducers in sentences 183 and 181; above. The attempt to
teach intenDgative sentences before learners could invert also
produce the interrogative sentences mentioned in the previous
section.
The above observations reiterate the view that syntactic
processing is more likely to be guided by the universal processes
of acquisition. The data also confirms Corder's (1971:27)
observation that "the learner is pre-programmed to process the
input in a particular way ... some data is presented prematurely
so that it cannot form part of the intake".
7.2.2. Sequence of Development
It is the belief that universal linguo-cognitive mechanisms
are responsible for linguistic/syntactic processing that has prompted
researchers in language acquisition to find sequences of
development in learners. The hypothesis (Corder, 1967» Dulay and
Burt, 197I+ etc.) is that, if there are universals of linguistic
acquisition, then the sequences should be similar across variables
like the learners' Lis, age, learning situations etc. The
accepted procedures for tracing developmental sequences are
longitudinal and cross-sectional studies, though both methods
however have their own peculiar strengths and weaknesses. Since
this study investigates group trends rather than individuals, the
cross-sectional method has been adopted.
In the following sub-sections we will present the orders of
(q)
acquisition w' of tense and aspect, and the sequences of
development for negative and interrogative structures.
(9) Felix's (1981) definitions of the two terms have been
followed.
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7.2.1.A.Order of Acquisition : Tense and Aspect
The results of the implicational analysis of tense and








The order is similar to the acquisition hierarchy of
morphemes, based on Dulay and Burt (1975) and. Krashen (l98l:59)»
since the progressive -ing is one of the earliest to appear.
The irregular past appears in Group III in both lists, while the
regular past is listed in Group IY in Krashen's order (no mention
of the regular past is made by Dulay and Burt). The 3rd Singular
appears in Group III in Dulay and Burt's, and in Group IY in
Krashen8s orders. Lastly, the perfective have and -en is listed
last (Group IY) in Dulay and Burt's hierarchy. In Agnihotri
et al (1983) the present and past progressive, and the simple
past, are acquired at Stage 1, while the present and past
perfective are acquired later. Similar results have been obtained
by Okanlawon (198I4.), though no direct comparison can be made because
the grammatical categories have been divided into non-past and
past. However, our results vary considerably from Simukoko
(1981:172) since in his results the perfective appears before the
progressive (past and present). What is comparable is the
appearance of the past before the present perfect in 2 groups out
of 3- Hone of these three studies however treat the 3r<i Singular
separately, hence no comparison can be made for that sub-category
of the simple present.
7.2.2.B.Sequence of Development : Negation
In tracing the sequence of development for negation and
interrogation, we have to keep the following points in mind;
firstly, the stages are not linear, discrete stages, but they
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overlap within each subject's variable performance, e.g.
uses both internal and external no, which is in free variation
with not. Hie same subject is capable of placing iss or are in
some copular sentences. Secondly, since our data is taken at
two years interval, it is very likely that some stages have been
missed. The overall data from HEM however shows that the
'stages' isolated are fairly consistent with those found in
other studies. Thirdly, since our data is cross-sectional, we
will look for the broad sequences of development by fitting our
data in comparative tables with those of longitudinal studies
(LI and L2). Fourthly, data for the sequence is drawn mainly
from the HEM groups since EM groups have more or less reached
TL norm. Lastly, the influence of teaching, i.e. the early
introduction of do tends to confound the results. Fbr example,
it is not always clear whether do^, does, did are correctly used in
obligatory contexts or used as general Q. markers in whatever
contexts. Similarly, we could not always ascertain whether do not,
and did not are used as analysed elements in appropriate contexts,
or as general unanalysed negators favoured by some learners.
"
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TABLE 53A. STAGES OF DEVELOPSEOTrNEGATION
LI EnglTsE Li Norwegian I7i Japanese Li Hindi/Khasi/
Klima & Bellu- Ravem 1969 Milon 1971 Bengali
gi 1966
Stage 1 No+X sentence-external no
no heavy
no singing






no I am study
(K1S1)

















I not give you I no eat rise
a candy (K1S3)
You no can go He not eat(H!Sl5)
I will not I no like
more pig
^on.+ +V sentence-internal don't/can'tcan' t
























He is not captain
football
Today is not a
good boy
Stage i+.b.NP^+Mod+Nego Correct negation in modal sentences
I will not study
She can a not go
I will a not a gD
to school
They won't go
I cannot keep place
for you
c+ i „ --n ^ didn' t
age Jt.c.NP^ did pot Sentence internal didn't/did not
Rita did not live
in this house(K?SLr1 )
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The above table shows a broad division of the stages of
development fitted into the stages of acquisition in other studies.
Stage 1+ however is posited for our subjects because this shows an
advancement in the- acquisition process when subjects correctly
use the patterns.
Stage i+a. NP^ + Cop. + Neg.+X
Stage Ifb. NP1 + Mod. + Neg.+X
Stage l+c. NP^ + do + Neg.+X
These stages show that the subjects are well on the way
to full acquisition.
The implications! analysis in 6.6.I4A show the order of
acquisition of the various Aux. + Neg. as follows:
Be: Is + not
(isn't)
2. Are + not
(aren't)
3. Am + not 1+. Was + not
(wasn1t)
5. Were + not
(weren't) (Table 52A)
Bo: 1. Did + not
(didn't)
2. Do + not
(don't)
3- Does + not
(doesn't) (Table 321)
Modal: 1. Can + not
(can't)
2. Will + not
(won't)
3. Mast + not
(mustn't) (Table 32C)
Since the coefficients of reproducibility are quite high
for all three tables, the above acquisitional order is considered
to be acceptable for the given data. However, the acquisition of
Do-Auxs. (Table 52B) found in our analysis is not consistent with
those reported in the literature. The reason is probably due to
the mistaken notion by most four NEM subjects that 'did not' is a
negator, hence the high occurrence of 'did not' used both correctly
and incorrectly.
7.2.2.C. Sequence of Development : Yes/N Question
LI and previous L2 studies have isolated the following
stages of acquisition:
1. Y/H questions with V-aux or copula missing,
the question being signalled by rising intonation
along, e.g. Daddy go?
2. Y/N questions containing V-aux or copula before
inversion is learned, is signalled by rising
intonation alone
3. Signalling Y/N question by word order, i.e. inversion
of V-aux or copula and subject, and by rising
intonation.
F-MV sentences are slightly different since Do-insertion
and inversion comes later than in the other sentence types. The
stages are given in the following table:
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TABLE 53B. Yes/No QUESTIONS stages of Development
L1 English LI Spanish L1 Hindi/Khasi.
IClima & Bellugi Butterworth &
(1966) Hatch (1978)
Stage l.ni.sing intonation as question marker.no eon.or Aux.
Fraser water? You come by Friday? Yesterday he ask
book?
See hole? He understand chess?Rita likes rosgulla?
Sit chair? You no understand? Danny wants tea?
You are going to
friend?
Stage 2a. Aux or Copula acquired.Ho inversion
I have it? You have a book taken?
You can't fix it? She was going to
school yesterday?
This can't write a Yesterday they are
flower? ask a booh?
Stage 2b.Prefixing a question marker to a declarative sentence.
Dhoes he can come cto
school?
■ Do you are going t®
home?
Do your house is far
from here?
Stage 5a.Inversion of Aux..Copula or modal.
Are you going to Was she going to
make it with me? school yesterday?
Can I have a piece Are the children now
of paper? reading?
Will you help me? Tom's house is it far?
Stage 3b. Acquisition of Do-sup-port
Does lions walk? Do you live in Do you go to school?
Boston?
Oh,did I caught it? Do you have one? Does Danny want tea?
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As for negation, inverted auxs. as operators in Y/H
questions have been isolated for sealageam analysis and the results
have been presented in Table 52. 25, section 6.6.1+B. The order
found is:
1. Modal 2. Bo 3- Be b> Bid
Again, there is a discrepancy in the results because the
use of inverted 'Bo8 is found to precede Be-Aux. Here again the
reason could be the confusion of HEM subjects regarding the status
of 'Bo* whether it is a question introducer or a tense carrier and
question operator. Secondly, since in this analysis Be-Aux. has
not been divided into _is, am, are, was, were, but amalgamated into
Be-Aux., the results could be biased.
7.2.2.B. Bevelopmental Sequences of Wh-question
Bifferent researchers have isolated some features of early
stages on the development of Wh-questions in the following way:
Bellugi, 1963, 1966. LI
1. Ho inversion
2. Inversion in affirmative before negative sentences
3. Tense marker in main verb before the introduction
of do-support in F-MY sentences




U. Earliest Wh-question word to appear: What, Where
Hatch, 197U, L2





Cancino et al, 1978. L2
1. Unpreposed Wh-questions, e.g. He is going whene?
2. Breposing, e.g. Where he is going?
3- ' Inversion, e.g. Where is he going?
The generally accepted stages of development are those
found in Table 5K below:






Stage 1■ No Aux.
Where ann pencil? What you eating?
'What aem drink?
LI Hindi/Khasi
Children what to you
ask?
When you to Gauhati
go?










Stage 3.Non-inversion of Aux.and NP1 No Do-support
What I did
yesterday?
'.hat he can ride
in?
What he's doing?
What you did in
Rothbury?
Sue,what you have When you wenx
in your mouth? there?
Why kitty can't
stand up?
Why drink we tea
and coffee?
Why he sit in the
class?
How you find her
yesterday?.
Why you went alone?
Why I- am can't go
with you?
What I have to say
with Principal?
When you will go to
Gauhati?
Stage Ll Do-su-ooort and inversion
What did you move
that night?
What did you talk
to them?
What did you do to
yesterday?
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Table in 6.6.J+.B gives the results of scalagram
analysis as follows:
1. Wh + will 2. Wh + can 3« Wh + did 1+. Wh + Be
5. Wh + do
Part of the results are consistent with those found in
the literature: modals are inverted quite early (e.g. in
Bellugi, 1965? 1966). However, the precedence of Wh + did before
Wh + Be again reflects the failure of the present investigation to
separate the use of Wh + did as a general' unanalysed Q. marker
from its correct use, by some of the learners.
7-3« Accounting . . for the Order of Acquisition of Tense and
Aspect and the Developmental Sequences for Negative and
Interrogative Structures
In sections 7*1 anh 7«2.2 we have discussed the theoretical
assumptions regarding universal processes of language acquisition.
It is the innate cognitive mechanisms which probably dictate the
order and sequences reported by researchers on morpheme
acquisition, negation, interrogation, relative clauses etc.
Beyond stating these broad observations, researchers in SLA are
still looking for adequate theories to account for the invariant
orders/sequences found. What have been offered by LI and L2
researchers so far have not been empirically borne out as being
entirely satisfactory. Brown (1973) has contributed much to the
reasons for the order of acquisition of morphemes, snch as frequency,
perceptual saliency, syllabic stress, semantic and syntactic roles.
Brown seems to emphasise frequency, semantic and grammatical
complexity as determinants of order. However, empirical
investigations reveal that frequency does not correlate with the
order found (rho + .26); Brown's conclusion is that "no relation
has been demonstrated to exist between parental frequencies and
child's order of acquisition" (p.362).
In L2 studies, Larsen-Ereeman (1975) finds that her data
correlates with Brown's frequency counts, therefore she believes
that frequency still may be a possible hypothesis. However, Dulay
et al (1982) are pessimistic about frequency as an explanation
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"the effects of frequency on the acquisition of syntactic and
morphological structures seem to be far from clear or simple"
(p.39)• Similarly, Brown's predictions that semantic and
linguistic complexity would account for the order is borne out only
in LI, but not L2 studies. Dulay and Burt (1975) therefore
conclude that
"... it (cumulative complexity) still consists
entirely of a description of what is to be learned
to explain the learning sequence .... This
complete dependence on a description of the target
language to explain acquisition order is made clear
by the reasons Brown gives for any possible
failure of his cumulative complexity notion to
predict learning sequences".
(Dulay and Burt, 1975:218)
Felix (1981+) has posed two questions regarding "the
development problem" in language acquisition: "First we may ask
where those of the child's constructions come from that do not
exist in the adult language ... The second has to do with the
fact that, at regular intervals, children move from one stage to
the next" (p.li|,). Felix himself is concerned with the second,
stage -transition problem since this is "the most challenging
aspect of the developmental problem" (p.15). Felix's proposal
is linked to the emergence of universal principles "According to
a specific maturational schedule so that at any stage of the
development the child's grammar construction will be guided (or
rather constrained) by a proper subset of universal principles"
(p.28). The child is obliged to restructure his grammar if it
violates a principle of Universal Grammar (UG). In explaining
the emergence of German word order, Felix has proposed three such
principles which successively eliminate possible word orders.
(1) The X-schem a which constrains random constituent
order in the phrase-structure component and allows
only SYO, SOY and OSV
(2) Case Theory (assumed to be part of the maturational
schedule, hence a UG principle) allows SYO and SOY
(3) Structure-Ereserving Constraint allows SOY
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Similarly, Felix attributes the transition from Stage I Neg + S
structures to Stage II no/nein + VP (sentence-internal negation),
to a yet unnamed universal which prohibits Keg external structures.
Felix bases this 'principle® on Dahl's observation that sentence-
initial (Neg + S) placement is possible only in verb-initial
languages (Dahl, 1979s93)» on Chomsky's (1980, 1981) views
on Universal Grammar, which contains a set of principles which
constrain the class of possible human languages/grammars and the
range of options and structural properties available. Felix
concludes that "the impossibility of pre-sentential Neg placement
follows from independent properties of "the theory of grammar"
(p.36). It is to be noted thou^i, that Felix stops short at
Stage II, without positing the universals needed for the
transition to Stage III. Felix's explanations also rely heavily
on generative grammar; Lastly, Felix does not explain the
different structures at different stages, i.e. he has only mentioned
the first question without attempting to give possible answers.
Gass (1981+) has highlighted the importance of universals
in IL studies by data showing that "the acquisition of syntax
cannot be adequately described without recourse to language
universals" (p.22). Gass has cited numerous examples of universal
constraints, in the area of syntax, phonology, morphology etc.
across a wide range of research. However, she challenges the
assumption that all types of universals will have the same effect.
There are possible interactions with the LI and L2, because ILs
involve more than a single linguistic system; thus "it may be more
appropriate to talk about shaping influences rather than absolute
constraints" (p.iq). Eckman (1981+; cited in Gass) too found that
violations of universal constraints in ILs which can be explained in
the light of the TL or the NL. It seems then that while
universals exert a considerable influence in developing grammars,
their influence is not so clearly defined.
The inadequacy of any one explanation is understandable,
mainly because language is an extremely complex phenomenon,
involving the interactions of different factors. It is perhaps
profitable to look at these factors within a single comprehensive
framework which will consider factors like neurological (e.g.
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limitations on memory and storage of linguistic material),
psychological/cognitive (e.g. mental apparatus for linguistic
processing in perception and production, strategies,
maturational and developmental processes), social and
communicational (the semantic and functional value in
communication, interaction processes in language contact situations),
and physiological/physical (an adult learner's usual inability to
produce the phonemes unique in the L2). The list is not
exhaustive, but a guideline to our discussions.
Miller (19&7) has discussed the phenomenon of
schematization or recoding in memory of a large amount of material
by "chunking" into bits, because the immediate memory cannot hold
more than 7-2 'chunks' or units of information. It is possible
that the representation and storage of new information (i.e. new
L2 material) is even less-~ than - 7« If that is so, then there
should be a principle of selectivity to eliminate less relevant
elements from the more relevant ones. Such a principle has been
recognized by linguists like Chomsky and Ebdor: "the organism's
inborn predisposition to select quickly and without mistake a
specific working hypothesis" about relevant stimuli. Ervin-Tripp(i 973)
has also observed that "given the small capacity in the immediate
memory span, the selectivity of such storage is important in child
language learning" (p.2j0). Ueurobiologists like Changeux (198O) and
psychologists like Mehler have emphasised that learning is
a selective process "to learn is to eliminate". Chomsky and Ebdor(i 980)
believe that there are innate and hi^ily specific filters or
discriminative criteria to select and to eliminate. Hence actual
functioning elements tend to be fixed, inactive ones tend to decay.
Braine (l971» cited in Ervin-Tripp, op.cit) believes that frequency
and recurrence prevents the decay of stored information. This
again accounts for the fact that new information is more likely to
be decayed. In language acquisition, Brown (1973) has observed
that -ing is very stable (90%) while be comes much later. Perhaps
this is due to the fact that the progressive morpheme -ing is more
frequent, because it is invariant, while be is comparatively less
frequent since it has five allomorphs am, is, are, was, were.
In the context of the selectivity principle, -ing will be retained
but be will be temporarily eliminated.
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Perhaps a stronger argument for the selection principle
can he based on meaning and function. Slobin (1971) has
observed that it is possible to store form and meaning independent
of each other, but that the "■underlying meaning of a sentence is
more persistent... in memory than the surface structure in which
the meaning is expressed" (pp.26-27). In this context, -ing
is more likely to be stored in memory because it has high
information value as aspect marker. Be on the other hand is a
redundant feature until it is marked for tense and number
(Brown, 1973) • Also, be is recoverable from the context in
greater measure than -ing. When -ing is acquired, a more general
form of be (e.g. _is) will be added. The higher specificity of
are (+ Plu), was (+ Past) and were (+ Plu + Past) makes them likely
candidates for a later acquisition. The gradual acquisition of
the full form Be + Y + ing is an example of the step-by-step
selection of elements in a verb phrase which starts with the single
main verb.
The assumption that functional and communicative
considerations dictate the linguo-cognitive mechanisms to process
those elements with high information value first, is empirically
supported by the 2-3 word sentences in early naturalistic
acquisition. LI and L2 studies abound with "telegraphic"-type
sentences which are stripped of functions, inflections, and "little
words" like Auxs. These basic structures B + B/Y/Adj, Wh + Y/B,
Bo + B/Y/Adj are strings of contentives which carry the major
meanings of a sentence (e.g. Daddy go; Bo want; Where Kitty?)
7.3«1« Development of the Tense and Aspect System
It is possible that from a highly complex tense and aspect
system, the innate mechanisms will select first a grammatical
category with the highest 'functional load'.
(10) Basically, the term is similar to Brown's (1973) term
'semantic value1', and to 'information value'- referred to in
the literature. The term 'functional load'1 covers both
these concepts and others too. The choice of the term
focuses on the functional aspect and utility of different
linguistic elements in actual communication. Both
semantic and functional considerations are included.
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The present progressive is considered to have a high
functional load because of its usefulness to describe present
ongoing action, especially in a child®s here and now context, e.g.
"dog running", "baby eating". To a child/learner, the present
progressive probably has a basic semantic concept: "-ing is used
to describe an action (now)", thus it is functionally useful.
Other reasons like perceptual salience, phonological stability etc.
do play a role, thus making the progressive "one of the most
pervasive forms in the speech environment of a child" (Wagner-
Gough, 1975).
At the other extreme, the functional load of the simple
present is comparatively low. Most grammarians agree that it has
very restricted uses to describe present action, which,
realistically speaking, have a certain duration, however short it
may be. As Jesperson (1955) has pointed out "any conceivable
action cannot fall within the theoretical zero-point of the actual
present" (p.17). Leech (1969) considers the actual present as
the marked or abnormal alternative to the present progressive
because its meaning is related to the dramatic (e.g. "I open the
door") or in certain contexts (e.g. Sports commentary). The
3rd person singular, as a sub-class of the simple present, has
an even lower functional load. Its main function is a slight
modulation of meaning in the marking of person. Since its
function is a grammatical one (marking concord between person and
present tense), it contributes very little to the actual
communication; one can say "He go to school by bus" without much
loss of meaning. The little practical value or functional load
of the 3rd person singular might account for its late acquisition
(or even its non-acquisition). Table lit- (p. 137 ) showing
group ranges of correct use reveal that no HEM(k) learner has
acquired this category, if the percentage of acquisition is assumed
to be 80+. Again, only 13»3% of the HEM(H) learners have acquired
the 3rd singular. The figures in Table 20A are also revealing -
even the hi^iest class in HEM(k) has a mean at only 8% in task 1,
and a slightly higher 37»h% in task 2. H10 is no better: 1+0.5%
in task 1, and 1+9 • 3% in task 2. So it seems that even after
about ten years of learning English, the 3^d singular is still a
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late/non-acquired category. If it is used at all, it is
probably used only for monitoring in task 3- Thus, from our
sample, only the E7 and E10 learners seem to have acquired the
3rd singular, while El+ is in the process of acquiring (around
60% means for tasks 1 and 2). The late/non-acquisition of the
3rd singular is puzzling if we try to account for the phenomenon
in terms of complexity, because it is conceptually not difficult
(Krashen, 1982: lll+). Therefore it is perhaps more logical
to assume that it is being ignored by learners who are striving
for the more important, or semantically/communicatively useful
elements and structures in the TL. The learners employ either
of the two learning strategies to simplify, reduce and regularise
linguistic data so that two rules for the same tense have been
reduced to one.
(a) 1. Vb Eres —^ Vb Eres + / y
2. Vb Eres ^rd sing •> Vb Eres + S
(b) 1. Vb Eres Erog Vb Eres + ing v.
2. Vb Eres 3rd sing Vb Eres + S '
Vb Eres +
Vb Eres + ing
The functional • load of the simple past is higher than
that of the past progressive or the past perfect. The simple
past refers to a single point in the past which is - specific,
hence it is deictic and referential, e.g. I went there (yesterday/
last week). The non-specificness of either the past progressive
or past perfect restricts their functional load only to telic
situations (Comrie, 1975:1+7) which involve the process leading up
to a terminal point and the terminal point, e.g.
187. I was eating when she came in
188. John had almost completed the book when he died
Since there is an interdependence between the character of
the verb (stative, dynamic etc.) and aspect, there are other
restrictions on aspectual use. Thus stative verbs cannot be used
in the progressive.
I89. I was knowing her family
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Restrictions on the use of the perfective aspect stem
from the fact that two time points are involved in its use.
Thus for the present perfect there must he a present state
(He has "been sick ...) and a past situation (... because he ate
too much). In the past perfect there must he a relation between
a past state (He had been in the University for three years ...)
and an even earlier situation (... when his father died).
In the light of the notion of 'functional load' we
speculate that the present perfect has a higher possibility of
occurrence than the past perfect. The resultative experiential and
recent past uses of the present perfect are likely to occur more
often than the past uses of the perfect. Therefore the present
would possibly precede the past, though our findings indicate
otherwise.
Lyons (1976) has pointed out that gaps and assymetries
exist in the use of tense and aspect in any language because of two
modes of descriptions of time:
(1) the experiential, subjective, dynamic and
deictic mode (12)
(2) the historical, objective, static and non-
deictic mode
These two modes of conception and description of time
favours one tense and/or aspect category over the others. "It is
for this reason that aspectually unmarked simple non-past
sentences in English - 'John sings' - are only rarely constructed
as referring ic events" (Lyons, op.cit.:689) • Such a situation
would favour the use of the present progressive : John is singing.
(11) Rrobably because of the nature of the elicitation method
(12) "We adopt the experiential mode for the description of
contemporary situation" (Lyons, 1976:689)
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In the description of past situations we can switch
between one mode of description and the other for stylistic
or rhetorical purposes. However, the historical mode is the
norm from which the experiential mode constitutes a deviation;
and this is why the past progressive in English is less frequently
used than the present progressive (p.689).
7.3.2. Development of Negative Structures
Two important concepts that we would like to discuss here
are Halliday's (l970> 1975) theme: rheme distinctions in an
information unit. Halliday relates the importance of the first
position in a clause, and the theme which is the "psychological
subject" (Halliday, 1970:22) of a clause. As such, theme has
both structural significance and a deictic function "it defines
the speaker's angle on the content" (p.23). It may be possible
therefore to view the Neg operator as the theme. Its function
is to signal negative intention and to distinguish negative
meaning from an affirmative one. Since the first position is
thematic, the Neg element occupies that position in early negative
structures. Two explanations are offered: the first posits that
State I is a subjectless, aux.-less stage since learners are still
processing two words at a time. Notice that these are the most
important elements for communication in negative sentences,
namely, the negator and the negated noun/verb/adjective/adverb.
Sentences like "no heavy", "no want" are semantically transparent,
hence highly functional to convey denial or rejection in a given
context. The second explanation holds that the subject NP has
been acquired, but that it has been supplanted (temporarily) by
the psychological subject or thematic Nb. To a learner the
communication of negative intention would probably be uppermost.
At this time there may be two competing hypotheses regarding
thematic position: either the grammatical subject (which according
to Halliday normally occupies the first position in a declarative
sentence) or the psychological subject. The two sentences of
Kh SI in column 3 seem to indicate that the negative intention,
hence the latter hypothesis, as being stronger. Perhaps this has
to do with the communication of the basic intention No. Another
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reason is that the selecting filters may specify that the
grammatical subject is retrievable from the context, whereas the
negator is not.
The appearance of the grammatical subject in Stage II
(which is still Aux.-less, but with more elements like the direct
object and adverb) could be attributed to its being acquired, if
we hold the first assumption. If the second hypothesis is
true, e.g. the supplanting of the grammatical by the psychological
subject, then we can also assume that the learner recognizes that
there is no loss in negative intention even if the negator is
placed after the subject EP, hence he reinstates the subject UP.
It is interesting to tie up these speculations with Felix's
ideas (discussed in p. 287) about universal constraints.
It may be that memory limitations and universal cognitive
mechanisms process Eo + E/Y/Adj/Adv. initially, at the behest of
the train's command to look out for functionally loaded elements
for negative sentences. When structures like "no water", "no go"
are processed as a single chunk (see discussion on Miller, p.289)
the increased storage space allows more elements in, probably at
the specification of Felix's postulated principle.
Stage II also shows the increase in negators from a single,
overgeneralized Eo_ to and Eot. Stage III brings in the
unanalyzed don't as a third negator (Bellugi and Klima, 1966)
note that can't, wofe't are also unanalyzed negators. When the
Aux. system is gradually being acquired, there is also greater
accuracy in negative sentences (Stages IYa and IYc). Borland
(198I4.) observes that "the order of formation of the four Aux + Eeg.
types included in the study reflect the process of Aux. development"
(p.307). Hence the study of the emergence of negative sentences
between Stages IYa - c should really be in relation to the study
of Aux. development. Again, the emergence of the Aux. system
should be in the context of the emergence of the tense and aspect
system and the non-verbal complement system (copular sentences).
7.3.3* Development of Y/H and Wh-questions
There are some formal properties of interrogation which are
available in natural languages, such as: intonation, interrogative
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operators (question marker or question particle), and inversion.
Some languages use all three to signal interrogation (e.g. English)
while others use only one or two. Intonation is a universally
accepted marker of interrogative sentences (Ultan, 1978:
In fact, rising intonation is the only interrogative marker in
most languages for Y/N questions, and it is intonation which
distinguishes questions from non-questions.
Perhaps because intonation is so basic in question
formation, it is the first to be acquired inl/H questions. In
Table 56 Stage I is marked for interrogation only by rising
intonation. At this stage there is no copula or Aux. which may
act as a question operator. In most cases, especially in the
spoken discourse, rising intonation is sufficient to signal
interrogative intention. In the framework of a functional,
developing communication system mentioned earlier, intonation
thou^i a non-syntactic category, is considered to have a high
functional load in actual communication. Inversion of subject
and verb on the other hand has low functional load because it does
not add to the communicative value of a question. In fact,
writers like Labov and Labov (1978) consider inversion as a
redundant marker of interrogation. Another reason for the late or
non-acquisition of inversion is linked to typological universals:
inversion according to Ultan (op.cit.) occurs only in some six
European languages, therefore it is non-universal and marked.
The given reasons probably explain the non-acquisition of inversion
by most of the NEW learners in this study (Tables 35^
only 20% K10, and 30% H10 subjects reach the 80-100% level of
proficiency in Wh-questions translation task. Table 35G
only 30% H10 subjects reach the above level in Wh-question error
correction task. Table 35& only 20% K10 subjects for Y/N
translation task. Table 351 50% K10 and 80% H10 subjects reach
level 5 in'Wh-question transformation task).
English also makes use of interrogative operators: a
verbal element in Y/N questions, and pronouns and adverbs in Wh-
questions. In English the question operators are free morphemes
which occupy the initial position. Both the finite element of the
verb and the Wh-element are thematic in Y/N and Wh-questions
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(Halliday, op.cit.) Normally, request for information about the
Y/N polarity (assent vs. dissent, acceptance vs. rejection etc.)
is carried in the verbal interrogative operator in l/l questions.
If we follow the same arguments given for the acquisition of no
in negative sentences, we would expect that this question
specifying element would be acquired. Two reasons probably rule
out this expectation: the specification of interrogative intention
has already been given by rising intonation. Secondly, the
placement of the Q-operator in Y/N questions would have to be via
the inversion rule, which we have already argued to be a redundant
syntactic feature peculiar to English and a few other languages.
The status of the Wh element is different; the placement
of Wh element does not require the inversion rule, so that the
non-acquisition of this syntactic rule does not affect the position
of the Wh element. The Wh element has a high functional load
since it expresses the roles of the speaker and hearer as one who
requests communicative action, and one who provides a specific
piece of information. Hence, "the intrinsic theme of Wh - Q,
is the Wh element ... (which takes) precedence over the subject" in
the first position (Halliday, op.cit.: 25).
The importance of the Wh element as a meaning can be
exemplified from a typical discourse exchange among Khasi
speakers:
Q, : shano? Ans.: sha yew
(Where?) (To market)
Q : balei? Ans.: ba nga kwa?
(Why?) (because I want to)
Givon (1979:217) has pointed out that in Wh-question
constructions, the focus is in the interrogative element while




(c) Where you going?
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(d) Where you are going?
(e) Where are you going?
Semantically, there is no reduction in meaning between
sentences 190c-e, while in 190a the subject and verb, the
presupposed, given information, are deleted but can be retrieved
in the situational context. The deleted elements from (a) to (e)
show their degree of importance in information and semantic value.
If we view the sequence of acquisition in a functional, semantic
framework, it becomes clear why Auxs. like copula, do etc. and lack
of tense or aspect (e.g. in 209b) are not basic to communication;
their roles are more syntactic., As mentioned earlier, inversion
of subject and aux. verb is a purely syntactic exercise; there
is no difference in meaning between (e) and (d), neither is there
any loss of information.
The other source for the late or non-acquisition of the
inversion rule is its contradiction to Slobin's principle
regarding continuity in word order. In fact, the inversion rule
breaks the Aux. and the verb from the verb phrase, e.g.:
Y/U question : He is going alone —^ Is he going alone?
Wh-question : Why he is going alone —^ Why is he going alone?
Compare this with Hindi, where the VP structure is
maintained:
Y/H question Voh akela ja reha hai?
he alone go ing is
Wh-question Voh akela kyon ja reha hai
he alone why go ing is?
In comparing LI and L2 structures as in the above examples,
the nature of the LI to influence the acquisition of L2 structures
is regarded as a possibility. Thougi nothing conclusive has been
said about LI influence, many theorists and researchers are of the
opinion that the LI does play a part. Corder (1978:99) believes
that the characteristics of the LI may 'facilitate' or 'not
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facilitate1 second language learning according to its similarity
or dissimilarity in structures with the L2. Similarly, Wode (198
has argued that the nature of the LI and reliance on the LI does
take place if specific prerequisites and certain conditions are met.
Lhou^i such conditions are not yet specific, it is reasonable to
believe that some acquisitional characteristics are conditioned and
influenced by the LI, i.e. the weak version o£ form of the
contrastive hypothesis. The non-existence of the inversion rule
in Hindi and Khasi is therefore a possible reason for the non-
acquisition of interrogative word order by most HEM learners.
Lastly, word order phenomenon has been discussed by
Rutherford (1982 :95-96) within the theory of markedness.
Discussing Lulay and Burt's (1978) data on Wh-questions, Rutherford
observes that the unmarked but incorrect declarative word order
question form precedes the correct but marked question word order.
Thus if we posit that sentences like
191 .You will go to school?
192 .Why he is not reading this time?
as unmarked, incorrect interrogative structures, they are acquired
earlier than the marked and correct inverted forms
193.Will you go to school?
19l+.Why is he not reading this time?
7.3.i+. Interim Summary
In section 7.2 we have tried to examine similar orders/
sequences in the light of universal cognitive processes. Some
data from negation and interrogation of the lower HEM classes
indicate that these basic structures reflect the syntax of the L2
and not the LI, i.e. the L2 syntax is acquired in its own terms.
The data therefore substantiates Slobin's Universal C 2:
"Word order in child speech reflects word order in the input
language" (Slobin, 1973:197). Also, the data confirms theoretical
assumptions that word order is acquired quite early since it is one
of the most salient in the input data (Corder, 1977:85).
In trying to account for the orders/sequences, and the
similarity of tense and aspect declarative sentences, negative
and interrogative structures at different stages of acquisition, we
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have focussed on neurological and sociosemiotic factors. Since
these are considered important, we will expand on our discussions
regarding these factors.
A possible "universal" in language acquisition relates
to the neurological constraints on processing linguistic
information and the finite span of immediate memory (Miller, 1967).
Perhaps we can draw from Miller's observation (p.37) of a learner
of radio-telegraphic code, and hypothesize that: (i) a learner
initially internalises each word as a separate chunk, hence the
memory space is very limited; (ii) familiarity with words/elements
and analysis of their internal meaning enables the (Stage l)
learner to organize words as single units (chunks), thus increasing
memory space a little. Further organizations into bigger chunks
increase more storage space, hence the increase in length of the
structures between Stage 1 through Stage 5. Miller has observed
that, in order to form the "familiar units" through, "a process of
organizing or grouping the input" (p.37) a great deal of learning
is involved. In the context of language acquisition, reanalysis
and recoding of linguistic information is a continual process
linked to increasing memory space. The continuous changes in such
recordings and mental representations of linguistic information are
reflected in the structures unique to each stage.
We have argued that, because of very limited storage space
at the initial stages of language learning, some principles of
selection must be established. We have focussed on functional
load as the basic factor for the selection of the linguistic
elements/categories. On a general level, the assumption that the
evolution of language is dependent on functions agrees with the
Hallidayan concept of functions (Halliday, 1973> 1976) and others.
Since we are dealing with second language learners who have probably
acquired most of these functions (regulatory, interpersonal etc.),
the present study interprets functions in terms of the
semantic and functional values of lexical items, grammatical categories,
negative and interrogative operators, morphemes etc.
The principle of selection on the basis of differential
functional loads of linguistic elements seems to account for most of
the observed data in language acquisition. Also, pidgins and other
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simple codes like Mbtherese, seem to follow this principle.
Thus we hypothesize that the principle is a universal tendency
in naturalistic language acquisition.
The concept of functional load gains support "because it
partially explains fossilization. Since language is a
communicative tool, some learners stop short at a point when they
achieve some measure of communicative success or "functional
competence" (Jain, 1969), which is short of the TL norm "but
which is sufficient for the immediate purposes of communication.
Attested evidence can "be found in learners like Zoila (Shapira,
1978), Chariot1 s (1978) subject. and some of Schumann's (1977)
subjects. What constitutes functional competence are probably
those categories (e.g. present progressive), structures (uninverted
questions) and elements (contentives) which have high functional
load. What do net feature in functional competence are low-
function elements and structures. Such elements like the -s
morpheme for 3rd singular merely modulate meaning; others like
inversion of subject-verb in interrogative sentences are
redundant; while others are those which can be retrieved from the
context, e.g. the be aux. in progressive sentences. It may be the
case that categories with very opaque conceptual meaning, e.g. the
past perfect progressive, may also be outside the scope of the
learners.
Both learners and users who have fossilized at a certain
stage probably adopt a strategy of substituting an acquired form
for an unacquired one, or a more general for a less general form.
Thus the concept of functional load is linked with the substitution
of categories, i.e. a category like the 3rd singular is substituted
by the present progressive which has been acquired earlier. The
latter is therefore like an "all-purpose" tool for describing verbs
in the present tense (- Erog.). Similarly, the simple past is made
to do duty for the present and past perfect by learners, since both
have a past tense function (reference to the past). The category
which substitutes for others is generally one that has a hi^a
functional load. Theoretically, the categories are mutually
exclusive and one cannot substitute for the other (Comrie, 1976:33)•
In actual use by learners the functions of one category are/may be
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taken over by another category. The substitutability of one
category by another by learners are indicated by the broken
arrows; where substitutions cannot take place, the sentences
are starred.
FIGURE "28A»
The substitution of Grammatical Categories by Learners.
Historical
Sim.Pres. Tense
( They £0 to a film )—
Sim. Past. Tense —




—(They 1 re going to a film )
- Fast Perfect
( They had rone in but found that
it was the wrong one).
(They went in but found )
Present Perfect
(They 've gone to a film and won't
be back till ten )
(They went to a film and )
Past Progressive
(They were going last week but
couldn't get the tickets )
( *They -went last week but )
(*They had none last week but.... )
Functional load is also linked to frequency of occurrence.
If an element has high functional load, it is likely to occur often
in discourse/communication. We have seen that the present
progressive has a high functional load, therefore it occurs often
in speech.
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Though functional load is seen as a major contributing
factor for language acquisition and the reason for the orders/
sequences, it may not be the only factor. Hence the approach
taken in this study to account for the orders/sequences is
eclectic, drawing from many sources. This is because language
acquisition is considered to be a very complex process so that a
multi-factor approach is considered to be more feasible than one
which emphasized only one factor.
In Table 5U below we present a tentative multifactorial
profile to account for the order/sequences of development and
language acquisition. The table is based on Brown8s Table 13
(Brown, 1973s8^+)• However, while Brown's Table lists some
properties of functors only, the table below includes other
linguistic devices like inversion, intonation etc. Secondly,
the table predicts prior acquisition to those elements with more
pluses, and late or non-acquisition to elements with minuses.
No claim is made about validity because the binary assignment is
subjective (though based on readings on the subject). The profile
is just a tentative attempt to find a method to deal with the
problem of orders/sequences.
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7«U The IL Developmental Continuum
This section will be concerned with the IL developmental
continuum and the examination of hypotheses 3 which are stated in
Chapter 3«
Using the results from the implicational scales which were
used to determine accuracy/acquisition orders, a developmental
continuum has been constructed for the acquisition of tense and
aspect categories, and for the syntax of negation and
interrogation. Results from the frequency distribution of
subjects and the Scheffe tests have been used to determine the
positions of the 9 groups at different points of the continuum.
Lastly, the movement of learners along the different points of the
continuum and the resulting variable performances due to the degree
of formality of the tasks will be shown, based on the ANOVA and
Scheffe test results on task differences.
7.l+.l- The Developmental Continuum of Increasing Complexity
In this section we will draw from the results presented in
Chapters 5 and 6 and the discussion on the sequence of development
in the previous section to illustrate the developmental continuum
in all the areas studied. Throughout, the importance of a
functional semantic approach has been stressed in discussing why
certain forms or structures are acquired before others. The
starting point of learners from a basic, universal semantax and not
a developed LI system, in the acquisition of a language, has also
been discussed.
It has been generally recognised by theorists that the early
stages of second language acquisition show certain characteristics
of simple codes, such as a simple or non-existent morphological
system, a simple pronoun system, lack of articles, copula,
auxiliaries, modals, or other function words like prepositions; a
fixed word order which express basic syntactic relations and a poor
lexicon. As a learner progresses along the continuum of learning
he gains more ground by complexifying the basic code at his disposal.
7.2+ .1 .A.Tense and Aspect
Complexification involves the substitution of general by more
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specific rules when conditions of appropriateness "become evident.
In our data on tense and aspect (ladle 17) 65.0% of Kl+ subjects,
63.0% of Hi), subjects and 35*0% of El+ typically employ a general
rule of using an uninflected main verb for 3^4 singular. The
same rule is used for simple past tense by 73*75% of Kl+, 55.0%
of Hi) and 18.5% of Ei) learners. This indicates undifferentiation
of 3^8. singular and simple past since a general, uninflected main
verb is the all-purpose tool. Another type of undifferentiation
for tense and aspect categories is the use of present progressive
for 3rd- singular by 33% of K7, 80% of K10, 38.5% of H7 and 1+8.5%
of H10 students (Table 17 ). The same can be said by looking
at column 2 of Table 18 , which indicates that the past progressive
is a general rule to cover for simple past tense and past
progressive. In the above cases, there are hi^i percentages of
subjects mostly from HEM schools who have not gone up far enou^i
in the implicational scales for tense and aspect presented in
Table 9 and listed below.
TABLE 53T The Scale of Complexity for Tense and Aspect





















The figures for Table 55 taken from Tables 17
and 18 based on the picture description test for use of simple
past and 3^8. singular. While EM groups remain constant at
about 85% of subjects using simple past and 3^8. singular correctly,
4.15% (31 *48 - 27.33) of EEM students fail to go up the scale
till the 3C(i singular.
TABLE 56 • 'Hie Scale of Complexity for Tense and Aspect





























176.7 156.7 123.3 85.5 35.4 80.0
The last row of Table 14 for percentages of subjects who have
reached the 80-100 range, provide the figures for Table 56 above.
Between the present progressive (i.e. first acquired) and the 3^8.
singular (last acquired) there are 60.1% (73-4 - 12.3) NEM subjects
who have not reached up to 3rd singular in the tense and aspect
complexity scale above. Similarly, there are about 30% of EM
subjects who fail to elaborate their tense and aspect system such
as to include the unique characteristics of the 3^8. singular.
>
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Traugott (1977:151+) has observed, that "categories that
are further up'the implicational scale (i.e. more marked.) are
more difficult to learn in either first or second language
acquisition than categories which are further down (more basic,
less marked)". The figures above substantiate the view that the
more marked categories like past and present perfect, and ycd.
singular are acquired by fewer subjects than the less marked
categories down the scale. Moreover, since the IL continuum is
defined as one which is developmental in nature, subjects of
class 1| who possess a basic code in tense and aspect system
elaborate this system as they progress in their school levels
(J± —- 5 — 8 — J. — ^ — 9 — 10) and are exposed to more teaching
and forms of the TL. This is evident in the tables, below,
with 'class1 as a marker of developmental stages.
TABLE 57- The Scale of Complexity for Tense and Aspect





Glass NEM(K) NSM(H) EM
10 8.C 50.5 100.0
7 6.5 16.5 95.0








Class NSM(K) NEK (H) EM
10 20.5 43. 5 100.0
7 4.5 25. 5 81 .0




FIGURES FROM TAELS 18.
(PICTURE DESCRIPTION TASK)
FIGURES FROM TABLc 17<
TABLE 58 The Scale of Complexity for Tense and Aspect
(All categories) NEM(K), NEM(H) and EM
IV. 1.Ires. 2.Past 5.Sim. 4.Past 5.Fres.6.3rd Singular
Class. Prog. Prog. Past Ferf. Perf.
10 80.0 76.7 46.7 50.0 50.0 40.0
7 60.0 50.0 36.O 53.3 30.0 30.0
4 30.0 30.3 10.0 0.0 3.3 3.3
170.c T577T 9271 8373" f*s ^ ^ 7 ^V J • s I J • y
(FIGURES FROM TABLE 10 CF PERCENTAGES OF SUBJPCTS AT THE
80-10096 LEVEL)
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If each tense and aspect category above is represented
by a horizontal line, the above total figures in Tables B and I)
are schematically displayed as






















In the above figure, the scale of complexity of the six
tense and aspect system in English expands to the maximum at the
3rd singular as undifferentiated categories (starting at the
uninflected forms) become more specific as functions, relations
and morphological distinctions became more transparent to learners.
(Since the scales are implicational, it implies that those subjects
who have reached up at 6 have also differentiated, acquired and
used all the other categories below (l-5). The majority of
students who have reached up the scale of complexity and have
elaborated their tense and aspect systems, are only those from E7
and E10. Similarly those who have reached up to 5 have acquired
the categories 1—2+ below it.
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Our discussions so far and the schematic representation
above, have illustrated that the IL continuum is one that is
expanding in complexity and one that is developmental.
The continuum of tense and aspect obtained in the
implicational scales (Table 9 ) can be broken down further for a
detailed examination of the acquisition of a single category, or a
set of categories. In order to illustrate the gradual
complexification, development and acquisition of such a set
(consisting of the simple past, present and past perfect as past-
time related categories), we have constructed an implicational
scale for the set. Following Piatt (1977), possible linguistic
environments have been isolated: consonant + id
consonant + d/t, vowel + id, vowel + in (for perfective aspect
only), vowel change (VC), consonant change (CC), no change (iC),
get and have. * Twenty-eight class 7 and 10 MEM subjects
exemplify the gradual development of the three categories above, in
the implicational scales below:
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The Guttman scales and the schematic representation
above, have illustrated that the IL continuum is one that is
expanding in complexity and one that is developmental.
Tense and aspect data again provide some more
illustrations of the process of elaboration and complication as
learners progress in their learning.
We return to Tables 17 and 18 to examine the error-types
and variants for 3^1 singular and simple past. In columns 1+ and
5 (Table 17) two variants gj,e listed V + ing and is + V.
These error-types exemplify sentences like
195. Everyday Ram go school
196. Everyday Ram going to school
197 • Everyday Ram is run
These forms are elementary variants of the present
progressive is + V + ing. If a build up of the development of the
progressive is constructed the process of elaboration is
schematically represented below as:
FIGURE 29 Schematic Representation of the Development of the
Progressive
is + V -r ing.Ram is going.
(13) Such forms have also been reported by Andersen (1977)?
Ravem (197U) and Wagner-Gou^i (1975)*
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Since there is variability among learners, there are some
who begin by inflecting the main, verb (go) while leaving out the
Aux. Be; there are others who mark the progressive by using the
Aux. but leave the MV uninflected. Some learners may use both
forms. It is only when Aux+V+ing is combined that the learners
have elaborated their progressive system and gone up the scale of
complexity in marking aspect (-ing), tense (is/was), number (is/
are), and person (am/is).
Semantic categories like agent, object, action, tense,
aspect etc. are related to each other in systematic ways. Such
relationships are however not transparent to beginners of language
learning. In our data from the error correction task on negation,
a considerable number of HEM and some Eh respondents 'corrected*
the following sentences (items) by inserting 'am*.
198. I am not spoken to Rita
199- He is not found the ring
There are many examples like the above. The conclusion that we
draw is: since the learners have not reached a high level of
complexity (specifically, they have not reached the scale in
p. 306 up to the perfective aspect), they mistakenly relate 'am'
'is* to the subject HP * 11 and 'He* respectively. Thus the
relationship of the different elements in the sentence is not clear:
that the Aux. relates to the main verb and not the subject HP.
This is represented below:
i am not (am ) spoken to Rita.
Such examples show that going up the scale of complexity
in an IL continuum also involves knowledge of the underlying
grammatical categories and their relationships.
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In the upward progress towards the TL, both formal and
semantic complexity are involved. Increasing semantic complexity
can be interpreted as the progress from undifferentiation
(progressive aspect undifferentiated from simple present or past)
to differentiation of meaning. In this interpretation, most HEM
learners do not have the full complex semantic system which
differentiates between habitual, continuous, non-continuous or
perfect actions. It follows that semantic complexity is also
the progress from ambiguity to clarity of statement on tense and
aspect. For example, a learner who used only an uni'nflected
verb
200. He go
leaves the subtler shades of meaning unclear, since the only
information given is the subject 'he* and the action 'go'. If
-ing is added, a clue is given that the progressive (action in
progress) is intended but we are left with no knowledge whether
the action is in the past or present. Addition of an Aux
201. They is going
gives more information - the present is intended, though the learner
has not marked for number in the Aux. The above sentence however
is less ambiguous in terms of tense and aspect (present
progressive).
Thus, any tense and/or aspect category can be analysed
for increasing formal and semantic complexity as learners progress
up the IL continuum.
7.h.l.B.Negation and Interrogation
In this section, data from the syntactic structures of
negation and interrogation will be taken to illustrate the
increasing complexity of the IL continuum.
The general : specific distinction in negation is
exemplified by the overgeneralisation of some Neg. variants. In
other words, some Neg. variants are generally applicable forms in
contexts which would require other negators. Table 29A ^^"^ives
the percentages of overgeneralisation as follows:
(14) The variant !not' was not quantified. Our subjective
impression is that it is also a heavy-duty Neg.operator
in early stages.
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TABLE 60 Percentages of Overgeneralized Heg. Variants
(based on Table 29) ™"
Do+not Did+not Be+not Lever
NSM(K)
(4,7,10)
73.0 52.6 123.4 6.93
62.0 27.0 97.0 0.0
EM 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0(7,10)
The use of one Heg. variant for another indicates the
general rules of negation for some learners, e.g. 'use don't to
negate sentences' . Hotice especially the use of Be + not -
this is consistent with what has "been found earlier for tense
and aspect data, that the pronoun HP ('I', 'He' etc.) influences
the use of a Be-Aux (sentences 198-199 above) in perfective
aspect, modal, and F-M7 sentences
from increasing degrees of analysis of linguistic knowledge.
For example, it has been observed by many researchers that 'don't'
is used as a single unanalysed negation at the early stages of
development. As semantic complexity increases both in
comprehension and production, 'don't' is reanalysed as
Aux. (do) + not
to realise do not (don't), does not (doesn't), did not (didn't).
What has been said of Heg. variants applies to the
overgeneralization of 'Do', 'Did', 'Does', 'Be' in Y/N questions
and Wh + do, Wh + did, Wh + does, Wh + Be in Wh-questions.
Tables 32 and 33 give the figures for overgeneralization of
these Auxs. in non-applicable contexts. The higfr. figures
(total + 378 of a form of 'Do' as question introducer in Y/H
questions and 82-83 in Wh-questions in non-F-MV sentences) show
the general productive rule operated by many HEM subjects: use do
to formulate an interrogative sentence.
Increasing complexity of the IL continuum may result
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Tables S3&}538 and 5!?d which show the sequences of
development of negation, Y/U and Wh-questions show the structural
poverty of the negative and interrogative structures in Stages 1
and 2 since these stages have neither copulas nor auxs, therefore
tense and aspect, number and person are not indicated anywhere in
the sentences. Increase in complexity means the gradual
acquisition of these forms (Stages 3 onwsards). As has been
stated before, the acquisition of Do-support in F-MV" sentences
show progress and the increase in complexity in negative and
interrogative structures.
Lastly, the use of declarative sentence word order in
interrogative structures also show undifferentiation between the
two sentence types with regards to word order. This is in keeping
with the belief that a fixed word order is a characteristic of
simple codes. It is only at Stage 3 in Table'532 and Stage I4. in
Table 53c complexity of subject-verb inversion becomes
evident to some learners.
Summary
This section has focussed on the IL as one -which increases
in complexity from a basic semantax. Since it is goal-oriented
the increase in complexity is necessary to bring the basic, simple
codes of learners to closer approximation with the target language.
Many concepts are involved in learning and the notion of increasing




1. Rules General -> Specific
2. Semantic and
formal categories Undifferentiation■ Differentiation
3- Word order Fixed Flexible
k. Analysis Unanalysed Analysed
5- Morphology Absence —-> Rresence
6. Auxiliaries Abs ence Presence
7. Function words Absence * Rresence
8. Markedness Unmarked Marked
9- Relationship between
linguistic elements Opaque Transparent
7.1+.2. Placement of Learners on the IL Continuum
This section is related to hypothesis Jb regarding the
placement of learners along the developmental continuum. In
conducting a cross-sectional study, we hypothesized that the sample
population from higher classes are representative of the lower class
learners as they progress in learning and move on to higher classes.
For example, K10 is representative of K7 and K1+ when they will reach
class 10; K7 is representative of K!+ three years from now. Since
there is supposed to be some progress in learning, the higher classes
are hypothesized to perform better than the lower classes.
This hypothesis is borne out by the ANOVA results with 'class®
as the factor (Tables 11A-D, 21A.-B for tense and aspect; Tables
39, hOA-E ^ negation and interrogation) which show significant
differences between the three classes. Secondly, the means of
performance scores of each group (Tables 20A-B: tense and aspect;
Tables ^6: Negation; Tables 37: Interrogation) show better
performances by higher classes. A display of the means in Tables
20A-B have been given in Figures 8-15 pp. ^55 -158 # The
graphs give a visual picture of the positions of the groups.
Groups of learners belonging to the same school and the same
class are also positioned individually in the Scheffe'Tables ( 12A-D,
22A-C: tense and aspect; Tables 1+2A-D: Negation; Tables h3A-C:
Interrogation; Tables hUA-B: Word order according to the matrix of
cell means calculated from ANOVA outputs. Since the matrix of
cell means have been arranged in increasing order, the position of
each group is indicative of relative performances. The positions
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in the tables are:
TABLE 6l Positions of the Nine Groups on the Continuum
1 2 2,s 4 5 6 7 8 5
i) K4 H4 K7 H7 K10 H10 24 27 210 (Tables 12A,C,p)
ii) K4 H4 K7 K10 H7^ H10 E4 27 210 (Table 22A)
iii) H4 K4 H7 K7 K1G H1C E4 27 210 (Tables 22B,44A)
iv) H4 K4 K7 K10 H7 24 H10 27
'
210 (Table 220)
v) H4 K4 K7 H7 E4 H10 27 210 (Table 42)
vi) K4 H7 K7 S4 K10 H10 E7 210 (Table 43A)
vii) K4 K7 H7 H1C K10 E4 27 E10 (Table 44B)
viii) K4 H7 E7 K10 K1G E4 E7 (Table 42A)
ix) K4 K7 H7 E4 K10 E7 210 fTable 430)
x) K7 H7 K10 E4 H10 E7 E10 (Table 43B)
In all the above analyses and Tables, there is a
consistent pattern in the position of each learner's group on the
continuum; the lowest HEM groups (Kl+ and Hi;) are always at the
lowest level, while E7 and E10 are invariably at the top, while the
other groups are in between the lowest and highest point. If each
school is taken individually, the pattern is: class b at the lowest
level, class 7 at an intermediate level, and class 10 at a hi^ier
level.
A detailed analysis of the position of each individual
learner can be ascertained from the manually constructed
implicational scales for negation and interrogation (Tables 52A-D,
53A-B). Again, most of the class 10 subjects and E7 are at the
top of the scales in the above tables.
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The spread of subjects on the continuum divided into
5 levels at 20% of intervals are seen in the frequency Tables 10,
II4. and 19for tense and aspect, Tables 3I4A-D for negation, and
Tables 35A-I for interrogation and word order. Since some
percentages of subjects are always found in each level, the IL is
therefore a continuum which ranges from 0 to 100.
7.1;.3* Movements Along the IL Continuum as a Function of
Tasks Differences
Our last discussion concerns the movement of learners down
the scale of complexity of the IL continuum because of task
differences. The framework of this assumption is based on the
notion that different tasks impose different cognitive, linguistic,
temporal and social demands on the learners. Relative success in
the tasks will depend on the learners.competence on both the analysed
and automatic factors (Bialystok, 1982).
The 'difficulty8 of a task is based on whether it is a
production or recognition/comprehension task. Thus an error
correction task will require more from the learner than merely
saying that a sentence is right or wrong. Grammatical judgement
however is a task which can operate both an implicit as well as
explicit knowledge (i)1 Anglejan, 1982) therefore it is not necessary
that one should have an analysed knowledge of forms or structures to
be successful in a recognition/comprehension task. Task difficulty
is also defined by whether the production is from a given sentence
(transformation task) or from the learners own system (translation
task). The latter is more difficult because the learner has to
decode the sentence from the mother tongue, and encode its
(supposed) equivalent in L2 entirely from his own IL system, which,
by definition, is still an imperfect system. Encoding a sentence
entails knowledge of the complex syntactic and morphological rules of
construction such as insertion, inversion, allomorphic distribution
etc. Within Bialystok1 s framework, the learner must have analysed
knowledge of the structure and properties of the L2. We have seen
earlier that the learners do not have analysed knowledge of the
structure of Y/W and Wh-questions (specifically, the inversion rule
in interrogative sentences), nor of the function of Do Does Bid and
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some other auxs as tense carriers, "but rather they are mistaken
for interrogative markers. In the error correction task, there
is already a ready-made sentence to which the respondents have
only to insert an appropriate aux. before the Negative, thus this
task is less difficult than the translation task. Task
difficulty also depends on whether the production is oral and
spontaneous, or written and delayed. Oral spontaneity in tasks
like interviews, casual conversations, picture-descriptions etc.
requires relative automatic access to linguistic knowledge. The
situations are such that they do not allow for monitoring or
consultation of the conscious grammar (Krashen's 'Learning' which
is the result of formal teaching). Thus the lack of time to encode
a correct sentence, the focus on communication rather than on a
single form, makes the oral mode more difficult than the written
mode. In tense and aspect, the picture description task is the
most difficult of the three tasks, since there are fewer learners
who scored correctly in this task than in the other tasks. Lastly,
task difficulty depends on the feature focus an. form vs. focus on
communication as another dimension of task variability. Most
formal learners in MM are trained for formal accuracy (but not
always successful, as we have seen) in classroom exercises and
homework. "Whatever communicative competence the MM learners have
is the product of out-of-the-class situations, usually among other
IL users. Any task that has the feature "focus on communication"
is more demanding for it entails (a) fluency and automatic access
(if oral), (b) the ability to encode meaningful sentences and
knowledge of syntactic, morphological and discourse rules.
The discussions above and the factors shown to play a part
in task variability in previous studies (Krashen, 1981, Bialystok,































































Analysis of the subjects' performance in different tasks
(5.8 and 6.6) has revealed variable performance. AHOVA and
Scheffe tests (Tables 21A-B and 22A-F) have confirmed
the existence of inequality in the means of scores in the different
tasks for each of the areas studied. Using the results of the
Scheffe tests on tense and aspect (5*8.5-l) we can say that
the levels of difficulty found is as that predicted by the
features, i.e. picture description task is the most difficult because
of the features oral, spontaneous production with focus on
communication. The fill-in-the-blanks task is of average difficulty;
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it requires the ri^it inflection of a given verb within a
given sentence; the learner must know the various morphological
rules to mark tense and/or aspect as well as know the classes of
Auxs. that go with the classes of tense/aspect morphemes. On
the sentential level, the learner must understand the context
given in the sentence in order to provide the ri^bt tense/aspect
form. Lastly, the multiple choice task is the easiest for the
learners because they only had to -underline what they considered
to be the most appropriate form from a number of options in a given
sentence, where the context is again spelled out.
There is some amount of monitoring in the fill-in-the-
blahks and multiple-choice task as opposed to the production
picture description task which does not favour monitoring. This
can be seen in the distributions of subjects in the scattergrams
(U and 5 in Appendix V) where subjects score better in the fill-in-
the-blanks task than in the picture description task.
7.1+. 3 »B .Negation and Interrogation
Since no oral test was given, the translation task comes out
as the most difficult (overall means: Negation = 79 Interrogation =
77 compared with the mean for the easiest task, i.e.
grammaticality judgement (overall means: Negation = 88.2
Interrogation = 78). T-tests show that grammaticality
judgement task is always significantly different from the error
correction or translation tasks. The relationship between the last
two tasks is not as clear cut: they are significantly different in
Wh-question, but are not so for negation. It seems that task
differences are also conditioned by the structures and categories
under study.
The results attest the hypotheses that learners' IL
systems are unstable - that learners may appear to have acquired a
particular form or structure in one situation, but not in another
situation. This is not unexpected, considering that many forms or
structures are still being learned. Hypothesis testing by the
learners and the possibility of multiple hypotheses show that different
variants of the same form or structure may be present at any one
point of time, e.g. the existence of no, not, is not, don't,
(5) K4, H^+, K10, E10 have not been included in the calculations
because they have missing values.
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resulting in variable performances. A learner may produce no/
not in spontaneous conversation but use 'is not', 'will not',
'don't' in written composition or a learner may produce an
uninflected form of the verb in an oral production task, and a
correctly inflected form in a fill-in-the-blanks task. The
reasons for variable performances by learners have been discussed
in Chapter 2; here the discussions will be restricted to the
following observations. Firstly, that variable performances by a
particular learner reflects an IL system of variable rules since
the L2 language system of a learner is still being formed.
Secondly, the fluctuations of the IL system is also conditioned
by the nature of the tasks defined by a set of features.
Variability is therefore accounted for, i.e. it is not the product
of random and chaotic application of rules.
Summa.Ty, Conclusion of Chanter 7
This chapter has focussed on the differences between two
learning situations - an immersion-type in the EM schools and a
second language situation in HEM schools. Differences have been
analysed and discussed along two dimensions - quantitative data,
and discussions on strategies used, and the acquisition of forms and
functions.
Sequences of development for the areas studied have been
presented, and an attempt was made to explain the sequences within a
semantic-pragmatic framework.
The interlanguage system as a developmental one which increases
in complexity has been discussed, with supporting data from the areas
studied. The learners' system is also shown to be a system of
variable rules which is permeable to the characteristics of the
tasks. Lastly, the IL system is shown to be a continuum by the
spread of subjects along this continuum from 0 to 100.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusion and Pedagogical Implications
This study has focussed on second language acquisition in
North-East India. This study reveals that the process of
acquisition is basically the same in both the EngLish medium and.
non-English medium situations, in that it is a gradual development
from a basic semantax, along a continuum which increases in
complexity over time. The emergence of the linguistic elements,
categories, or structures as reflected in the orders and sequences,
is dependent on some universal mental processes. These neuro-
lingual processes seem to work on principles which probably
include: first, the analysis of meaning and form in the input data.
The next possible step would be the mapping together of meaning and
form (syntactic and phonological) for comparison (Erwin-Tripp, 197j£()
and storage. If a linguistic element carries major information
value and has high functional load in communication, it is
selected for prior storage. The principles of selection and
temporary elimination of different linguistic elements, are also
specified by neurological constraints on short-term memory for new
linguistic material. The prevention of decay of stored elements,
i.e. their stability in memory, probably depends on their being used
regularly over a period of time in meaningful contexts. These
'high-function1 elements form the grid to which less basic elements
like Auxs. functors, inflectional morphemes etc. are added over
time. Acquisition is not, however, envisaged as merely additive, .
the process is complex because it involves the recodings of
elements, and their r astructurings within the IL system when new
elements are entered and fresh analysis, mapping and representation
must be made. Thus there is constant rule formation and hypothesis
testing by the learner. Secondly, not all elements are analysed,
and mapped in a form: function pattern; some phrases or even whole
sentences can be stored as unanalysed routines and patterns. In
naturalistic acquisition such unanalysed chunks would eventually be
analysed since they would take up too much storage space in a finite
memory. If such chunks persist as unanalysed, they would be limited
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in number.
If the speculations on the language acquisition process
pursued in this study and summarised above are correct, they would
have some implications for language teaching. It has been
hi^ili^ited that meaning and form interact closely in the primary
and subsequent analyses, mappings, selections and storage of
linguistic elements.
The implication is that, when language is learned in context,
as in the EM situation or naturalistic LI and L2 acquisition,
analysis and relating form and meaning are easy. When forms are
taught out of context, i.e. isolated sentence patterns and drills,
learning is more difficult because the brain searches for meaning
to be mapped to the form. On the other hand, it may not be
possible to encode meaning in form because the TL form is not
available, either because it is not taught yet, or because it has
been under-taugjht. Both situations exist in the HEM schools
because the main input condition is the classroom. This would
explain why HEM subjects show less correspondence between form and
function in their acquisition of tense and aspect, resulting in
the overgeneralization of a grammatical category in wrong contexts.
We have shown evidence of the overgeneralized use of the present
progressive even by class 10 HEM subjects. Learning in
decontextualised situations also partly explains why there are more
wrong concepts among the HEM learners, such as the marking of
present and past tense in the Auxs. and using Bo, Is etc. as general
question markers.
Teaching language in meaningful context is an essential
principle recognised by present-day exponents of the communicative
approach (Brumfit and Johnson, 1979; Widdowson, 197&; Candlin,
1981 and others), the Hotional Syllabus (Wilkins, 197^)
the Procedural Syllabus (Johnson, 1982; 135-II4IO and many of the more
specialised syllabuses like English for specific purposes. Any one,
or a combination of these syllabuses would be more profitable than
the decontextualised sentence practices and memorization of isolated
words and sentences (to exemplify a Houn, or a Simple Past tense
etc.) followed in most HEM schools in Horth-East India.
The study has indicated that learning strategies are greatly
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influenced by the learning situations. Thus, drilling and pattern
practice encourage memorization of unanalysed routines and
patterns. The problem with HEM learners is that some of these
memorized chunks remain unanalysed. Investigations into learning
processes and acquisitional patterns can also help teachers to be
cautious about overteaching and drilling of some forms, e.g. the
insistence of the different forms of the Be verb. Examples of the
students8 interpretation of such drills have been shown throughout
our analyses and discussions. To recapitulate, the children seem
to believe that 8I8 must always be followed by 'am8, 'he' by 'is8
etc. to produce the sentences in pp.251+-266. A second example is
the insistence on the use of the indefinite article 8a' so that
the children of one particular school in this study consistently use
8a8, e.g.
I am a not a go now
To remove 'am' and 'a8 from the above sentence would not
only take longer, and therefore slows the rate of acquisition, but
also confuse the students by what looks to be very contradictory
to the teacher's initial insistence on these Auxs. and articles.
If the students have been guided to use their own discovery
procedures, they would have probably produced
I not go now
which will need only a modal insertion to be syntactically
acceptable.
Since production strategies depend on what is available, it
follows that syllabus should provide the necessary forms or
linguistic devices. For example, it may be necessary to explicitly
teach the inversion rule in English interrogatives to more
advanced students. We have seen in this study that the lack of
(l) The investigator has attempted the explicit teaching of this
rule to class (9) students in one HEM school at one point.
Ho post-test was done because of certain problems. Many
students however seemed to show greater understanding of the
mysteries, of the Aux. shift when visually presented:
^ He (is) going t*-is -he going?
The students were also given explicit rules for the Be,modals
and Have Auxs.,and ^separate rule for F-MF sentences requiring
Do-support.
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knowledge would make learners resort to communicatively useful
and innovative strategies which are nonetheless syntactically
unacceptable. However, the presentation of the forms, categories
and formal devices of the TL should not be premature nor
inadequate, because this would again lead to wrong concepts and
generalizations. To ensure that learners do not do so, it is
also important that constant checks should be made on learners'
production strategies. If students regularly produce such
negative and interrogative sentences as those in pp. 25I4-256
there is a danger that wrong rules of sentence formation will be
internalised. It is necessary that the teacher should intervene
and provide the correct form, formal devices, or Heg. or question
operator.
The question of timely presentation and intervention can be
related to the orders and sequences observed in this and other
studies. There must be some caution however in the application
of the orders and sequences to actual syllabus planning and
teaching, because the observed orders and sequences cannot be
generalized. Thus, though it may be feasible to grade a syllabus
to approximate the 'built-in' syllabus for the grammatical
categories, e.g.tense and aspect, the same may not hold for
syntactic structures like negative and interrogative sentences.
For example, it is not necessary nor feasible to start with Stage I
negative structures "Ho + X" when teaching negation in English,
but to start at the correct forms with negative internal negation.
However, it is necessary that teachers should be familiar with the
sequences of development and learning processes uncovered by
research so that they do not have unrealistic expectations and
demand native-like accuracy at the beginning and intermediate stages
of learning. Such expectations like accuracy in the use of
auxiliaries, or main verbs correctly inflected for tense, person
and number, the use of do-support in F-MV sentences, the use of the
inversion rule in questions by early learners - are against the
psychological reality of the learning processes. Such expectations
may even be detrimental and slow the rate of acquisition. For
example, the classroom-induced errors found by Felix (1981) and
Stenson (19 7U) and in this study are unnecessary. It is perhaps
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better that students at the pre-inversion stage should use
rising intonation to mark Y/N questions, than to produce pseudo-
questions like
Did he did not go to school yesterday?
and the questions given in pp. 255- 256.
Insistence on accuracy, especially at the beginners1 and
intermediate stages could inhibit the learner from using the TL,
cause demotivation and fossilization at an early stage, or
retardation in the acquisition of communicative use and fluency.
The task of the teacher is not easy; nevertheless it is needful to
encourage a proper balance between communicative use and fluency,
and a movement towards accuracy. Actual communicative use by the
learner would give him the opportunity for testing out his
hypotheses about the TL; this will also provide the teacher with
some feedback about the state of his IL system. On the basis of
that feedback, the teacher can decide whether the 'errors* are
developmental, or those which can be traced to the LI or the
classroom. It is not clear how each type of error can be dealt
with. Some are of the opinion that developmental errors could be
gradually erased by providing the correct forms, or by maximising
"the student's exposure to natural communication" (Lulay et al, '
1982:263), or by providing focussed input. Many agree though that
there should be a certain degree of tolerance of these inevitable
developmental errors while the learner is gradually building up his
system. Classroom-induced errors can be avoided. For example, if
unanalysed units like I am, he is, did not are traced to the classroom,
then it is in the classroom that they are to be dealt with, possibly
along the lines suggested by Harley and Swain (198I+) which involves
activities which will help reveal the bi-morphemic status of some
unanalysed units. It may even be feasible to help explicit analysis
by teaching. Stenson (op.cit.) and Felix (op.cit.) are among those
who have traced other types of errors to the dialogue-drill patterns
in the classroom. It is therefore necessary to check methods of
presentation to avoid classroom-induced errors. Lastly, errors which
are traceable to the LI, e.g.
He Ram he is a not go
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probably require explicit information, not in terms of difficult
"rules", but a simple statement that in English a proper name is
not preceded by a pronoun. Other Ll-induced errors, however,
are not so transparent. Until we are clear about LI borrowing,
there are at the moment not many suggestions regarding Ll-induced
errors.
Opportunities for communicative use also give teachers some
indication of strategies used by students, both in learning and
production. Teachers' awareness of such strategies will help them
encourage those strategies which are helpful to learning and
communication, and to wean the student away from less desirable
strategies, like the mechanical memorization and stringing together
of incomprehensible phrases or sentences, the literal, word-by-word
translation from the LI, or a preoccupation with the learning of
long words from the dictionary. But whatever method the teacher
chooses to use to deal with errors and unproductive strategies, it
must be constrained by tact and in accordance with the natural
language processing mechanisms, towards a desired goal. This is
especially necessary in the KEM schools, where the classroom is the
main place for receiving TL input, and the 30-^-5 minutes a day is
the only time for learning the TL. What takes place in that time
and place should be meaningful to the students. What is "meaningful"
relates to what is simple (therefore comprehensible), what is
interesting (therefore motivating), what approximates psycholinguistic
processes of acquisition, and what is functionally useful within the
framework of the goals of language teaching. If such concepts can be
incorporated in the syllabus and teaching, it is hoped that the type
of students exemplified by the HEM groups in this study will be given
a better chance of learning English.
The results of this study confirm the theoretical position of
a developmental continuum. The IL system of a learner is permeable
to many factors - the LI, the TL, the IL of other learners, or a
group's version of the TL (e.g. Indian English). It is also
influenced by the linguistic situations and the way the input is
presented. We have presented evidence which shows that some EEM
subjects have different rules for negation and interrogation which
probably results from different learning situations. Also, most KEM
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subjects interpret the tense and aspect distinctions differently
in functional uses.
Because the IL system is permeable to different influences, it
is a system of variable rules. Variability in this study has been
described as a two-dimensional phenomenon - diachronic variability
results from the learning process over time, and synchronic
variability results from task differences. Both are describable
in terms of linguistic or task environments, thus variability is not
random and unexplained. In fact, the learner's language as a
systematic progression along a continuum has been revealed by the
implicational scales which have well-defined environments. The two
implicational scales for tense and aspect, for example, confirm the
view that learning is gradual, systematic and describable. Secondly,
the scales indicate that IL, like a natural language, is a network of
interlocking systems schematically represented as:
FIGURE^ A Representation of IL as Inter-relating Systems,
and the Systematic Nature of Acquisition
Pres. Past
1' .Syntax(Gram.Categories) Prog. Prog.
(Aux. + Verb clause re¬
lated to other lexical








Sing. (from Table 9)
REGULAR
L
' CN D/T V ED V CIEN CN ED A /
IRREGULAR'subset of lexically
^ ^conditioned verbs).
NC CC GET HA'V (from rj-able 59)
listen try . fall want
listened tried fell 'wanted
listened tried fallen wanted
cut feel get have arink
cut felt got had drank
cut felt got had crunk
Synchronic variability in. a learner's variable performance
is explained as a function of task differences. These tasks are
defined by a set of criteria related to differential accessibility
and retrieval conditions. Variable or categorical performances
by learners indicate that the IL system is fluid and unstable for
the learners at the lower or middle points of the continuum (e.g. most
of the HEM learners and class 1+ EM), but fairly stable across tasks
for those at the higher points of the continuum (EM7 and 10). Thus
mental processes are involved in the retrieval and control of
linguistic information as much as in the process of analysis, mapping
and mental representations discussed at the beginning of this chapter.
Since very little is known about these mental processes, it is
perhaps time that SLA research incorporate psycholinguistic-types of
experiments to discover the essence of language acquisition. Based
on observed data, this study has merely pointed a way by specifying
certain principles, e.g. the principle of prior selection of
functionally useful elements, the principle of constant recoding and
schematization of linguistic elements during the learning process,
and the principle of mapping form and function.
Appendix i. NUMBER OP ITEMS IN EACH TASK.
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TENSE AND ASPECT
Picture Description task 1:10 items each for 3rd. Singular and Simple Past.
Pill in the Blanks task 2 :18 items each for 3rd. Singular,Simple Past,Pres.
Prog.,Past Prog.,Pres.Perfect and Past Perfect.
Multiple Choice task 3 :-]0X 7 = 70 items etch for 3rd,Singular and Simple Past.






















Error Correction task2: Variant 'Not' 12 ,'Don't' 12 Correct 12
BE BE : 12 DO : 12 HAVE : 12
=36
=36
Transformation of sentences task3:
MODALS 13 , BE 13 DO 12 ,HAVE 12
INTERROGATION Translation task 1 Y/fa Q.MODALS 10, BE 10 ,D0 5, DID 5,DOES 2 =32
flh.Q :M0DALS 6, BE 10, DO 4, DID 4,DOES 2 =26,
Error Correction task 2:Wh.Q: BE 14, DO 12, HAVE 12 = 38
Transformation of sentences task 3s
Y/N Q: MQE&LS 6 ,BE 6, DO 6, HAVE 6
Wh.Q : MODALS 6 ,BE 6, DO 6, HAVE 6
Appendix ii. RAW DATA
Pppentl ix '> T1B1£ V fito ItAlA POk TlNlk atil) AbPKCT(Abi. Tusks) .
Col. 1 2345678 g in
1.4 0
«- j -r s ^ I
4 0 0 7 0 9
J ii.
1
SI L/ 2 8 3 3 6 6 16 4 17 5
2 L4 0 2 1 0 2 0 4 n£. 3 0
47 C7 2 18 3 8 14 9 15 5 9 4
3 L4 0 3 1 0 1 2 10 1 3 2 48 C? 5 20 5 5 17 10 18 7 14 6
4 L4 0 2 0 0 6 3 9 2 1 1 49 C7 4 19 3 3 15 17 18 14 17 12
5 L4
14 *




2 50 C7 2 14
D 3 8 3 14 2 12 3
6 0 3 0 0 5 0 0 0 71 CIO 18 20 18 20 8 18 18 18 18 18
7 L4 0 4 0 0 4 2 4 0 2 2 72 C10 18 20 16 17 6 15 17 15 16 17
8 L4 0 4 0 0 0 1 9 0 5 1 73 C10 11 20 11 13 18 17 17 15 18 17
9 L4 0 1 0 0 3 0 4 0 3 0
74 C10 9 20 3 3 14 11 16 7 11 7
10 L4 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 2 0 75 C10 13 20 15 16 0 16 18 15 18 17
31 L4 2 20 5 0 20 4 10 5 9 4 76 C10 12 20 6 6 20 15 18 17 18 16
32 L7 4 7 10 0 5 8 8 1 9 3 77 C10 3 20 2 5 18 15 16 14 17 14
33 L7 2 20 3 0 19 10 13 5 13 8 78 C10 1 18 1 8 17 9 11 4 12 5
34 L7 0 19 4 3 20 4 13 9£. 8 3 79 C10 2 19 0 8 15 8 13 4 15 6
35 L7 0 20 3 0 20 5 12 2 7 2 80 C10 1 20 18 3 16 9 17 11 14 11
36 L7 0 10 5 2 17 6 16 3 11 3 21 S4 13 19 11 15 20 15 18 13 18 14
37 L7 2 20 4 2 20 9 13 1 10 3 22 S4 15 20 15 17 18 7 18 12 17 1 4
38 L7 9 -7 11 0 5 6 10 2 7 1
23 S4 12 19 13 14 9 14 18 12 18 13
39 L7 1 13 3 1 5 3 13 2 15 2
24 84 12 15 12 12 9 13 16 11 16 10
40 L7 0 5 5 1 5 9 15 9 11 2
25 S4 11 19 5 13 19 12 14 11 14 10
61 L10 0 20 0 3 19 11 15 7 12 9 26 S4 7 20 10 12 20 12 18 12 18 9
62 L10 0 10 3 5 4 14 17 8 17 9 27 84 16 18 11 17 20 12 18 13 17 10
63 L10 0 14 9 3 20 12 16 7 14 11 28 S4 11 20 11 17 3 15 18 10 17 15
64 L10 0 16 10 5 20 13 17 8
8
17 10
29 S4 11 19 13 15 20 15 18 11 16 11
65 L10 0 15 9 9e. 14 10 13 15 10
30 S4 12 20 8 14 19 12 18 10 16 14
66 L10 2 18 10 2 17 11 14 7 15 9 ' 51 S7 20 20 16 20 20 18 18 18 18 18 '
69 L10 5 17 13 10 19 11 17 8 15 10 52 S7 20 19 15 20 19 17 18 16 17 16
68 L10 0 18 1 3 18 14 1 4 6 13 9 53 S7 19 20 16 20 20 18 17 16 18 16
69 L10 5 19 9 4 20 16 14 7 12 11 54 S7 20 20 17 13 20 17 18 18 18 17
70 L10 4 1 10 4 15 10 17 10 17 13 55 S7 20 20 15 20 20 18 18 18 17 18
11 C4 0 3 0 0 4 0 11 9 7 4 56 S7 10 20 18 13 18 18 18 18 18 18
12 C4 0 0 0 0 9 2 11 2 5 3 57 S7 20 20 18 13 20 18 18 18 18 18
13 C4 0 1 0 0 0 1 13 2 12 1 58 S7 12 20 15 15 19 18 16 18 18 18
1 4 C4 1 1 0 o 1 1 3 1 2
6
1 ■ 59 87 19 20 18 10 20 18 18 18 18 18 1
15 C4 0 0 0 0 5 4 12 4 4 ' 60 S7 20 20 12 18 19 18 18 16 17 14 '








5 ) o o o 2 Q 7 82 S10 20 20 18 20 20 18 18
18 18 18





83 S10 20 20 18 20 20 1 8 18 18 18 18
0 0 0 o 9 3 1 0 1
84 S10 20 20 18 20 20 1 8 18 18 18 18
20 C4 A A A A 0 7 9 9 2 A I
85 S10 20 20 18 20 20 18 18 18 1 8 1 8
u u u 4 I V i
86 S10 20 20 18 20 20 18 18 18 18 18
41 C7 5 19 6 5 1 8 9 10 2 1 0 4
87 S10 20 20 18 20 20 18 18 18 1 8 18
42 C7 6 18 5 9 14 9/ 1 3 3 1 3 5 1
88 810 20 20 18 20 20 18 18 18 18 18
43 C7 2 20 3 0 12 6 16 3 1 6 5 1

























90 S10 20 20 18 20 20 18 18 1 0 1 8 18
Column 1 "is lots uata for 3ra.lingular Piojaire lescrintion task number 1.
2 is the data for 3ra.lingular mltiple Cnoice task number 3.
3 is the data for 3rd.singular Fill in the Blanks task-number 2.
4 is the aata for Simple Past Picture description task number 1.
5 is the data for Simple Past iiiltiple Choice task number 3.
6 is the aata for Simple Past Pill in the Blanks task number 2.
7 ..is tne uata for Present Progressive Fill in the Blanks task.
U is me oata for Present Perfect Fill in the Blanks task
y is tne aata for Past Progressive Fill in the Blanks task.
1o is the aata for Past Perfective Fill in the Blanks task.
14,17 and 11 o are groups
C4,C7 ana Clo are groups
£>4,17 una Ho are in am groups.
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Appendix ii.RA.ff DATA
^ppeidiYti leaam v Rax flAia jok imiffij&ovatrioa am 4?.r.i'i>TPK.
*fioi.i 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 y 1o 11 12 17 14 15 1b.17 ; 1 2 3 4 5 u 7 3 9 1o 11 12 15 H 15 16 ,7
1 t 1 1 -0 -9 3 7 0 -9 4 2 9 4 0 2 14 5 1 2 2 32 30 20 30 28 28 36 -9 -9 25 15 18 38
1 ! 1 1 -9 -9 3 8 1 -9 12 12 4 4 2 5 14 5 1 2 2 30 12 13 12 10 22 14 -9 -9 19 11 11 32
i t 1 1 -9 -9 7 3 0 -9 14 8 2 5 5 5 13 5 1 2 2 25 14 10 24 31 4 34 -9 -9 32 16 13 48
i t 1 1 -9 -9 1 4 2 -9 18 0 0 4 5 4 14 5 1 2 2 26 26 32 12 17 20 26 -9 -9 37 18 17 34
1 1 1 1 -9 -9 9 9 10 -9 28 10 10 4 1 2 14 5 1 2 2 32 24 29 22 21 10 26 -9 -9 20 16 15 38
1 1 1 1 -9 -9 5 4 5 -9 18 4 4 3 2 1 14 6 2 3 2 42 42 44 46 39 40 40 -9 -9 46 17 17 40
1 1 1 1 -9 -9 8 7 1 -9 12 12 10 5 4 5 14 6 v 3 2 42 42 45 40 30 38 38 -9 -9 45 17 1? 40
1 1 1 1 -9 -9 4 4 0 -9 14 4 8 4 0 0 24 6 2 3 2 42 42 45 42 32 40 40 -9 -9 46 12 13 40
1 1 t t -9 --9 -9 ~9~ -o ~7 c —4- ~7 —r 0 IV 6 2 3 2 42 42 46 46 31 40 40 -9 -9 46 15 12 38
1 1 1 1 -9 -9 -9 -9 0 -9 20 0 0 -9 0 0 14 6 2 3 2 42 42 42 38 34 38 40 -9 -9 46 1? 9 38
9 1 2 1 -9 -9 -9 -9 0 -9 18 -9 -9 -9 0 0 11 6 2 3 2 42 42 44 46 40 34 40 -9 -9 46 19 20 38
9 t 9 1 -9 -9 -9 -9 0 -9 18 -9 -9 -9 0 0 14 6 2 3 7 42 42 44 46 28 36 34 -9 —+5"15--t-z 40
9 1 2 1 -9 -9 -9 -9 0 -9 4 -9 -9 -9 0 0 12 6 2 3 2 42 42 44 44 37 40 40 -9 -9 44 20 20 40
2 1 9 t -9 -9 -9 -9 0 -9 2 -9 -9 -9 0 0 14 6 o 3 2 42 42 44 46 38 40 40 -9 -9 46 17 1 4 40
9 1 2 1 -9 -9 -9 -9 0 -9 7 -9 -9 -9 0 0 12 6 2 3 7 42 42 46 40 35 33 40 -9 -9 46 18 15 4t
9 1 9 1 -9 -9 -9 -9 0 -9 2 -9 -9 -9 0 0 14 7 1 1 3 25 28 16 10 -9 -9 -9 30 30 27 -9 -9 -9
9 1 2 1 -9 -9 -9 -9 0 -9 4 -9 -9 -9 0 0 14 7 1 1 3 33 36 42 42 -9 -9 -9 45 39 30 -9 -9 -9
9 1 2 t -9 -9 -9 -9 0 -9 1 -9 -9 -9 0 0 10 7 1 1 3 30 26 38 34 -9 -9 2? 46 34 -9 -9 -9
2 1 2 1 -9 -9 -9 -9 0 -9 4 -9 -9 -9 0 0 14 7 1 1 3 34 32 36 34 -9 -9 -9 34 41 38 -9 -9 -9
9 1 2 t -9 -9 -9 -o 0 -9 2 -9 -9 -9 0 0 18 7 1 1 3 41 40 39 36 -9 -9 -9 46 47 36 -9 -9 -9
3 3 1 31 38 31 34 28 34 34 44 48 44 18 13 38 •7 1 1 3 34 24 36 28 -9 -9 -9 34 30 36 -9 -9 -9
3 2 3 3 42 34 23 34 34 32 34 50 50 44 13 20 38 7 1 1 3 37 28 32 28 -9 -9 -9 38 40 40 -9 -9 -9
3 2 3 1 29 31 38 34 28 14 32 42 40 44 17 10 38 7 1 1 3 30 32 28 36 -9 -9 -9 37 33 31 -9 -9 -9
3 2 3 1 15 34 25 20 24 14 38 34 50 42 13 It 18 7 1 1 3 33 32 37 38 -9 -9 -9 37 32 23 -9 -9 -9
3 2 3 t 34 42 28 24 30 24 20 48 44 44 14 12 20 7 1 1 3 26 14 24 6 -9 -9 -9 21 40 24 -9 -V -9
3 2 3 t 40 42 34 39 32 24 30 48 48 44 14 13 34 3 1 2 3 34 28 41 30 39 34 40 42 45 27 18 20 28
3 9 3 1 38 42 33 30 33 40 40 50 50 44 14 14 40 . 8 1 2 3 37 24 39 26 29 12 17 39 43 30 17 11 34
3 9 3 1 34 42 39 39 34 20 30 50 50 44 14 15 38 3 1 2 3 35 30 34 26 38 19 20 39 46 28 20 20 40
3 9 3 1 34 42 38 34 34 24 30 48 50 44 15 12 34 8 1 2 3 39 26 41 32 28 26 34 48 48 28 16 15 40
3 9 3 ! 29 31 39 24 28 22 32 45 50 42 12 12 34 8 1 2 3 34 32 40 22 27 24 32 40 45 30 14 1 6 40
4 1 1 2 24 18 18 20 14 7 14 42 4 24 8 32 8 1 7 3 32 26 37 30 37 32 40 44 44 26 15 18 40
4 1 t 2 27 24 22 20 10 5 18 30 30 27 12 10 32 8 1 2 3 34 34 40 34 39 34 40 46 44 21 18 20 40
4 1 1 2 23 22 21 14 14 14 28 30 30 33 10 10 34 8 1 2 3 27 32 31 22 36 14 34 33 24 21 16 12 40
4 1 1 2 30 14 23 21 21 10 30 34 22 27 10 8 19 8 1 2 3 34 39 36 24 30 24 34 44 44 23 16 14 40
4 1 1 2 20 14 24 14 20 14 28 34 4 31 10 8 38 8 1 77 3 38 36 34 18 23 26 32 35 39 26 17 12 40
4 t 1 2 34 20 31 14 22 3 12 24 22 34 11 11 22 9 2 3 3 42 42 46 46 40 40 40 -9 -9 -9 2 0 20 40
4 1 1 2 20 24 20 23 19 4 32 24 4 32 10 9 40 9 2 3 3 42 42 44 46 40 40 40 -9 -9 -9 20 20 40
4 1 t 2 23 12 19 8 14 2 14 30 29 24 It 8 14 9 2 3 3 42 42 46 46 40 40 40 -9 -9 -9 20 20 40
4 1 1 2 31 20 20 2 15 4 22 37 14 22 8 "7 34 9 2 3 3 42 42 46 46 39 38 40 -9 -9 -9 20 20 40
4 1 1 2 24 24 24 14 15 to 24 45 8 22 14 10 14 9 2 3 3 42 42 46 46 40 40 40 -9 -9 -9 20 20 40
5 1 9 2 32 18 25 28 23 4 34 -9 -9 24 j 8 28 9 2 3 3 42 42 46 46 38 40 40 -9 -9 -9 20 20 40
5 t 9 9 23 14 18 22 27 22 34 -9 -9 23 12 13 38 9 2 3 3 42 42 46 46 38 38 38 -9 -9 -9 20 20 40
5 1 2 2 32 18 15 18 12 14 20 -9 -9 24 12 11 36 9 2 3 3 42 42 46 46 38 36 38 -9 -9 -9 20 20 40
5 1 2 9 22 4 21 to -9 -9 -9 -9 -9 21 15 9 32 •9 2 3 3 42 42 46 46 40 40 40 -9 -9 -9 20 20 40
, 5 1 9 9 29 13 24 30 ?6 22 34 -9 24 12. 10. 34 9
7
iL 3 3 42 42 46 46 40 40 40 -9 -9 -9 20 20 40
L 1 13 the code
2 is the code
3 is the code
4 is the coae
5 is the uita
bois the uata
7 is the uata
8 is the data
9 is the data
1o is the uata
11 is the data
1 2 is tne data
13 is tne uata
14 is tne uata
15 is tne uata
1b is the uata
17 is tne uata
number for subjects:1 for HA,2 for h4-,3 for ii4,4 for n.7,5 for 47,o for h7
7 for h1o,8 for U1o,9 for ti1o.
number for medium: 1 for i&H,2 for hia.
number for syliabua:1 for structural + Grammar Translation^ for structural
-waudio-bi n&iial ,3 for I/irect «ethod(mii) .
number for Class: 1 for class 4,2 for class 7,3 for class 1o.
for ih.Interrogation translation task,
forwword oruer in ad.interrogation translation task,
for X/il interrogation translation task,
for word, order in X/k interrogation translation task,
for Vlh. interrogation error correction task,
for '.(bra order in «h. interrogation error correction task,
for »h.interrogation grammaticaiity juugement task,
for »h.interrogation transformation task,
for 1/2" interrogation transformation task,
for negation translation task.
for negation error correction of tne variant'not'.
for negation error correction of the variant'don't '.
for negation grammaticaiity juugement task.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix iii. Sample Bata.
RppWum. DflTft auhjTTT _£im|enc<=s
,' 4, They farejdid not wanted book
7 They jarenot felt (well) dvOan'T i
t They Car€ did not come to me because I yam] along, go (n^, cuc'yC-' c_*vc te.A okX fe.dc
i ' They are not. nonqfor him usodk cuCr-r^.*
; .They are not sleeping
• v Children Tare {dig.: not reading his time
; 'I YouJ fare] did notj won' t go to Guwahaiti
i' Irfamjdid not take his book
iJ- I femj did not meet for yesterday
- >4 I am not go alone £'(JO>\JI'0
''".They are not nonq to the...
if "When I^am I come then he is%ating 3 c^x.u-c - _ N
■2rWnen I (~amj left house he is~ sleeping
jj The boyf is! did not fall that
2V Tou(are; not go to the....
11 I fain)9- don't Ssk the Principal COltUTiv't)
lo He ,Ts; did not go to the house
y. He [Tsi did not go the the rosendl ")
11.He as. not walk (_ ecu
S-?.He is not sitting , .
^IfwHS did not study (wo**r') © 9 ^
ir-* ri.\ «i' 1,7 J I i /iu;
i/. I tamjdid not give it U J (joillj rvirr vSvuc -y 7 ^
10 When I (am)left the house, de was not sleeping
ai The boy (was) did not fall down
<-2j_Ifim> did not asked the Principal C <v>u^Xvu >r~)
2_~?I (]K? did not eat my food
I Fan, did not feeling cold (s . cv\ '9ov)
n i,Hefjdid not captain for tWi class L3sr\) 'r)
g He£j not go my friend that is why Ifam) go alone ^JLcgUd: J)
(M Cybook did not garry d.S> ■ -)
/2.1{2m) her did not meet (J^ ^
so When I left a house he (wag did not sleeping /. ;
j.S'He is not do rong w
/4 I(a§ not go alone o^t)
l£- When I (amj came there he is not eating
UihWhen IQImnleft house-he is not sleeping
Si Boy/Tig did not fall down 73. He si— is not sitting house ?
si He (T3 not brought rong book 3^ He £s! with me not go... (_ ,, 'J
y' l [ami not go school C3 tcowr") 3s' I, am not study this time
SiTI (amj not sit place CS CAAT) Is) I (/amj not study L^=o^jt)
it I faS not say class teacher anything/M^ndr^ /§S not brought book house £9 ctccCn.^ -
DI fam] not eat anything Q3 He not don homework
^Boy (is? not go house I /amj not go to you £,9 uOOur)
:3He^ don't want to go Rani£,© wiilk R")
^l-Hefsj/not look for her CctlcAvk _ _ \ &"•
J2. EejisTnot walkl'.g f Oocn'l . . >
Appendix i ii.Sample. Xto-ta.
flp (laved"Vii. Samj^o. Xbfa
X>cfe£ h« I 3 still eating her food when you came here-?
£to he isn't go to school-today?
iGkat 11 say for the Headmaster? (oc<*cck r^Uoii/ooi\ )
~:IT7^0el/fe.e is still sleeping when you reach there yesterday? Kx.---- ?)
n)fCoesi your friend are with you now? n- J
p?) Does Tom's house far from here? C%...
f;PCoes yourhouse is far from here? £%
/P.-When does the boy fallen last week? Aj-tL-- ? ^
^£si)Did the boy gone to his house? ? ~DcdJ
£jo)Why can't you go with Rani? ^
rTJ/Wfay he is still sit in ee±- class?
(JiwJWhy you are not study?
(h "-"-"Why did he don't dc his homewodk? [ wu^ cKiA/xX — 3
a.1'-., I You have come to school yesterday?
h ij Does the children is reading book now?£#«•«.-- - )
'j^Vhen did.you have wrote the book? ' ( IDbxus kix&*—/- " 3
p^Is Tom's house is far from here? Qs- - - - J)
'>ih She have eat rice at the time you came here?&Awa— 3
Does your friends is with you now? CA>*<L ^
'P*)Do you like to eat rosgulla, isn't?
'■jo'Why do you couldn't go with Rani? L Ceidcl**-? —)
(„vWhy don't I can't go with you? C - ■- )
hid_ I cannot go with you? L L'
■'jb,; Did he sleeping when you reached there yesterday?C- 3
"zixi)When did you'll go to Guaharbi? Lieu*.* will n~)
^ i'-51 ^3SOrou c£il to reserve place for me? wat-i - — ' 3
d'^Did your friendj are hers with you now?Cftv*. -— ? 3
'
J * \**' 1 4,4 V/hen will ycu cap, go to C-.? dtPW*.* w«-u -
' -it) Why did you can go with Rani? 3
-7 "3
Is he/gone yet? £ At— -/
(Gja^Wby did he is still sitting in class? - -- '3
(-iw>Why did he doesn't do the homework? [Ui^ cLcxuli*--- 3
Lp.t&) May you have booking for me? 7^°r"
H :r & /Why did he is not eat rice in the morning? Clc>^\ ")
- / ' t>
-pnWhy is that.why does Antony eat rice and curry?
i Why did_you did not eat fruit yesterday? cLzcIm^ ~
^ Whyjjid he is not take the rice this morning? (_CDA-/ ds&n-Ck— y j
<7 Why did he did not eat rice in morning? c&cLh.!"- - ? J
4, Where did ti ey have taking tie children? khv-c - - °
I" ? ^ ^
'/ Where _are^ they taken book today? / " ' )
!*i Why did she is_ not go to M? £ oLcLttl - . . /
(j.-5 6" Why did you did not eat fruit yesterday? C w - - ■ ~ J







Appendix iV.TASK. j ^ ^ _o </hKhLKIuH M1*1 Tense and Aspect
C kh i '.ii. Sample answer bheet *••
Tksk 2.Pill in the Blanlrg-
Instruc tionsrFill in the bl.-. nk with the correct foru of the Verb."
liven on the left oic'e of the sheet.Look out for v.orc's like'Lest week
'Yesterday' !Today1 etc,and also for words like'is'•has' 'was''had'etc
these will help you decide whether'you should use the present or the
Past fori; of the Verb,and whether tier the Verb needs.'-ing' or,'-en'
attached to it.Other verbs in the sentence \ill help you .decide the
Tense of the Verb to be filled,Also pay attention ton the Subject,ie,,
if it is Singular or Plural,First,Secind or Third Person.
Check, and correct again if you had made a mistake ..Remember: Fill in
the' blanks with the correct form of the Verb which agree in, Tense,
Number,and Person with the other words in the sentence.
VERBS: y v .
! .SHOUT- T.That boy iff' ■ too muchjhe must keep quite,
2,Yesterday Ram '•'during class so he was punished.
5-.He- always y _when he can't get what- he wants.
A.Ham had „more than any other boy in the room.
5.He aas very loudly when the Headmaster came .
Sjflh.y da !'• they in the classroom?
7.1t was not Tom who has .^c/asxJsJ .it was Ram,.
/ /
8,You must not ..pother people- will hear you."
! wai
2.We had for him long en-augh,and we must go now.





3V/here did Sita and Meeta ^>jr-riiZ> ^for Rashan?
A.Everyday Rajan ,/,v//v'k'or his sister after school.
5.They have^u/jrl a/long- time to see this film.
6.Last Monday they w.3e/ Vorie hour to see the Prime Minister.
/ 7.You should not v+t ^/for the bus here,you should go to the
v--7f-' y bus-stop.
8.We w°' for the "driver who's gone to buy cigarettes.
^-^•Ll"i-sten "\ .Everyday Ravi . Aa&. 1 )/to the radio .in the -ommon-room,
2.Don has jU tl ^to the/radio programme,but he doesn' t like it
3.Last nigfot he.-k3<^,,j J•/ to a new song sung, by Lata,
A.Don't disturb Bhaiti new,he- is ~ to the news.
5.He 'will not .1^2^ * to anyone else but his father.
6.She was j _to a song but her brother wanted to hear •
-/ / the' news.
7,Why do you -/cLfj, v4o the- same song everyday?
8,They had tct/the song,but they didn't learn it.
Appendix iV.TASK. —
q '>Tense and Aspect.Tasu 2.(ffBd.cont.
(//
1 v Move.1.When willf they / their boxes from this place?
2.The coolie has ;\■- rd '"'the boxes to another place.
3.The dog will not ry/x i/Unless his master tells him to do so
if. They we re , • • '■ i %c/,a new house,but it was not ready yet.
5»Veera had_a/_^{_ big chair,but her husband brought, it
/ back
6.We are tfroro thiy place because it is too hot.
7.The cat always Ground the house very silently..
8»Last._week the refugees' v to a new place. t "
^ Try* l.Lakshmi wil^/not^^^yto come here alone.
2.He 1_ _hot chicken curry but he didn't like it.
3iThey have ,/r=Ujto find the lost ring in the school.
A.When will they ./~y \/to look for it again?
. 5»Hita. was-. dress c-' but her sister told her to
f ' / tqke it off.
6.Lakhon ig" * fiis'best to win the first prize.
"the women wi.11, take the
,7»Bhonti always__J2^-il to please her parents in everyway.
8.WE had vAo makp Sheila sing, but she refused,
VI.Carry. 1 .See how Bok-is his books;he'll drop them all if
'*• ? •
y he's not careful,
2«Which of these packets would you x^ for me?
3.The men- have^^vai^/. ^khe- big boxes, so
• small ones.
A.Tahpa had ^..-,-cCtf the big box on his head.
5.Sita was ^ .Jsome y^ooks when she tripped and fell.
6.Yesterday the- man7 J Ravi home because he was very ill.
7.Mona cannot ^,y.-Jf ^all those books by herself.
3,Sunita always v- pi her own tiffin tm swhool.
VII.Laugh. 1 .You must not t^t/ the poor boy because He's mad.
2.Why do the men i/so loudly?
3.Lila had '/so much whan she heard t3ie joke.
A.Yesterday we "heard that they during his class.
5.Dharam is t^ut his sister doesn't enjoy the joke.
6.He always V whenever someone tells him a good joke.
7.They have /7m together-because they both know that
. .. . ' it is a joke.
8.WS were -? very loudly,then we remembered that we
'y should be quiet.
11 .Pass. 1 .Don is happy becausa^he has.A^/?' test.
2.You won't yn y u^unleas you study,
3.He had i—j ;>ne test,but he didn't come for the interview.
A.Everyday he y.i - the Poast-Offiue when he goes to school..
5.When will he Jnj-, i/his matriculation exams?
6.They are / by the post- Office just now,
7.Mohon ." 1.'' Lfi.U. in 1980 from St.Anthony's College.






Fight. 1.He was a soldier who in the last war.
2.You cust not /.a// ftftth a little boy.
3.The two boys are ^because they both want , the big ball.
if.Why dm they ^y-X/' V/so/much?they should be good friends.. o ^/r^-r Mso/mc
5.Arjun was iAi( the streets sm his parents had to call him
6.Tiger has itirh almost all the dog's in this, neighbourhood.
7= The soldiers had ^Uu^X. bravely for the sake .of the country.
3.Tills dog- always .-^*1 yiike- a tiger when he's angry.
loHe- has v_hiaseif'dn/rmng the game, so he has to. go to the
/ hospital.
-t the2.You- are-
. t jpoor'animal if you are so rough..
3 .It always \her so much-when she has- to- leave her family,
if .Raman had JujfxA^ak.a sister's feelings when he didn't give--her
J\ / Jy— a. birthday present.
5.1 fell down,but 1 was not JuviT sdf all. •
6.Last: Tuesday he himself when he was playing football.
7..The sun was so bright, so my eyes were \/ so much that I
•' ,■ •«: had to gejfc my sun-glasses. '
3..Why should anyone, y^duch a good man?
.Last night she AX.rf sy^bhe material to make a dress.
C22* 2.My mother usually 4__b£he tosesybut. sometimes I cut them..
3 Jlonna ia .o iXije potatoes to make the curry.
if .Please* don't ^{^^Xthat beautiful flower.
5.He wasp i/the chicken when theSadhu came in.
6.1t's too latp nowrshe has already ^ ^,7* i/the dress into pieces.
7.Mary had*-^he carrots,but she forgot to use them.
8.Why do you ,tne grass yourself?Don't you have a mall?
.Ram ia * some from people because he's poor.
2.The two boys hadjtd, Vinto trouble with thfe police befrre.
3".HB is a senior teacher so he V 500 rupees a month.
if.When will we- dst "'the results of ./yesterday' s test?
Jf/' / Ilcl CI
. 5.Reena was a Jtt.y v some help but the girl who fainted/recoveY-^^
6.We have riJj" ufeny problems but we111 try to solve then^
7.Ravi will not i^ngrv if you tell-him the truth.
8.Last manth Kumar axSthe news about his mother's illness.
XVIII. 1 .When can Bokstar i/his sweater back?
Have. 2.They were v^/7 t ^ n Playing football but it started to rain.
3.Ratna. will not' ^ any jelebi because it is too sweet.
if.Ranu is ^ome rice,but she'11 not take curry.
5.3ultul r, \ \/a. good voice buy she. doesn't sing very much.
6.Last week the children JhJ *a good time at the party.
7.She's crying because she t\£y) .just ^ an injection.
g^She had an operation last year,but she'll need to have
another one.y
73 Vff ■
jf^penCLLX lV/llkag" Tense and aspect. Task 2.(FB)iCont.
IX.BREAK J .Yesterday he 'xis. . the wooden box with a Jisunin© I*«•
//
2.You can,'t trust her,because she usually -fei her promises.
3.You must stop that boy,he is y£-lZX.,',j*xl± the flowers,
if.Will theold chair ,^-,0,1^ ^/if he puts that heavy box ®n it?
5.He has ' X-J: J_the beautiful pot I bought from Delhi.
6.When fl&d the chjgd -< )^y{ the-window?
"7.Yesterday they were - iKlkvthe window when toe. chowkidar
l£nto
8.Be careful,you rust not X->r~-aw the glass door;
/ // /
X.3C4LL. 1 .He had . i a a lake,but luckily ther's not much
'j
, / water in it.
~
■ 2,Borbah will not /z oecause he's an expert climber.
. ' - 3.Will Hana ^ l\ \ A-t she tries to climb the ladder? -
i+.Last Monday she the slippery floor and was hurt'.
5.Some times the baby-_Z./4Lown from the bed.
6.Look! that rotten tree' is1- jh.'Xy,^\/yie must warn the people.
7.There is such a strong wind,some trees have already_
_ 8.The boy was tS> but his friend caught hold, of hmm.
dnk.l.Rosie "^only milk because
2.The visitors..are-" all r/j£&u>f ti
^
XI.Dri k.1. d d-rzuiA'/only milk because she doesn't like, tea or coffee.
ye tea in the sitting room.
3»What have you; ? you lflok sick. . •. .
d.Why- do you .-4-4 A )/so mucjf?It's not good for you.
, . 5»I»ast- night, the baby zh/^^-Aall the milk in the bottle.
6,He was when his friend came in,. ' - .
7.She had. 1M.plf \/ enodgh tea so she is quite satisfied mow.
3.You should not z ,A / water from the tap without- boiling.it first,
3 /• /■>>
All.Begin,T..WS have. • * ihe evening slasses since JUne this year.the
2.She is
3.The men. J the- work a month ago, -
i,Don't ,/ the knitting until I get some new wool.
\j 5.Everday class«» at nine- A.M.
6.They were -A: ^ K/zm. feel tired of playing outside .
7.She had1/1."^ythe workout had to stop for some reason,
8.When will you . J /the revision for the exams.,?,-
XIII.Feel. 1 .Manju always 4ii ' sorry for beggers but she can-' t- helpthem.
2,Susan is 'L^ better nowthat her nmother is here.
3.He had- the painybut kept silent.
if.V/hy should you jC/ sorry for yourself?
5.We must not J that we are -without any help,
S.Munoo was. /:~Viike a fool in the party when he came so late.
7.They haveC 1 ^/oad about it,but ther is no other way.




_s>.« TENSE AND ASPECT.Taak3 (Multiple-Choice). " •
NAKE-_ SCHOOL. . kan-eUi^Y.'445E I ft Mdilwer >,
\ ' . J 4 T ton-ue_
Instructions:Ond*riUatoe caajy o*ce verb pr veri> P'ttTase(helpin;; verb and
£ U fain verb Oiit o'f the ^vea- or nine options given in bracketsf*. ■ \ t i , 1 •
p v which agree ijj ten&e/hujfiber and Berson with the preceding
V
_ ' ' fjords,,1 EVERYDAY ' ,LAST McNDAY' . g.e?e =fc«r you -.a-uat tin-decline .
"Vt* ojfty -one of the verbs.
i>y . **> * •* •* *•* * *#*.■*#**»**■*** -* -*•*#•* -a- * *****
^/hvEv^iryddy. Ram <-get up)(Is uettin up)(0ets^u ■;)(Got up)(vat- getting \inC-'
. v..-, . , ..-I.: ; '5"ar' aP) (bed. got up).
«■ A.E!irerY-vaX'• Eaiid rsis'tvM is .-brushing:) (brushes) (brushed} (v.a:• brushin-),
v *
i ji ?»- • ('has- brushed)(bed brushed)
. 3.£veryday R: m( wash)(is ^ashi'rt.-- ) (nashejijr) /washed)(w- s wrshinr.Xli'S washed)
1
. ,( . (had: wr sh'ed) .
^^2* .Everyday Renr (drii'kXis drinking)(drjnkj:)(drinkvd)(w. s -ringing) (drs-Or)-
• ^,t - (drunk) (hn-s 'drunk) (had. Crunk).
^ 5«Everyd;"-.y Han(sdh;dy)'-Iis ^duying)(Studies)(studied) (ur.s studying)
, -a ■ (h:. s studied) (hod studied).,
v^--6.Everyday Ram(eat) Cis eating) (eats) (eated) (ate) (was eating) (has eaten.)
- ■
. ■ - - -.i. (.had eaten) his food..
—7►Everyday Ram(go)(is going) (g^rKgoeA) (went) (was going) (has gone)',--
'• '«:•
_ -** L-* (had gone)" to school. !
^ 8.Everyday Ham(play)(is playing)(play's)(played)(was playing)(has played)
(had playsd)in school.
9.Everyday Ram(dri.ve}is driving) (drives)(-drived-)(drove) (was driving)^
- - "• - (has^ driven) (had driven) a car. .
TOEveryday Ram Cwrite).is writing) (writes)(writed) (wrote)(was- writing)
(has. written)(had written) somethings
wfl.Everyday Ram (sew)(is.sewing)(sewaXsewed)(was sewing)(has sewed)Had
ui" ? U '-5 • sewed) his shirt.,
• -1 2.Everyday Ham- (cook) (is. 'cooking) CcooksJX€ookBd) (has cooked) (had cooked)
„ " ' his ffod.
^-IS.Everyday Ram(rdd&Kis'riding) (rides>trided) (rode) (was ridingjhas riden)
■ £ ■ - ~ a horve.
• „1h.Sv^ryd.vr RamCrun)(ls. limninfij-rui^sKrunoed) (ran) (has runjj( hau run)
_^V 5. Everyday R- at (kickj(is kicking) (kicksT(kinked) (.was kicking) (has kicked)
J -. /• : (h-.d kic-oed) the .ball.
>6.ZverycL-.y Ham(opan) (is oponin,) (opewQC o oened) (was opening) (hc-.s opened)
., - Chad opener.)the door.
^17.Ever"-dry Ram (listen)(is listening)(listen^)(was iiste»i»>g *<a« listened)
• had listene) to the Radio
^l3,Everyd. y Ro.m(sing) (it singi-nr)(giwg«1r(singed)(sang) (h s sun- ) (lav suno)
'% j, ' .c son^. '
^,19.Everyday H-m(pray )(i-.- pr.vi" g) ( ^r- /s)( praye'd Xwo s ~>r.- yin-)(hr,s ,-ryyeu,)
^B.Everyd.- y Ram (sleep)(is sleeping)(sleetMflfslar.t)(wan sleupin^)(Let: sleet)
^ ' f .
' V (na-ysiepje)
21 .Lost Monday Ram (get ap)(is petting up)(gets up) (got up)('_a.s getting up)
( h- s gcrt upj-(h.-d got up)
_.22.Last Mond. y Ra: -.(bru-.h) (is tru lf;n ) (brushes) (brusMed(X was brush'ing)
has brushed) (had bru^g^his
23.Last Monday Ram(wash)(is wahing)(washes)(washed^was washing)(has
washed)(had washed) hisxfa«e.
... f





^ Tense and Asuect.Task l.(cont.)
' ~
v25.L".st Monday Ram (study) (is stu-iyin,-) (^tuuies) (studied) (was) studying)
(has studied)(had stuuied),
26. Last Monday Ram(eat)(is eating) (eats) (atedfw. ;S eatingKhas eaten)
(had eaten) his food,
27.Last Monday Ram(go)(is going) (goes) (went^HII §8&§f^ had gone) to school,
7 lit Last Monday Ram (play)(is playing)(plays)(was playing)( has played)
(had clayed) in school.
-29.Last Monday Ram (drive)(is driving)(drives)(was driving)(dro^e)(has
driven)(had driven) a c




y3l.East. Monday Ram (sew)(is sewing)(sews)(sewed/^Kll Ii$i9ff^had sewed)
/ his shirt,
, 32.Last Monday Ram (cook)(is cooking)(cooks)(cooked)(was cooking)(has cooked
.. —■ -t -f if cooked) his food)
V^last Monday Ram .(ride) (is riding) (rides) (rode^rided) (was riding) "*
•> (has riden)( had ridenh a horse)V f / -
^LLLast Monday Ram (run)(is- running).(raBdiruBBedl(runs) (runngflJ (ran) (was—
'
•
, • , . running) (has^run) ( had run) ' ")
-_^35. Lsdt. Monday Ram (kick)(is kicking)(kickedO(was kicking)( has kicked)
'•! (fihad kicked), a hall. • •.
.. ... - • .-.p.'.-T , ,.
—'36»Last Monday . Ram (open)-(is opening) (opens^opened)(was opening) (has
: ''.^3^-jLast Monday Ham .(iistan)(is. 1. £s'tenirig5'(listens) (was listening) (ha"s 1
*" **'■ 'tf • i! "'-y "■ --listened) ta Rfedio-»
^ 33«. Last Monday Ram- (sing) (is singing) ^sings^^wns lingingfthas sung) had
• pp'..:'. •. ' . sung^ a song. j
39.Lost Mondr.y Rrm(.pray) (is praying) (prjty&ijc (prays) (prayed) ( was praying)
Praveu)(hau grayed),
^if0.. Last Monday Ram(sleep) (is sleeping);(sleeps) (sle^ped) (slept) was ^
•





>/, \j/vPVv ' " ^:L;AHC::. i.VraAHSL-tiei Hindi! '
•
• TTareVL. ry'-N- -
• A Or^x. ' \ • " •
. '
- •'<rfF'-@rpr 4 po^0k\^jaJc -30. oe.. '-■■• .
*^X dWl ■'. -UiodY/^ycavJe. .. ■. i-s- €*r ^fr-.-sn -f=r^? - /
<ofl ^ J J r#l~]? Hcxu. w,
. 7'-rPr'*o7T jit -erzfcHs^cxs*L c^x^y c^o,
• 2-yj>> -t~flf4l <-i£J- vr/ 1*11 M.&V cx.wA'W-a. /
, SJSAQA^A. \)Jt3,\5.£.^/ _' . •
.• 'A <pr, 9^ c^S" '/T7 *Tft H <-/ H^Q£-ACT<ow\ c^cVV^ VVVA Ve\.''* CT3 ""T^ /nTiT^ =—Vx <^AC^^tj_V0 CXVX> Jcr^fiv. * .
> .^' ^ '^0 cxpx \x©k o~ ^v-oOxuir.
- 31 «£/ ^ /^pvi >s P®V A V<^." % /
&*%**+; ■$ «r Lcat ^
. '$ £ I <1 9T^«f57 <3y -2777' -f^ -zcrfjipy' Q0M a iAxl /2a K cdci u4>jkat> ^ xpA Vea..
• /£. W£ ^ <*£/ 7^; 7Tp77 \*gg> Vtvxr-«ft. ..
vce cVidOV ct..- . ; ; ' ^
li. k\-*iy jp <J>< dt . . yex. '•-
•11- £57 -TPr -7^S <$"£ <H- Vie. d^O£f&wvU< vko». ^ V, .'^rT^r dx^Vpc^), /. '" " isA £T .^"rV 'cTZT V^xwx. didv?t V^o\<:
^ . -7^ -a# ^?77 Tdtve cUd l^ r^bi' . ,.. .
■ ^. 5^ C^! .-m, J^. ^=cW
'
^v. ft*t '-OJi'3~fc If <;lt <^4p ^ c|T^ ,C? -A/auo <W Ciuui/?o-t«|«eu xcV
^•5737- rlTt'jftz 2[ ft ^cuiul^ Ocu. / LCjfu.j~C£>a^. .
> d, S ' ■ >r S. 0 \| ,. , CVfilAJsVOOWv.- ■2A.'*(<» ^tTTH' 575-77 Jr} -f£T "?T"-NexV^^U-j ft»ha_<xna l-fk^at-iu J-V
S7. 3^0 V7 /^7 - • We cLi-dtOf "i^auJ- ^.i-^q.
>■cT») ^T2fi (MUlLP cxwi TOvCO) ^ c
iff ^75 H"d? -^7'fo' TVjp^ cVcXOiV^) vsc^pOr Ve^x. vv^Zv;
' '•'. 3O.^"£ ^ V£i ^ gd^^-oe-' cV.cV.OV U^-ec:. .; '.
3 i.o~d^ 57^5 ^ J+.' -7^ .<£<-*> , ^exV-e^cVfiUj wtAx^/ cifcfx?h ^
• I?.? 11? ^1?' c^x^M,<? Vrrv £ c" >' ^ ^ Ve-\Ve>ediUJ ^ <X.\MV \c yi . • ^'3^. c<«A -|,£) vJi I^jj W-e doAv^OC Qjv^ ^VvlTr^, ■'' ^ *L f^ .•3±-3<!ri JI l-il ^"51 £ . V\e. cVdvsVjO^tx.^, ' .--
3lPf^r JlT^ tt Cf*i -if*°77 U^AV ^ dOeVL^
w 3.7, ^fTi ^V „4/«7 "H g~! ^ A/CU.O ii'r^a cltd.^f breuj ,





KEGAIICM.TASK I.lStANSLATION (Cont.)- "V*'' /\
• ^ '
_ 7 W / -WfeVU \\3?. 2t°1 4£4y<rl M $ /V<uo S <Tja^,fcu i.\. • ■
4<? £~~A S§ ^<aAf y.ea.N; OO-UNVJ>V "S LW«\ ,
4/. ^ SJTT J.<5 -Vaoo'^ W cW^kcloM. .
.£? ' - '
v _ ^ . • , • v^V *V V^PM,
•4?. sh3 (33 <\Jl SJh< jf JT/
. ' 3 , ' lL._V • •-■' ' / r...
MJ. —IS I Mlixx. cUiW-^i. c^j ,
.44 ^ Srt Zc^^^(cf ctfLL._u^^.
- ' "' ..-■ ■s "' ~\ (V v •■' y
4j>. 3i<=t n(jr 7/' ^ ^ 3fT £\- A/^° <a^< ^//(
% j^X v A " __^ 0 °\_ , 0j^XOt^v.H,
7i1{ tfl ri?'x''=^<fri Jl S M ^VtycAflaj 7 •-vV^eW^
•• * * * a / t
Q.. <T ** C4>^-»-o£_ Wv.'irfm'
47. °f £ ^(W /f4 54/ <4' - V<ute*<rcSu.f dSp<&9 °n V,
\ ^ _ . / •
•4.£ **£ *^0 3V '^cbrfl 4A-e__ cUiepV.
ift cpffV^ p-wr ^ <A>
• 4 '-*u '" V ■ \ ' ./4_ N^. • ,
SD- fiJl Ri (~i /*; \xiSUr1 .-^<5/ "IT to£_ oa-^A "PoCr Mcu^^Aj-y JoCJ^.
. V " ■' (1 !"\ . ', CaL&"^-\ vH^'
Si ;f^ ^ST-<^2T( 7T 3£A 3 3 ^
. \
£?. W^ -i775V4f: 3^ 33" 3/ ^^ ^ ^rcs^c'
Sj. ^ <rff ^7^7- c.^3^ ■
K 3. _ - - ' Q- '_ '_ • ■ _ Cofi'>-<xiWs4 i y ^s1 P1^ SJJi^ ^h ■ SS 3/ v(€o-x ■
3^
Appendix IV.TASK
MTTfSATTQM. Task 1 . (Sranslajtion from Xhasi.).
NEGATIVES. TRANSLATION- TEST,
NAME jtyeiwk AGS. % • ~_/0 * Mother tcm.sueJC.k«At
~~ ——— - Q y, ,-r < ' -a o
,Ngr:ti lah ban- leifc ■ } . T.' ^ dj3yy\f)XAM' SjO
ANganJa dih siu.. 2. S LO&f(je- To\
3.Ng«m_dei ban bam ja. , _ . 3. TOwCffuir '
4»Kim_dei ban di.h sha. 1*. 4a5vA: 'SLa
<j-o u. ■ OuS <?.a4j.C;, to OLxUbT* <1x^3
T*^r1^ J ijJtr ', -
5.k'axxsxsatxsass' Nairn lah bun wan. - 5 . T <■-»t'i ic-i -
_ u5«_ ti^cSdLai ^JU^
-Phi bad u Ravi ohin. ym rw&±.(^-as).6,
•' -Mofan lain b^n leit
4
« ■ • ?
(-4-.
v» ciih ska- 2.(n) ^ Utiovdr/dAJs*rJc CL»
5
' ^ tdr "; ' s /I „
ban Isam
_ ja ttcke food) "3„(n) J 3bu^_ ~y_p.fr & i
~ V'. (=aJ "
^-.klia ici ban dih sha. 4»(n). -cLOV^SlJ"
"*■ '^
£~.Ngi(2 loh hatn "on. 3. (n)
. * ' ';• ^ J ? " " " ^ < V
6.Phi bad u Ravi shin yat rufci. 6. (n) c*'u-^ ftouJ4. t&<uSXA
7.^ phi bad' "J <*en -nhiaj lah ban lait.7 (n) ^J®1* ■£L*-cC)"' £AA*r(^^-'
phi bad I<a_ Rita. phi» <£ei ban leit.B.(n) R-LG U3ft-ujj/^g_f^
fc?) ■ — - v.
R .::r " * '■ *"» Wa.t isyllnv j«*w> 9»(n) ■
^sfaoufe) j. ". ..
'd-Phi bail U. "Tow phiw ^qgj^ynnad ia ; ^XL Slm_3 Tovu.aha. 10. (n y
^ ^ .
/f-Jfaai^, Sh?Tto,. iCte). flu. W
''
••
- ' ' ^ -T
?2.R^nta.ngartvLe£ i*. lehyimah 5kul; 1?^(n}' /^g7«G ^9 Q^yyu^yw-c ^
(sfenotcnt)
•
n • =-ii- '
VJfrULU «avi lun lonj a khyrsnah^uba^ ^ a
■ * *r
J*^./^sheii-^em_oBB_cl«i u _)ci»ytiAah u^_ ^ ^ j/buJc l^r^£tLLd._ yULb(lost ^carj (eleven^*^ giZjj&_ Lj^j ■
3Hf-
Appendix IV.TASK.
T_NB5ATICN., _. (TASK C. TRANSLATION) y •&<.>* tf> • , J,., t
/&.Mynhynnin u khiem lel.t~ shatai."- 16.
17.Kgin del b-n bam ja mynta.. . . 1?', (X^,o AA^7~~' JkxXJL
-
- hi, ^
\&.l4aaxiHKXiitt5c{x±ii;:HKixix±xibttMJt. 18 v^—^—kdx— •
Kin vm dihsha. lashai / "t/
A ~ " ... ' T ' 9^LJ2J3-T3.Ngin ym bam.la lashai.. " "* ''
1. " *JWv
* ' \ -. ' y, 'V.
2£?»Phim lah "ban leit.*
' ' * J
5.1 ..Mynhynnin -U Muac it ,
tcuj-qi^
h it .- hlem aula 21 * u4jJju\c£&-y





22.U Tom um pule man" ka sngi. 22.
; -r " , - ■; twj ^ ZM. .
2j.Phia bang ia ka sha ?~' ' 23> Lm -Q.
& .a &ub bad U row Ic.im ^&i ki khyn- 24 a^' O^O.'r^Jr
-, - , , v •- JiaH akal Mynta. gL. qphcd QJ-* i
75".fl^ntaL ph£. had. U Hen pki.no don ha25» fVoeO 3-k_$ ^ ^£4/
■ T" .- v^JSf-
— 26.«ynnin(y9sterday)Va Site bad ka 26. cld^u %jjcx rjjh
RLta ld..i/g&'H-hj1TaGl':sn> gtA-iua cOOaI°dc <hj^o-cj ■
27.K»nta aa
. kp*fc sha . ^ 17/ A-S_ efaCwa^£ UTOuuJrJLx ■
aa,Phi bad u Tom cat leit. 28. aiiB To^ <±JyU$Jr pjO '
29.Mynta kirn kwah sha. 29 fVQtO cLc^ Z*
30.Mynta urn, shong hangne. . 3P. ^^ W
31.Mynhynnin ki khlem iohi ia nga.-3l». ■
(*:j .0«' . '•" - qhhl. Av*2L-
32.U flam unt -leit skuL man ka sngi.32. iiLui \AjJrf*Ort -£b h (JUa^
' ' • ': i'*•„.■ - , • douul •
33.Mynhynnin- nga bad D^' Ram ngim shem53. $ 0.u_S &0.KX, t0«_
la long ki khynnah kiba bha. UJojulIcL^^ h*Jjg.
3A-«0n vm leit lashai . •
( 34. {U. u^ju^jld hehkjrm&j
35. Um dei ban rwai. 35. d^O-L^y'^-b" ■
36Tl^n|i£e^eJj5l^m ngam shea la long ka^g ^ "
^hynnah kaba stad. ? ' i





NEGATION. TASK I. (TRANSLATION from Khasi).
"
- n',Xi (f t
3g-,Myn-hynnin U Bhaiti u khlem mareh.38. (l^ 0 > , jmKjLiyy^
-&JL ~xA o. C&JzdLc*->~<-
.^M/iita um del a captain. 39- f/0L° ^ '
phtSL i. aJ- x^eJf-A
sg^^snem^dei ki khynnah. kO* (J
Ht-Hynta. ng.v bad k- Sitr. nain don ha 41. NquO -3 . dtd-D dJe. \d
•'» * ■
- ' V '' A I ' • —
awJ) I^JL^
.
.. , cl ss- __ i^ CJUx^o
42,Mynfaynnin. phi bid U Ban phi : s.-iem 1. ,-, uQALlU\claA O^U-AuJ)
don ha ka;)r: ■„ * ^ Vj^-jX&Zf
H3.Phin lttsiai. ,.3 V^-A U3 OJUJLrf i3>r»-0fro<>
kifllfei, shut ki khynn.-.h. sk.ul.44 . WdLC tOe aA; vmiT ^ oluxilu^
45.Mynt; phim lonj a khynnc-h ub. bha. 45 NfluJ Sj-<U1 q^jL jydj~ ^ ^_cch^
■'!?.Myn hynnin n^a bad k:- Sita natm ^cjUGudUuj 3 at u3 £jJZ IsJG—
ahem. l^don h- class. Uc G~t CM<^
•Ka khlom uoan skul 'ay .nin. 47. £MXVl K_A^~ "to
ii^Attr r
w«nv 48. \u_ Gol^c^
■U
Phim del ban hylla( shout) 49. .
50.Ngin dei ki. tehyniSfcb dskaidlnauqhty)50. tO 4— (3-AJL \u^~~ a.
.-*c.;; .
__
si .Mynhynnln phim shem la don ha class.51 . V^Q^LM-cLs^ M^ttL bJ&forKJt^r~
A>a_ ttaJJ^oo^- -
?2LKynhynnin IT Manu bad U Bhaiti kh^gn ^Vvc^yMA- -3LUJJ- i$A<ka.I
wan shane. * .
53-Xin lah ban leit. 53- djiL usJa3£-»4*-Jf
34.U Ram urn shem dei u captain nyshem-sngja. ftjX-Ux. UD&* "Vn^Jh
-v ' • f . ^




>rm-A.TION.TASK 2. r-' ' 'rr.Ta/< t/rrTi_ T? .
ERROR RECOGNITION AMD CORRECTION TEST'/// -XUx '
Instructions:Read the following sentences' carefully.If you that a sen¬
tence is right,put a tick(at the end of the sentence.If it is- wrong,
write the correct sehtence 3ust below the vfrong sentence.
You must SOT change the underlined main verbs(eg.write,cooking,taken etc))
that is,if a verb is given as 'writing' or 'written'.Do NOT change it to-
'write'.Forms written as'isn't''haven't'etc are accepted,bot you can write
te as 'is Not' 'have not' if you want.
2_ don't go/i?# the Ba?ar today ( X ) ^ /■ -C „ *) C-
"T HjLj^ Lji- U ~ '
-2__ iilheynot running in the race . ( X ) j/
X ^ fie**.- "
> >3 .Everyday i'Tanu- don't go by bus. ( u--") ^
I if.Mark.os doesn't always study in the library ( X ) . , b<V
m<xyt-/*LC3 cX-o TzaJt ztcuXU-/ „cr~L cthjs. y ^ ■
2_ '5v L3st night Ravi don't find he ring X ) . /
**&*' -rX^Xr-t LTICLVU- oOLzZtrX -jr^orya
O ,6.He not looking for the pen ( X ) /
- '"y. /-/«£ <^<J7 cttu, ./tz&xz ■ S
0 7IAey ns^qgggnthoir food yet ( x ) • ✓ _ . / ... x- . v
yC. -rtvUJ iKX'^SFSBSe. a/.c<X£aX<-tsrt. £<> )<
2_ i 8*JLasm night Sita not "write the letter. (• >. ) _
JxZJiX. ^uXcty sXe-r cXXaXno^ <u-JCTij,'Zey cXXu.- V
2^ ^9.He isn't "walking alone^ Ram is with him. ( v—) \J&/'
, . * ;> •"• •; V
1 -AO.I' rfo&qn't . read "the papers everyday. ( x ) /
' X cXLo(.rz/>t.& ■tZjZcloL <ZJtZ> p-rt£uzsz-i> £-ueJz*c/ exZzjJ- X. '
q 11Ha don'jg been to Calcutta yet C ) x
> going . /
<Z ^12.Last night they v. .run't/tClTee the films ( ■t-" ) \y/ '.is:.
13.Everyday Asha doesn't go in the car. ( X )
^ 51nss£z5G<n.oxt- <^s> <5sn- xan ■
D not g-ooken to Rita though I met her twice last year.C X_ ) ,< ■ ,
'£ i£>SZiSt, L£XU>U&-X-£ Z 1JatXyz*'
2_ .Yesterday the chowkidar didn't onen the gates. ( l- ^
d. J 6 .He don't singing because he's got a cold ( v-"')
■f.Cc-Lux-
0 17.They are not playing football today. ( X )
y. They cuJZ'* yicfjj- oXcizUsn? t-oattxza-^-
\ 1»~ 18.Last'month I hadn't thought that I would need the book.C^^fr.) i
X&yls-X ..
a 19.b'e don't found the ring so we''re still searching. C X ) .
'-tt>rzol± Xeasn-&( u£Xu- tt-zJsriyS-0 a->cczjz. s'ri-
2_ 30.He hasn't bought the book you want. ( '-it )
0, 21.Yesterday my mother don't cooking when I left the house.( y
y. ;tjL£ZZe~l^(jzu-/ rvrttr rryu yhcsi £■&>
« 3e.Yesterday he don't taken even a Glass of milk. ( X ) . ,,
.
0 -23.Raja not v;ash his hair every Sunday. ( u " )
r
| 21.Last night Dilip not lock the door. ( X ) v—
Cu-IJLT 'r.Stt .->■* :VyA •••"/•.
^2^.The bey hadn't drunk anything stronger than coffee. ( u-' )
357.
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•3
- 26. T not brush tkuirteeth everyday. (. * ) J
x/ tkSgrXLA <? u & -"-z-V ■
. _ 27.Till now Rita not begun her reading yet. ( X ), ,^
^ txuu. rux.cs kcz* ^;
q 281Yesterday he not fighting . but he was taken by the police.( V )
he phX r'p-t , ^.t /-v cc-*-? X"V -' ——~ «✓ . y w''iT" ' - 7 <— *" / lc- ~ r f Z, __ ,
■' f^Jc-Ay at* -O v-<- —'^L*.' .
^ 29.Last nightthiy not reading when^^^'^ather came in.( X ) J\la4~l -ru^ktrfzcu# ***- vp— pX c~lz5u=0-ric? —
2. 30#]I haven't seen such a beautiful flower before ( V )
\ ■. :.......
31 .Last week the;^011' t writing anything ( ^ )•
^ >sueuuk cchus ctu ecru# <-3*/: J7
^32. * Monti h-.sn ',t shouted, but his'teacher is , angrvtf .y ), I4
mocti'. oca4r_*^. izui.-+ uzarvr-.
2_^^3.Last Monday i wasniT ®ing anywhere, tfien^lSta asked me to go with her. ^
^^f.-They haven't tak^n. thair • Looks, "with "them, t, "* 1 *" ^
35. ion't > see ■ films though #^Vant to. ( y) V» ' p ^
-t h-ccs suardti'f gjci- < £ ^uztzcuc/- $ T <--Xc. . ' H-Xr
^wr^pwpqATiaN.TASK 2 ^CR CORRECTION
*
QUESTIONS.
.'Shere she live nowadays ?."X2" " ■
\/3.Where Ailin going today?
xU '
sif.Why Raju not walk faster ?
rto
\.5.Where they live now ?.
A
\'6. Where,he taken the chair .?.
/' cv etui
■JTi'WLy aren' t tthey singing now ?
CLTL2
/ *
<-9^ When they coming to Shillong.?
I —- -
Osu" -
'-u rTl .Why tlry not, staying here ?
^>2.".'hen is he going to Laban ?
t' dp 1 i .'• ' r ■ / j, ■ , j.
e party. ( ' ) <y
: x ) \








. > . v -«X •x'
( ^' ) X >
V
X- ' *1
( v ) x
-
(»,■).* Lk^"
( A ) ^
5 ^ ><
(x ) - i/ t/ x











INTERROGATION. TASK 2. ("ERROR CCPjggTTON). r ' L
<- \jJ 0. ^taflS.ona<aont<i ) ,
1^/f-esterday where he going when you met him.?- ( ( )
(pllJj^oc&vj fit-husuz hz UJOA pcJuno £u>u.rru-C hoyn \
15.Why he not given the jboolc even-now-)■*-'- *
h*& 'usa-% rn£i- v e-yv* 'S&faKi ■ «■ zx-.; --
Ifa^Where had he kept tlje ,papers la^t month? ('-"/t)
uuAxfzt h-jx^e.
. . .. ...... \yy
^I^Whydoes An.jana' read that hook now ? • ( c ) . • X-'
0" " " '• " •■■'• * '
^SiYesterday why she not readingwhen she had time ? (X ) ^z_.
'y \zAam c0h-U ^U us^th, c*Ah&r hi
, ■■-■(/• (j ... ' (Z&csry^ct +
19^- 'Why »ware they .singing ■ together yesterday? C u" ) % I -
20^8hy wasn't he singing. with them. ? ( h- J ... ■v^' "
2UW*o hasn't gone to school today ? ( •- ) ... .". 4^,.
■ '"■
. •.-• • ■ • . • » V .
22.Yesterday why you. not go ? ( X) , y- A Ni
A SDCta^f ^L0-Li. CP>LS rvOeji. <3^0*. ' ' . **1 -
^rWhy" hadn't r thought about it 7. (. X T- ' ., v- n/~, xd
vUhy hi czA/<e. -no A £. &hie z^jpSKt- itX* **?<..:. ",3/v '
Why don't you like sweets ?. ( p-) _
\>^ Why isn' t he going? C i""') l"A-— - -
^_£6-iLast week where you been ? ? ( X ') ''
iha-3(
^2.7 .Last week why. you^not^taken me with you. ? (* ) .i^
/ hsf&C'n.ot
<^28. Why did you go away last night? (U )
'/ ^ ">
Who -they staying with last year? ( X )•
. ct//ro JJiuy ctSZJL hL^ar7
,v^/50.Where have you carried the box ? ( t.-) '
•^L3t.V/hy you brought the flowers? ( L- ). ")C \
'
- : - 1 ' ■ .' . "
, •'
^/32-V/hy you not show me your d jess now ? ( y ) X
td' Uuhurf ^iCa-oicnch sxhitzus yru. .£XjtJk& i 72JT2<s^
N^^dWhere are they going- just " now ? ( X ) . XX • i>'
yJhazji ■-fhu^u tfLZuL-na n' ■< '
^^J^f.'Why do you look for'it here? ( X ■ - . U^V ' '
.Why didn't he sing last night 9 ( ) ,. .
J ' : . "
36. v/here lias he gone? *' ( ) . . .. . •
A§7.Why you net v.'ritten the letter ? ( X )
sn^ A iy p °up vptt^.. _ x^r xx >- j-/ Xp. ;.
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353.
MTTrtATTnw.TAS.K ^ - (TRANSFORMATION OF SEHT3iCFS).
• ■— • 2? -
Instructions: 1. dead these sentences carefully.?.ray attention to
verb,the subject whether it is singular or plural,2i\d or 3*d person
he, she., it, they or a aace).3»0haaga the sentences to negatives.All
Changes nust be v.-ith reference to the tense of the verb.
kH&si: ). .Pule tniah is ki sentens.peit bha ia'ka tense, tea subject 1a. ko
i... kaJba. tang issue! ice siiibun. bad la. ka dei ha ka 2nd ne 3rd person.
•3LPjf«itylla ia id. sentence sha ka negative.!.e.lane kua 'ta nuksa : =
Nix.ksft
iN$on loit= >%on yajileit lane ngato? leit.
dn i/Jjui======Un ym '.'.'an Lone ua wan.
(pynkylla negatived • * * it •:* x '. •** « u :v •*
I "Tke^ cxant to go.
l. * :
went to school yesterday.
3 He X? running.
4 -jo^ ore going horae.
£-£cltr Uaa going very fast.
b. Hfl. h»s gone hone.
"J Aaue played football,
r Ha. had! shouted in the class,
f fc-ha lixes c®bu.
I 1 f




12.he vanto to go.
t
i3.ihcy .had soen it.
1 If.You. have studied here.
15.•-he "-as laughing,
ib.olta ha3 taken my book.
17.They are playing.
1o,fcsterdsy he sang a song.
VV'-'on can go hone.
20.he v.ill walk.
11.oho can sing now.
kk.vi nust go.
3"-jjocxri So
a. -IKiy dJ-dddgo ±0 sdv^guWog.
3. He oLi jv.LLnrvi rtdj •
k» you CXXsl "Home-
. 5~ Rarot &cxs,<rCt#^ '
6. He -Kcud Koh' gone Korrui.
'7. The^j -Hcutt placed |cd&ajj.
.s* He_ Kad n&r shautud in -+hjL aicuiri.
9. -. C.i+o. doeu^wt UttA -tea,-
to. ^ou do Li kx. ^oot^oM •
11 • D©n Li noq r\oto..





17. nd>^ plcujiriQ ■
you bcut pdot studied ~hzA.e.
SK%.' tocu, i>doC Lcux^Kia■
Si-fca. -Kad rnx-j h,yC^.
i3. yzsjdcu-j hue did no+ sinA) oc SortQ-
19. Don ccxnn.o-1 <3e^hjornj_. •
a
/
20- He LOf U. rtO-l ^JGcdR.
/.*
HI. 5-K<L cctnnO^/'Stn.g riepo •
22. ko.ai rn'aJ,1 rici
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it.sue must cone Ms he.
5.:fou 'went there yesterday,
'.the is cooking rice.
/.You are lookin,. at the cat.
3 .lie has gone lioi. e.
?,Don likes tea.
O.i'hey had played football.
1.i'hey live in Shillcng.
2,'i'hey have eaten rice,
3#i*e wantafc a- book yesterday. ,
h.They are going to turn..
p. Az«i .is dp !.hslUfcsi srorid.
'..She ;as' walking with a friend,
7. cavi has taken it,
t'YJ fX
.. „ /3U have written it,
; r
9. a had looked at the-picture,
.he rats to"go.
1 .icu like biscuits, .
./.John was (jetting, a book,
y.Don can 20 now.
i-.Kc will run again.
5.Me can jump.
_■.Mill 0 must work at hone.




rlo.ose write your run
' ' ■ ■ ' ♦ .' i •>li
n ' Pad naa 1C A ^ 9 /
29. she mas-f r,ct ,-c.orru. -hcAe.
25. ^jou cild rt&t ^0 -tfieAi lj a-^eAcJo,.
2o, she u, nok^cocking duCA-
x7. ^ou oJui ^^^Loofcind/ wii -+he ccJ .
2o.. fJx Kct^ <jXo\ Motvc n-c"y-<--
29• Don Ukx
30. THxx| -Kctd pLcujud j^od facxll-
34. Tket^ do rxcrf^Uui. J-n shiUcn.^.
. 32*. "Th.e^ h.cuoe^<cM eai-srv JUCA-
33. He o^uoexni ^ boo Ic ueitekL
39, The.^ oJ^L.Lrftd' 9 otog +0 TLUA.,.o5
4 r^cr <■d h"VM U3G\k.-- .35 • Rcu-n. t ntetf- cic»n^
36. Shi iocu ry^ocJiGo^ to'i^h d'j\ikn.
-fcUten -ii.37. RcuJi -Kclc
38.' gea. Acuia^riof lOAitfirt d-
39. Me rtad rtd-^fooM -the^icfuAe
- ! 4 0,. Me does lOteni-to ^o-
9T . ^OU cio J>C^" tctaj. b'SCa-et/ .
92. ifoKn. 10CM °~ ^ec^--
93. Ticri caj-vn oh/^o r-0 ^ ■
99. Mjl loiu- rtid^ AuJ~i acoin .
P O
^3* HJ£_ ca-najK ^"u-mp.
muA^rvoh iO(M sd henv.96. P i u.p
'•7L_e.*d ci t_311c£rvo4" CA.a-




:ic etc bole. .
voi a rt£
CP I ' \







i' .. ' r
!> ' B:iEa?X'GAlIOW. (TASK. 1 .13AS.LATI0N • Htcti HIHfffTT
• V
_ _ __ v; _ . "T'(« AAo.^/^77.W Tc j,r ^ ,
<$/! *h<d ii'ty 7 pvp, <uo^<\<CWa'
■ ^33. <**1 'V
» opT/ or' C£L<1" ^ \a^CVC>3< \\C> VJ» C-^ yp A^CA \\p;
I
. . Jjy J'S^' 4*(L 3U'" ■- 7 px%6/ijP^
V jT5j7 Jj ' <*1^*11 *i ^^,^4
• * \ / -,» '.




t" ■■' Of. fOl iV'gii ■'•*'? ^41-lA A-^*
/»*\ .*•" -' 7,\v • V* V'/ , A>OfxCCA 0\oa\ UCM?
A, ^ J f £■*+!?! f ^ ' •II. *1/1' _ u U . rj . '•'; ,x P
/
/#. yi pf ■ • ' » j • ^ ^ • /'j :^. *y ' • ■ j % -x
^ 4-tT/ <(*} ^ - . X^Vc^X^yarOLtrt^^xVW-^Ua^. MtLvx^vVxyx^xexixfx.
,: •„ v,
. p ^ [cffi~j"4/t i / N^^v&JS^\\(^rVP *>-i> CK ^sX V>c^.^.v\\a- \^i^\^'g_0^.^s^^g.v\?>
«f*W
■^' jrr - '? ^ W^eil >
^.'^r.-r^v ? 7* ^^^Yvt^"i. • c,p-o- ^^
iif..4i hrZftXi 7/^5/ ^ ^Vtv^i^vP
A ■ ■ ' / *) . ^1.. ■•■■ ( --,
['■ lift - -^y^T/ .<2t/ • VpVv^Tv<p c^c\,-^\>c.^^.• ^
?• .p. c^f^pu\i^(L ^^xxaac7
* <<* »* ^'1^'f cV"
* "^' (l c . .. «■•. , »=r — „ . h
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'^ '>'•" ,->.'<^"V7P7 «^)«V -V• ■>pv^V^pA^Lx_C£^\(VN^? LO c ' .
5 7*4 t& ^ V^^e-v^S -^co/VNP <C4. U^U-1 ^
i3' ^7. ^5-' ^77/ '7 . ' pvp y .
5-7 d \t4-ifr ~^~ ^ ■ VioN^cp?- 'Aii x<\ <?_ \jpcaaa\7 ., ,^Ai
,, is. -4-y/ . •». • \i ■. 3ft-30 ■'
_ ^ /<y^ ,C*'V ^iTrV/ ^ \iVx^®/dlcxV\t. an-V ^-' 4M^ pr--.A p
_ ^r^/ ^-/ P' 7 ,v>\r<Wx p_c,\>s^,\^ tc.c>-.
&j'^' -
A&pendix IV. TASK .*7
*'** * ^ °* VW<\ fc*\v* \r* .
• J.4*11 Ji;<-irn s^,. J- r \^N\o^ Xvoj, -^\ee vAWu.^uau^ fo>a
'^17 f ? OLpv«,*<?
i". <^f chj*;*! jr*n ? ■ . UVns^U ccrm<f.
6. 4*1 <yi .7% <HTTT}-?V ? ^ V5^QS W\W AVC\J£
_ — "!_ 4l 1 " «\ v, 1 , IW.^T^N7' <£* #*\ +L(**lj+&*hri. £7 . u^v> (osjfc.**o <*** * *
'rc&<£&*rr -c? gr- ? . 4,- ■ v . / * * 1
"
• __V __ ~~ s. oo^^O^ovjc ^cvx<£?.
H.4-*t ^'V £•' W^o ,N\\k<oa \eixV^ . ', V
, /£?.^' of* cyr.-<* .y^ ^?„^wx^00.^w\v\
// </?» 2li"V TtidTTi %• "2 cvi__ v^^^vCTr*^' \ w ' V ^0^
. i"X -aJL-f- n U,• %, vxsxi
. _ w_ ^ .II i£C. ^>05* yv^ C\ ^"
/4 .^CfglHg^ eWT^ S?4rt*W ;^^.fS%V\\va«^
li. +'ll 4f V <?3* J'W ^^ 4«yx\ v,^«W^ '
'7-c^^1 F^f 2f 3/ ^/<^v p f-VKTncvV "PSVcX\-A jXAgJaCo-Ca<V>Wy "f0*^ a^~\"*■
i«,^s #> ^4^-,.'. -
11 4^ Tn, <£ 4-J, ., .o^uriv>>-'' •
.^V^4vU^tW
«y.^d\<i<r) <V"^^7 p —S>e^C<'\ciVu^7Tsyx^ <^.d.s\vf.
^3.. <f-.il <^V/ -7/ /--7/ "^<1 £c* ~^~ ■ j^XovAV Vj Q.C\C ^ i/1" '
iv ^ 4+n<?fv f> " '^ycC^^A
2f.d)*i <*>±y ?v^<\«jse <\.\«. ^cKj^r .'• . * •
_ _x_- /^~r~X _i. 3. ■*-£~~L^ lOA- ' •
2£':.efri/ P °hcf kl£4) Jl \ Vv> "V> c\<vv^-5 aw
J?. c£ji c-tT~*t 1 ■nl.~zit^c* £*" '■' VJ^-^Vv \fc a^e, *! 'J
(i'p^ y^:'/. 7 wyx^^, \- . . •
V4?. rpTfO 5<fn^»" ?" P VfxAe^^'\>y<j,p-oC6
— '_ - , • M_ -J ^
^^ ^.<-fvc6 c^r > ■•
r. ■ : ■ ■
'■
. ' ^SggSSAnOT.TASK ~T. a frrr\|r ■ v. - •
. l; '■ . ' •
• • ' -SIL V\ 'f.u\\\ft, -yi\ .

















. a/ 1 M i vTT""i "• 1" X CSour answer this side)I ,NBa_iafe_ban leap ?. 1 /,
1 i. P.Ngan dihsha? ne em?- 2. 7 A/'i- &Z..J ■ " ,
V V
^ , !
3.Nga dei ban bam ja? ne em ?. 3. J*Auj*b y -AX'e. ' .
j» / .< JfCkx, $loO
'+.Ki dei bcm dihs&a ae em ? /VLU-1.V, - - y /. -
JlCU^: jQc^ld ? O
5-T,«nn ngx lab ban wan ? 5 Y £vX_Kj
6„Phi bad 0 Ravi phi n rwai ne em?6. ^
7.-Phi bad 0 Ram phi Ifih ne em ban leit?.7/'\^£ jjlL£^\ olJ_
'
C "*** ' ' y Y!/l ff ?; '-3,
8.Phi dang leit shano ?. fa-, ' 7 , /v£J '7' '
^ \^r ^ . f /
9.Phi sngewtynnad^i^^ ia ka shav i^Ctc 7<XiUi- ~ t '
10.Phi bad 0 Tom phi sflgewtyrtnad 10. n-js®CL ' •-. \
, ' - ,ia ka sha? ■' "■. JJ^ju -l*A- /' Vj"
II .Bale! ka Rita ka S/</eL I l-t~ LJ' dc^S &UZ,
12. Ha to ngam dei u khynnah skul?.. \7 &<vry 7u5"Z <?
13.0 dangleh aiu mynta? , •.• ,^CA-ft Q$-0>-*-~j AiiuT"
' Vrf" ^ J*.
'
1 d-0 dei s'eh mo u khynnah uba stad/#..14. Ax Zu2&-$ '--~.j




j - 15-Lano phi kwah sta2C want) sha ? 1 5. ^4*0 *^0 ^fyf^
16.0" la leit seh mo myn-hynnin shatai?..l6
17.Ngi dei seh mo ban bam ja ? 17. .jfTTri'i Q, Ykii 1,'-
18.Kin dih sha seh mo ? 18. 'ZiX1
*
19.Lano kin wan ?coming) 19^
20.Phi lah ne em ban leit ? .2^. A7tL • ?
21 .Ki pule ne em ia ka kot myn-hynnin?.21J- '£jUcL(^i&Zy AujKC/ ^ -
22/B Tom u nule kot(study) ne em man 2Li W-^_■ A***-' vyA* C 5/ ' . ^
'.' n, {eZL *tZu- '€
23.Phi kwr.h leit noh mynta ? 4
2d.Kx dei ne em ki khynnah skul mynta?2^.
t 'V^ijVQZMrJia V^-1- 'iy
25.Hangno phi don mynta ? 23. b'^~ X-
"><;.Ki don ne cm h- cl--®- hvnr-'.n -j ?6. ••■ 1 '" 77.f »^7
3A
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23.:.ano phi kwah ban leit ? ~ ~ r [r
\
29.shano ka kot jong phi mynta
e?.* W ^c«..u n,. ..A, ^
, ; - ' 'f G4* f<"~ A lp A•
....
J -, Bale! u pula ia ka tai ka kot .30, y ACAjJ .
la rJ'lrSKU A?£*aD ^W*2--,
31.Phi/wan ne em myn-hynnin ? 31 . ' ,
ri't< Wr, aaV'-Z ,
32.Ki leitt. skul man. ka sngi_?\ 32*,' &>l£L ^£;3k
33 .Ki del ne em ki khynnah kiba- bha35./^^^ (^~ ^-i?l
. ,r ayn^hynnin ? -~V7'
34.Uh leit ne em la shai ? -. 34. *'' ' '^ W\T
rwai
. / . lk//*=sis/ /.jp t -u^.- ^ 7-y /
35»Balei ki dei ban ? 35* , vrO^-*-j^ * yf K" y
l/T\ qI*I)0\,
36„ Nga dei ne em i khynnah rit(child^jo Ois t.
37
1
- ibs. stau ?..
37.Xaei ka kyrteng jon» phi ?•
-• V •• \ " i'~ 4 / """h/uef//' ■; if J./^,
38.Lano ka dei kc sngi khafbithdc.y )38 4£k&-4*j_ : A'
i«ng phi ?. . 4otM, ,/y*y_ ; /" . C ]
-< '- i •>•••'•• .:. .. yn/ "trr^ lo. <\- C^P
39.BeQ.ei u long captain ? , 39», 1^'
40.Phi dei u khynnah skul(studentj 41. ^
myn- shem snem(laet year)
42". Phi don ha kbmra class" ne cm .ay"ta ?.42.- /9/> ai/l/fi-f '-'/w 6*<-
: ' -,•<■ 'v'" ■ 1 ' A. 7/'.
43.iano phin leit ? .." • 43. -
44.U dei ne em ukhynnah skul'mynta ?. 44. - ^ s' i-t.'-/
45.U Pavi u dei ,ne enr. u khynnah uba W5. '(■ A Q /yXc^'J
, v. bha mynta,?. " AA' AJ^ *
46. Hangnb phi' shong(live)? " "7" < '
• •' '-*V •••' ' < . ~-J 'J .
47.Myn-hynnin ka khiem wan skul ? 47 ^ p
.
.. — JcT SutvJl
48.Lano u lah ban wan ? •-. ' ', ' 48. -t Ait*.
• / ^-/orc^-Ai / .
49.Baled phi dei ban hylla(shout)? 49. ^
50.Balei. u long u khynnah uba. bhr. ? 50. yvi 7.-C-/l-/
.. Jz y **'■'1
51 .Phi sngew tynnad eh jA'bi(like moGt)5l. ^ ; A'd'd A ^
kaei ?
_ 1
52.Mynao phi wan ayn-hyn".in ?' \ 52 jDt*-c-Jr*' "£--^7^''/ - / P/ ■ -
557.
Appendix IV TASK,
.«. \ ■> /
INTERROGATION. TAcK5. (TRANSFORMATION OF SENTENCES).
/ V ^ /^at/r Q/~f. A.U, O
Instructions. " ^
1. Read the sentences carefully. 2. ?r.y attention to the ten." .
of the verb,&/ the subject I.oua or pronoun, riiother it is singular at
-uursl, 2nd(you)or 3rd.person( ne, she, it they, or a ssee.3 change the
sentences into questions.4»*;'ron sentence no. 25 to /■,(5, you v.ill find y ...
sot-.e word in brackets (somewhere), something),(sometime). V.'e have ster.es. d
these sentences for you, out you will have to complete then,. Therefore
sentences 25 to ifS- should always begin v.-ith the words where, what or v.her, „
3. You must not start sentences 1 to .24 v.itn where, what ana when.
3. writes your- sentence next iiUP the given sentence.
ckMJ%a into ^jiettio^ts) ( write-your answer or sei^tonce in this coljp
1 . they Tract to go. *L" t! &-o j^p
They went to school yesterday. /&?
3'i H« is running.
Yeti ore going homo.
Acu~x&a walking very fasti.'i— 5.
. tk. kxa gone home
have played football









Tl .Sen is goih^ now.
IjL-We.'©aits ta'scr.J"
i j < .Ttaey 1sac/ seen it.
u^.' —
«j have studied hero.
l-di. was laughing.
|fe Si fit has taken my book.
I
(t ■ .Tfeey are playing.
/£•'. .yesterday he sang a song,
('i.




9. V5 *" *'
10* £>0^^










mE?-RCGATION,T'ftSK 3. (TRANSFORMATION OF
<u.v± must go. T y
£^rvr^- ***r- O H
(Ttf^ tail run.
S^Wnrust co;ae here.
«yu*mt(so.-..et?hero) yesterday. V 23. ^
icrki^r 5^- -.. She is cooking (soaethi»g) . "PS.1ossxa^ \ soaethiB^.
7.[jou aunt lootd.e^ e t (scuethins) "". 27. —L^^i^4r£_-S. C—-..;
v ■-• \ f; ip-° ^=7 ./T >
oebv.hero). "h: : '" . 23. —rdi-
25.Con likesfsonethir.gi./;*'. ' * 2g.Whah^j^p;——.2
ftcAscft ^one (SOEBV.!:
<r
CIm, C)iO.tkg^ had ^layettCsoaev.'hara ) .. '■!..' ,.,gO. wkera
' . They live (sowechere)^^. , .- = ■■••-■ 5>-,whsr& ^&Lu. -&JKe ^
... i d j-)Q. .« ' ... i-
.ffeey Wye eatenCsor.ething) .. ■• 32.What'«^5C^ ' /uxJ e-S±Ci~*-~_ _S " ,
■•■■ .*'• ,/ ^ '■*■ ^ "
".W Ua»^C(i{scrQethini|) yesterday. 33>What /v / '-J^iX/rrUty
(&& —
•Tfc«y are going(sor.e^hore)«. ; j. .34»Where KXZh/ *9 '/.
v ^ ' O
_ CU^~4, 1.{[am is do: (sonething). ~i 35. What^"
T-.SW* Was tomlkingCsoaet-'here). 3:' .Where^jj&afcg. u-*-^ / u-O-L-kii--^
* <d*0-<S—
.ftavei has taken it\Goaev.'Uere). - 3V.Where 'ia.i.-ou_i.
Vftta hqve tirittun it soactinc). '-33» Whe /^V j f~ *>




3./!abu can cotae( noaetime)
1.She kill sing (scaetiae)
-)..^e can vrrite( something) 5
*
Aran aunt go (soaevhere)
Kill ;fc( so '.ev;he rc).
Where Cik^ /..c-^- ^
■: •>»<" '
{• -hO.





^ ' y •
,?5






ho. Where ■ 4 7 4-y u^' -7 ^
3 h?.Uhere /s / arA K/'.jt-t' l <- •- <- ^ g/- _3
361-
Appendix IV. TASK
•. yiT/^nTHo^H^hT cu»-m*2 '< ^i^rx
u-QL&X^ J %S ? f..~)
Change the following sentehU&s into questions. \ J •-**•
T.I&ta li:-es rosgullas. and Jelebi o^i- TdaJM ? JC O-j
Z.^Thcy v;. .nt- to go, p>-C' f O
/*- 7 \/ j ^ ;!: i :! 9 *-—^ -• ^
3»Tou uent to school vaster'- y ^tfuLo^xyrb ^ O
t.Ton livas-^ soLiexrhBrer)
— 5.They cowe.Sometime)
{".She aaited for the hook yesterday kn^W?)c -v£7
7.They feel sorry -facJtL ^ ®
s'.Ke is going iSL'tSf youIfV- - 0
7)9.They are running. a race. hT^>-*k "5 cJc£"^?
^.10.They go , /sometime) ?pV^ , v ^
_ TT .TOtt l±kes(sanethingkhv> • " .-■ ; ? C>
S- ?pb 12.Yesterday you net he^( ^01 ^ />*? ' ^
^ ^'3. Thsy were asking for ltmc\jjUA jxr 1 ixkjiyui^^ji ij~0
yHBs^IWb th* guitar.*)'£ #„.■' fr, ^JLS. . . O
x^7»^5.She ms. ^co* " ~ ~~ y ^
fl6. L have written to her., ^ /6- 9MtfUX. - ^
4>rm had takaa »jdinn8r- o^— ;•-■ ®
• ftUHe ha<to*% gone, hone J^V4 Li? U^Uk- _ 4 D
^ 19.ha has gone hone.l^afX!C^L*^/.1ft>^9ji^^ .
^AOIZe; had bought it. /--slJ /h*<^X> V/? tf&xL - - - ^
—'iTIIe hadn't bought itr$L h-J._ t.^JJj-^^Jt-] Hedbvtfc ' -■ - X
22.Yesterd.-y fe^didn't go wit*yoti ^ >t^ c.JJjLy^^*^4-
^*You aren't reading' p-^^>0 QrjsvJz.—■ — £3
^2hi2e c^ctcAt like f00 tfbaJl ^ ^X'dsr ' kjJzjlfx*&;MXL. ? QCckit ; — 0
)0 25.1 an not looldng r. t the picture
-
, h ■ ' ' " ? , v. . / , bjJwrCk^ — Q
^2oYou haven't taken the books hone.cL,jrii E>Aji^ tj.1 r-^-^
yF-7.'LQ hasn't eaten the food^ \pi-k^] f~- - -
I wo running C souetime).fl*^«i^L h^iv^A. ^
""-"She is cry±ng(for soae reason).1 (Lu V-^;/> ^
Ui 0' 30.He is going (sonetine) ^/^p'ujL "-
^Jc <^"31 .Yesterday he fell doTm( soner/here j Jf-^ FjJb cJ-oJs'■ ^
They have taken it tonewhere) ^'/jL < tcd^" L
"\ b0^33^e has gone( somewhere) ^
'■ ^,-0 Th.He hadQone(somewhere)
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APPENDIX V. SGATTERGRAM FOR CHAPTER L 5.
="':" gsajfegxajn 1 pRc&nFssi'ue. Bsneer
. •_£■ OPPElhii l-^ch i luri ukT t = i-4/03.- ?3 "
- 6 r;. E " E« K7 H? ST 710 H10 610
Cft-rrEitCfcW^ OP coownj PRCS6IUJ £»CAOSS.) PS THRO















0.00 2-00 J1-0© -t4-. 00 16.00 rf.oo^ oe> k. 00
■?0>; ~ E H *i ? 0
;rPTisTICS
CORA.ELATIOK (A.}-

















APPENDIX V.SCATTERGRAM FOR CHAPTER 5
Vlpf&K c6.* v.
Sgo-iter^QYCMVl 3- 3 yid- $inCjn/an anri 5?<Vnp(i Vcudr. _ _ _
29/03/33 PAGE 2
. -.7 X (CREATION OHTE a 24/03/83 )
OF COOUW) S1H&3FB
I.Offl 2.00
K7 H? £ 7 K10 H10
C*C*0SSJ 5IMPSTF8
























IS PRINTED IF w COEFFICIENT C A N K' 0 T SE C 0 N P <J ~ E O
<7WSr-
APPENDIX V, SCATTERG-RAM FOR CHAPTER 5.
OP.RELATION TENASP 29/03/e3 PAGE 2 flpp
PILE ORRELATI (CREATION DATE = 24/03/83) gC fiTTER. ™ *+. Tft.S K'* I * N O TltS/<. 33~rc(- .
SUBFILE K4 h4 E4 K 7 H7 E7 K10 Hi 0 E10
SCATTERGRAH OF (DOWN) SING3PC(r*»k /) (ACROSS) SING3FB^72ufc O












I * / ♦ *
i





y/ I c<£>nscside»i^™- .X>X I
X I X
°
/ • I /
x/^ 1 X
// 1 x'^X^ • *




* * 5 * X * 1 * ^ ^
x/^ i
2 * ♦ X^ I
X 1




O.OO 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 14.00 16.00 18.00 20.00
DRRELATION TEN4SP PAGE 3
STATISTICS..
CORRELATION (R>- 0.£1212 0.83196 SIGNIFICANCE 0.00000
36?.
APPENDIX V.SCATTTERGRAM PGR CHAPTER 5
10.00
RRELATICN TEN4SP 29/03/K3 PAGE 5
^ jf
ILE ORRELATI (CREATION OATE = 24/03/83) G?fr ft M S~- TCisfc. 1 T&-S/< "2 -6*1 T£xs>t~ ^
SUBFILE K 4 H 4 E4 K7 H7 E7 K10 H10 E10
> CATT ERGR AM OF (DOWN) SIMPSTFO (ACROSS) SIMPSTFB
1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 11.00 13.00 15.00 17.00 19.00
2.00
0.00 .2*00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 14.00 16.00 18.00 20*00
18.00
14.00
ORRELATION TENASP 29/03/e3 PAGE 6
STATISTICS..
CORRELATION <R)- 0.83283 R SQUARED - 0.69360 SIGNIFICANCE - 0.0000
STC ERR OF EST - 4.27944 INTERCEPT (A) - -2.61988 SLOPE <B) - 1.0226
- 90 EXCLUDED VALUES- 0 KISSING VALUES - 0
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